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Notice of meeting and agenda

Transport and Environment Committee
10.00 am Thursday, 14th October, 2021

Virtual Meeting - via Microsoft Teams

This is a public meeting and members of the public are welcome to watch the live
webcast.
The law allows the Council to consider some issues in private. Any items under “Private
Business” will not be published, although the decisions will be recorded in the minute.

Contacts
Email:

veronica.macmillan@edinburgh.gov.uk / martin.scott@edinburgh.gov.uk

Tel:

0131 529 4283 / 0131 529 4237

1. Order of Business
1.1

Including any notices of motion and any other items of business
submitted as urgent for consideration at the meeting.

2. Declaration of Interests
2.1

Members should declare any financial and non-financial interests
they have in the items of business for consideration, identifying
the relevant agenda item and the nature of their interest.

3. Deputations
3.1

If any.

4. Minutes
4.1

Minute of the Transport and Environment Committee of 19
August 2021 – submitted for approval as a correct record

7 - 40

5. Forward Planning
5.1

Transport and Environment Committee Work Programme

41 - 44

5.2

Transport and Environment Committee Rolling Actions Log

45 - 94
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6. Business Bulletin
6.1

Transport and Environment Business Bulletin

95 - 110

7. Executive Decisions
7.1

Active Travel Measures - Travelling Safely Update – Report by
the Executive Director of Place

111 - 140

7.2

Petition for Consideration: Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled
streets - Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent and Comely
Bank Avenue – Report by the Executive Director of Corporate
Services

141 - 146

7.3

Active Travel Investment Programme Update – Report by the
Executive Director of Place

147 - 166

7.4

Short Term Improvements at Portobello High Street/Inchview
Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road Junction – Report by the
Executive Director of Place

167 - 182

7.5

Woodhall Terrace - Proposed Changes to Roads in Juniper
Green – Report by the Executive Director of Place

183 - 188

7.6

Proposed Parking Controls - Allanfield, Allanfield Place and
Dicksonfield – Report by the Executive Director of Place

189 - 196

7.7

Future Provision of Public Conveniences Update – Report by the
Executive Director of Place

197 - 204

7.8

Union Canal Bicentenary – Report by the Executive Director of
Place

205 - 208

7.9

Edinburgh's Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance –
Report by the Executive Director of Place

209 - 246
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8. Routine Decisions
8.1

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance Indicators
as at 11 August 2021 - referral report form the Governance, Risk
and Best Value Committee – Report by the Executive Director of
Corporate Services

247 - 324

8.2

Place Services Internal Audit - Actions Update – Report by the
Executive Director of Place

325 - 336

8.3

Revenue Monitoring Update - 2021/22 Month five position –
Report by the Executive Director of Place

337 - 342

9. Motions
9.1

Motion by the Green Group - Zero waste hierarchy for Edinburgh
world heritage sites
“Committee:
1. Notes the UNESCO world heritage site status of the Old
and New Towns of Edinburgh
[https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/728] and recognises the
value of this designation;
2. Notes correspondence from residents in the New Town to
the council raising concerns regarding the communal bin
review project which will change arrangements for
domestic waste in this area and in particular the effect on
heritage;
3. Notes that a reduction in the volume of waste presented
would require fewer and/or smaller bins as well as being
environmentally beneficial;
4. Agrees that, in tandem with the communal bin review,
residents should be supported and empowered to embrace
the zero waste hierarchy in answer to their call for lower
impact of waste on the world heritage site.”

Nick Smith
Service Director – Legal and Assurance
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Committee Members
Councillor Lesley Macinnes (Convener), Councillor Karen Doran (Vice-Convener),
Councillor Eleanor Bird, Councillor Maureen Child, Councillor Gavin Corbett, Councillor
Graham Hutchison, Councillor David Key, Councillor Kevin Lang, Councillor Claire
Miller, Councillor Stephanie Smith and Councillor Iain Whyte

Information about the Transport and Environment Committee
The Transport and Environment Committee consists of 11 Councillors and is appointed
by the City of Edinburgh Council. The meeting will be held by Teams and will be
webcast live for viewing by members of the public.

Further information
If you have any questions about the agenda or meeting arrangements, please contact
Veronica Macmillan, Committee Services, City of Edinburgh Council, Business Centre
2.1, Waverley Court, 4 East Market Street, Edinburgh EH8 8BG, Tel 0131 529 4283 /
0131 529 4237, email veronica.macmillan@edinburgh.gov.uk /
martin.scott@edinburgh.gov.uk.
The agenda, minutes and public reports for this meeting and all the main Council
committees can be viewed online by going to https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/

Webcasting of Council meetings
Please note this meeting may be filmed for live and subsequent broadcast via the
Council’s internet site – at the start of the meeting the Convener will confirm if all or part
of the meeting is being filmed.
The Council is a Data Controller under current Data Protection legislation. We
broadcast Council meetings to fulfil our public task obligation to enable members of the
public to observe the democratic process. Data collected during this webcast will be
retained in accordance with the Council’s published policy including, but not limited to,
for the purpose of keeping historical records and making those records available via the
Council’s internet site.
Any information presented by individuals to the Council at a meeting, in a deputation or
otherwise, in addition to forming part of a webcast that will be held as a historical
record, will also be held and used by the Council in connection with the relevant matter
until that matter is decided or otherwise resolved (including any potential appeals and
other connected processes). Thereafter, that information will continue to be held as
part of the historical record in accordance with the paragraphs above.
If you have any queries regarding this, and, in particular, if you believe that use and/or
storage of any particular information would cause, or be likely to cause, substantial
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damage or distress to any individual, please contact Committee Services
(committee.services@edinburgh.gov.uk).
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Agenda Item 4.1
Minutes
Transport and Environment Committee
10.00am, Thursday 19 August 2021 and 1.30pm, Thursday 9
September 2021
(reconvened on Thursday 9 September 2021)
Present 19 August 2021
Councillors Macinnes (Convener), Doran (Vice-Convener), Bird, Booth (substituting for
Councillor Miller (Items 1-13)), Child, Corbett, Gordon (substituting for Councillor Key
(items 3 – 13)), Hutchison, Key (items 1 and 2), Lang, Smith, and Whyte.
Present 9 September 2021
Councillors Macinnes (Convener), Doran (Vice-Convener), Child, Corbett, Hutchison,
Key, Lang, McVey (substituting for Councillor Bird (items 16 –19) Miller, Smith, and
Whyte.

1.

Active Travel Measures – Travelling Safely (formerly known as
Spaces for People)

a)

Deputation – Joint Deputation – Spokes and Better Edinburgh for
Sustainable Travel (BEST)
Committee heard a deputation from Spokes and BEST about their concerns
over the recommendations in the report to revise and remove measures. The
deputation emphasised that whilst they were glad to see many measures
implemented, the revision and removal of certain infrastructure was done so
inconsistently and with lack of reasoning. The deputation suggested to
Committee that they implemented three clear principles in order to determine in
future what measures should be revised and replaced. The deputation advised
that conforming to the transport hierarchy (putting those who walk, wheel and
cycle first), to consider the integrity of the active travel network, and to focus on
the equality impacts revising and removing infrastructure could have a positive
impact on members of the public.

b)

Deputation – South West Edinburgh 20 Minute Neighbourhoods
Committee considered a deputation from South West Edinburgh 20 Minute
Neighbourhoods on their mixed views around the proposals being debated by
Committee. The deputation advised that the retention of many schemes was
warmly welcomed and hoped that the ETRO process would allow for further
consultation, improvements and final designs for these schemes to be delivered
in a timely manner, especially Longstone, Inglis Green, Murrayburn and
Slateford Roads.
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c)

The schemes needed to be better connected – for example linking
Longstone cycle lanes properly with Lanark Road and also from Lanark Road
through Juniper Green to reach quieter streets.
Many walking and cycling improvements would not happen until there were
further end-to-end journey investments and the council was urged to be
cautious about usage data from schemes which were not yet connected to
other safe routes, especially whist the majority of offices in the city were still
closed due to the pandemic.
The “cut the clutter” partnership with Living Streets was welcomed and
should be extended based on survey data collected.
The CEC was urged to build upon the success of school streets with
permanent designs where possible.
The choice between parking and better active travel was false, reallocation of
road space from active travel back to private vehicles did not align with UK,
Scottish or local government policies to reduce car use.
The lack of any serious incidents around floating parking was welcomed, and
the principle of well-implemented floating parking was supported. However,
the community needed to see the vision for these layouts in a permanent
state rather than the temporary materials which may suppress local support.

Deputation – Better Broughton
Committee considered a deputation from Better Broughton on the proposed
changes at the Broughton Road junction. The deputation noted that the
proposed scheme seemed to put southbound cyclists, particularly those going
straight ahead, at a very high risk of being struck by vehicles turning left. The
deputation stated that the proposed change would mean cyclists should be on
the inside of the left turn lane, as opposed to the signed straight ahead lane that
was currently in place. The deputation also noted there appeared to be issues
with traffic signal phasing that may contribute to the reported congestion and bus
delays, and ideally would like signals synchronised so traffic could flow through
to Broughton Road. The deputation felt the current scheme in place was safer
than the scheme proposed, and that cyclists would be best served by
infrastructure to support them taking primary position in the straight-ahead and
left-turn lanes.

d)

Ward Councillors
In accordance with Standing Order 33.1, the Convener agreed to hear a
presentation from Ward Councillor Lezley Marion Cameron.
Councillor Cameron advised Committee of concerns on representation.
Councillor Cameron noted she was doing so as a Small Business Champion and
as Chair of Cross Party Working Groups on Equalities. Councillor Cameron
supported encouraging the widest variety of people to come into the city, but
expressed concerns that small business owners were being impacted with
receiving deliveries and logistical issues due to arrangements made by the
Committee. Councillor Cameron asked Committee to consider what could be
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done to encourage safer wheelchair access and cycling around the city, without
impacting on smaller businesses.
e)

Report by the Executive Director of Place
An update was provided on existing Spaces for People measures installed over
2020 and 2021 in response to the public health emergency (Coronavirus
(COVID-19)) together with the actions agreed at Council on 24 June 2021.

Motion
1)

To approve the scheme updates and recommendations included in Appendix 1
to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To approve the high-level project programme in Appendix 2 to the report.

3)

To note the update on each scheme grouping describing scheme removal,
proposed retention under Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders (ETROs),
engagement and options to be considered at a future Committee.

4)

To approve the specific actions for scheme modification or removal in
paragraphs 4.25 – 4.36 of the report.

5)

To note that officers had started engagement with Community Councils and local
residents regarding specific options for Comiston Road, Braid Road and Lanark
Road to bringing a further report to the next meeting of this Committee.

6)

To note the update on school schemes (Appendix 6 of the report), and the
intention to reinstate all existing school measures on or near the appropriate
August school return date.

7)

To note the projected budget plan for the period 2021/2022.

- moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment 1
1)

To reject the rebranding of Spaces for People given that the programme was no
longer required for its intended purpose and believed given widespread public
opposition and a scathing audit opinion that Spaces for People did not form a
sound basis on which to build this Council’s active travel strategy going forward.

2)

To regret the lack of meaningful consultation on the bulk of the Spaces for
People schemes and a failure by the Council to listen to feedback from the
residents once schemes were introduced.

3)

To acknowledge the reputational damage caused to the Council by the
profoundly undemocratic manner by which the Spaces for People programme
was foisted on the citizens of Edinburgh, as well the negative impact on the lives
of our citizens and businesses at a time when they most needed our support.

4)

To note with concern the red opinion issued by our auditors on the Spaces for
People programme and to ask Senior Administration Councillors and officers to
reflect on the unlistening and uncollaborative approach taken in rolling out this
programme.
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5)

To reject recommendations 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 of the report by the
Executive Director of Place and to instruct officers to bring a report to Committee
in one cycle detailing the conclusion of the programme and plans for the removal
of all remaining Spaces for People infrastructure (except those measures at
schools which were supported by the public).

6)

To consider that given the intended temporary nature of the Spaces for People
programme that sufficient funds should have been held back from the grant
funding to the Council to facilitate the removal of said schemes in full.

7)

To instruct officers to bring back a report in one cycle with proposals to expand
the Active Travel Forum to ensure cross party representation and membership
from a broad cross section of stakeholders to ensure future decisions on active
travel were better informed.

8)

To recognise the detrimental aesthetic impact of much of the Spaces for People
infrastructure on our cityscape and to commit to consultation with heritage
bodies in designing any permanent infrastructure.

9)

To agree that the Spaces for People TTROs had provided a more than adequate
timeframe to assess the impact of individual schemes and that ETROs should
not be used to further expand these temporary schemes.

10)

To instruct officers to bring back a report to this Committee in three cycles
setting out the approach to be taken going forward in developing the city’s active
travel infrastructure following consultation with the expanded Active Travel
Forum. The report should include the outcomes of recommendations 1.1.5 and
1.1.6 of the report, which, if given approval, should then be implemented through
the normal TRO process. It should also detail the status of previously planned
permanent Active Travel Schemes and actions that could be taken to ensure
these were actually delivered.

11)

To agree that all new Active Travel schemes proposed in future would be
developed through full consultation with impacted residents and businesses,
ward Councillors, Community Council’s and other local stakeholders as
appropriate.

- moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Whyte
Amendment 2
1)

To approve the scheme updates and recommendations included in Appendix 1
to the report by the Executive Director of Place as an appropriate response to
the policy position agreed by full Council in June 2021.

2)

To approve the high-level project programme in Appendix 2 to the report.

3)

To note the update on each scheme grouping describing scheme removal,
proposed retention under Experimental Traffic Regulation Orders (ETROs),
engagement and options to be considered at a future Committee.

4)

To approve the specific actions for scheme modification or removal in
paragraphs 4.25 – 4.36 of the report with the exception of Drum Brae North,
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where a decision was continued until October 2021 to allow for a full risk
assessment, which should include consideration of the risks associated with the
continued absence of the previous vehicle separation road markings at the top
of the hill.
5)

To note that officers had started engagement with Community Councils and local
residents regarding specific options for Comiston Road, Braid Road and Lanark
Road to bringing a further report to the next meeting of this Committee.

6)

To note the update on school schemes (Appendix 6 of the report), and the
intention to reinstate all existing school measures on or near the appropriate
August school return date.

7)

To note the projected budget plan for the period 2021/2022.

8)

To agree that future reports should include a section on any resource impacts
arising from this programme on other transport projects, particularly with respect
to the wider active travel programme and road safety programme.

9)

To note that, on 17 June 2021, Committee agreed that officers should return
with a report on “options for modifications to Silverknowes Road South, including
possible removal of the scheme” and reaffirms its expectation that the necessary
consultation would be undertaken to allow for this report to come to the next
meeting of the Committee.

10)

To agree that the October 2021 report should include a more detailed update on
the work being undertaken with Living Streets, local businesses and the access
panel on long term replacements for the shopping street schemes, as referred to
in the agreed June 2021 motion, and to provide an indicative timetable for future
reports to Committee through the 20 minute neighbourhood programme or
otherwise.

11)

To agree that the programme of work should continue to be referred to as
‘Spaces for People’ rather than the proposed title of ‘Travelling Safely’ in order to
avoid confusion with other Council transport safety projects.
- moved by Councillor Lang, seconded by Councillor Child

Amendment 3
1)

To approve the scheme updates and actions in appendix 1 and in paragraphs
4.25 – 4.36 except as modified below:
To welcome the programme implemented over the last 17 months to
increase provision for safer walking, wheeling and cycling and the aim to
retain many of those interventions, suitably adjusted in light of public
feedback and experience, and integrated with wider council aims such as
20 minute neighbourhoods and Edinburgh City Centre Transformation;
nevertheless regret dilution or removal of a minority of schemes; and
therefore:
To retain segregated cycle lanes and pedestrian improvements from
Forrest Road to the Mound until the Meadows to George Street
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permanent scheme was in place and to continue to engage with
businesses and bus operators in the corridor on access and loading
issues.
To retain Canonmills cycle segregation, pedestrian build-outs and road
markings; retain Eyre Place right turn ban; and to continue to engage on
other ways of mitigating public transport delays and improving active
travel safety.
To retain full cycle segregation on Drum Brae North.
To retain the segregated cycle lane on the uphill stretch of Morningside
Road.
To retain town centre modifications in Stockbridge, Gorgie-Dalry,
Bruntsfield, Tollcross, Morningside, Portobello and Corstorphine (St
John’s Road), outlined in Appendix 1 of the report; and to welcome
opportunities for future footway widening as 20-minute neighbourhood
plans evolved.
To retain and expand school street improvements in Appendix 6 of the
report and in line with school travel plan reviews.
To progress Seafield Road temporary crossing until permanent crossing
was installed.
2)

To agree recommendations 1.1.2-1.1.3 and 1.1.5-1.1.7 in the report with any
modifications required as above, noting also that proposals for Lanark Road,
Comiston Road and Braid Road would come to the October 2021 Committee.

- moved by Councillor Corbett, seconded by Councillor Booth
Voting
The voting was as follows:
First Vote
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion
For Amendment 1
For Amendment 2
For Amendment 3

-

5 votes
3 votes
1 votes
2 votes

(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Child, Doran, Key and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.
For Amendment 2: Councillor Lang.
For Amendment 3: Councillors Booth and Corbett.
There being no overall majority, Amendment 2 fell and a second vote was taken
between the Motion and Amendments 1 and 3.
Voting
Transport and Environment Committee – 19 August 2021
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Second Vote
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion
For Amendment 1
For Amendment 3
Abstentions

-

5 votes
3 votes
2 votes
1

(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Child, Doran, Key and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.
For Amendment 2: Councillor Booth and Corbett.
Abstentions: Councillor Lang.)
There being no overall majority, Amendment 3 fell and a third vote was taken between
the Motion and Amendment 1.
Voting
Third Vote
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion
For Amendment 1
Abstentions

-

5 votes
3 votes
3

(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Child, Doran, Key and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.
Abstentions: Councillors Booth, Corbett and Lang.)
Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.
(References – Act of Council (No 1) 24 June 2021; report by the Executive Director of
Place, submitted.)
Declaration of Interests
Councillors Booth and Corbett declared a non-financial interest in the above item as
members of Spokes.
Councillor Key declared a non-financial interest in the above item as a member of the
RAC and Spokes.

2.

George Street and First New Town – Final Concept Design and
Operational Plan Update

a)

Deputation – Essential Edinburgh
Committee heard a deputation from Essential Edinburgh on their stance on the
report. The deputation advised from the start of the process that they had been
hugely supportive of changes to the street, with the vast majority of people being
happy with the changes, however there were a few areas of concern. The
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design could not be looked at in isolation as operational plans also had to be
considered, as everyone needed to be satisfied that Rose Street would be
utilised by as many businesses and customers than it had been before. The
deputation was concerned over businesses being able to operate effectively, as
the construction could impact businesses who were required to have goods
delivered and mobility issues could be caused for those wanting access to the
street. The side streets within Rose Street should be used minimally in order to
receive deliveries as these streets were in need of attention. Events spaces
within the street were not practical, and did not provide adequate entry for those
with mobility issues or emergency services. The street would also be a night
time economy space, and therefore taxis needed better access into and out of
the street. The deputation also said the time frame was a cause for concern as
an adequate time frame was needed in order to minimize impact to businesses,
and compensation should be available to businesses who would be impacted by
the build.
b)

Deputation – George Street Association
Committee heard a deputation from the George Street Association who voiced
their concerns on the report. The deputation advised that were unresolved
issues in the plan, meaning they did not have enough information on how it
would affect members. Concerns were raised over the operational plan as there
was operational details missing and over the expected delivery by
2025.Ressurance was needed over the impact of stakeholder engagement, and
that the stakeholders’ needs would be met. The deputation understood the
needs of the plan but stated it was very complex and treasurers requested
further information on how budgets would also cover small business who were
struggling due to the Covid-19 Pandemic to encourage them to stay open until
the proposed plans were met in 2025 and to encourage customers to shop in
their premises.

c)

Report by the Executive Director of Place
Details of the proposed final concept design for George Street and the First New
Town (GNT) were presented for approval, alongside a set of principles for the
future operation of the First New Town streets. The proposals reflected
alignment to strategic priorities including the recently approved City Mobility Plan
(CMP) and formed an integral relationship with other key city centre active travel
projects including Meadows to George Street (MGS) and the City Centre West to
East Link (CCWEL).

Motion
1)

To approve a set of final fundamental design elements, outlined in paragraph 4.7
and Appendix 1 to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To agree the key principles of an Operational Plan proposed for George Street
and First New Town, as outlined in paragraph 4.8 and detailed in Appendix 2 to
the report.
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3)

To note that a procurement exercise had commenced to secure multidisciplinary
consultancy support to progress the next stages of the project.

4)

To note that the next design stage was critical where, by end of 2021, it was
expected that sufficient detail would emerge from the design process to enable
the commencement of the necessary statutory consents; under which the power
to construct the scheme would be obtained.

5)

To note that funding up to £20 million had been secured from Sustrans Places
for Everyone programme, with 100% of design costs and 70% of construction
costs covered by the grant award.

- moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment
To continue consideration of the report for 2 cycles to enable further details on the
project to be provided.
- moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Whyte
Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the motion
For the amendment

-

8 votes
3 votes

(For the motion: Councillors Bird, Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran, Key Lang, and
Macinnes.
For the amendment: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.)
Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.
(Reference –report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

3.

Leith Connections – Foot of the Walk to Ocean Terminal route
and Low Traffic Neighbourhood

a)

Deputation – Living Streets Edinburgh
Committee heard a deputation from Living Streets Edinburgh. The deputation
wanted to remind Committee of the sustainable transport hierarchy and did not
support the cycle path being taken away at Leith Walk. The deputation claimed
that cyclists would use this area even though it was closed due to the tram
network being built which could be extremely dangerous. This area was
notorious for serious accidents and the deputation requested that Phase 1 and
Phase 2 of the Low Traffic Neighbourhood report would not be uncoupled. The
deputation argued that since the tram works began more road space had
become available for motorists, and less space was available for cyclists or
those with mobility issues. The deputation supported a bus route in this area and
a cycle path to encourage more access to the area. Concerns were raised about
there being no definite time line for the completion of the scheme due to ongoing
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tram works and perhaps building an accessible cycle path at the same time
could be considered as an option.
b)

Deputation – Leith Links Community Council

Committee received a written deputation from Leith Links Community Council on
their concerns over the Low Traffic Neighbourhood proposal which was
circulated to Committee members. The deputation commented that they were
part of the Leith Conservation Area, a well-used and popular area, that had seen
a significant rise in population and members of the public coming in to use the
leisure facilities. The deputation supported the City of Edinburgh Council
proposals in principle to address problems in the area, however due to ongoing
major transport construction projects (tram works) at the heart of the proposal it
was causing major disruption on the movement in and out of the area. The
deputation recommended that all projects (CPZ, LTN and Segregated Cycle
way) should be published as a single report, and that the implementation of the
LTN should be postponed, even on an experimental basis, until the tram-works
were completed in 2023. The deputation also advised that the Council should
engage with the public in order to gauge more evidence of public opinion.
c)

Deputation –Spokes
Committee received a written deputation from Spokes which was circulated to
members of the Committee. Spokes strongly disagreed with the
recommendation to delay the implementation of Phase 1 – Foot of the Walk to
Ocean Terminal cycle route. The scheme was essential for providing a safe
route for cycling between the Foot of the Walk and Ocean Terminal. The scheme
was necessary due to the cycle ban at the south end of Constitution Street and
the lack of cycling facilities on the remainder of Constitution Street along the
tram route to Ocean Terminal. The Trams to Newhaven programme had denied
any responsibility for provision of safe cycling facilities along this section of the
route because the Trams to Newhaven programme thought Phase 1 would
cover this requirement. The deputation was concerned about the lack of cycling
access, and the lack of solutions offered in this area.

d)

Report by the Executive Director of Place
Details were provided on the results of community engagement on a Concept
Design for Phase 1 of the Leith Connections project and on a trial Low Traffic
Neighbourhood (LTN). Approval was sought to commence the statutory process
for the Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) and Redetermination Order (RSO)
necessary to implement the key restrictions on traffic movements associated
with Phase 1. 2.5 and to commence the statutory process for the Experimental
Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement Phase 2 of the project,
to introduce an LTN on a trial basis.
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Motion
1)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for Phase 1
of the Leith Connections project and on a trial Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN)
in Leith.

2)

To note that measures associated with Phase 1 would remove through traffic
from some streets within the area and were a key first stage towards
implementing a full LTN at a later date.

3)

To approve commencing the statutory process for the Traffic Regulation Order
(TRO) necessary to implement the key restrictions on traffic movements
associated with Phase 1, as specified in the report by the Executive Director of
Place.

4)

To note that the statutory processes for the TRO necessary to implement the
remaining restrictions on traffic movements and the changes to waiting and
loading restrictions associated with Phase 1, along with the Redetermination
Order (RSO) necessary for changes to kerblines, would be commenced when
designs were further advanced and that this would be done under powers
delegated to the Executive Director of Place.

5)

To approve commencing the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement Phase 2 of the LTN on a trial
basis, as specified in the report.

6)

To note that the implementation of the project would not commence until after
the completion of Trams to Newhaven construction work and associated traffic
management at the Foot of the Walk. This work was currently expected to be
completed by July 2022 but this date might be subject to change.

-

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Amendment 1
To delete Paragraph 6 in the motion by Councillor Macinnes and add as follows:
6)

To note that the reason for the Foot of the Walk to Ocean Terminal cycle route
was the "lack of cycling infrastructure on [the] main tram route due to
constrained streetscape and road widths" (TtN final business case, p.65) and the
council commitment that this route would be delivered, "in parallel with the tram
project" (ibid, p.65), and therefore to agree to commence construction of the
Foot of the Walk to Ocean Terminal cycle route (phase 1) as soon as practicable
once the relevant legal processes were complete.

7)

To note that many streets in Leith were currently suffering congestion as a result
of high traffic levels, that this was exacerbated by construction work, including
construction associated with Trams to Newhaven; to note that many responses
to the consultation supported the principle of the LTN but asked the council to
delay implementation, and therefore agree to delay implementation of the LTN
(phase 2) until after the Trams to Newhaven construction work and associated
traffic management in the area was complete, expected to be Summer 2022.
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8)

To welcome the list of potential LTN alterations outlined in paragraph 5.16 of the
report by the Executive Director of Place; to agree that these should be
implemented as soon as possible if the circumstances outlined in that section of
the report were met, and therefore to agree to delegate the power to implement
these to the Executive Director of Place in consultation with the Convener and
Vice Convener.

9)

To regret that a segregated cycle route from Sandport Bridge to Links Gardens
had not been included as part of this project; to agree this was a crucial missing
link in the city's cycle path network and, were it to be completed, would allow
traffic-free cycling nearly from Joppa to Cramond, and therefore to agree to
receive a report on delivering this section, and the other 'missing links' in the
traffic-free cycle path network, within three cycles.

- moved by Councillor Booth, seconded by Councillor Corbett
Amendment 2
1)

To regret the lack of joined up thinking in the development of these proposals
with regard to the interaction between the cycle route, LTN, Controlled Parking
and tram works, as well as the lack of consultation with local stakeholders and
community prior to the development work.

2)

To consider the proposed cycle route to be sub-optimal and therefore likely to be
underutilised, especially given that it was not a direct route between the Foot of
the Walk and Ocean Terminal.

3)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for Phase 1
of the Leith Connections project and on a trial Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN)
in Leith.

4)

To instruct officers to bring a report to this Committee at least 6 months post the
start date of passenger service on the tram line to Newhaven detailing plans for
a community consultation to develop new and comprehensive proposals to
promote active travel and reduce car usage in the Leith area. This plan should
be transparent as to the combined effect of all measures and the impact on
residents in the area and surrounding areas. It should also consider the
introduction of a closure to traffic on the Shore to provide a new public space as
an alternative to Sandport Bridge.

5)

Thereafter recommendations should be brought before this Committee.

- moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Whyte
Amendment 3
To add to the motion by Councillor Macinnes:
7)

To agree that an evaluation report should be submitted to Committee following
the formal monitoring of the impact of the phase 2 experiment, and before any
decision was taken on a statutory consultation for permanent orders.

- moved by Councillor Lang, seconded by Councillor Child
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In accordance with Standing Order 22(12), Amendment 1 was adjusted and accepted
as an amendment to the motion, Paragraph 4 of Amendment 2 was adjusted and
accepted as an addendum to the motion and Amendment 3 was accepted as an
addendum to the motion.
Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the motion (as adjusted)
For Amendment 2

-

8 votes
3 votes

(For the motion (as adjusted): Councillors Bird, Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran, Key Lang,
and Macinnes
For Amendment 2: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.)
Decision
To approve the following adjusted motion by Councillor Macinnes:
1)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for Phase 1
of the Leith Connections project and on a trial Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN)
in Leith.

2)

To note that measures associated with Phase 1 would remove through traffic
from some streets within the area and were a key first stage towards
implementing a full LTN at a later date.

3)

To approve commencing the statutory process for the Traffic Regulation Order
(TRO) necessary to implement the key restrictions on traffic movements
associated with Phase 1, as specified in the report by the Executive Director of
Place.

4)

To note that the statutory processes for the TRO necessary to implement the
remaining restrictions on traffic movements and the changes to waiting and
loading restrictions associated with Phase 1, along with the Redetermination
Order (RSO) necessary for changes to kerblines, would be commenced when
designs were further advanced and that this would be done under powers
delegated to the Executive Director of Place.

5)

To approve commencing the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement Phase 2 of the LTN on a trial
basis, as specified in the report.

6)

To note that the reason for the Foot of the Walk to Ocean Terminal cycle route
was the "lack of cycling infrastructure on [the] main tram route due to
constrained streetscape and road widths" (TtN final business case, p.65) and the
council commitment that this route would be delivered, "in parallel with the tram
project" (ibid, p.65), and therefore to agree to commence construction of the
Foot of the Walk to Ocean Terminal cycle route (phase 1) as soon as practicable
once the relevant legal processes were complete.

7)

To note that many streets in Leith were currently suffering congestion as a result
of high traffic levels, that this was exacerbated by construction work, including
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construction associated with Trams to Newhaven; to note that many responses
to the consultation supported the principle of the LTN but asked the council to
delay implementation, and therefore to agree to delay implementation of the LTN
(phase 2) until after the Trams to Newhaven construction work and associated
traffic management in the area was complete, expected to be Summer 2022 as
already reflected in the report.
8)

To welcome the list of potential LTN alterations outlined in paragraph 5.16 of the
report by the Executive Director of Place; to agree that these should be
implemented as soon as possible if the circumstances outlined in that section of
the report were met, and therefore to agree to delegate the power to implement
these to the Executive Director of Place in consultation with the Convener and
Vice Convener.

9)

To regret that a segregated cycle route from Sandport Bridge to Links Gardens
had not been included as part of this project; to agree this was a crucial missing
link in the city's cycle path network and, were it to be completed, would allow
traffic-free cycling nearly from Joppa to Cramond, and therefore to agree to
receive a report on delivering this section, and the other 'missing links' in the
traffic-free cycle path network, to the January 2022 meeting of the Committee.

10)

To instruct officers to bring a report to this Committee at least 6 months post the
start date of passenger service on the tram line to Newhaven detailing plans for
a community consultation to develop new and comprehensive proposals to
promote active travel and reduce car usage in the Leith area. It should also
consider the introduction of a closure to traffic on the Shore to provide a new
public space as an alternative to Sandport Bridge

11)

To agree that an evaluation report should be submitted to Committee following
the formal monitoring of the impact of the phase 2 experiment, and before any
decision was taken on a statutory consultation for permanent orders.

(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)
Declaration of Interest
Councillor Whyte declared a non-financial interest in the above item as he lived in the
area under discussion.

4.

Minutes

Decision
To approve the minute of the Transport and Environment Committee of 17 June 2021
as a correct record.

5.

Transport and Environment Committee Work Programme

The Transport and Environment Committee Work Programme was presented.
Decision
To note the Work Programme.
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(Reference – Work Programme, submitted.)

6.

Transport and Environment Committee Rolling Actions Log

The Transport and Environment Committee Rolling Actions Log for April 2021 was
presented.
Decision
1)

To agree to close the following actions:
Action 22 – Edinburgh Low Emission Zone – regulations and guidance
consultation response and programme update
Action 24(2) – Business Bulletin – Low Emission Zone Scheme
Action 26 – Waste and Cleansing Service Policy Assurance Statement
Action 32 – Trams to Newhaven: Commencement of Statutory Procedures for
Traffic Regulation Order
Action37(3) – Business Bulletin – Bus Partnership Fund
Action 38(2) – Spaces for People – April 2021 Update
Action 42(7) – Future Provision of Public Conveniences - Signage
Action 45(6) – Potential Retention of Spaces for People Measures Drum Brae
North
Action 49(1) – City Centre West to East Cycle Link and Street Improvements
Project – Proposed design changes and Statutory Orders Update

2)

To otherwise note the Rolling Actions Log.

(Reference – Rolling Actions Log, submitted.)

7.

Transport and Environment Committee Business Bulletin

The Transport and Environment Committee Business Bulletin for August 2021 was
presented.
Decision
1)

To note that the section of Business Bulletin relating to the Kirkliston and
Queensferry Traffic and Active Travel Study provided, for the second period
running, no update on the crossroads junction reconfiguration.

2)

To acknowledge that the significant and worsening congestion at the Kirkliston
crossroads formed the original basis for the traffic study undertaken in 2018.

3)

To agree that a report setting out options for reconfiguring the junction and any
other appropriate action should be presented to Committee for decision in
November 2021.

4)

To otherwise note the Business Bulletin.

(Reference – Business Bulletin, submitted.)
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8.

Strategic Review of Parking – Results of Phase 2 Consultation
and General Update

a)

Deputation – Constituents from Edinburgh Eastern Constituency
Committee received a written deputation from Ash Denham MSP on behalf of
the constituents from Edinburgh Eastern Constituency that had been circulated
to Committee. Concerns had been raised about parking restrictions that were
proposed to be implemented in streets where local residents did not believe they
were needed. The deputation stated the current proposals alone would not
reduce congestion and car use, and would push congestion and parking
problems into neighbouring areas that were not yet proposed. The deputation
advised that the proposed restrictions on parking would force households to
purchase parking permits, and there was not enough public transport in the area
in order for residents to live independently if they could not drive.

b)

Deputation – Murrayfield Community Council
Committee received a written and verbal deputation from Murrayfield Community
Council on behalf of the residents of Saughtonhill to oppose the proposed
Controlled Parking Zone area. The deputation advised the Committee the
scheme as it was proposed would not achieve its primary objective of ensuring
residents were able to park near their homes as the proposals would make this
more difficult. The deputation also noted there was no evidence of current
parking pressures in this area.

c)

Ward Councillors
In accordance with Standing Order 33.1, the Convener agreed to hear a
presentation from Ward Councillors Douglas and McLellan.
Councillor Douglas explained to Committee how he had received comments
from residents in the area that a Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ) was not needed.
Councillor Douglas went on to say that petitions had been launched against the
proposed CPZ with residents in the Saughtonhill area wishing to see if parking
became an issue before implementing the CPZ. Councillor Douglas also went on
to say that most of the area was private land anyway and he did not see the
need for the CPZ, and that data within the report was reported by residents to be
incorrect. Councillor Douglas suggested that Committee should also review the
issues with stadium parking as this was an issue, and that should take priority.
Ward Councillor McLellan advised that he was opposed to the CPZ and that the
report was based on pre-pandemic commutes and shopping patterns. The
extent of displacement from pre-pandemic to the pandemic was unknown and
that the world had changed since Covid-19. This meant that the CPZs were
potentially not needed. Councillor McLellan wanted to hold off until the results of
Phase 1 of the CPZ were understood in full in order to make a more accurate
decision. By implementing the CPZ in these areas many residents would be
forced to pay for a service that they had now for free even though parking would
be reduced by 50% in the area. Stadium parking was an issue especially on
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match days, with residents not being able to access parking at their homes and
emergency services not being able to access the area.
d)

Report by the Executive Director of Place

An update was provided on progress on the Strategic Review which included the
results of the Phase 2 consultation process, making a series of
recommendations based on the consultation results and, where appropriate, on
other strands of work arising from, or linked to, the Strategic Review of Parking.
Motion
1)

To note the results of the informal consultation for the Phase 2 area as detailed
in Appendix 1 to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To note that the report formed the second part of a city-wide strategic review of
parking being conducted in 4 different stages and previously approved in 2018.

3)

To note the degree of consultation and engagement which had taken place and
the consultation results for the Phase 2 schemes.

4)

To request officers undertook further engagement with resident’s groups and
other local stakeholders, such as Community Councils, on the final designs for
Phase 2.

5)

To request an additional report in Autumn 2022 at the latest (including feedback
on the implementation on phase 1) to allow Committee to review the designs for
the TRO process for Phase 2 schemes following the engagement set out in 4)
above and prior to a traffic order being issued. These designs should be
consistent with the implementation of the pavement parking ban.

6)

To note the intention to further defer consideration of the Stadiums Review, as
detailed in the report.

7)

To approve the setting of charges related to permits and pay-and-display as
detailed in Appendix 4 of the report.

8)

To note the details in Appendix 5 to the report, which outlined the progress
made since the previous report in January 2021.

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment 1
1)

To note the results of the informal consultation for the Phase 2 area as detailed
in Appendix 1 to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To note that the Council had traditionally only introduced new parking
restrictions in areas where there was significant support amongst residents for
such restrictions.

3)

To consider that the results of the consultation for Phase 2 showed a significant
majority of respondents were opposed to these plans and therefore conclude
that there was not significant public demand for their implementation.
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4)

To agree not to proceed with the implementation of parking controls in the
Phase 2 area.

- moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Whyte
Amendment 2
1)

To note the results of the informal consultation for the Phase 2 area as detailed
in Appendix 1 to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To approve, having considered the consultation results, the policy justification
behind the measures proposed by the Strategic Review of Parking, and the
potential for parking migration between areas, commencement of the legal
process to introduce parking controls into all areas covered by the Phase 2
proposals.

3)

To note the operational details for the proposed parking controls for the Phase 2
area, as detailed in Appendix 3 to the report.

4)

To note the recommended changes arising from the consultation process to the
proposed designs as detailed in Appendix 1 to the report.

5)

To note the intention to further defer consideration of the Stadiums Review, as
detailed in the report.

6)

To approve the setting of charges related to permits and pay-and-display as
detailed in Appendix 4 to the report.

7)

To note the details in Appendix 5 to the report which outlined the progress made
since the previous report in January 2021.

8)

To agree that high quality public engagement during the roll-out of these
proposals would be crucial to its success, and therefore to call for a
comprehensive public engagement programme to be brought forward, in
particular focusing on the policy justifications for the extension of the CPZ and
the likely knock-on effect of adjacent zones coming into operation.

9)

To further agree that the roll-out of the extension of the CPZ could be used as
an opportunity to encourage vehicle owners to consider more sustainable
transport options, and therefore to agree to investigate the potential to
collaborate with public transport operators, the City Car Club and active travel
organisations to provide information and incentives to residents to choose more
sustainable travel options at the point of CPZ extension.

- moved by Councillor Booth, seconded by Councillor Corbett
In accordance with Standing Order 22(12), Amendment 2 was accepted as an
addendum to the motion
Voting
First Vote
For the Motion (as adjusted)
For Amendment 1
For Amendment 2

-

5 votes
4 votes
2 votes
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(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Child, Doran, Gordon and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Lang, Smith and Whyte.
For Amendment 2: Councillors Booth and Corbett.)
There being no overall majority, Amendment 2 fell and a second vote was taken
between the Motion (as adjusted) and Amendment 1.
Second Vote
For the Motion (as adjusted)
For Amendment 1
Abstentions

-

5 votes
4 votes
2

(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Child, Doran, Gordon and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Lang, Smith and Whyte.
Abstentions: Councillors Booth and Corbett.)
Decision
To approve the following adjusted motion by Councillor Macinnes:
1)

To note the results of the informal consultation for the Phase 2 area as detailed
in Appendix 1 to the report by the Executive Director of Place.

2)

To note that the report formed the second part of a city-wide strategic review of
parking being conducted in 4 different stages and previously approved in 2018.

3)

To note the degree of consultation and engagement which had taken place and
the consultation results for the Phase 2 schemes.

4)

To request officers undertook further engagement with resident’s groups and
other local stakeholders, such as Community Councils, on the final designs for
Phase 2.

5)

To request an additional report in Autumn 2022 at the latest (including feedback
on the implementation on phase 1) to allow Committee to review the designs for
the TRO process for Phase 2 schemes following the engagement set out in 4)
above and prior to a traffic order being issued. These designs should be
consistent with the implementation of the pavement parking ban.

6)

To note the intention to further defer consideration of the Stadiums Review, as
detailed in the report.

7)

To approve the setting of charges related to permits and pay-and-display as
detailed in Appendix 4 of the report.

8)

To note the details in Appendix 5 to the report, which outlined the progress
made since the previous report in January 2021.

9)

To agree that high quality public engagement during the roll-out of these
proposals would be crucial to its success, and therefore to call for a
comprehensive public engagement programme to be brought forward, in
particular focusing on the policy justifications for the extension of the CPZ and
the likely knock-on effect of adjacent zones coming into operation.
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10)

To further agree that the roll-out of the extension of the CPZ could be used as
an opportunity to encourage vehicle owners to consider more sustainable
transport options, and therefore to agree to investigate the potential to
collaborate with public transport operators, the City Car Club and active travel
organisations to provide information and incentives to residents to choose more
sustainable travel options at the point of CPZ extension.

In terms of Standing Order 31.1 the requisite number of members required that the
decision be referred to the Council for approval.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

9.

Corstorphine Connections Low Traffic Neighbourhood –
Community Engagement on Concept Design and
Commencement of Statutory Process for Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order

a)

Deputation – Low Traffic Corstorphine
Committee received a written deputation from Low Traffic Corstorphine which
was circulated to members of the Committee. The deputation wrote to pay
respect to the report and asked for the Committee to support for the officer
recommendations. The deputation advised that they were broadly supportive of
the proposals, however were disappointed that the plans did not go far enough
in addressing intrusive traffic across the Low Traffic Network (LTN) and
Corstorphine as a whole. The deputation noted that whilst Councillors had
adjusted plans accordingly, there were still concerns within the community
regarding the LTN. The deputation hoped this was the first step to tackle the
climate crisis, enabling more people to walk, wheel and cycle locally to help
reduce vehicle domination. It was hoped the trial measures proved to be a
success in helping to create a safer community with more pleasant streets.

b)

Report by the Executive Director of Place
Details were provided on the results of community engagement for a Concept
Design for a trial Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in Corstorphine together with
changes that had since been made to the Concept Design as a result of
feedback from the community engagement. Approval was sought to commence
the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO)
necessary to implement the revised Concept Design for the LTN on a trial basis.

Motion
1)
2)
3)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for a trial Low
Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in Corstorphine.
To note and approve the changes that had since been made to the Concept
Design in response to feedback from the community engagement.
To approve commencing the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement the revised Concept Design for
the LTN on a trial basis
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Moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment 1
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for a trial Low
Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in Corstorphine.
To note and approve the changes that had since been made to the Concept
Design in response to feedback from the community engagement.
To approve commencing the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement the revised Concept Design for
the LTN on a trial basis.
To broadly welcome progress towards implementing a Corstorphine LTN as a first
step in reducing the volume and speed of traffic in the area and to look forward to
further progress through the trial period and beyond.
To note that the bus gate timings were likely to be adjusted in light of experience
and therefore to recommend a wider range of timings were set, even if narrower
bands were used at the outset.
To note that LTNs both historically in Edinburgh and currently elsewhere in the UK
very quickly became popular after being established but to recognise that in
advance, they gave rise to mixed opinions and therefore to recognise that
continuing high quality engagement and communication were essential.

- moved by Councillor Corbett, seconded by Councillor Booth
Amendment 2
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for a trial Low
Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in Corstorphine.
To recognise that the survey results showed significant opposition to the
measures contained within the proposed LTN.
To understand the view of the respondents that these changes would simplify shift
traffic on to other local residential streets, and could lead to increased congestion,
journey times and local levels of pollution.
To note the comments from local business owners and their concerns that then
plans would restrict local access and cause increased congestion/pollution.
To believe that the views of the community should be prioritised and that therefore
these proposals could not be implemented.
To therefore agree that the scheme should be halted unless there was a redesign
of the proposals that was shown to have gained the support of the local
community through further consultation.

- moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Smith
Amendment 3
In 1.1.2, after “engagement”, insert: “with the exception of the proposed one-way
system on Featherhall Avenue and instead to agree that the original design for this
road should be retained, subject to further monitoring”.
- moved by Councillor Lang, seconded by Councillor Child
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In accordance with Standing Order 22(12), Amendment 1 was accepted as an
addendum to the motion and paragraph 4 of Amendment 2 was accepted as an
addendum to the motion.
Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion (as adjusted)
Amendment 1
Amendment 2

-

7 votes
3 votes
1 vote

(For the Motion (as adjusted): Councillors Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran and Gordon
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte
For Amendment 2: Councillor Lang)
Decision
To approve the following adjusted motion by Councillor Macinnes:
1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

To note the results of community engagement on a Concept Design for a trial
Low Traffic Neighbourhood (LTN) in Corstorphine.
To note and approve the changes that had since been made to the Concept
Design in response to feedback from the community engagement.
To approve commencing the statutory process for the Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO) necessary to implement the revised Concept Design
for the LTN on a trial basis
To broadly welcome progress towards implementing a Corstorphine LTN as a
first step in reducing the volume and speed of traffic in the area and to look
forward to further progress through the trial period and beyond.
To note that the bus gate timings were likely to be adjusted in light of experience
and therefore to recommend a wider range of timings were set, even if narrower
bands were used at the outset.
To note that LTNs both historically in Edinburgh and currently elsewhere in the
UK very quickly became popular after being established but to recognise that in
advance, they gave rise to mixed opinions and therefore to recognise that
continuing high quality engagement and communication are essential.
To note the comments from local business owners and their concerns that the
plans would restrict local access and cause increased congestion/pollution.

(References – Transport and Environment Committee, 22 April 2021 (item 2); report by
the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

10.

Granton Waterfront - Investigation of Parking Controls

Committee considered a report that sought approval to investigate parking controls,
prepare initial designs for the proposed area of investigation and carry out consultation.
The report recommended a maximum car parking provision across the development
area of 25% for residential units, with a number of active travel, public transport and
shared mobility interventions to support the level of parking provision and to encourage
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new and existing residents to travel sustainably. The outcomes from the consultations
would be reported back to Committee at a future date.
Motion
1)

2)
3)

-

To note potential benefits to traffic management, urban realm, sustainable
travel, health, wellbeing and air quality that restricting car parking provision to
a maximum of 25% for the residential development would provide.
To approve investigations into potential parking controls and preparation of
initial designs for the proposed area of investigation.
To approve commencing consultation on initial design proposals with Ward
Councillors, Community Councils, local residents and local businesses,
noting that the outcomes from this would be reported back to a future
Committee.
moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Amendment 1
1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

To note the potential benefits to traffic management, urban realm,
sustainable travel, health, wellbeing and air quality that restricting car parking
provision to a maximum of 25% for the residential development would
provide.
To accept the importance of maximising employment opportunities in the
Granton Waterfront, recognising this was an area of the City that had not
always felt included as prosperity had risen in Edinburgh. To explicitly
exclude vehicles that would be a requirement of employment or economic
activity from the 25% residential parking restriction.
To exclude any required disability parking from the 25% residential parking
restriction.
To instruct Officers to investigate how a Community electric dense park,
charge and discharge power store could be incorporated in the Granton
Waterfront. This would facilitate residents charging electric vehicles using
minimal land area. In addition such a dense park and charge facility could
become a community battery, able to store and supplement the supply of
power to the local electricity grid at times of high demand. Officers should
include the possibility of such developments in local consultations. Any such
facilities would fall outside the 25% residential parking restriction.
To instruct that a further consultation was undertaken with residents and
stakeholders of existing residential properties in the area, and in the
immediately adjacent areas, in order to understand their views of these
proposals.

- moved by Councillor Smith, seconded by Councillor Whyte
In accordance with Standing Order 22(12), Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the amendment, as
adjusted, were accepted as an addendum to the motion.
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Amendment 2
1) To note potential benefits to traffic management, urban realm, sustainable travel,
health, wellbeing and air quality that restricting car parking provision to a
maximum of 25% for the residential development would provide.
2) To approve investigations into potential parking controls and preparation of initial
designs for the proposed area of investigation once all four phases of the
strategic review of parking were complete.
3) To approve commencing consultation on initial design proposals with Ward
Councillors, Community Councils, local residents and local businesses, noting
that the outcomes from this would be reported back to a future Committee.
- moved by Councillor Lang, seconded by Councillor Child
Vote
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion (as adjusted)
Amendment 1
Amendment 2

-

7 votes
3 votes
1 vote

(For the Motion (as adjusted): Councillors Booth, Bird, Child, Corbett, Doran, Gordon
and Macinnes
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte
For Amendment 2: Councillor Lang.)
Decision
To approve the following adjusted motion by Councillor Macinnes:
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

To note potential benefits to traffic management, urban realm, sustainable travel,
health, wellbeing and air quality that restricting car parking provision to a
maximum of 25% for the residential development would provide.
To approve investigations into potential parking controls and preparation of initial
designs for the proposed area of investigation.
To approve commencing consultation on initial design proposals with Ward
Councillors, Community Councils, local residents and local businesses, noting
that the outcomes from this would be reported back to a future Committee.
To exclude any required disability parking from the 25% residential parking
restriction.
To instruct Officers to investigate how a Community electric dense park, charge
and discharge power store could be incorporated in the Granton Waterfront. This
would facilitate residents charging electric vehicles using minimal land area. In
addition such a dense park and charge facility could become a community battery,
able to store and supplement the supply of power to the local electricity grid at
times of high demand. Officers should include the possibility of such
developments in local consultations.

(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)
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Declaration of Interests
Councillor Lang declared a non-financial interest in the above item as resident in an
affected area.

11.

Workplace Parking Licensing – Consultation on Regulations
and Guidance

Details were provided of a draft Council response to a current Transport Scotland
consultation on Regulations and Guidance needed to underpin the development of
local Workplace Parking Licensing (WPL) schemes in Scotland. The consultation was
to seek the views of stakeholders and the general public on key aspects of WPL
regulations and guidance that derived from the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019.
Motion
1)

To agree the consultation response on Regulations and Guidance for
Workplace Parking Licensing as set out in Appendix 1 to the report.
To note that the consultation on a Workplace Parking Licensing consultation on
Regulations and Guidance closes on 6th September 2021.

2)
-

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Amendment
1)
2)

To welcome the council’s draft response to the proposed regulations.
To note the Workplace parking levy should be the start of wider reform of
charging regimes to shift the balance towards sustainable transport – the future
possibly to include large or out of town retail parking.
To note, in assessing the impact, equal weight should be given to the benefits
(and beneficiaries) of a scheme as well as costs: including reduced congestion,
reduced air pollution, better health, better place-making; fewer carbon emissions;
and revenue to invest in active travel and public transport alternatives.
To note that whilst agreeing that councils should have discretion over the penalty
regime, penalties should be levied at such a level as to strongly incentivise
compliance.

3)

4)

-

moved by Councillor Corbett, seconded by Councillor Booth

In accordance with Standing Order 22(12), the amendment, as adjusted, was
accepted as an addendum to the motion.
Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion (as adjusted)
For the Amendment 1

-

8 votes
3 votes

(For the motion (as adjusted); Councillors Bird, Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran, Gordon,
Lang and Macinnes.
For the Amendment : Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.)
Decision
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To approve the following adjusted motion by Councillor Macinnes:
1) To agree the consultation response on Regulations and Guidance for Workplace
Parking Licensing as set out in Appendix 1 to the report.
2) To note that the consultation on a Workplace Parking Licensing consultation on
Regulations and Guidance closes on 6th September 2021.
3) To welcome the council’s draft response to the proposed regulations.
4) To note the Workplace parking levy should be the start of wider reform of
charging regimes to shift the balance towards sustainable transport – the future
possibly to include large or out of town retail parking.
5) To note, in assessing the impact, equal weight should be given to the benefits
(and beneficiaries) of a scheme as well as costs: including reduced congestion,
reduced air pollution, better health, better place-making; fewer carbon
emissions; and revenue to invest in active travel and public transport
alternatives.
6) To note that whilst agreeing that councils should have discretion over the
penalty regime, penalties should be levied at such a level as to strongly
incentivise compliance.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

12.

Reform of Transport Arm’s Length Organisations

An update was provided on progress with the proposed reform of the Council’s
Transport Arm’s Length External Organisations (ALEOs) which included details of the
conclusions of the short life working group and engagement with key stakeholders.
A preferred way forward with on-going engagement with key stakeholders was set out
with no changes in the transport services or branding of existing Council owned public
transport companies taking place as a result of these proposals, which were designed
to achieve a truly multi-modal approach.
Motion
1)

To note the considerations of the short life working group, including the options
for reform.

2)

To agree to progress with the reforms to the Transport Arm’s Length External
Organisation (ALEO) structure, as set out in paragraphs 4.20 – 4.25 of the report
by the Executive Director of Place.

3)

To request updates as implementation moved forward.
- moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment 1

1)

To consider that the report was not clear on how the proposed new structure
would deliver on the stated principles.

2)

To note that the rolling of transport ALEOs into Lothian Buses appeared to be a
backward step and was not consistent with the Council’s recent approach to
transport ALEOs.
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3)

To therefore delete paragraphs 2 and 3 of the motion by Councillor Macinnes
and replace with:
“Instructs officers to recommence the process of examining Reform of Transport
Arm’s Length External Organisations with proposals for a more representative
working group and terms of reference to be brought to this Committee in a report
in one cycle. With a clearer and more substantive report with recommendations
to be brought before this Committee in four cycles.”
- moved by Councillor Hutchison seconded by Councillor Whyte
Amendment 2

1)

To note the considerations of the short life working group, including the options
for reform.

2)

To agree not to progress with the reforms to the Transport Arm’s Length
External Organisation (ALEO) structure, as set out in paragraphs 4.20 – 4.25 of
the report by the Executive Director of Place.

- moved by Councillor Lang, seconded by Councillor Child
Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion
For Amendment 1 For Amendment 2 -

7 votes
3 votes
1 vote

(For the Motion: Councillors Bird, Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran, Gordon and Macinnes.
For Amendment 1: Councillors Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.
For Amendment 2: Councillor Lang.)
Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes:
In terms of Standing Order 31.1 the requisite number of members required that the
decision be referred to the Council for approval.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)
Declaration of Interests
Councillor Macinnes declared a non-financial interest in the above item as Chair of
Transport for Edinburgh.
Councillor Doran declared a non-financial interest in the above item as a member of
Transport for Edinburgh.

13.

Trams to Newhaven – Objections to Traffic Regulation Order

Committee considered a report that advised on 14th March 2019 the City of Edinburgh
Council approved the terms of the Final Business Case for the Trams to Newhaven
project. The project completed the tram line to Newhaven from the existing temporary
terminus at York Place. The Final Business Case noted that the final designs would be
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subject to a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO). The approval to commence the statutory
procedures for the TRO was given by Policy and Sustainability Committee on 23rd July
2020.
The report detailed the results of the TRO consultation, and was advertised between
the 13th April 2021 and 14th May 2021. A total of 25 objectors lodged objections and
comments during the public deposit period. The objections, comments and
recommendations of these were detailed in the report.
Motion
1)

To note the developed design which was advertised as part of the Traffic
Regulation Order (TRO) statutory process.
To note that the implementation of the TROs were fundamental to both the
design of the Trams to Newhaven scheme and its operation,
To note the responses received to the advertised TROs.
To approve the recommendations contained within the report and detailed in
Appendix 1 to the report.
To set aside the comments that did not relate to TRO matters.

2)
3)
4)
5)

- moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran
Amendment
1) To consider that the likely impact of the TRO prohibiting a left turn from Leith
Walk onto London Road would be to displace vehicular traffic including buses
from the Annandale Street depot away from arterial routes and on to quieter side
streets.
2) To approve the recommendations contained within the report and detailed in
Appendix 1 to the report with the exception of the separate TRO prohibiting a left
turn from Leith Walk into London Road.
-

moved by Councillor Hutchison, seconded by Councillor Whyte

Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion

-

8 votes

For the Amendment

-

3 votes

(For the motion; Councillors Bird, Booth, Child, Corbett, Doran, Gordon, Lang and
Macinnes.
For the Amendment: Hutchison, Smith and Whyte.
Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)
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Declarations of Interests
Councillor Macinnes declared a non-financial interest in the above item as Chair of
Transport for Edinburgh.
Councillor Doran declared a non-financial interest in the above item as a member of
Transport for Edinburgh.

14.

Adjournment

Decision
To adjourn this meeting in terms of Standing Order 25.1 and continue the remaining
business of the meeting to an adjourned meeting of the Committee to take place on 9
September 2021.

15.

Resumption

The Convener reconvened the meeting adjourned from 19 August 2021.

16.

Revenue Monitoring Update – 2020/21 Provisional Out-turn and
2021/2022 Month Three Position

Committee considered an update on financial performance regarding revenue budgets;
provisional 2020/21 out-turn and 2021/22 forecast for month three for the services
within the remit of the Transport and Environment Committee.
Decision
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

To note the overall Place provisional revenue out-turn for 2020/21 was a
£0.531m overspend, excluding costs attributable to Covid-19. Services within
the remit of the Committee delivered provisional out-turn overspends in 2020/21
of £2.182m excluding Covid-19 impacts.
To note in addition to the position set out at 1.1.1, the provisional outturn for
2020/21 also reflected £21.984m of Covid-19 related expenditure and loss of
income impacts for services within the remit of this Committee.
To note the overall Place revenue budget month three position for 2021/22 was
a projected £1.592m overspend (excluding Covid-19 impact). Services within the
remit of the Committee were forecasting an overspend of £0.404m.
To note General Fund Covid-19 costs of circa £13.5m, in addition to the
pressure set out at 1.1.3, had been forecast for the overall Place Directorate at
month three with circa £9.58m relating to services within the remit of the
Committee.
To note that the Executive Director of Place was taking measures to address
budget pressures and risks. Progress would be reported to Committee.

(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

17.

Appointments to Working Groups 2021/22

Approval was sought to appoint the membership of the Working Groups of the
Transport and Environment Committee for 2021/2022, which were detailed in Appendix
1 to the report.
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The Committee was required to annually re-appoint membership of its working groups.
The proposed membership structures were detailed in Appendix 1 of the report.
Decision
To appoint the membership of the Working Groups for 2021/22 as detailed in Appendix
1 to the report.
(Reference – report by Executive Director of Corporate Services, submitted.).

18.

All Ability Cycling Grant Award

Approval was sought for an award of £71,000 to the Thistle Foundation for 2021-22
which would support the delivery of a service to allow adaptive cycles to be available
for disabled people across the city. This would support improvement of community and
wellbeing through being outdoors.
Decision
To approve an award of £71,000 to the Thistle Foundation for 2021-22 to support
delivery of a services to allow adaptive cycles to be available for disabled people
across the city.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Place, submitted.)

19.

Emergency Motion by the Coalition - Spaces for People Internal
Audit

The Convener ruled that the following item, notice of which had been given at the start
of the meeting, be considered as a matter of urgency to allow the Committee to give
early consideration to the matter, in accordance with Standing Order 22.3(d).
The following motion by Councillor Macinnes was submitted in terms of Standing Order
17:
“The Transport and Environment Committee:
Welcomes the contents of the Internal Audit report to the Governance, Risk and Best
Value Committee earlier this month which comments on the Spaces for People initiative
and notes the ‘red‘ rating given indicating that there is significant improvement required.
Notes the comments of Internal Audit that recognises the difficulties faced in
implementing these emergency measures during the pandemic.
Notes the identification of some significant and moderate control weaknesses in both
the design and documentation of controls established to support identification and
prioritisation of SfP proposals; project management and governance; and financial and
budget management.
Notes the clear guidance offered by the Internal Audit report on steps required to
resolve these issues
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Notes that the Internal Audit recognises that management action has already taken
place to identify where improvement was required and that implementation of
appropriate changes has already been undertaken to address these issues.
Agrees that findings must continue to be addressed effectively by senior management
before the end of this administration and that an improved future outcome should be
expected by elected members.
Requests a report to the November Transport and Environment Committee which
outlines in detail those management responses and what lessons can be learned going
forward for future implementation.
-

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.

20.

Emergency Motion by the Coalition - Edinburgh Cycle Hire
Scheme

The Convener ruled that the following item, notice of which had been given at the start
of the meeting, be considered as a matter of urgency to allow the Committee to give
early consideration to the matter, in accordance with Standing Order 22.3(d).
The following motion by Councillor Macinnes was submitted in terms of Standing Order
17:
Committee:
Notes with great regret that the Edinburgh Bike Hire Scheme will close from September
17 at the end of the contract with Serco through Transport for Edinburgh.
Notes that this will be an unwelcome development for many regular users of the
scheme.
Notes that, despite this being created originally as a scheme with no local authority
funding expectations, a budget allocation of £1.8m was made to help sustain the bike
hire scheme and that further external funding was also secured to help overcome
operational issues.
Recognises that a successful bike hire scheme in this city is a welcome addition to
sustainable transport options for residents and visitors, encouraging more people to
enjoy the benefits of fast, sustainable journeys by bike.
Requests a report to the November Transport and Environment Committee outlining
options for new possible schemes which can deliver those benefits to as many people
as possible
-

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.
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Declaration of Interests
Councillor Miller declared a non-financial interest as a Council appointed Director of
Transport for Edinburgh.

21.

Edinburgh Tram Network Supplier Management – referral from
the Governance Risk and Best Value Committee

The Committee, in terms of Section 50(A)(4) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act
1973, excluded the public from the meeting during consideration of the following item of
business for the reason that it involved the likely disclosure of exempt information as
defined in Paragraph 12 Part 1 of Schedule 7(A) of the Act.
On 10 August 2021, the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee considered a
report on the outcome of the Edinburgh Tram Network Supplier Management
Arrangements Internal Audit report that formed part of the 2020/21 internal audit annual
opinion. This audit was approved as an urgent addition to the plan by the Committee in
December 2020, at the request of the Place Directorate.
The report has been referred to the Transport and Environment Committee for information.

Motion
To note the report.
-

moved by Councillor Macinnes, seconded by Councillor Doran

Amendment
1)

To note the recommendations in the report with great concern given the “Black”
Inadequate Audit Rating and the apparent lack of management action or
oversight in previous years in an area that should always have been recognised
as high risk given the previous contractual disputes with Bilfinger UK.

2)

To further instruct the following actions, all to be concluded and the outcomes
reported to Committee:

3)

To agree that a full investigation, to be reported within two cycles, as to why it
took 28 months to novate a contract between the Council and Edinburgh Trams
given the company’s status as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Council
including a review to assess the need for improved performance management of
the Council teams involved and details of any performance or disciplinary action
to be taken as a result.

4)

To request the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee to consider
requesting that the Chief Internal Auditor report to that Committee on the
consequences and options to change the Internal Audit annual plan to include a
review of all contracts within the Supplier Management Framework to ensure
compliance and good practice across all Council Departments.

5)

To be reported within two cycles, that the Council Procurement Team provided
actions and recommendations to resolve any inadequacies of what appeared to
be a “let and forget” culture within Council contracting specifically how
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Procurement could provide continued periodic involvement in contract
management.
6)

To be reported within two cycles, a full examination of how this specific bespoke
contract might be terminated and replaced with standard contract terms either
with this contractor or an alternative, how standard terms might be managed,
how costs compared across the remaining lifecycle of the contract and how risks
compared based on the two scenarios.

7)

To agree that relevant Directors sought confirmation, both internally and from
Council ALEOs that all their supplier management arrangements were adequate
and that all contracts were being appropriately managed by an “intelligent
customer” responsible for service delivery (as opposed to at arms-length by
another management team) and report this to Committee within two cycles.

-

moved by Councillor Whyte, seconded by Councillor Hutchison

Voting
The voting was as follows:
For the Motion

-

7 votes

For Amendment

-

4 votes

(For the Motion: Councillors Child, Corbett, Doran, Key, Macinnes, McVey and Miller
For the Amendment: Councillors Hutchison, Lang, Smith and Whyte.)
Decision
To approve the motion by Councillor Macinnes.
(Reference – report by the Executive Director of Corporate Services, submitted.)
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Work Programme
Transport and Environment Committee
14 October 2021
Purpose/Reason

Place Directorate –
Financial Monitoring

Quarterly report

Waste and Cleansing
Services Performance
Update

Quarterly report

3.

Communal Bin
Enhancement Update

4.

5.

1.
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2.

Directorate/Lead Officer

Expected
Reporting Date

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Susan Hamilton
susan.hamilton@edinburgh.gov.uk

October 2021

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Andy Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.gov.uk

November 2021

Six-monthly report

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Andy Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.gov.uk

January 2022

Smarter Choices,
Smarter Places
Programme

Annual Report

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.gov.uk

January 2022

Transport Infrastructure
Investment – Capital
Delivery Priorities

Annual Report

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Cliff Hutt
cliff.hutt@edinburgh.gov.uk

April 2022
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Executive/Routine

January 2022

April 2022

Agenda Item 5.1

Title / description

6.

Public Utility Company
Performance and Road
Work Co-ordination

Annual Report

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.gov.uk

November 2021

7.

Decriminalised Traffic
and Parking
Enforcement Update

Annual Report

Executive Director of Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.gov.uk

January 2022
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Transport and Environment Committee Upcoming Reports
Report Title

Appendix 1
Directorate

Lead Officer

Place

Daisy Narayanan

Active Travel Measures – Travelling Safely

Place

Dave Sinclair

Citywide Mode Share Targets (CMP)

Place

Ruth White

Edinburgh Cycle Hire Scheme Update

Place

Daisy Narayanan

A71 Dalmahoy Junction Improvement

Place

Daisy Narayanan

Spaces for People- Internal Audit

Place

Dave Sinclair

Update on Wardie Bay

Place

Steven Cuthill

Waste and Cleansing Services Performance Update

Place

Andy Williams

Waste and Cleansing Services Annual Policy Update

Place

Andy Williams

26 October 2021
LEZ update
11 November 2021
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Public Utility Company Performance and Road Work Co-ordination

Place

Gavin Brown
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Rolling Actions Log
Transport and Environment Committee
14 October 2021
No
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1

2

Date

Report Title

17 January
2017

Special Uplifts
Service

To approve Lothian Buses
Business Plan 2017-2019
noting the areas for further
work as set out in
paragraph 3.20, and to
request a progress report
by Autumn 2017 on these
matters.
To agree that the Head of
Place Management would
confirm to members of the
committee the area that
had been procured for the
pilot collection.

Action Owner

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Expected
Completi
on date
November
2021

Executive Director of Place By March
Lead Officer: Andy
2022
Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.
gov.uk

Actual
Completion
Date

Comments

The annual
update on the
Council’s
Transport
ALEOs will be
presented to
Committee in
November 2021.
This is included
in the Waste and
Cleansing
procurement
plan for 2021/22
and Elected
Members will be
updated when
the pilot has
been procured.

Agenda Item 5.2

9 March
2018

Transport for
Edinburgh
Strategic Plan
2017 – 2021 and
Lothian Buses
Plan 2017-2019

Action

3

9 August
2018

Public Transport
Priority Action
Plan
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4

4 October
2018

Proposed
Increase in Scale
of Rollout and
Amendment to
Contract for OnStreet Secure
Cycle Parking

To approve the
recommendation of a
desired spacing of 400
metres between bus stops
and that existing corridors
were reviewed to determine
how this spacing could be
achieved, whilst recognising
equalities issues raised by
this and that a full public
consultation would be
carried out on any proposed
changes, with a
consultation report returning
to the Committee to seek
approval for changes to bus
stop locations.
1. Agrees to arrange a
detailed briefing for
those councillors
who would like it on
the details, including
the financing, of the
scheme as soon as
possible.
2. Agrees to receive an
update report once
the scheme is
established, and in
no later than 12
months’ time, which

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Summer
2022

December
2019

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

December
2019

Closed 1
October 2020
This briefing was
circulated
December 2019.

Early 2022

The roll-out has
commenced. A
report will be
provided to
committee once
this has been

will examine
potential changes to
the scheme
including the
potential to price the
scheme at less than
the cost of a
residents parking
permit
5

6
December
2018

Transport and
Environment
Committee
Rolling Actions
Log

To agree to circulate to
members a brief update on
the outcome of the liaison
between the Head of Place
Management and
colleagues in Planning and
Licensing with regards to
ensuring regulations for
flyposting are enforced

Chief Executive
Autumn 2021
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell
Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

An update for
members is
currently being
prepared.

6
December
2018

Transport Asset
Management
Plan (TAMP)

To agree that a description
of a supplementary
document on ensuring
regular maintenance of
these issues be included in
the Business Bulletin
update.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Sean
Gilchrist

Late 2021

This information
is being collated
in time for the
next TAMP
update.

To agree that a revised
NO2 Air Quality Action Plan
should be presented to
committee in August 2019

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur

Spring 2022

A Business
Bulletin update
is included in the
papers for
Committee on
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6

7

operational for
12 months.

6
December
2018

Annual Air
Quality Update

Sean.gilchrist@edinburgh.
gov.uk

gh.gov.uk
1.
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8

9

5 March
2019

5 March
2019

Strategic Review 2.
of Parking –
Results of Area 1
Review and
Corstorphine
Consultation
Results

Electric Vehicle
Business Case:
Implementation
Plan

Notes that progress
is also being made
on the ongoing
Stadiums review and
that the results of
this review will be
reported to the next
meeting of this
Committee.

Notes the report
identifies parking
issues in Newbridge
and the timetable
which exists to take
forward a traffic
regulation order to
address these
issues; and therefore
agrees to a formal
review of the
effectiveness of any
new measures within
twelve months them
being in place and a
subsequent report to
Committee.
Note that further progress
reports will be submitted to
Committee.

17 June 2021.
January 2021

Closed 28
January 2021
This is included
in the Strategic
Review of
Parking report
on 28 January
2021.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown

October 2021

An update on
this is included
in the Business
Bulletin for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g

Recommended
for closure

March 2022

A programme
update is
included in the
Business

ov.uk

Bulletin for
Committee on
14 October
2021.
Previous update
22 April 2021

10

5 March
2019

Agrees to receive a further
report within 12 months,
once further conversations
with key stakeholders
including SP Energy
Networks have been carried
out, to explore the potential
for an Edinburgh pilot of this
technology, and that this
report will also outline
potential funding for such a
pilot.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin
Brown
Gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

October 2021

Neighbourhood
Environment
Programme and
Community
Grants Fund

To agree that the Executive
Director of Place would revisit the methodology used
to allocate funding for each
Locality from the
carriageway and footpath
capital budget for
improvements to local
roads and footpaths,
consult with each political
group, and report back to

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: David Wilson

January 2022
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Use of Street
Lighting for
Electric Vehicle
Charging

11

18 March
2019

(referral from the
South East
Locality
Committee)

david.wilson@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

Recommended
for closure
An update on
this is included
in the Business
Bulletin for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

Committee with
recommendations.

12

28 March
2019

To report back to the North
West Locality Committee in
one cycle setting out a
strategic transport analysis
of the North West Locality
area.

Executive Director of Place On-going
Lead Officer:

This action is
being
progressed.

(referral from the
North West
Locality
Committee)
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Motion by
Councillor Jim
Campbell –
Strategic
Transport
Analysis North
West Locality

1.

20 June
2019

Public Transport
Priority Action
Plan Update

Recognises the
unsatisfactory nature
of the current
report’s conclusions
and requests a
further report
focussing on further
potential solutions
for the A90 corridor
within 2 cycles,
subject to
consultation with
transport
spokespeople and
ward councillors.

February
2020

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Closed 1
October 2020
An update on
the A90 was
included in the
Business
Bulletin on 27
February 2020.

Agrees that the
development of a
methodology for a
bus stop
rationalisation
process, as
described in the
report. This will
include consultation
with both the City of
Edinburgh Council
Equalities Champion
and appropriate
external
organisations
including the access
panel Edinburgh
Access Panel and
will be brought back
to Committee for
approval

Summer
2022

4.

Notes that a
consultation on
amending bus lane
operational hours
will be held between
September and
October 2019 and
agrees to receive a
consultation report at
the first TEC of
2020.

October 2020
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3.

October
2020

Closed 1
October 2020
This was raised
in the draft City
Mobility Plan.
The consultation
results are
included on the
agenda for
Committee on 1

October 2020.

14

20 June
2019

Presentation by
Lothian Buses
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15

12
September
2019

Strategic Review
of Parking –
Review Results
for Areas 4 and 5
and Proposed

To agree to circulate the
Lothian Buses Driver’s
Guide and Conditions of
Carriage documents to
committee members, as
soon as they become
available.

Executive Director of Place November
Lead Officer: Vicki Baillie
2021
victoria.baillie@edinburgh.
gov.uk

These are
currently being
updated by
Lothian Buses.

1.

Executive Director of Place January 2022
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

This action links
to City Mobility
Plan and City
Plan 2030.

Agrees that, in
parallel with the
programme set out in
this report and to
complete the
strategic overview,
further analysis
should be
commissioned of
factors affecting the
underlying demand
for the volume and
location of parking
and how key plans
such as the City
Mobility Plan and
City Plan 2030

Implementation
Strategy

impact on that.

2.
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Committee does not
yet agree with the
Area 5 conclusion
with respect to
Davidson’s Mains
and therefore
instructs officers to
engage with the
Davidson’s Mains
and Silverknowes
Association and
ward councillors on
the possible
introduction of
priority parking
further surveying of
parking pressures
within parts of the
zone and to report
back to the
committee through
the business bulletin
within two cycles

January 2021

Closed 29
January 2021
An update on
Strategic Review
of Parking was
included on the
agenda on 28
January 2021.

1.

16

11 October
2019

Evaluation of the
20mph Speed
Limit Roll Out

2.

To note that
consideration is
being given to the
potential for further
extension of the
20mph network and
that a report on this
subject will be
brought to first
meeting of this
Committee in 2020.
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To note that a further
report on the
analysis of road
casualties and
vehicle speeds will
be presented to this
Committee in 2021,
three years after
completion of the
final phase of the
20mph network.

February
2020

27 February
2020

Closed 1
October 2020
This report was
considered by
Committee on
27 February
2020.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021

An update on
the Council’s
Road Safety
programme was
presented to
Committee on
22 April 2021.

3.
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17

18

To agree that the
February 2020 report
to Committee should
provide a broader,
clearer and more
quantifiable set of
criteria for the
installation of
additional physical
traffic calming
measures

1. To agree that
Duddingston Road would
be added to the
forthcoming report on the
review of cycle provision
Motion by
Councillor Miller – 2. To agree that a written
11 October
update which would
Safe Cycle
2019
clearly set out how the
Journeys to
deputation’s concerns
School
could be addressed
would be circulated to
the deputation, the
committee and the local
ward councillors.

5
December
2019

Transport and
Environment
Committee
Business Bulletin

1. To agree to discuss
development plans for
the Lothianburn Park and
Ride with planning
officers.

27 February
2020

Closed 1
October 2020
This report was
considered by
Committee on
27 February
2020.

November
2021

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Stuart Lowrie
Stuart.Lowrie@edinburgh.
gov.uk

November
2021

October 2020

Closed 1
October 2020
These
discussions are
on-going
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2. To agree to a Business
Bulletin update in six
months on the progress
of the Energy Efficient
Street Lighting
Programme.

Lead Officer: Alan
Simpson
Alan.Simpson@edinburgh.
gov.uk

August 2020

August
2020

Closed 1
October 2020

3. To agree to bring back
an update to the Working
in Partnership with Police
Scotland with the
inclusion of the outcome
of discussions with
Police Scotland on the
lessons learned from the
actions taken by the
West Midland Police on
Operation Close Pass.

Lead Officer: Stacey
Monteith-Skelton
Stacey.MonteithSkelton@edinburgh.gov.u
k

April 2021

4. To agree to engage with
the strategic context
around the solutions for
dealing with wider
parking pressures and to
bring back an update on
this in the Business
Bulletin.

Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

December
2021

This links to City
Mobility Plan
and will be
considered as
part of this work.

5. To agree to consider
options for a simplified
road signage guide for
members of public. This
would include notification

Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

April 2021

Closed 22 April
2021

A briefing note
was circulated in
August 2020.
Closed 22 April
2021
This was
included in the
Business
Bulletin on 22
April 2021.

This was
provided in the

that the removal or
displacement of signage
was an offence.

Business
Bulletin on 22
April 2021.

5
December
2019

Progress Update
on Edinburgh St
James’ GAM
Works

Agrees that a report be
brought back to Committee
providing the results of the
consultation exercise and
seeking approval to
proceed with a preferred
option for the Central
Island.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: David
Cooper
david.cooper@edinburgh.
gov.uk

November
2021

An update on
this is included
in the Business
Bulletin on 22
April 2021.

20

5
December
2019

Kirkliston and
Queensferry
Traffic and Active
Travel Study

To agree to a Business
Bulletin update in six
months on the progress of
the actions as agreed in the
report.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Dave Sinclair
david.sinclair@edinburgh.
gov.uk

Spring 2022

Consultant now
appointed to
develop “active
travel related”
concept designs
for the LDP
Action
programme in
the Queensferry
area. Early
design options
should be
available in
Spring 2022
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19

Remaining
active travel
actions to be
considered
following
Committee

consideration of
the Active Travel
Investment
programme
Update on 14
October 2021.
21

5
December
2019

Gilmore Place
Driveway Parking
Overhanging
Footway –
Response to
Motion
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27
February
2020

Edinburgh Low
Emission Zone regulations and
guidance
consultation
response and
programme
update

Agrees an update report
within the next 12 months,
on the impact of activities
outlined in the report, any
further measures to
address the issue, and
implications for other
streets facing similar
pressures.
1. To agree that officers
would provide an interim
briefing partway through
the development process
and any questions would
be sent to the Convener.
2. To agree that Action
Plan on air quality would
be updated and to agree
that details of the
contents of the report
would be embedded in
the update.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

January 2022

June 2021

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Closed 19
August 2021
This was
reported to
Committee in
June 2021.

Spring 2022

An update is
included in the
Business
Bulletin for
Committee on
17 June 2021.

27
February
2020

40mph Speed
Limit Review

To agree to email
Councillors when the TRO
goes live.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

24

1 October
2020

Business Bulletin

1.To agree that a briefing
note would be provided with
a timeline setting out when
taxi ranks would be
refreshed.

Executive Director of Place April 2021
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
Gavin.Brown@edinburgh.
gov.uk

2. To agree that officers
would confirm if the Traffic
Commissioner could look at
commercial vehicles more
widely with regard to the
Low Emission Zone
Scheme.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

To agree that a report
would come back to the
Transport and Environment
Committee when the policy
was in place to assess
whether the regime would
require further adjustment
to ensure there was some

Executive Director of Place November
Lead Officer: Andy
2021
Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.
gov.uk
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23

25

12
November
2020

Waste and
Cleansing
Service Policy
Assurance
Statement

December
2021

June 2021

This will be
actioned when
the TRO goes
live.

Closed 22 April
2021
This was
updated in the
Business
Bulletin on 22
April 2021.
Closed 19
August 2021
This was
reported to
Committee in
June 2021.
This will be
updated in the
next Annual
Update on
Waste and
Cleansing
Policies.
An update on
the impact of the

contribution to the service
that was being provided.

26

12
November
2020

Spaces for
People – East
Craigs Low
Traffic
Neighbourhood

To approve commencement
of an Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order and to
propose a full public
consultation prior to the
decision by a later
Transport and Environment
Committee, (date to be
confirmed), as part of the
process for the introduction
of a LTN in East Craigs as
set out in paragraphs 4.23 4.30.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Summer
2021

12
November
2020

Motion by
Sends sincere condolences
Councillor Miller – to the family and friends of
Cyclist Fatality
the cyclist killed in a
collision at the A199 /
Agenda –
A1140 junction on 2
Transport and
November.
Environment

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021
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student
accommodation
policy will be
included in next
policy assurance
report which is
due to
Committee in
November 2021.

Committee –
12.11.20

Recognises that this is the
second fatality of a cyclist at

Closed 19
August 2021
An update on
this was
presented to
Committee in
June 2021.

A report is
included on the
agenda for
Committee on
14 October 2021
on the short term
measures for
this junction.
Previous update

this junction within two
years.

to Committee on
22 April 2021.

Asks officers to review the
provision of safe routes for
people travelling by bike
through this junction.
28

28 January Spaces for
People Update 2021
January 2021

1) To agree that the Local
Transport and Environment
Manager would discuss
with officers and developers
to further explore what was
possible regarding the
footpath widening at the
West End of Princes Street.
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2) To agree that officers
would note the comments
raised by the deputations
and explore the issues
raised regarding the issues
of mobility and the issue of
dropped kerbs

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Dave Sinclair
david.sinclair@edinburgh.
gov.uk

April 2021

Closed 22 April
2021
The overhead
narrow hoarding
at this location
has now been
removed and
grater space is
available for
safer pedestrian
movement over
this limited
restriction.
Officers will
continue to
explore the
issues raised.
In the short term,
a workstream in
the Spaces for
People
programme is
dedicated to the
removal of street

clutter from
many of the
city’s streets.
This work is
being taken
forward in
partnership with
Living Streets.
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3) Officers are asked to
consider ways in which
Silverknowes Road designs
could take account of the
desire for a direct and
intuitive route

Closed 22 April
2021
As discussed at
Committee in
January 2021,
unfortunately,
there is not
adequate road
width available
over the
southern section
of Silverknowes
Road to
introduce
protected cycle
lanes.
The new route
on Silverknowes
Place is only
100m longer and
directs less able
cyclists to a
safer Zebra

crossing point,
avoiding the
roundabout.
Confident
cyclists can still
use the main
road if
appropriate.
29

28 January Strategic Review
2021
of Parking –
Results Phase 1
Consultation and
General Update

1) To request that officers
explore the issue of a key
workers permit and report
back to Committee with a
written response.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

November
2021
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2) Agrees that prior to
TROs being issued for
feedback, relevant ward
councillors will be issued
with detailed plans of
changes in the phase 1
areas for comment and
review.

November
2021

3) Agrees to introduce
garage permits as set out in
para 4.30, with monitoring
and feedback from
businesses and residents in
these locations reported
back to committee in 18
months of implementation

June 2023

Recommended
for closure
This has now
been completed.

within any update report on
the strategic review of
parking
30

28 January Trial Closure of
Brunstane Road
2021
and Associated
Measures to
Mitigate intrusive
Traffic in the
Coillesdene Area

1) To agree that specific
monitoring of Coillesdene
Avenue would take into
consideration the retirement
home.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Cliff Hutt
cliff.hutt@edinburgh.gov.u
k

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
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The December
2020 traffic
survey on
Coillesdene
Avenue was
undertaken
between Milton
Drive and
Coillesdene
Gardens. This
gave a good
indication of
traffic speed
issues near to
the retirement
home. The
current survey
shows that the
average speed
is slightly below
the 20mph
speed limit on
Coillesdene
Avenue, with the
85th percentile
speed around

25mph. Future
traffic counts for
the scheme will
continue to
include
Coillesdene
Avenue.
2) To agree that parking
measures would be
considered on Brighton
Place.
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31

28 January Waste and
2021
Cleansing
Services
Performance
Update

1) To note with
encouragement the small
uplift in recycling tonnages
towards the end of quarter
2 and requests a briefing
note is circulated detailing
the following: - the work that
is being done to
communicate changes to
recycling services to
residents given the ongoing
developing circumstances;
and - with the guidance for
those who can work from
home from the Scottish and
UK Governments, what can
be done to encourage

November
2021

Executive Director of Place April 2021
Lead Officer: Andy
Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.
gov.uk

The parking
provision on
Brighton Place
and Southfield
Place will be
monitored during
the trial.
Recommended
for closure
This information
was circulated in
July 2021

recycling rather than landfill
disposal of waste.
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2) To request a Business
Bulletin update in April or
June before the
consultation with local
authorities planned for the
Litter Monitoring System
detailed in Appendix 4
detailing the perceived
benefits and limitations of
the System to ensure that
the committee is aware of
any limitations in the
information which may be
provided to them going
forward

32

28 January Trams to
2021
Newhaven:
Commencement
of Statutory
Procedures for
Traffic Regulation
Order

To note that traffic
modelling and counting was
used to understand what
saturation was expected at
the junction and that data
would be provided for bikes
if they were available.

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
This was
included in the
Waste and
Cleansing
Performance
update at
Committee on
17 June 2021.

Executive Director of Place August 2021
Lead Officer: Hannah Ross
hannah.ross@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

Closed 19
August 2021
A report on the
Trams to
Newhaven
statutory
processes is
included on the
agenda for
Committee in
August 2021.

33

28 January 2020 Air Quality
2021
Annual Progress
Report

1) Calls for an update to
committee within two cycles
outlining:
1 - Estimates of the impact
for actions that have not yet
been quantified, and an
estimate of when these
actions will result in the air
quality targets being
achieved

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

January 2022

An update is
included in the
Business
Bulletin on 17
June 2021

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021

2 - Options of additional
actions that would deliver
clean air for committee to
consider
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3 - Resource requirements
within the council to deliver
the actions and to write a
new plan as previously
agreed by committee
2) To agree to contact bus
operators in Edinburgh to
suggest they discuss with
Lothian Buses about the
way they are trialling the
use of electric buses to
explore if there are similar
commercial opportunities.

A report on the
Low Emission
Zone Preferred
Scheme was
included on the
agenda for
Committee on
17 June 2021.

34

28 January Motion by
2021
Councillor Rose –
Pedestrian
crossing in
Bernard Terrace
Agenda –
Transport and
Environment
Committee –
28.01.21

Committee:
1) Notes after lengthy
discussions and requests
from members of the local
community over a period of
several years, proposals for
a pedestrian crossing in
Bernard Terrace, close to
the junction with St
Leonard’s Street were
included in the South East
Participatory Budgeting
Process in early 2018.
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2) Notes the proposals
came top of the list and
that, it is understood, capital
was set aside for the
crossing.
3) Notes the full package of
plans for a Zebra crossing
at the location have been
drawn up by consultants
and have been safety
checked.
4) Notes that Southside
Community Council and
members of the local
community have continued
to support these plans but
are concerned about the

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

October 2021

Recommended
for closure
An update is
included in the
Business
Bulletin for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

delay in implementing the
decision taken.
5) Notes the provision of a
crossing supports the policy
priorities for pedestrians
and active travel.
6) Resolves that this project
should proceed to delivery
as soon as possible.
35

28 January Motion by
2021
Councillor
Webber – EV
Infrastructure

Page 69

Agenda –
Transport and
Environment
Committee –
28.01.21

36

19
February
2021

City Mobility Plan

Requests a progress report
to the June 2021 Transport
and Environment
Committee detailing action
on the procurement plan
and communication
strategy, as well as general
progress, as outlined in
today’s Business Bulletin.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

October 2021

1) Asks that Officers liaise
with Transport Scotland and
Network Rail, and report to
Committee within 2 cycles
on the possibilities
surrounding the South
Suburban Line being
considered for use.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

June 2021

2) Calls for officers to reflect
development of national
transport strategy and

Recommended
for closure
An update is
included in the
Business
Bulletin for
Committee on
14 October 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
This information
was included in
the Business
Bulletin on June
2021.

June 2022

priorities at the first major
review of the City Mobility
Plan
37

22 April
2021

Business Bulletin
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1) To agree that the Head
of Place Management
would assess whether a
report could be brought to
the next meeting of the
Transport and Environment
Committee on the Cammo
Road Trial Closure.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell
gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

June 2021

2) To agree to provide a
briefing note how on well
the Council are to
undertake the climate risk
assessment.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell
gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Autumn 2021

This is currently
being
progressed

3) To agree to provide a
briefing note detailing
discussions that have taken
place with other Local
Authorities on the bus
partnership fund.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

August 2021

Recommended
for closure

4) To agree to provide a
briefing note providing
further details on the
George Street and First
New Town (GNT) Public
Realm Project.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

August 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
Report included
on the agenda
for Committee
on 17 June 2021

This briefing
note was
circulated in
August 2021.
Closed 19
August 2021
An update report
on this is
included on the
agenda for

Committee in
August 2021.
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5) To agree to brief ward
members and relevant
stakeholders on the
outcomes of the results of
the junction turning counts,
pedestrian counts and
speed counts at the
Liberton Brae and Kirk Brae
junction.

Executive Director of
Place

6) To agree to clarify
whether the online reporting
of close passes was a
legislative matter or a
matter of funding

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021

7) To agree to refer to grit
bins in the forthcoming
report of the Transport and
Environment Committee in
June 2021.

Executive Director of
Place

June 2021

8) To agree to provide an
update report on the
Roseburn to Union Canal
project.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

October 2021

Lead Officer: Gavin Brown
Gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

Lead Officer: Cliff Hutt

This information
will be circulated
to Elected
Members by the
end of October
2021.

Closed 17 June
2021
This was
included in the
Winter Weather
report on 17
June 2021.

Cliff.hutt@edinburgh.gov.u
k

October 2021

Recommended
for closure
This is included
in the Business
Bulletin for

Committee on
14 October
2021.
22 April
2021

Delivery of the
Road Safety
Improvements
Programme

Agrees that a status update
on the speed reduction
measures delivered under
4.11 should be provided by
way of a members’ briefing
within the next six months.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021

39

22 April
2021

Wardie Bay and
Beach Response to
Motion

Agrees that officers should
engage with the community,
local ward Councillors, and
landowners to set up a
management agreement,
lease, or similar agreement
enabling the Council to take
on responsibility for the
management and
development required to
support the bathing
designation of Wardie Bay.
The outcome of these
discussions should be
reported back to Committee
within three cycles

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Steven
Cuthill
steven.cuthill@edinburgh.
gov.uk

November
2021

22 April
2021

Communal Bin
Review Update

1) A clear expectation from
Committee that the
engagement that has been
asked for is undertaken as
rapidly as possible. That the

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Andy
Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.

October 2021
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38

40

Engagement is
underway.
A briefing note
will be circulated
to members of
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information is put out as
gov.uk
quickly as possible to allow
a degree of feedback into
that across all the
Community Councils
referenced incorporating
the New Town and
Broughton Community
Council. To look at some
kind of augmentation with
the communication plan
that was already planned.
To make clear that there
was limited time,
Committee expects
residents to have an
opportunity to feedback
directly in to the service and
if there were any
requirements for change
after that period of
engagement that the
service would move to
explain what it can
accommodate and what it
cannot accommodate. A
reference would be made
back to committee on the
outcome of that
engagement.
2) Note the intention to
review ‘Bring Sites’ and

Executive Director of
Place

this Committee.

Summer /

41

22 April
2021

Future Provision
of Public
Conveniences
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agrees that any proposal to
remove specific bring sites
should be subject to a
decision by the committee

Lead Officer: Andy
Williams
andy.williams@edinburgh.
gov.uk

Autumn 2022

1) Refers the decision to
Full Council to agree an
additional £450k of
additional resources from
COVID funds for additional
temporary public toilets,
meeting accessibility needs,
in premier parks that
require additional facilities,
including the meadows, and
other locations where
people will congregate in
large numbers over the
summer months, including
Portobello, with the
understanding that if the
Full Council Meeting of the
29 April 2021 does not go
ahead, authority would be
delegated to the Chief
Executive to approve an
additional £450k of
additional resources from
COVID funds for additional
temporary public toilets.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

April 2021

2) Requests the Director of
Place identifies locations

Executive Director of
Place

Closed 17 June
2021
This report was
referred to
Council in April
2021.

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

May 2021

Closed 17 June
2021

from the list set out in
Appendix 1 of the report
where the provision of
temporary toilets throughout
the summer would be
beneficial to managing the
impact of increased footfall.

Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

This action was
completed in
May 2021.

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Delegates the decision on
the final list of locations to
the Director of Place in
consultation with Group
Leaders.
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3) Further notes that there
are a number of significant
community projects already
underway in Colinton, but
agrees to engage with the
local community to
understand if a community
asset transfer of Colinton’s
public toilets could be used
as a vehicle for improving
provision, as set out in 4.20.
Agrees to retain the
Colinton Public
Convenience throughout
the process of local
engagement and the
development of any other
alternative plans as part of
the ongoing public

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell
Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

October 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
Meeting held on
4 June with
Ward
Councillors and
community
representatives.
The outcome will
be reported to
Committee in
October 2021

conveniences strategy.
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4) Agrees to look at options
for opening the currently
closed public toilets as
outlined in paragraph 4.30
as soon as practicable, and
consistent with public health
advice.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

5) Agrees to support
Pentlands Hills Regional
Park in its aim to install
toilet facilities for
Spring/Summer 2021.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

6) Agrees to extend
opening hours in peak
footfall locations as
necessary – for example, at
the Meadows and
Bruntsfield Links and at
Portobello.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

7) Agrees to provide
enhanced signage as
necessary to direct people
to available facilities.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

May 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
Five toilets
reopened on 1
June 2021. The
remainder will be
open by the end
of June 2021.

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
Temporary
toilets to be
installed w/c 14
June 2021 at
Harlaw, Bonaly
and Thriepmuir

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
The opening
hours of these
facilities was
extended on 1
June 2021.

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Summer
2021

Closed 19
August 2021
Enhanced
signage is now

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk
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8) Agrees that additional
temporary toilet facilities be
placed at a central location
on the Meadows on an
urgent basis, to be available
during periods of high
demand and for as long as
necessary;

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

9) Requests consideration
of a permanent centrallylocated toilet facility on the
Meadows in addition to
current provision, to
address high and seasonal
footfall in this location; and
agrees to keep under
review seasonal and highdemand capacity for
Meadows and Bruntsfield
Links.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

10) Requests a review of
options for other high
footfall country parks and
LNRs such as Hermitage of
Braid and Blackford Hill.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

in place.
June 2021

Temporary
toilets to be
installed in
central location
in the Meadows
on 15 June 2021

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

June 2021

Closed 17 June
2021
Temporary
toilets to be
installed in
central location
in the Meadows
on 15 June 2021

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Closed 17 June
2021

October 2021

Recommended
for closure
A report on the
future of public
conveniences is
on the agenda

for Committee
on 14 October
2021.
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11) Notes the estimated
investment required to
create new or refurbish
public conveniences; and
accelerates exploration of
commercial and community
partnerships to deliver
facilities based on a
concessions model,
reporting back to
Committee within two
cycles (noting this approach
has already been taken for
a combined café and public
conveniences at Joppa)

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

12) When the public toilets
were closed at Haymarket
to facilitate the delivery of
the Haymarket
development the sale was
conditional on reprovisioning these facilities
within the development and
were detailed on the
original planning
permission; notes that the
current planning permission
does not show public toilets

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

October 2021

A report on the
future of public
conveniences is
on the agenda
for Committee
on 14 October
2021.

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk

Recommended
for closure

January 2022

This is still being
investigated and
will be reported
to Committee.

provided and instructs
officers to investigate
whether this burden was
not transferred in
subsequent sales and
report back to Committee
with their findings.
13) To agree to engage
with all relevant
stakeholders regarding the
provision of toilets at Leith
Links.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gareth
Barwell

“Committee

Executive Director of
Place

Closed 17 June
2021
Leith Links is to
be a pilot in the
Thriving
Greenspaces
project whereby
a masterplan,
including
provision of
toilets, will be
devised in
conjunction with
local community

Gareth.barwell@edinburgh
.gov.uk
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22 April
2021

Motion by
Councillor
Webber Proposed
Changes to
Roads in Juniper
Green
Agenda –
Transport and

Notes Juniper Green &
Baberton Mains Community
Council (JGBMCC) is keen
to act in response to their
own observations and those
of their community.
Notes that JGBMCC have
consulted widely and

Lead Officer: Andy
Edwards
Andy.edwards@edinburgh
.gov.uk

October 2021

Recommended
for Closure
This report is
included on the
agenda for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

Environment
Committee –
22.04.21

extensively with the local
community both to gather
ideas and on a proposed
solution, initially raised by
one of the local community
police officers after
observing the issues firsthand during a community
speed watch initiative with
Cllr Susan Webber
Agrees to:
•

Page 80
•

Introduce no entry
(eastbound) to
junction of Woodhall
Terrace and
Baberton Avenue for
motorised vehicles.
This means
continued access for
cyclists
Runs 24/7, as
opposed to being
restricted to specific
hour

Further agrees to look at
the feasibility of widening
the pavement to make
crossing easier but it might
be best to initially enforce
this through a temporary
barrier as this would enable

faster implementation.
Accepts these changes will
reduce ‘rat runners’ and
improve the safety of local
residents by reducing the
risk of an accident,
especially during rush hour.
This is also consistent with
a number of Council and
Government policies such
as Safer Routes to School.

Page 81

Notes, these proposed
changes have the support
of all local Councillors and
calls for a report by the
Director of Place be brought
in a minimum of 2 cycles
detailing the actions
required to implement these
proposals.

3

17 June
2021

Transport and
Environment
Committee
Business Bulletin

To agree that officers would
circulate a briefing note to
all members of TEC that
would respond to the query
from Cllr Miller on whether
Ward Cllrs would be prebriefed ahead of
stakeholders on the George
Street and First New Town
project.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

August 2021

Recommended
for Closure
An update on
this was
included in a
report on
George Street
and First New
Town on 19
August 2021.

44

17 June
2021

Potential
Retention of
Spaces for
People Measures

Page 82

1) Asks officers to engage
with Lanark Road local
residents and the
Community Council to
achieve cycle speed
mitigation measures as well
as to reconsider parking
provision where parking
spaces sit outside
protected cycle lanes, with
a view to mitigating
potential conflict and safety
concerns as soon as
practicable on the ground –
and that these measures
are reported to Transport
and Environment
Committee in September.
2) Asks in addition that
consideration should also
be given to measures to
reduce conflict for all Water
of Leith path users and to
improve winter travelling
conditions in this location.
Ask officers to re-examine
the Lanark Road scheme
and bring a report to
Transport and Environment
Committee in September
with cross-modal counter

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Dave Sinclair
dave.sinclair@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

October 2021

Recommended
for Closure
This is included
in the Active
Travel Measures
– Travelling
Safely report for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

October 2021

Recommended
for Closure
This is included
in the Active
Travel Measures
– Travelling
Safely report for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

data to demonstrate usage
for a final decision on
removal of the temporary
scheme or use of an
ETRO, while retaining the
30mph speed limit.

Page 83

3) Ask officers to further
engage with the local
residents and community
representatives ahead of
an ETRO to further address
resident parking pressure
along the Longstone
Corridor.

October 2021

4) Bring a report to the
September Transport and
Environment Committee on
options for modifications to
Silverknowes Road South,
including possible removal
of the scheme.

October 2021

5) Bring a report to the
August Transport and
Environment Committee on

November
2021

Recommended
for Closure
This is included
in the Active
Travel Measures
– Travelling
Safely report for
Committee on
14 October
2021.
Recommended
for Closure
This is included
in the Active
Travel Measures
– Travelling
Safely report for
Committee on
14 October
2021.

options for Comiston Road,
to improve public transport
connectivity and reduce
impacts on local residents.

Page 84

6) Bring a report to the
August Transport and
Environment Committee on
options for modifications to
Drum Brae North based on
the concerns expressed
through the public
engagement.

August 2021

7) Bring a report to the
September Transport and
Environment Committee on
options for retaining Forrest
Road and George IV
Bridge, based on the
support identified in the
consultation, until the
permanent scheme can be
implemented- including
options to accelerate the
delivery of those schemes.

August 2021

8) Bring a report to the
August Transport and
Environment Committee on
Braid Road, with options for
the reopening of the road in
both directions, including

November
2021

Closed 19
August 2021
This is included
in a report to
Committee in
August 2021.

Recommended
for Closure
This was
included in the
Travelling Safely
report for
Transport and
Environment
Committee in
August 2021.

analysis of impacts on
traffic levels, resident
connectivity and vulnerable
road users walking,
wheeling and cycling.
9) Improve signage at West
Harbour Road/West Shore
Road to more clearly inform
motorists of the closure and
increase disabled parking
bays at the closed point to
improve disabled access.

October 2021

Recommended
for closure
Additional
signage has
been introduced
at the West
Harbour Road
and Waterfront
Avenue junction.
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Additional
disabled bays
will be included
as part of the
ETRO proposal
10) Requests that detail of
the ongoing liaison with
Transport Scotland on the
duration of these measures
be reported back to
Committee each cycle to
validate the need for the
retention of the Spaces for
People measures

On-going

Officers continue
to be in dialogue
with Transport
Scotland
throughout the
Pandemic.
Following the
most recent
statement from
the First
Minister, officers
will continue to
progress

Committee
decisions and
consider any
further
information
provided by
Transport
Scotland.
45

17 June
2021

Petitions for
consideration Pedestrianise
Elm Row

To agree that a report on
the issues raised by the
petitioner and by the
Committee would be
brought back to Committee.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Gavin Brown

November
2021

gavin.brown@edinburgh.g
ov.uk
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46

17 June
2021

Winter
Maintenance
Review - 2020/21

To agree that officers would
work with members of TEC
on the content of the
generic letter that will be
sent to developers on
winter maintenance.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Cliff Hutt
cliff.hutt@edinburgh.gov.u
k

November
2021

47

17 June
2021

A71 Dalmahoy
Junction
Improvements

To continue the report to a
future meeting of TEC to
allow for further
engagement with local
community groups and
organisations.

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021

48

17 June
2021

City Centre West
to East Cycle
Link and Street

1) To agree that a briefing
would be given to members
on value engineering and

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy

August 2021

Closed 19
August 2021
A briefing note

Improvements
Project Proposed design
changes and
Statutory Orders
Update

the parking issues on
Melville Crescent and
Melville Street before the
summer recess and that
any issues not covered by
the briefing would be raised
by members to officers.

Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

Page 87

2) Notes the progress to
date on the Walker Street
to Rutland Square spur,
and instructs officers to
progress towards
implementation as a
standalone scheme as part
of the review of the Active
Travel Programme

was circulated to
Committee in
August 2021.

October 2021

49

17 June
2021

Cammo Road –
Trial Vehicle
Prohibition (Road
Closure) –

Agree that outline designs
are developed and
promoted as an
Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO)
for the trial vehicle
prohibition on Cammo Road
with a view to
commencement by the end
of 2021.

50

17 June
2021

Funding Third
Sector Delivery
Partner:
Changeworks

1) To agree officers would
Executive Director of
share the KPIs with
Place
members of the Committee. Lead Officer: Andy
Williams

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Dave Sinclair
dave.sinclair@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

December
2021

March 2022

51

17 June
2021

Resources for
Life

2) To agree that a Business
Bulletin item would be
brought back on a pilot to
support reusing items
rather than throwing them
out.

andy.williams@edinburgh.
gov.uk

March 2022

Motion by
Councillor Miller Vision Zero

1) Notes that there have
been 74 fatalities and 1,433
serious injuries within this
authority area due to
collisions during the last
decade

Executive Director of
Place
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

November
2021

Page 88

Agenda –
Transport and
Environment
Committee –
27.06.21

2) Notes the decision
agreed unanimously at a
meeting of full council on 25
August 2020:
“requests that all
reasonable action is taken
to continue to improve road
safety for cyclists including
that a new Edinburgh
'Vision Zero' Road Safety
Plan - which aims that 'all
users are safe from the risk
of being killed or seriously
injured' on the City's roads is developed to replace the
existing plan and is
reported to the Transport &
Environment Committee.

Page 89

3)Recognises that there
should be a two-step
process to creating a new
Vision Zero Road Safety
Plan for Edinburgh and
requests that officers return
to the November Transport
and Environment
Committee with an updated
draft plan or overview
following partnership
working with stakeholders
and elected members. This
to be followed by the
finalised Road Safety Plan
in spring 2022.

52

4) Welcomes the
opportunity that this
process will give to reaffirm
Edinburgh’s commitment to
making our roads a safer
environment for all those
who use them, irrespective
of how they get around our
city.
19 August
2021

Active Travel
1) To ask officers to provide
Measures an update to members
Travelling Safely
on the ‘drop-kerb’
(Formerly Spaces
reporting process.
for People)

Executive Director of Place
November
Lead Officer: Dave Sinclair 2021
david.sinclair@edinburgh.g
ov.uk

Page 90
53

19 August
2021

George Street
and First New
Town - Final
Concept Design

2) To ask for a briefing to
Transport spokespersons
and Councillor Cameron
on actions being taken
on regard to cycle
training

November
2021

3) To provide more detail to
members on the risk
assessment which was
carried out for the Drum
Brae North Scheme.

November
2021

4) To ask officers to discuss
with Cllr Corbett
concerns regarding the
clarity of the Canonmills
Road layout
configuration and to
involver Better Broughton
in any discussions.

November
2021

5) To ask officers to look at
accelerating the
permanent crossing at
Seafield Road East and
Fillyside into 2022.

November
2021

To agree that details of the
consultants who had been
engaged by the Council
would be shared with
members.

Executive Director of Place November
Lead Officer: Daisy
2021
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

54

19 August
2021

and Operational
Plan Update
Emergency
Motion by
Councillor
Macinnes –
Spaces for
People – internal
Audit

The Transport and
Environment Committee :

Page 91

Welcomes the contents of
the Internal Audit report to
the Governance, Risk and
Best Value Committee
earlier this month which
comments on the Spaces
for People initiative and
notes the ‘red‘ rating given
indicating that there is
significant improvement
required.
Notes the comments of
Internal Audit that
recognises the difficulties
faced in implementing these
emergency measures
during the pandemic.
Notes the identification of
some significant and
moderate control
weaknesses in both the
design and documentation
of controls established to
support identification and
prioritisation of SfP
proposals; project
management and

Executive Director of Place November
Leader Officer: Dave
2021
Sinclair
(david.sinclair@edinburgh.
gov.uk)

governance; and financial
and budget management.
Notes the clear guidance
offered by the Internal Audit
report on steps required to
resolve these issues

Page 92

Notes that the Internal Audit
recognises that
management action has
already taken place to
identify where improvement
was required and that
implementation of
appropriate changes has
already been undertaken to
address these issues.
Agrees that findings must
continue to be addressed
effectively by senior
management before the
end of this administration
and that an improved future
outcome should be
expected by elected
members.
Requests a report to the
November Transport and
Environment Committee
which outlines in detail
those management
responses and what

lessons can be learned
going forward for future
implementation.
55

19 August
2021

Emergency
motion by
Councillor
Macinnes –
Edinburgh Cycle
Hire Scheme

Committee:
Notes with great regret that
the Edinburgh Bike Hire
Scheme will close from
September 17 at the end of
the contract with Serco
through Transport for
Edinburgh.

Page 93

Notes that this will be an
unwelcome development
for many regular users of
the scheme.
Notes that, despite this
being created originally as a
scheme with no local
authority funding
expectations, a budget
allocation of £1.8m was
made to help sustain the
bike hire scheme and that
further external funding was
also secured to help
overcome operational
issues.
Recognises that a
successful bike hire
scheme in this city is a

Executive Director of Place November
Executive Director of Place 2021
Lead Officer: Daisy
Narayanan
daisy.narayanan@edinbur
gh.gov.uk

welcome addition to
sustainable transport
options for residents and
visitors, encouraging more
people to enjoy the benefits
of fast, sustainable journeys
by bike.

Page 94

Requests a report to the
November Transport and
Environment Committee
outlining options for new
possible schemes which
can deliver those benefits to
as many people as
possible.

Agenda Item 6.1
Business bulletin
Transport and Environment Committee
10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021
Virtual Meeting, via Microsoft Teams
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Transport and Environment Committee
Convener:

Members:

Contact:

Councillor Lesley
Macinnes (Convenor)

Councillor Eleanor Bird

Alison Coburn,
Operations Manager

Councillor Maureen Child
Councillor Gavin Corbett
Councillor Graham Hutchison
Councillor David Key
Councillor Kevin Lang

Veronica MacMillan
Committee Services
Taylor Ward
Committee Services

Councillor Claire Miller
Councillor Stephanie Smith
Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Karen Doran
(Vice-Convenor)

Recent news

Background

Roseburn to Union Canal – Update

For further information
contact:

The Roseburn to Union Canal Active Travel Route and
Greenspace Improvements is a multi-million pound project
to transform the quality of walking and cycling connections
from the Roseburn Path to the Telfer Subway.

Barry Clarke
Senior Project Manager

0131 469 3827
Since the previous update, provided as part of the Business
Bulletin on 22 April 2021, there are a number of updates as
Wards Affected:
follows:
Corstorphine/Murrayfield;
• All ground investigation works are now complete,
with the results currently informing the final design of Sighthill/Gorgie; and
City Centre
the project. Ground conditions were found to be
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

poorer than expected, specifically at the areas of the
proposed new bridges. A consequent redesign of
piling works for the bridge over the Mid-Calder line
has been completed and a design solution is in place
for the Dalry Road bridge, with details currently
being finalised to reflect ground conditions. The
design is expected to be validated and completed by
the end of September 2021.
Trial pits undertaken as part of the ground
investigation identified a gas main at the proposed
play area in Dalry Park. As such, the design has
been amended to avoid the need for any
diversionary works.
Pockets of contamination were also found in one
area and a remediation strategy is currently under
preparation.
Land ownership issues are being progressed,
including the acquisition of a strip of land from
Network Rail now agreed in principle. The design for
access onto the route from Duff Street Lane will
need to be altered to avoid crossing third party land.
Draft NEC 4 Contract Data has been produced and
is currently being reviewed by an external legal firm.
Three bridge surveys have been commissioned to
inform weight restrictions for construction traffic
using the West Approach Road to access the site
while the route is being delivered. A survey of the
bridge over Dalry Road is complete and the report is
awaited; a survey for the bridge over the Edinburgh
suburban railway line is due to be completed in
advance of Committee; and a survey of the masonry
arch bridge over Russell Road is complete, the
findings have been reviewed and an final report
awaited.
As reported previously, planning permission was
approved at the Planning Development Management
Sub-Committee on 3 March 2021 and the planning
conditions will be managed at the relevant stages of
the project.
A Redetermination Order (RSO) was advertised in
July 2021, with one objection received from the
public. The objection relates to the width of a section
of footway on Russell Road being substandard. This
matter is currently being discussed with the objector
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•

to establish whether the concerns raised can be
mitigated and the objection withdrawn.
In order to mitigate the restrictions on construction
work imposed by the bird nesting season, the
programme is predicated on enabling works to fell
trees in January/February 2022. This would maintain
the momentum of the project and facilitate sufficient
time to ensure the most competitive tender price
following market testing, prior to entering into the full
contract.

The project programme is constantly reviewed to reflect
progress on the above matters and, at present, the high
level programme for delivery is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Design validation – September 2021;
Market testing and tender agreement – November
2021;
Contract award – January 2022;
Main works commence – March 2022;
Main works complete – January 2023.

The construction works will be undertaken by main
contractor Balfour Beatty through the SCAPE Civil
Engineering Framework Agreement.
A further update will be provided as part of the Business
Bulletin at the next Committee.
Bernard Terrace Zebra Crossing – Update

For further information
contact:

Proposals for a pedestrian crossing in Bernard Terrace,
close to the junction with St Leonard’s Street, were included Gert Rijsdijk
in the South East Participatory Budgeting Process in early
Senior Project Officer
2018.
The former South East Locality roads team progressed
proposals for a zebra crossing at this location and the civil
engineering design for this was completed in late 2020. A
Road Safety Audit was undertaken in February 2021 and
the design for the electrical apparatus associated with the
new facility was completed in March.
On 28 January 2021, the Committee approved a Motion
that called for delivery of the project to proceed as soon as
possible.
Delivery of the project was subsequently incorporated into a
contract that was being prepared by the Active Travel team
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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for dropped crossing and raised table improvements at
various locations throughout the city.
Tenders for this contract were issued in May 2021 and a
contract award is imminent. Construction of the crossing is
expected to commence in November and take around 3
weeks to complete.
Electric Vehicle (EV) On Street Charger Project Update
Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN)
Leases for the installation of the two substations at Ingliston
Park and Ride and Hermiston Gait Park and Ride have
been secured and construction work has commenced at
both sites. A SPEN Project Manager has also been
appointed to work with the Council to deliver the
connections for the on-street EV chargers.

For further information
contact:
Gavin Brown
Network Management
and Enforcement
Manager
Wards: All

Procurement
The Procurement process concluded in August 2021 with
the contract being awarded to BP Pulse to install the
charging units at the 11 on-street and two Park and Ride
locations. Engagement with BP Pulse commenced in
August 2021.
Scottish Government authorisation
Applications for the use of non-prescribed signs and road
markings were submitted in July 2021 to the Scottish
Government for approval for charging bays at the 11
on-street locations. These were approved in August 2021.
Enforcement and Tariffs
A best-practice review of the Enforcement and Tariff report
is being undertaken by consultants to ensure it is still
fit-for-purpose, with a specific focus on benchmarking
against other local authorities. Enforcement contravention
codes and associated penalties, as well as charges
associated with using EV chargers, will be considered.

Use of Street Lighting for Electric Vehicle Charging
A series of factsheets are being developed by consultants
to be incorporated into the Edinburgh Street Design
Guidance, to provide design principles, details and a
consistent approach for the installation of EV chargers.
This piece of work will specifically explore the utilisation of
lighting columns as charging points, with an emphasis on
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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identifying suitable existing column types for this purpose.
Accommodating the technical charging requirements,
avoiding issues of cabling trailing across footways as well
as complementing and enriching the existing street scene
in Edinburgh, especially in conservation and heritage areas,
will be of great importance.
Further engagement with the Council’s Street Lighting team
commenced in August 2021 and there is potential to pilot
the use of columns in Newbattle Terrace as part of another
Council project.
Strategy development to guide future infrastructure
phases
Green Charge and Road Map
The GreenCharge European project is currently looking at
creating cities with a zero-emission transport system based
on EVs running on green energy. An EV Roadmap is
currently being developed between various teams across
the Council, and other European partners, to outline the
delivery an expanded EV infrastructure across Edinburgh.
We are currently looking at future locations for EV chargers
with data from two Energy Savings Trust (EST) studies and
we have developed a scoring framework. The scoring
framework aligns with the City Mobility Plan and the key
criteria looks at Deliverability (access to the grid, road
adoption etc), Users and Demand, and Policy (air quality,
congestion etc).
The UK government is currently accepting applications for
the On-Street Residential Charging Scheme which provides
funding for 75% of the cost of installing EV chargers. The
On-Street Residential Charging Scheme funding can be
also used to cover the cost of chargers installed within
lighting columns. The remaining 25% can be claimed back
via EST. Once future locations have been assessed a
further report will be submitted to Committee seeking
permission to apply for the funding by February/March
2022.
Judicial Review of City Mobility Plan

Contact:

A Business Bulletin was presented to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2021 noting that the
Council had received a Petition from two private hire
vehicle companies seeking a judicial review of the Council’s
decision to approve the City Mobility Plan (CMP).

Ruth White
Acting Team Manager
Place
Environment and
Heritage Team

Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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The action for Judicial Review is currently sisted, meaning
that it is on hold pending the publication of this Business
Bulletin and the outcome of matters below.

Wards affected: All

The Petitioners sought clarity from the Council in relation to
whether references to “taxis” in the CMP can be taken to
mean taxis (ie black cab taxis) and private hire cars.
The Council has agreed to provide clarification on certain
references in the CMP, as set out in the table below. As
part of this clarification, it is reiterated that references to
“Shared Transport” in the CMP include private hire cars as
part of this offering.
For the purposes of this clarification, the Council has relied
upon the definition of “taxi” and “private hire car” as set out
in section 23(1) of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act
1982.
It is hoped that these actions will be sufficient for the judicial
review to be resolved and legal discussion will continue in
this regard.
CMP Page Reference
Page 18

Current Wording
Women and people
from identifiable
minorities fear being
assaulted or
harassed on the
public transport
network and are
more likely to choose
to travel by car or
taxi because it is
personally safer.

Clarification
This reference to taxi
is intended to
include taxis and
private hire cars.

Page 26

Edinburgh will
continue to develop
interchanges across
the city which
maximise
connections between
public transport,
active travel and
shared mobility
options such as taxis.

This reference to
taxis is by way of an
example of shared
mobility options.
The reference to
shared mobility, as
with shared
transport, includes
reference to private
hire cars.

Page 34

We will continue to
strengthen

This reference to the
taxi trade is intended
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partnerships with
the taxi trade and
car club partners as
key providers of the
city’s shared mobility
offering to support
the shift to zero
emission vehicles
and the introduction
of new technology to
improve safety,
standards and
accessibility.

to include taxis and
private hire cars.

Page 34

Policy Measure
MOVEMENT 17 Taxis and Car Share
Partnerships
Strengthen
partnerships with
the taxi trade and
car sharing partners
to support the shift
to zero emission
vehicles and the
introduction of new
technology to
improve safety,
standards and
accessibility.

The references to
taxis and the taxi
trade are intended
to include taxis and
private hire cars.

Page 35

Mobility Hubs –
bullet point 6 Key
elements of mobility
hubs can include ...
Taxi pick up/drop off
space;

This reference to taxi
is intended to
include taxis and
private hire cars.

Page 39

Technology
advances will
continue to
revolutionise
personal mobility
and the movement
of goods and
services over the
next ten years. This

This reference to taxi
is intended to
include taxis and
private hire cars.
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might include a
single mobility
account for public
transport, shared
bus and taxi services,
dynamic timetabling
that adjusts to
demand, active
sensors to manage
congestion and
traffic flows and
personalised
transport services
that direct mobility
services to people
who have difficulty
accessing
mainstream public
transport networks.
Page 46

A strategy to review
and coordinate
buses, coaches and
taxis, making it
easier to switch
between public
transport, shared
mobility and active
travel –

The precise scope of
the strategy and
review forming part
of the Edinburgh City
Centre
Transformation is
not yet determined.
However, there is a
reference to shared
mobility in this text
which, as noted
above, includes
private hire cars.

Page 52

A data driven
approach to mobility
needs will be in
place, working with
the taxi trade, public
transport providers
and the commercial
sector. Last mile
delivery systems by
sustainable modes
will start to appear
across the city.

This reference to the
taxi trade is intended
to include taxis and
private hire cars.
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Newbridge Parking Restritions

For further information
This bulletin updates Committee on progress since the contact:
introduction of Traffic Order 19/11 which introduced parking Paul Bathgate
restrictions to Newbridge, including Newbridge Car Village. Transport Officer –
Parking restrictions

Parking Development

Parking restrictions were introduced in Newbridge at the start Wards affected:
of February 2020 to rationalise existing parking provisions
which were predominately inadequate, unenforceable and 1 – Almond
did not make best use of available kerbside space. The new
parking restrictions not only introduced 24 hour waiting
restrictions at key locations, but also created new areas of
kerbside space for parking that were not previously available
to drivers.
The introduction of new 24 hour waiting restrictions was
intended to improve visibility for all road users, assist vehicle
movements and enhance road safety at the following
locations within Newbridge Village and Newbridge Car
Village: Bridge Street, Lonehead Drive, Marjoribanks Road,
Hallbarns Crescent, Old Liston Rd, Parkside, Huly Hill Road
and Skene Place.
Impact of Covid-19
Whilst restrictions were implemented over 18 months ago,
establising a true respresentation of how parking related
issues have been affected by these changes has been
challenging due to changing travel behavious and lockdown
conditions. Follow up parking surveys to assess the longer
term impact of these interventions were unfortunately
delayed as a result of Covid-19.
Monitoring and enforcing the restrictions
Initial surveys were conducted two weeks after the changes
were implemented, in the week commencing 24 February
2020. Further parking surveys have also been carried out on
the following dates:
•
•
•

Week commencing 5 October 2020
Week commencing 16 June 2021
Week commencing 9 August 2021

All of these surveys have confirmed that parking behaviour
in the affected streets has improved significantly and that
there has been an overall reduction in problem and
obstructive parking.
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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The key findings of these surveys are:
•
•

•

•

Two large new sections of unrestricted parking on
Lonehead Drive are now being heavily utilised;
Marjoribanks Road had seen a 90% reduction in
pavement parking, which had previously been a
significant safety concern for pedestrians;
Hallbarns Crescent was benefitting from the
unrestricted parking areas with less vehicles parking
in an obstructive manner; and
All junctions of Old Liston Road were clear of parked
vehicles at the times of the surveys.

Parking Attendants have been regularly deployed to enforce
the new restrictions and to ensure a visual presence during
the week and at weekends. The following table details the
number of Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) issued in each of
the affected streets since the new controls were introduced:
Street Name

Number of
PCNs issued

Bridge Street, Newbridge

15

Old Liston Road, Newbridge

0

Lonehead Drive, Newbridge

14

Hallbarns Crescent, Newbridge

21

Skene Place, Newbridge

14

Marjoribanks Road, Newbridge

9

Total

73

Further monitoring will also be undertaken by Council
officers over the coming months to identify if any further
changes are required to the parking restrictions.
Bus Partnership Fund Award: Funding Announcement
and Next Steps
A Business Bulletin presented to Committee on the 22 April
2021 confirmed that a collective South East of Scotland
regional bid to Transport Scotland’s Bus Partnership Fund
(BPF) was submitted on 16 April. The bid preparation was
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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Jamie Robertson
Strategic Transport
Planning and Projects
Development Manager
Wards affected – All
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led by City of Edinburgh Council officers, supported by the
consultants Jacobs, in collaboration with the constituent
authorities of the City Region Deal, Clackmannanshire and
Falkirk, with input from SEStran and bus operators.
On 22 June, the ESESCRD partners were informed that the
bid had been awarded £3.03 million as an initial tranche of
funding from Transport Scotland. Subsequently, an update
confirming the funding award and the outlining of the
immediate next steps for partners was reported to the
ESESCRD Joint Committee on 3 September.
The initial £3.03m funding award targets the delivery of
‘Quick Win’ measures and appraisal work to support the
development business cases which will detail how the
investment will achieve strategic objectives; at both the
national and local level. The award offer can be split as
follows:
• £1.45 million for the delivery of Quick Win measures
(over financial years 21/22 & 22/23);
• £1.4 million for the development of a South East
Region Strategic Appraisal and Outline Business
Cases, and
• £0.180 million to support a full time Programme
Manager (for the first three years of the programme).
Further funding is expected to be released by Transport
Scotland following the delivery of the Appraisal/Business
Case works and the successful progression of an
associated gateway review process.
An element of this gateway process will be evidence of
partnership working, where a key requirement of the award
offer is that bidders must work towards Bus Service
Improvement Partnership (BSIP) status, as defined by the
Transport (Scotland) Act 2019. Consequently, a BPF / BSIP
sub-group will be established to support the ESESCRD
Transport Advisory Board with the associated development
of a BSIP. In addition to local authority / SEStran
representatives this sub-group will seek as far as possible
direct participation from public transport operators.
To support the delivery of the various aspects of BPF and
the establishment of the BSIP, a Programme Manager role
will be recruited. This process is being led by the City
Region Deal’s Project Management Office (where the post
would be hosted by The City of Edinburgh Council mirroring
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 October 2021
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the existing arrangements of the City Region Deal
Programme Management arrangements). It is anticipated
that the recruitment of the post could take between four to
six months and therefore it is intended to arrange a
temporary resource (potentially consultancy based) to
ensure momentum is maintained during these initial stages
of the programme.
In parallel to the recruitment activities, Committee should
note that procurement of required consultancy services is
underway and the two main bodies of work are as follows:
1. The preparation of the BPF bid to Transport
Scotland was supported by consultants Jacobs Ltd.
And who have been commissioned, under the
Council’s current framework contract, to support the
development and delivery of the initial Strategic
Appraisal work (valued at £350,000), with the
following Outline Business Case work (£1.05 million)
being subject to a competitive procurement exercise
in due course.
2. The delivery of the Quick Win measures will include
a sizable amount of evidence gathering, evaluation,
consultation and engagement and detailed design
works. Therefore, a separate procurement exercise
has commenced to secure multi-disciplinary
consultancy services in order to support the
development and delivery of Quick Win measures.
Once appointed, the successful consultant will be
required to produce, as an early deliverable, a draft
Project Delivery Plan.
Committee should also note that the City of Edinburgh
Council will, on behalf of the partnership, act as the lead
financial authority and will be supported by the CRD PMO
and through the BPF Programme Manager once appointed.
Committee will appreciate that Officers are in the very early
stages of mobilising the programme and should note that
further updates will be made to Committee as soon as
additional detail is available.
Proposed City Plan 2030

Iain McFarlane

On 29 September 2021 the Planning Committee approved
the Proposed City Plan 2030 to be published for its
Representation stage. The Proposed Plan sets out the

City Plan Programme
Director
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development strategy, sites and policies for the city for the
next 10 years.
The Representation period of six weeks allows for everyone
to make their views known and will be reported back to the
Planning Committee along with advice on whether or not
any aspect of the Plan should be changed as a result.
The Proposed Plan, as approved at that stage, will then be
sent to the Scottish Ministers for Examination. The
Ministers will appoint a Reporter to conduct the
Examination, which will focus on any unresolved
Representations. This process will likely take between six
and 12 months. The Reporter will make recommendations
on the Plan which the Council should take into account in
considering adoption of it, at which point it is sent to the
Scottish Ministers for their view as to whether or not the
Council can adopt the Plan
Kirkliston Signal Upgrade

Dave Sinclair

The developer responsible for new housing on Wellflats
Road in Kirkliston is required undertake a comprehensive
upgrade of the traffic signals at Station Road/Queensferry
Road/Main Street. (Ref - Dandara Group Holdings,
planning reference 17/04571/PPP).

Local Transport and
Environment Manager
Ward – 1 Almond

There is no scope to carry out any physical alterations,
therefore it is considered that the implementation of MOVA
(MOVA stands for Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle
Actuation) control as part of the signals upgrade will be
required to improve traffic flow through this already busy
junction.
Unlike other traffic control strategies, this continually
adjusts the green time required for each approach by
assessing the number of vehicles approaching the signals,
whilst at the same time determining the impact that queuing
vehicles would have on the overall operation of the
junction.
As part of the works the developer has been asked to:
•
•
•
•

Provide detailed traffic signals design;
Provide a model of the signals operation;
MOVA commissioning and on site validation; and
Full upgrade of the existing traffic signals to the
latest ELV LED standards including MOVA
operation.
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This element of the works has been subcontracted to a
specialist signals design service.
The developer will also be responsible for:
•
•

Upgrade of the existing traffic signal duct network
and installation of pole retention sockets; and
Installation of ducting, cabling and slot cutting for
MOVA loops on each approach.

Discussions are ongoing with the design consultant and a
timeline update will be provided when available.
Forthcoming activities:
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Agenda Item 7.1
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Active Travel Measures – Traveling Safely Update
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
All
16, 18

1.

Recommendations

1.1

Transport and Environment Committee is asked to:
1.1.1 Note the updates in this report, including details on the existing measures (as
detailed in Appendix 1);
1.1.2 Approve the recommendations in Appendix 1;
1.1.3 Consider the feedback received on the Lanark Road scheme and agree the
recommendations in paragraph 4.6 and in Appendix 2; and
1.1.4 Note the options considered for Silverknowes Road (south section) (as set
out in Appendix 3) and agree to retain the scheme as currently installed.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Dave Sinclair, Transport and Environment Manager
E-mail: david.sinclair@edinburgh,gov.uk
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Report

Active Travel Measures – Traveling Safely Update
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report provides an update on the Travelling Safely programme and includes
details of the engagement undertaken on the Lanark Road scheme, following a
request from Council in June 2021. The report also provides an update on
Silverknowes Road (south section), on the school travel plan review and on bus
priority measures.

3.

Background

3.1

In 2020 and 2021, the Council introduced a series of measures across the city in
response to the public health emergency (Coronavirus (COVID-19)). Transport and
Environment Committee has been regularly updated on progress with
implementation.

3.2

On 24 June 2021 the Council considered proposals to use Experimental Traffic
Regulation Orders (ETROs) for some existing schemes which facilitate walking,
wheeling and cycling around the city. In addition to the approved
recommendations, it was requested that further engagement with resident and
Community Councils be undertaken for Lanark Road (including improvements to
winter travelling conditions and to reduce conflict for Water of Leith path users); to
further address resident parking pressures along the Longstone Corridor; and to
bring forward options for Comiston Road, Braid Road and Silverknowes Road
(south section).

3.3

On 19 August 2021, Transport and Environment Committee received an update on
progress with the actions agreed in June 2021.

3.4

In order to complete all of the engagement with residents and Community Councils
agreed by Council in June 2021, the programme was phased to ensure that the
engagement could be completed in a managed way. This means that there has
been a short delay in progressing with engagement with residents on future
proposals for Braid Road and Comiston Road. This engagement will close on 10
October 2021 and the outcome of this will be reported to Committee in November
2021.
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4.

Main report

4.1

Scheme reviews continue to be undertaken for all of the measures in place. An
update on all of the existing schemes and next steps for each is set out in Appendix
1.
Stakeholder Engagement and Consultation Feedback Analysis

4.2

Stakeholders were invited to participate in engagement sessions to discuss and
consider the proposed transition process from Temporary Traffic Regulation Order
(TTRO) to ETRO and to share any design or layout changes that may improve
access or the operation of particular schemes. The groups were invited to attend
were:
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Services;
Mobility and Disability Groups;
Transport User Groups;
Groups with an interest in the built environment; and
Public Transport and Taxi operators.

4.3

The review of the detailed qualitative data and comments received from the
potential retention of Spaces for People consultation has also now been completed.

4.4

Based on the feedback received to date, proposed scheme changes to be
incorporated into the ETRO designs include:
4.4.1 In the City Centre – changes to access times on the High Street and
Cockburn Street to improve delivery times for businesses and residents;
4.4.2 Cycle Segregation and floating parking layouts – reducing the timing of
waiting and loading restrictions to strike a balance between providing safe
cycle infrastructure and enabling businesses and residents to make and
receive deliveries;
4.4.3 Emergency access improvements near Fire Stations – changes to signal
timings on Ponton Street are under consideration to improve Scottish Fire
and Rescue Service emergency response times during busy periods.
Options for Lanark Road

4.5

Following the Council meeting on 24 June 2021, for Lanark Road, officers have:
4.5.1

Conducted cross modal monitoring of current use of Lanark Road;

4.5.2

Developed options for revisions to the Lanark Road scheme which aim to
address possible conflict between people cycling, walking, and accessing
parking;

4.5.3

Met with local Community Councils to discuss these options and to invite
suggestions and comments. Feedback on the survey findings and the
options presented in this report have also been shared with the Community
Councils;

4.5.4

Conducted a survey of local residents, seeking opinions on the options; and
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4.5.5
4.6

Considered measures to reduce conflict for all Water of Leith path users
and to improve winter travelling conditions in this location.

Appendix 2 summarises the outcomes of the monitoring and the feedback received.
These have now been considered and officer recommendations are detailed in the
Appendix and summarised below as:
4.6.1 Retain the cycleway between the Gillespie Road junction and Spylaw Park,
with consideration to be given to introducing time limited parking restrictions
at this location; and
4.6.2 Relocate parking adjacent to Kingsknowe Park (from the West side of Lanark
Road to the East side);
4.6.3 Implement the proposed toucan crossing at Hailes Gardens;
4.6.4 Implement a signal controlled crossing at Kingsknowe Park; and
4.6.5 Minor changes to parking restrictions to improve sight-lines. There may be
some other minor revisions in response to feedback from the public and
officer observations.
Options for Silverknowes Road (south section)

4.7

4.8

4.9

For Silverknowes Road (south Section), several options (outlined in Appendix 3)
have been considered for making alterations to the current temporary measures.
Following this it is recommended that the existing measures should remain in place,
with the minimal changes (as described in Appendix 3). If agreed by Committee,
this scheme will be progressed to ETRO advert.
Bus Priority Measures
The bus priority measures, including temporary bus lanes and associated waiting
restrictions/prohibitions on the A1 and A90, were introduced in May and June 2021
using a TTRO. On 19 August 2021 Committee approved the retention of these
schemes under an ETRO.
These schemes will continue to be monitored and officers will maintain dialogue
with bus operators during the trial period to consider future retention.
School Travel Plans

4.10

Since the return of the schools in August all the existing part or full-time measures
have been reinstated.

4.11

The review of school travel plans is now underway, and the team are currently
engaging with school communities.

4.12

Details of the school travel plan review are contained on the Council website. It is
expected that all current temporary measures introduced as part of the public health
response will remain in place until the review is complete. Extensions for existing
TTROs may be sought from the Scottish Ministers if appropriate.

4.13

It is expected that the review will be completed, and draft plans developed by early
2022. It is then expected that appropriate measures around schools will transition
with permanent Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs). The scope of any measures to
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be retained, modified or removed will come through the Travel Plan review.
Committee will be kept updated on this separately to the Travelling Safely
programme.
Revisions to George IV Bridge
4.14

In line with the Committee decision on 19 August 2021, measures on George IV
Bridge have been removed and the pre pandemic road layout and markings have
been reinstated where possible. Unfortunately, Committee members will be aware
of the devastating fire at this location and the temporary road closure that followed.
The road is now open to two-way traffic and most bus stops have been reinstated.

4.15

However, due to damage of the structural integrity of the building on George IV
Bridge, and the necessity to facilitate access for clearance and repairs, a working
compound area is likely to be required again in the future. Following the removal of
the compound, the reinstatement of road markings in this area will now be
completed as soon as reasonably possible.
Pedestrian improvements at controlled crossings

4.16

As part of the Travelling Safely programme and in collaboration with Living Streets,
improvements are being made to traffic signals across the city.

4.17

Six existing crossings will be upgraded to puffin crossings and signal timings have
been adjusted to reduce pedestrian waiting times (five are now complete, with one
to be completed by the end of October 2021).

4.18

In addition, an assessment of traffic signal timings has been carried out at 63
locations, on eight transport corridors in the city. Further details of the locations are
provided in Appendix 4.

5.

Next Steps
Next Steps - Extension of TTROs

5.1

The existing TTROs could remain in place for up to 18 months for temporary
measures. Transport Scotland have confirmed they are prepared to consider the
renewal of TTROs if required (Transport Scotland could direct that orders and
notices under Section 14 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act could continue, subject
to consideration, for a further period not exceeding six months).

5.2

It is anticipated that schemes delivered in May/June 2020 will require an extension
to the TTRO period to allow them to remain in place while the ETRO arrangements
are progressed. Officers will make the necessary applications to the Scottish
Ministers where appropriate.
Next Steps - ETROs

5.3

Work is on-going to progress with planning for ETROs approved by the Council in
June 2021. The consultation with statutory bodies and public advertising will begin
as soon as possible and it is expected that the outcome (for the majority of
schemes) will be reported to Committee in January 2022.
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5.4

If Committee approve the recommendations in this report for Lanark Road and
Silverknowes Road (south section), these will be progressed as part of the ETRO
process.

5.5

Analysis of the engagement feedback for options on Comiston Road and Braid
Road will be prepared for Committee in November 2021.

5.6

On 26 November 2021 it is expected new regulations will be made to simplify the
way that ETROs are prepared. Although the proposed legislation is still to be
scrutinised by parliamentary committees, from this date the following revisions are
expected:
5.6.1 ETROs may be made following a minimum seven days’ notice;
5.6.2 A six month consultation period would follow while a scheme is on the
ground;
5.6.3 During the first 12 months of scheme installation, there would be an ability to
alter the ETRO;
5.6.4 The ETRO could run for 18 months in total; and
5.6.5 There will be a simplified process for making an ETRO permanent.

5.7

In advertising the ETROs approved by Council in June 2021 and reporting any
objections received, the Council will follow the current process for ETROs.
However, post implementation, subject to Committee approval, the Council may
seek to follow the new arrangements for ETROs.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

Sustrans have agreed the carryover of unspent funds from the 2020/21 funding
allocation can be used to fund activities and services required to either remove,
retain or modify existing schemes in 2021/22.

6.2

A summary of the current budget allocation is provided below.

Travelling Safety – Project Budget Allocation – Anticipated Spend/Reserve
Activity

21/22
Forecast

21/22
Forecast

Places for
Everyone

Spaces for
People

£,000

£,000

Total 21/22
forecast
costs
Combined
Funding
£,000

Costs to prepare ETROs (PCL)

50

100

150

ETRO and advertising costs

20

60

80

Design consultancy costs

15

50

65

Road safety audits

20

60

80
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Staff costs (5 FTE including inspector)

60

240

300

Scheme revision costs

30

200

230

Removal and reinstatement allowance*

50

200

250

Monitoring and evaluation costs

50

50

100

Street cleaning costs

10

48

58

Maintenance costs

40

50

90

Winter maintenance

20

40

60

Comms and engagement

10

10

20

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

TBA

90

90

TOTAL CONFIRMED CARRY-OVER

375

1,198

1,573

* Balance of reinstatement reserve transferred
to project costs if/when ETROs made in 2022

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

Stakeholder engagement for schemes has been progressed. Details of the
outcomes for Lanark Road are included within this report. Details of the outcomes
from engagement on Braid Road and Comiston Road will be reported to Committee
in November 2021.

7.2

High-level stakeholder engagement has also been undertaken with emergency
services, mobility/disability groups, transport user groups and other key partners to
consider project design principals or specific project features.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Regular updates on Spaces for People Measures were presented to Policy and
Sustainability Committee and Transport and Environment Committee between May
2020 and April 2021.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Scheme Updates and Review Schedule

9.2

Appendix 2 – Lanark Road – Engagement feedback and recommendations

9.3

Appendix 3 – Silverknowes Road (South section) - scheme review and
recommendation

9.4

Appendix 4 - Pedestrian Crossing Improvement Update
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Appendix 1 – Travelling Safely Programme Update
Measures Currently Introduced Under TTRO

Location

Intervention

Latest Scheme Update

Forest Road

Pedestrian area with limited
servicing access
Cycle segregation

George IV Bridge
The Mound

Cycle segregation
Cycle segregation

Princes Street East End

Bus gate on Princes Street and
South St David St
Pedestrianised area with limited
servicing access from George IV
Bridge
Pedestrianised area with limited
servicing access from High Street

Review undertaken August 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review undertaken August 2021
No ETRO required for mandatory cycle lane, retain some segregation if
possible
Scheme removed.
Review undertaken August 2021
Installation of new segregation units planned
No ETRO required as existing restrictions apply
Review undertaken – August 2021
Retain and progress towards ETRO
Review undertaken – August 2021
Progress towards ETRO

CITY CENTRE
Waverley Bridge
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Victoria Street

Cockburn Street

TOWN CENTRES
Queensferry High Street

Pedestrian space

Stockbridge
Gorgie / Dalry Road

Pedestrian space
Pedestrian space

Bruntsfield

Pedestrian space

Review undertaken August 2021
Progress towards ETRO

Review undertaken August 2021
Retain experimental scheme as proposed Queensferry High Street project
has similar layout.
Progress towards ETRO and consider mitigation on diversion route.
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021
Recommendation to retain widened footway section opposite Murieston
Crescent.
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021

Tollcross
Morningside

Pedestrian space
Pedestrian space

Portobello

Pedestrian space

Corstorphine
(St Johns Road)

Pedestrian space
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CYCLE SEGREGATION
Meadowplace Road

Cycle segregation

Ladywell Road
Ferry Road

Cycle segregation
Cycle segregation

Fountainbridge Dundee St

Cycle segregation

Teviot Place / Potterow

Cycle segregation

Buccleuch St / Causewayside

Cycle segregation

Gilmerton Road

Cycle segregation

Duddingston Road

Cycle segregation

Craigmillar Park corridor

Cycle segregation

Crewe Road South

Cycle segregation (segregator
units to be installed)

Scheme to be removed - programmed during ongoing resurfacing works
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021
Retain widened footway on west side south of The Merlin Bar up to and
including the pedestrian crossing at Waitrose and revise uphill cycle lane to
an advisory lane with no segregation (inadequate road width)
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021
Retain two sections on High Street:
1. Brighton Pl to Windsor Pl
2. West of Bridge St
Scheme to be removed - programmed from 18 October 2021
Remove first to reinstate bus lanes etc.
Following observation, the footway widening at Templeland Rd is
recommended to be retained to support safe routes to school.
This area of retention will continue to be monitored.

Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
As above
Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed August 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed – June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed – June 2021
Progress towards ETRO consider revisions to improve public transport
journey times (consider relocating islands at signals, subject to funding)
Review completed June 2021
Extend TTRO and progress towards ETRO
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Old Dalkeith Road

Cycle segregation (segregator
units to be installed)

Comiston Road
Pennywell Road &
Muirhouse/Silverknowes Parkway
Mayfield Road

Cycle segregation
Cycle segregation

Quiet Corridor - Meadows /
Greenbank

Various closures

A90 Queensferry Road

Bus Lanes and cycle segregation

A1 Corridor

Bus Lanes and cycle segregation

Lanark Road
Longstone Road

Cycle segregation
Cycle segregation

Inglis Green Rd
Murrayburn Road (short section
at Longstone)
Slateford Road (A70)

Cycle segregation
Cycle segregation

Orchard Brae Roundabout

Road markings

SCHEMES DEVELOPED FROM
LTN PROPOSALS
Craigs Road

Cycle segregation

Cycle segregation

Crossing improvements at
Craigmount High School and
traffic calming on Craigs Road

Review completed June 2021
Extend TTRO and progress towards ETRO.
Consider revisions as part of proposed Cameron Toll to Bioquarter project
Options to be presented to Committee in November 2021
Review completed August 2021
Progress towards ETRO with minor revisions to improve delivery access
Review completed July 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed June 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Scheme may be subject to modification subject to outcome of Braid Road
decision
Review completed – August 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Bus lane measures to be included in ETRO proposal
Review completed – August 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Bus lane measures to be included in ETRO proposal
Options included in Appendix 3
Review completed June 2021.
Council Action - Officers to engage with local residents and community
representatives ahead of an ETRO to address resident parking pressure.
(Local businesses will also be contacted prior to promoting an ETRO)
As above
As above
Review completed August 2021
Progress towards ETRO
Review completed June 2021
Retain scheme - No ETRO required

Interim project review to be undertaken
Subject to School Travel Plan Review
Give and Go features at east end to be removed

Drum Brae North

Cycle segregation

Corstorphine High Street

Widened pavements leading to
Primary School

SPACES FOR EXERCISE
Silverknowes Road (North
section)
Silverknowes Road (South
section)
Braid Road
Braidburn Terrace
Links Gardens

Bus Gate
Part cycle segregation and quiet
route due to narrow road width.
One-Way (South-bound)
One-way (East-bound)
Road closure
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Cammo Walk

Road closure

Stanley Street/ Hope Street

Road closure

Seafield Street

Cycle segregation

Kings Place

Link between Proms

Maybury Road

Temporary traffic lights

Arboretum Place

Crossing point

West Shore Road and Marine
Drive

Road closure, improved access
to/from Forthquarter Park and

Review completed July 2021
Remove segregation at southern end (Northbound section)
Review to be undertaken
Progress towards ETRO as part of Corstorphine LTN project
(not included in Traveling Safely Programme)

Review to be undertaken
Progress towards ETRO
Recommendation to retain included in report
Options to be presented to Committee in November
As above
Scheme removed on 9th August in advance of Tram construction works at the
foot of Leith Walk
Approved for retention.
Current closure to be considered in broader terms with the proposed
experimental closure of Cammo Road (expected late 2021/Early 2022) and
options for Cammo Walk with respect to the proposed Craigs Road junction
and active travel route.
Progress towards ETRO (subject to further discussion)
Review completed June 2021.
Progress towards ETRO
Review to be undertaken
Recommendation to continue with no changes. No ETRO required
Review to be undertaken
Recommendation to continue with no changes
Progress towards ETRO (subject to future public realm project)
Scheme revised in July 2021 to increase S/B network capacity following
discussions with the Police.
Temporary signals to be removed when construction of the proposed Craigs
road junction commences.
Review to be undertaken
Progress towards ETRO
Review to be undertaken
Turning circle and disabled parking improvements to be considered

Public Proposals –
Commonplace Consultation
Broughton Street
Broughton St Roundabout
Bellevue to Canonmills
Starbank Road
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Fillyside Road – Crossing
(Seafield Road East)

Duddingston Road West

Removal of Street Clutter
Various priority locations

Pedestrian Priority Improvements
at Controlled Crossings

Schools

waiting restrictions on Marine
Drive

Progress towards ETRO

Various

Scheme updates

Pavement widening and uphill
cycle lane
Improvements for pedestrian
crossings
Cycle segregation

Review to be undertaken
Progress towards ETRO
As above

Waiting restrictions to stop
pavement parking and improve
pedestrian access.
Installation of temporary
signalised pedestrian crossing at
existing island over summer
period.
Part cycle segregation (East end)
and part road markings (due to
available road width)

Reinstatement of the original road layout to the north of the Rodney Street
junction planned in November 2021
Scheme not taken forward to date due to timeline and revised guidance

Provision of a permanent crossing in the vicinity be added to Active Travel
Investment Programme for anticipated installation in 2022

Review to be undertaken
Progress towards ETRO

Schedule of prioritised street
clutter removal undertaken in
partnership with Living Streets
Project to scope and implement
improvements to controlled
pedestrian crossings. Introducing
improved infrastructure and
reduce waiting times.

Works now complete.

Various measures introduced at
schools to create car free areas
and increased space for parents,

Planters installed in May 2021 to prohibit or restrict traffic.
School Travel Plan review underway for schools with temporary measures.
Conclusions and decisions expected in early 2022 to consider appropriate
permanent features.

Funding carried over from 20/21 allocation. Update included in the report and
in Appendix 4

carers and children near school
gates.
Additional Schemes
Cramond Glebe Road

Introduction of temporary waiting
restrictions leading to the
Cramond Car Park.

Double yellow lines installed following discussions with the Cramond &
Barnton Community Council as a temporary Public Health and Emergency
access response.
No recommendation made in last report:
Recommendation to retain TTRO and consider appropriate time for removal.
Separate TRO under consideration for this location pre-dates the Pandemic.
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Appendix 2
Lanark Road: Monitoring Results, Feedback from Engagement
Exercise and Recommendations
Summary
Since the meeting of Full Council on 24 June 2021 officers have undertaken the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carried out cross modal monitoring of current use of Lanark Road;
Developed options for revisions to the Lanark Road scheme which aim to address
conflict between people cycling, and people walking, and accessing parking;
Met with local Community Councils to discuss these options and invite suggestions
and comments;
Conducted a survey of local residents seeking opinions on the specific options
generated in response to the motion approved on the 24 June 2021;
Met once again with local Community Councils to present the findings of the survey
and outline proposals; and
Considered measures to reduce conflict for all Water of Leith path users and to
improve winter travelling conditions in this location.

Cross Modal Monitoring
Monitoring on Lanark Road has included:
•
•
•

Pre and Post implementation monitoring of cycle and vehicular volumes;
Post implementation monitoring of vehicle and cycle speeds; and
Post implementation monitoring of parking occupancy.

Cycle speed and volume monitoring has taken place at two locations on Lanark Road,
(shown below). The post implementation traffic/cycle counts were surveyed at the same
locations; however pre-implementation traffic surveys were undertaken at a slightly different
location, also shown below. Parking Occupancy monitoring has considered the full length of
Lanark Road from its junction with Inglis Green Road to its junction with Gillespie Road.

Figure 1 – Site: Redhall Bank Rd

Figure 2 – Site: Spylaw Bank Road
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Cycle and Vehicular Volumes
Data regarding volume and speed of bicycles and vehicles on Lanark Road is shown in
Tables 1, 2 and 3.
This shows:
•
•
•

Volume of vehicular traffic is notably lower during August 2021, than October 2020;
Volume of people cycling is higher at Redhall Bank Road than at Spylaw Bank Road;
and
Volume of people cycling has increased at Redhall Bank Road, but only modestly,
volume has decreased very slightly at Spylaw Bank Road.

Vehicle Speeds
Pre-implementation monitoring of Vehicle Speeds was carried out on two separate
occasions:
August 2020: Monitoring commissioned by the Council’s Road Safety Team took place at
two locations on Lanark Road (shown below) when the speed limit was 40mph.

Figure 3 – Site: Kingsknowe Drive

Figure 4 – Site: Hailes Park

October 2020: Monitoring as part of the Spaces for People programme took place at Spylaw
Bank Road, at the same location as the Cycle Volume counts. Post Implementation
monitoring was carried out at the same locations as the Cycle Counts. Results of this
monitoring when the speed limit was 30mph are shown in the tables.
The monitoring data shows:
•
•

During the Pre-Implementation monitoring the mean traffic speed across all sites and
directions was 34.8mph, and the 85 %ile speed was 38.8mph; and
During the Post-Implementation monitoring the mean traffic speed across both sites
and directions was 29.4mph and the 85 %ile speed was 34.5mph.

Cycle Speeds
Data regarding recorded cycle speeds at Kingsknowe Drive and Hailes Park are shown in
Table 3.
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This shows that cycle speeds are modest in both directions with:
•
•

At least 85% of cyclists travelling below 20mph at all locations/ directions; and
Overall mean cycle speed during monitoring period was 11.8 mph, 85 %ile 15.3mph.

Parking Occupancy
There is space for 130 parked vehicles on Lanark Road between Inglis Green Road and
Gillespie Road. There is also one loading bay at the Inglis Green Road junction.
Table 4 shows the occupancy levels for these facilities during the period of the parking
occupancy survey which was carried out on Tuesday 27 July 2021.
This shows levels of use are consistently below 50% of the available space.
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Table 1: Volume of Cycles and Vehicular Traffic on Lanark Road

Lanark Road - Volume by Mode
Site/
Mode

Vehicle
Cycle
Vehicle
Spylaw Bank Rd
Cycle

Redhall Bank Rd

Pre-Implementation
Oct-20
11220
126
11220
117

Post Implementation
Change
Jul-21
Aug-21 Oct-20 - Aug-21
6668
9573
-1647
134
137
11
9375
10021
-1199
79
114
-3

Notes:
Figues Avg across 5 working days, except August
August survey conducted during first week of term time - Mon & Tue removed from August volumes as still during Holiday period
Survey Dates: 7/10/2020 - 13/10/2020; 19/07/21 - 23/07/21; 16/08/21 - 20/08/21
Pre-Implementation vehicle volume monitoring at separate location - change figures utilise as estimate

Table 2: Vehicle Speed (Mph)

City Bnd
Lanark Road - Vehicle Speed
Avg
85 %-ile Avg
Pre-Implementation
Kingsknowe Dr - Aug 2020
33.4
37.3
Site/ Hailes Pk - Aug 2020
34.3
37.7
Date Spylaw Bank Road - Oct 2020
34.6
Combined
34.1
37.5

Out Bnd
85 %-ile Avg
36.5
40.3
35.6
39.2
34.9
35.7
39.8

Combined
86 %-ile
34.9
39.1
34.9
38.4
34.7
34.8
38.8

City Bnd
85 %-ile Avg
24.8
28.4
30.2
34.7
26.5
30.2
31
36
28.1
32.3

Out Bnd
85 %-ile Avg
23.5
26.6
32
36.9
33.4
39.4
33.6
40
30.6
35.7

Combined
86 %-ile
24.2
27.5
31.1
35.8
30
36.5
32.4
38.3
29.4
34.5

City Bnd
Avg
85 %-ile Avg
10.3
12.9
11.1
14.7
16
19.4
13.2
15.9
12.7
15.7

Out Bnd
85 %-ile Avg
10
12.5
10.9
14.2
12.2
16.4
10.4
13.9
10.9
14.3

Combined
85 %-ile
10.1
12.6
11
14.5
14.2
18.9
11.7
15.2
11.8
15.3

Lanark Road - Vehicle Speed
Post-Implementation
Redhall Bank Rd - Jul 2021
Redhall Bank Rd - Aug 2021
Site/
Spylaw Bank Rd - Jul 2021
Date
Spylaw Bank Rd - Aug 2021
Combined

Avg

Table 3: Cycle Speed (Mph)

Lanark Road - Cycle Speed
Post-Implementation
Redhall Bank Rd - Jul 2021
Redhall Bank Rd - Aug 2021
Site/
Spylaw Bank Rd - Jul 2021
Date
Spylaw Bank Rd - Aug 2021
Combined
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Table 4: Parking Occupancy on Lanark Road
Restriction/
Time Interval
Loading
Parking
TOTAL
Capacity
Percentage Occ

05:00

06:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

20:00

Min

Max

Ave

0
33
33
131
25%

0
32
32
131
24%

0
30
30
131
23%

0
42
42
131
32%

0
54
54
131
41%

0
55
55
131
42%

1
51
52
131
40%

1
54
55
131
42%

1
47
48
131
37%

0
49
49
131
37%

0
52
52
131
40%

0
45
45
131
34%

0
38
38
131
29%

0
36
36
131
27%

1
32
33
131
25%

1
37
38
131
29%

0
30
30
131
23%

1
55
55
131
42%

0
43
43
131
33%
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Engagement on Options to Mitigate Conflict at Parking Areas
Various options were drawn up by officers to mitigate conflict between people cycling and
accessing parked cars, as detailed in the approved motion. These options were discussed
with local Community Council representatives and presented in a survey of local residents.
Notification of the survey was sent to all 590 addresses shown on the below map, though
anyone was free to complete the survey, these residents were selected due to their proximity
to the scheme.

Responses
574 responses were received. 228 of these were submitted from within the leafleted area.
219 were submitted from the wider EH13 and EH14 area, and a further 127 were submitted
from further afield.

Engagement: Options, Questions and Results
The majority of the parking areas on Lanark Road are located at points where the adjacent
cycleway is travelling uphill, meaning cycle speeds are likely to be low, with conflict minimal.
However, there are two locations where this is not the case.
1. Opposite Spylaw Park (by Cranley Nursery); and
2. By Kingsknowe Park.
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Proposals focussed on options to minimise conflict at these two locations. In addition, more
minor mitigations are proposed at all ‘floating’ parking bay areas.

Opposite Spylaw Park
There are three options suggested at this location:
1. Retain existing layout;
2. Remove the Parking; or
3. Remove the cycleway.
At the workshop with Community Councillors there was no support for removing the
cycleway at this location, with a preference noted for retention.
Survey Results

Of the 228 responses from the leafletted area: 20 favoured removing the parking; 171
favoured removing the cycleway; 32 favoured retaining existing and 5 did not answer.
Of the 219 responses from the EH13 and 14 postcode areas (out with the leafletted area):
37 favoured removing the parking; 129 favoured removing the cycleway; 51 favoured
retaining existing and 2 did not answer.
Of the 127 responses from the outwith the EH13 and14 area: 64 favoured removing the
parking; 31 favoured removing the cycleway; 30 favoured retaining existing and 2 did not
answer.

By Kingsknowe Park
The Council is aware of conflict at this location between people accessing the parked cars
and passing cyclists, including reports of near misses and collisions.
There are two options at this location.
1. Remove the parking; or
2. Relocate the parking to the opposite side of the road.
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Due to the clear presence of conflict at this location retaining the existing layout is not
considered a viable option. At the workshop with Community Councillors it was agreed that
relocating the parking presented a sensible solution.
Survey Results

Of the 228 responses from the leafletted area: 22 favoured removing the parking; 128
favoured relocating the parking; and 78 did not answer.
Of the 219 responses from the EH13 and 14 postcode areas: 47 favoured removing the
parking; 136 favoured relocating the parking; and 36 did not answer.
Of the 127 responses from the outwith the EH13 and 14 area: 53 favoured removing the
parking; 66 favoured relocating the parking; and 8 did not answer.
Note: It was noted shortly after the survey went live that participants were required to choose
between ‘Remove Parking’ and ‘Relocate Parking’, with no option to answer ‘neither’ or
move on without answering. This was updated to allow participants not to answer.
Before this amendment 223 submissions had been made of which 143 participants indicated
they were happy to be contacted, and 80 indicated they were not.
The 143 participants who had indicated that they were happy to be contacted were asked
whether they would like to change their answer. 33 participants responded, 23 stated they
wished to withdraw their answer; 8 indicated they did not want to change their answer, one
expressed no preference and one wished to change from ‘remove parking’ to ‘relocate
parking’.
These figures have been corrected in line with responses received.
Of the 80 who had indicated they did not consent to being contacted: 61 were from within the
EH13 and EH14 postcode area, and 21 were from within the leafleted area.

Additional Markings at all Parking Areas
At all remaining parking areas, the risk of conflict between people cycling and people
accessing parked cars is mitigated by the topography. Nonetheless, the option was
considered to introduce further markings to encourage people cycling to keep to an
appropriate speed while passing parking areas.
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Participants were asked whether they agreed that including additional markings on the
approach to parking areas would help to mitigate cycle speeds.
Results

Of the 228 responses from the leafletted area: 39 believed that the markings would reduce
cycling speeds; 150 believed that it would not; 36 didn’t know and 3 did not answer.
Of the 219 responses from the EH13 and 14 postcode areas: 58 believed that the markings
would reduce cycling speeds; 109 believed that it would not; 48 didn’t know and 4 did not
answer.
Of the 127 responses from the outwith the EH13 and 14 area: 48 believed that the markings
would reduce cycling speeds; 43 believed that it would not; 34 didn’t know and 2 did not
answer.
Proposal
It is not proposed to introduce additional markings on the approach to the remaining parking
bays.

Consideration of Measures on Water of Leith Path
There are limited options for changes on this route to reduce conflict and improve its
usability throughout the winter months. Those that exist are only partial solutions, which
could have a significant impact on biodiversity.
While upgrades to the surface are planned, it will remain an uninviting prospect for many
during winter due to being un-lit. To install lighting would be challenging, expensive, and
could result in a negative impact on nocturnal wildlife.
Furthermore, even if the route were fully resurfaced and lit, it would still have numerous
drawbacks:
•

In order to head into town this route still leads to the Slateford Aqueduct, which
remains a dramatic pinch-point requiring users to dismount, and is completely
inaccessible to numerous types of people cycling, including those who use nonstandard bicycles as a mobility aid;
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•
•
•

It has limited connectivity into the surrounding street network (where trip origins and
destinations are invariably located) meaning it can be of limited use for local trips;
It will still lack any ‘natural surveillance’ meaning many users may still be reluctant to
utilise this route at certain times of the day and:
In a strategic context this route does not meet the requirements and aspirations of a
fully connected cycle network for all users.

This is not to say that the route is not a valuable part of the city’s active travel network, but
it’s usability and potential impact on journeys is naturally limited.

Pedestrian Crossings on Lanark Road
During the workshop with Community Councils it was noted by several participants that there
was significant demand for improvements to crossing opportunities on Lanark Road between
Inglis Green Road and Gillespie Road, where there are currently no signalised crossings.
Officers have considered options for providing more opportunities to cross the road, which
could be included as part of the overall Active Travel improvements.

Existing Plans
At present there are existing plans to improve crossings at two locations:
1. As part of the West Edinburgh Link Active Travel Project, a signalised toucan
crossing over Lanark Road at Hailes Gardens will be provided (see designs here);
and
2. Following requests from the local community, the Road Safety Team considered
several sites on Lanark Road for introduction of Pedestrian Crossings. As part of this
a location adjacent to Kingsknowe Park is programmed for improvements to provide
an un-signalised D-Island crossing.

West Edinburgh Link
The designs for the crossing to be installed as part of the West Edinburgh Link require the
confirmation of the associated Redetermination Order for the scheme to introduce footway
widening at the crossing. It is not feasible to deliver a crossing here at an earlier point,
however, the team responsible for the delivery of the West Edinburgh Link project have
indicated that this crossing could be programmed to be among the first aspects of the project
to be delivered. This is currently expected to commence during late 2022.

Kingsknowe Park
The introduction of standalone pedestrian crossings as a Road Safety intervention is subject
to strict criteria to ensure that funding is focussed on the areas of greatest need. These
criteria were applied to several sites on Lanark Road, with only one site (immediately
South/West of the junction with Kingsknowe Park) meeting the criteria for un-controlled
crossing improvements, and none meeting the criteria for controlled (signalised)
improvements.
This crossing improvements project is scheduled to take place within the coming months –
most likely during early 2022.
Officers have considered whether alternative funding could be made available to install a
controlled crossing at this location.
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Projects delivered utilising the Active Travel Investment Programme (ATInP) budget would
normally seek to establish improvements to the pedestrian environment, including crossings,
where feasible as part of the delivery of the wider schemes.
In the context of a broader Active Travel scheme including the introduction of segregated
cycleways on Lanark Road, it is considered appropriate to utilise funding from the Council’s
ATInP budget in order to provide a signal controlled pedestrian crossing over Lanark Road
adjacent to the junction with Kingsknowe Park – in lieu of the proposed upgrade to an
uncontrolled island crossing.

Scheme Recommendations
In June 2021 officers recommended to the Transport and Environment Committee that the
Lanark Road Spaces for People scheme be retained throughout an experimental period of
up to 18 months. This recommendation was made on the basis of the Spaces for People
scheme assessment criteria, results from the Spaces for People Consultation and Market
research in cognisance of the scheme’s potential to contribute to strategic aims including the
Council Business Plan priorities on net zero carbon and wellbeing, and the City Mobility
Plan.
Following the monitoring and engagement carried out, it remains the officers
recommendation that this scheme be retained, subject to further revisions detailed in this
document which respond to specific concerns around conflict mitigation, and suggestions
from Community Councils and local residents.

Cycle Lane opposite Spylaw Park
In line with the Council’s adopted transport hierarchy and City Mobility Plan it is proposed to
retain the current layout adjacent to Spylaw Park to provide a safer option for people cycling
city bound at this location.
It is recognised that this was not the preferred option from the engagement exercise,
however it is noted there have been no reported collisions. It is also noted that there have
been reports that the parking area is often occupied throughout the morning peak and
unavailable for parents to park near the adjacent nursery. As part of this recommendation,
officers will consider the introduction of time limited parking (under ETRO) at this location to
ensure parking turnover and maximise for local businesses. During discussions, Community
Council representatives were generally positive in terms of retention and revisions to the
parking arrangements.

Parking adjacent to Kingsknowe Park
It is proposed to relocate the parking adjacent to Kingsknowe Park from the West side of
Lanark Road to the East side.
It is recognised that there are residential properties on the West side, where parking will be
removed. However, it is understood that parking is available to the rear of these properties,
accessed from Kingsknowe Park. As such this change is considered proportionate.

Pedestrian Crossing Proposals
It is proposed to:
•

Implement the proposed toucan crossing at Hailes Gardens at the earliest possible
time; and
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•

Alongside the introduction of the segregated cycleways on Lanark Road, implement
a signal controlled crossing in lieu of the proposed D-island crossing upgrades at
Kingsknowe Park.

Additional Minor Revisions
Alongside the above revisions, there are several smaller revisions which are proposed on
the basis of feedback from members of the public and officer observations. These primarily
include minor changes to parking restrictions to improve sight-lines at junctions. It is
proposed that these revisions will be delivered alongside those listed above.
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Appendix 3 – Options for Silverknowes Road (south section)
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Option

Reason

Add directional signage
and other minor changes
at the Silverknowes Rd N/
Silverknowes Parkway
roundabout
Modify the scheme to
allow cycling in one
direction only on existing
bi-directional lanes

To clarify route to both
northbound and
southbound cyclists.

Introduction of a Quiet
Route on Silverknowes
Road (south) from shops
up to roundabout

Consider the introduction
of a bus gate/modal filter
arrangement on the
narrow section of
Silverknowes Road with
significant safety
improvements at the
roundabout
Option to be considered as Increased kerbside parking for residents
part Council motion
and visitors.
Reduction in cycle segregation may
expose cyclists to risk. Loss of continuity
of cycling connection.

Scheme removal

Drivers would not be
required to cross a bidirectional cycle lane to
access residential
driveways

Benefits/Risks

Current
Recommendation
Signs would help to clarify how cyclists
Proceed to ETRO
access the cycle lane on Silverknowes Rd with modifications.
N and also that the route South is via
Silverknowes Ave
Reduced likelihood of a collision between
a car entering / exiting a residential
driveway and a cyclist.
No segregated protection for some
cyclists. Requirement to make
conventional right turn manoeuvre off
Silverknowes Rd - not desirable for
children/ inexperienced cyclists.
Bus gate and modal filter would reduce
traffic levels. Significant improvements at
roundabout required.
Displaced traffic mitigations would need to
be considered.

Not considered
appropriate

For future
consideration
potentially under the
context of a broader
LTN

Not considered
appropriate to
expose cyclists to
increased risk

Appendix 4 – Pedestrian Crossing Improvement update
A programme of work has been carried out to improve pedestrian journeys by upgrading
equipment and adjusting timings at traffic signals.
Controlled pedestrian crossings - 5 existing pelican crossings have been upgraded to a
puffin specification with one remaining upgrade to be completed by the end of October.
These upgrades include pedestrian sensors that can increase the available crossing time to
allow people to cross the road safely. By removing the flashing amber period, this new
equipment will also improve road safety, and reflect the abilities and crossing times required
for different users.
Upgrade Locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapel Street at West Nicolson Street
Buccleuch Street at Buccleuch Place
Gorgie Rd at Murieston Lane
Abbeyhill at Abbeyhill Crescent
Dalry Road at Murieston Crescent
Lanark Road at Baberton Crescent – due this month

Traffic Signal review - As part of the programme a consultant was commissioned to
assess traffic signal timings, improving the pedestrian experience at crossings, implement
adjustments and monitor the impact on traffic flows. 63 locations on 8 transport corridors
were identified in the table below. A brief progress report from the consultant can be found
below, a more detailed report can be provided on completion of the commission. This work
has been carried out in collaboration with Living Streets and similar exercises could be
undertaken on a citywide basis when resources allow.
Street Name

Location

Lothian Road

Castle Terrace, West Approach Road, Crossing near
Usher Hall, Morrison Street, Fountainbridge, Tollcross
Home St / Gilmore Place (includes crossing near Lochrin
Place), Crossing near Gillespie Crescent
Crossing near Leamington Terrace, Crossing near
Bruntsfield Avenue
Holy Corner, Church Hill Place, Crossing near Falcon
Avenue, Crossing near Steels Place, Crossing near
Jordan Lane, Comiston Road / Cluny Gardens
North Charlotte Street, Crossing near Albyn Place, North
Castle Street, Frederick Street, Hanover Street, North St
David Street
High Street, Crossing near Hunter Square, Chambers
Street, Crossing near South College Street
Crossing near Surgeon’s Hall, West Nicolson Street,
Crossing near West Crosscauseway
Crossing near Rankeillor Street, Bernard Terrace,
Crossing near Lutton Place, East / West Preston Street
Crossing near Portgower Place, Crossing near Raeburn
Street, Leslie Place (includes crossing near St Bernard’s
Row), Hamilton Place

Leven Street
Bruntsfield
Place
Morningside
Road
Queen Street

N/S Bridge
Nicolson Street
South Clerk
Street
Raeburn Place

No.
of
Crossings
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6
2
2
6

6
4
3
4
5

Gorgie Road

Great Junction
Street
Portobello High
Street

Glasgow Road

Balgreen Road, Westfield Road, Robertson Avenue,
Crossing near Wheatfield Street, Crossing near Newton
Street, Crossing near Mcleod Street, Crossing near
Murieston Lane, Ardmillan Junction
Crossing near Pirrie Street, Bonnington Road, Crossing
near Bangor Road
Crossing near King’s Road, Fishwives Causeway,
Crossing near Adelphi Place, Crossing near Beach Lane,
Bath Street, Crossing near Windsor Place, Crossing near
Bellfield Street
Crossing West of Drum Brae r/about, Crossing East of
Drumbrae r/about, Crossing near Featherhall Avenue,
Manse Road, Crossing near Glebe Road, Clermiston
Road (includes crossing east of Clermiston Road)
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8

3

7

7

Progress Update
This provides a brief summary for the pedestrian crossing improvements commission
following completion of the on-street observations. It discusses progress to date on
delivering the objectives of how traffic signal operation could be altered to better
accommodate pedestrians across the city.
A sample of sixty-three signal sites were identified for the review across eight corridors.
The sites consisted of thirty-one junctions and thirty-three stand-alone crossing facilities.
The review primarily concentrated on improvements at junctions, but observations were
also made at the crossing facilities to ensure their operation does not cause excessive
delay to pedestrians. The sixty-three signal sites were identified based on their high footfall,
but if the proposed improvements are found to provide tangible benefits then the
commission could be extended further. The review also concentrated on the weekday off
peak period, typically 09:30 to 15:45, where it is considered a greater level of benefit to
pedestrians can be achieved, but there would also be scope to extend throughout the day.
However, it should be noted that the AM and PM peak periods will have little scope to
amend timings for pedestrian improvements without having a significant impact on the
overall junction operation.
The proposed amendments to junction operation are variable dependent on the current
mode of operation at each signal site. In most cases, the proposed solution is to reduce the
overall cycle time, which would make it quicker to return to the pedestrian stage, reducing
overall delay to pedestrians. The on-street observations provided a basis for how much this
time could be reduced without having a detrimental impact on the road network. If possible,
the cycle time could effectively be halved creating a double cycle that would allow the
pedestrian movements to appear twice in the period they were previously only called once.
Another similar possibility would be to allow a second stage for pedestrians to run during a
single cycle. However, it should be noted that many of the signal sites are located close
together and therefore require a coordinated approach to signal timings. Under these
circumstances it may not be possible to achieve maximum improvements for pedestrians at
one junction without adversely impacting another, and so a holistic approach is needed that
suits all signal facilities that are linked together. The linked junctions can be broadly
associated together by the Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system.
As no thorough analysis has been undertaken on pedestrian numbers and only snapshot
traffic observations have been undertaken for each site, an estimate for the delay reduction
to pedestrians has been based on how long it would take a pedestrian to clear a junction,
i.e. the maximum time pedestrians would have to wait if they had arrived just after the
previous opportunity to cross. To keep this simple and provide the same logic for a junction
with an “all red pedestrian stage” as a junction operating pedestrian signals as “walk with
traffic”, the delay reduction broadly equates to the percentage reduction in cycle time.
Summary of Progress
Thirteen junctions of the thirty-three now included within the commission have had
amendments made to reduce pedestrian delay. A further two stand-alone crossing facilities
have also had the changes implemented. The delay reductions at these facilities vary
between 7% and 50%.
In additions, a further eight junctions and three stand-alone crossings have improvements
identified that will be implemented once fault states have been rectified.
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There is one corridor, Portobello High Street, that is still under review. This contains a
further two junctions and five stand-alone crossings that are potentially subject to
improvements for pedestrians.
The eight remaining junctions are all considered to be operating well, either with already low
cycle times or reacting dynamically to local traffic conditions to achieve the best possible
throughput for all users, and therefore, no further changes were proposed.
The vast majority of stand-alone crossing facilities are operating under low vehicle
maximum green periods, typically 20 secs during the off-peak period, meaning wait time for
pedestrians are already kept low.
It should be noted, that one positive change within Region 1J (at the Ardmillan Junction) is
likely to have had a positive affect at an additional four junctions outside the scope of this
commission, further reducing pedestrian delay around the city.

Next Steps
The Portobello High Street corridor will be reviewed, and the proposed improvements
agreed with the City of Edinburgh Council.
The identified amendments to the remaining eight junctions and three stand-alone crossings
will be implemented and monitored.
All sites will be further monitored to ensure the amendments do not have significant
detrimental impact on the overall road network. If problems occur either minor changes
could be made to retain a level of improvement to pedestrians, or reversion can be made to
the previous operation.
The proposed UTC plan timing amendments could also be updated within the controller
configuration so that fallback operation under fault state conditions will retain similar
benefits to pedestrians as what has been implemented in the UTC system. This has been
discussed with the Council traffic team and is considered a good solution.
In addition, the Master Time Clock within the controller configuration can be amended to
match the UTC system so that the benefits can be achieved through the off-peak period.
This is particularly important where facilities are located close to schools as the school PM
leaving time often falls around the off peak to PM peak change point. If this can fall within
the off-peak period then the lower cycle time would be favourable for the increased
pedestrian demand (e.g. at Nicolson Street / East Preston Street junction the fallback off
peak period terminates at 15:00 and an extension to 15:45 would be favourable).
The commission could be expanded to additional areas and/or other time periods, subject to
available funding.
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Agenda Item 7.2
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday14 October 2021
Petition for Consideration: Resurfacing particularly noisy
cobbled streets- Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent &
Comely Bank Avenue
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
Inverleith

1.

Recommendations

1.1

To consider the terms of the petition ‘Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled streetsLearmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue’ as set out in
Appendix one.

Stephen S. Moir
Executive Director of Corporate Services
Contact : Natalie Le Couteur, Committee Services
Legal and Assurance Division, Corporate Services Directorate
Email: natalie.le.couteur@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 529 6160
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Report

Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled streets- Learmonth
Terrace, Dean Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue

2.

Executive Summary

2.1

The Transport and Environment Committee is asked to consider a petition at this
meeting.

3.

Background

3.1

The City of Edinburgh Council at its meeting on 22 June 2017 agreed the Petitions
Committee be discontinued and that petitions would be sent to the responsible
executive committees or in future locality committees for consideration.

3.2

At the meeting, the committee can:
a) request a report on the issues raised by the petitioner and the committee;
b) agree that the issues raised do not merit further action; and/or
c) agree to take any other appropriate action.

4.

Main report

4.1

A valid petition entitled ‘Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled streets- Learmonth
Terrace, Dean Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue’ has been received. The
petition received 50 signatures.

4.2

The petition calls on the Council to reduce noise pollution by resurfacing Learmonth
Terrace, Dean Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue with a smooth surface.

4.3

The petition also calls on the Council to introduce speed reduction measures to
bring down the speed of the traffic on these roads.

4.4

To assist committee with the consideration of this petition, officers considered any
immediate implications of this proposal. The renewal of setted streets form part of
the infrastructure programme of capital renewal works. Setted streets are
prioritised for investment based on a condition assessment score from a roads
technician which is multiplied by a prioritisation weighting. The prioritisation
weighting is based on vehicle and cycle use. Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park
Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue do not currently merit inclusion within the 3-year
programme of setted street renewals.
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4.5

At its meeting on 9 March 2018, the Council’s Transport and Environment
Committee approved the Finalised Strategy for Setted Streets. As part of this
report, it was agreed that setted streets should be retained in the World Heritage
Site and in Conservation Areas. Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent or
Comely Bank Avenue are all situated within the New Town Conservation Area.
Therefore, when these streets merit inclusion in a programme of setted streets
renewals, the proposal will be to replace the existing setts.

4.6

Learmonth Terrace was inspected in September 2021 to determine if any smallscale maintenance was required. The result of this inspection was that no
maintenance is currently required on the setted street. Learmonth Terrace, Dean
Park Terrace and Comely bank Avenue will continue to be inspected line with the
approved risk-based approach to safety inspections and repairs to any
urgent/dangerous defects that are identified will be carried out.

4.7

The Council’s current approach to the installation of speed reduction measures,
including physical traffic calming measures, was set out in a report to the Transport
& Environment Committee on 11 October 2019, titled Evaluation of the 20mph
Speed Limit Roll Out. Further details were provided within a subsequent report to
the Committee on 27 February 2020, titled Approach to Extension of 20mph Limits.

4.8

The use of physical traffic calming measures will generally only now be considered
where there is either a significant history of speed related collisions or where
average vehicle speeds remain excessively high following the use of other speed
reduction measures. The Council’s Road Safety Team undertakes regular collision
investigations into all streets within the city, using the collision details supplied by
Police Scotland (who are responsible for the collection of all personal injury road
traffic collision data within its force area). From this analysis, it is possible to
determine locations where the collision rate is giving cause for concern and where
road safety remedial works may require to be implemented.

4.9

In the latest available 3-year period (to the end of May 2021) there was no pattern
of personal injury collisions reported to the Police at Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park
Crescent or Comely Bank Avenue.
The Road Safety team undertakes bi-annual batches of traffic surveys at locations
where speeding concerns have been raised. Traffic data allows us to direct our
resources to the locations where there is significant speed limit non-compliance. An
average recorded traffic speed of less than 24mph within a street with a 20mph
speed limit is considered to be within normal tolerance. A traffic survey was
undertaken on Dean Park Crescent, between Comely Bank Avenue and Ann Street,
on 28 March 2019 to 3 April 2019. An average speed of 19.3mph was recorded.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

The committee will determine next steps at this meeting.
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6.

Financial impact

6.1

Any proposals would be required to be fully costed, including any legal implications
and agreed through the annual budget process.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

Any proposals would require full community consultation.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Minute of the City of Edinburgh Council 22 June 2017.

8.2

Minute of the Transport and Environment Committee 9 March 2018

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Petition - Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled streets- Learmonth
Terrace, Dean Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue
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Appendix 1 - Resurfacing particularly noisy
cobbled streets- Learmonth Terrace, Dean
Park Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue
Date made
available
for
signatures
1 April 2021

Date closed
for
signatures

Petitions Title and Petitions Statement

Wards affected

2 July 2021

Resurfacing particularly noisy cobbled
streets- Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park
Crescent & Comely Bank Avenue

Inverleith

With respect to Edinburgh’s history and
heritage, and the beautiful visual effect
cobbled roads have, many people living on
Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent
and Comely Bank Avenue are experiencing
distressing and disturbing noise pollution
from vehicles driving at pace over these
cobbled roads.
This petition is to request Edinburgh Council
to cover these three roads with a smooth
surface and thus reduce greatly the noise
pollution suffered by residents on and near
these roads.
In addition, this petition would like to request
Edinburgh Council introduce speed
reduction measures on all three roads to
bring down the speed of traffic, much of
which is well over the stipulated 20mph.
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Agenda Item 7.3
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Active Travel Investment Programme Update
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
All

1.

Recommendations

1.1

It is recommended that Transport and Environment Committee:
1.1.1

Approve the revised Active Travel Investment Programme (ATInP) set out
in Appendices 1 – 3;

1.1.2

Note that the estimated investment for the ATInP, from 2019/20 to 2025/26,
is £118,395,412; and

1.1.3

Note that the ATInP sits alongside other initiatives, summarised in this
report, aimed at transforming Edinburgh into a city that prioritises active,
healthy and sustainable transport.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Daisy Narayanan, Senior Manager for Placemaking and Mobility
E-mail: daisy.narayanan@edinburgh.gov.uk
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Report

Active Travel Investment Programme Update
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report provides details of a recent review of the Active Travel Investment
Programme (ATInP) and presents an updated programme up to 2025/26 for
approval.

2.2

This review aligns with Sustrans’ national budget review of the Places for Everyone
Programme, which has been updated to take account of construction cost inflation,
related to Covid-19, Brexit and other factors.

3.

Background

3.1

The Council’s active travel agenda was set out in the Active Travel Action Plan
(ATAP) in 2010, which was refreshed in 2013 and 2016.

3.2

The ATAP sets out a framework for how the Council will deliver a city that prioritises
people on foot and bicycle, along with a series of specific schemes and
programmes integrating infrastructure and behaviour change measures,
contributing to a city that is safer, healthier and more sustainable.

3.3

An ATInP was approved by Committee in June 2019. This sets out a programme of
work to deliver the objectives of the ATAP.

3.4

This review of the ATInP has been based on plans to deliver the existing ATAP (a
refreshed ATAP is planned in 2022 (see paragraph 5.2 below)) and was required to:
3.4.1 Align the programme with Sustrans’ overall national budget review of the
Places for Everyone Programme, which has been updated to take account of
construction cost inflation, related to Covid-19, Brexit and other factors;
3.4.2 Ensure that the programme continues to align with the Council’s existing and
emerging priorities; is aligned to other major roads and transport investment
plans to minimise disruption; and to ensure that the programme can be
delivered within the funding available; and
3.4.3 Ensure that the ATInP incorporates lessons learned from temporary
measures implemented through Spaces for People and takes account of the
recent changes in travel behaviour as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic,
with increases in the number of people walking, wheeling and cycling.
2
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3.5

The review has also sought to ensure that the ATInP is aligned with the newly
approved Council Business Plan, the adopted City Mobility Plan (CMP), the
proposed City Plan 2030, and the approved Climate Strategy.
Wider Programme Delivery
3.6 There are several other major programmes of work that are also delivering
significant improvements for people walking, wheeling and cycling, thus
contributing to the transformation of Edinburgh into a city that prioritises active,
healthy and sustainable transport including:
3.6.1 The West Edinburgh Transport Improvements Programme (WETIP) which
has a remit to progress the delivery of the public transport and active travel
measures along the A8/A89 corridor which were identified in the West
Edinburgh Transport Appraisal Refresh study;
3.6.2 Some of the key interventions under the Council’s Edinburgh City Centre
Transformation (ECCT) strategy, including the introduction of a pedestrian
priority zone and a significant expansion of car-free streets in the city
centre;
3.6.3 The Granton Waterfront masterplan which includes provision for the phased
implementation of high-quality active travel designs and place making
proposals in one of Scotland’s largest brownfield sites. Other major
masterplans in the city include the BioQuarter to the southeast and the
International Business Gateway (IBG) to the west;
3.6.4 A second phase of the Edinburgh Sustainable Strategic Transport Study
(ESTS2) is underway to develop a multi-modal appraisal framework for the
assessment of routes and design options for a north-south transit system in
the city;
3.6.5 The highest transport priorities within the Local Development Plan Action
Programme (LDPAP) are being progressed to deliver concept designs and
plans for implementation;
3.6.6 The Travelling Safely programme which seeks to keep in place large
elements of temporary active travel infrastructure implemented during
2020/21 on an experimental basis; and
3.6.7 The wider Transport Infrastructure Investment Programme.

4.

Main report

4.1

Council officers have worked closely with Sustrans colleagues on the programme
review. The Sustrans Board met on 7 October 2021 to consider the revised
programme and the outcome is expected to be known by the time of the Committee
meeting.

3
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4.2

The ATInP includes five projects which have been approved for multi-year funding
by Sustrans:
4.2.1 City Centre West East Link;
4.2.2 Meadows to George Street;
4.2.3 Roseburn Path to Union Canal;
4.2.4 West Edinburgh Link; and
4.2.5 George Street and First New Town.

4.3

Details of the other schemes within the ATInP are included in Appendix 2.
Methodology of the Review

4.4

The review approach focused on:
4.4.1 The multi-year funded projects (using a methodology built upon in the
Options Framework set out in the UK Treasury “Green Book”). In this strand,
individual workshops for each project considered project scope, schedule
and value engineering options against programme and project objectives;
4.4.2 The other projects in the ATInP using a simplified strategic assessment. This
included an all-day workshop where each of the projects was evaluated to
consider how they fit within the current policy context (including the CMP,
City Plan 2030, the ATAP and ECCT);
4.4.3 Considering any temporary measures which have been approved to be taken
forward through Experimental Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO) as part of the
Travelling Safely programme; and
4.4.4 Considering whether the implementation plan for projects could be split;
whether there were higher impact/lower cost elements which could be
delivered early if the wider project was reprogrammed; and whether projects
required additional funding based on their fit with the overall strategic
programme objectives.
Review Outcomes

4.5

The key outcomes from the review are that:
4.5.1 Delivery of northern section of the West Edinburgh Link project should be
reprogrammed for implementation in future years (beyond financial year
2025/26) and further value engineering should be carried out on the
remainder of the programme. Doing so will release funding in the short to
medium term to enable delivery of other schemes within the ATInP;
4.5.2 The emerging city centre programme delivery plan should integrate Meadows
to George Street and George Street and First New Town (GNT) into a single
project. This will allow sequential phasing to minimise city centre disruption
and to allow any operational changes to take effect. Construction will
commence in 2023/24;
4
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4.5.3 It is proposed to increase the funding available for measures which have a
positive impact for walking, wheeling and cycling, such as the Dropped Kerbs
Programme and citywide Public Bike Parking; and
4.5.4 There should be changes to the current programme and schedule for some
projects (as detailed in Appendices 1 and 2).
Programme Outcomes
4.6

This revised programme will:
4.6.1 Include major improvements for pedestrians and for public realm both in the
city centre (e.g. George IV Bridge, The Mound, Hanover Street, George
Street) and around the city (e.g. Pennywell Road, Wester Hailes Road);
4.6.2 Alongside the larger investment projects, deliver an increased programme of
investment in low cost measures such as dropped kerbs, principally aimed at
improving access for pedestrians and wheelchair users and cycle parking;
and
4.6.3 Provide 85km of new and upgraded cycle route, extending and improving the
existing 211km of national cycle network and QuietRoutes to create, for the
first time, a network that joins up to and through the city centre. The network
will also connect to key destinations including Leith, Edinburgh Park/Gyle and
the Bioquarter and will deliver improvements within 250m of 35 primary and
secondary schools.

4.7

The programme is a crucial first step in the implementation of the CMP and ECCT.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

Subject to the approval of Committee and Sustrans, the Council’s ATInP will be
updated to reflect the changes outlined above and in Appendices 1 and 2.

5.2

The development of a new ATAP is underway, aligned to the wider priorities of the
Council as outlined in the Council Business Plan, the CMP and the proposed City
Plan 2030. It is expected that this will be reported to Committee in Summer 2022
for approval.

5.3

The new ATAP is intended to set out proposals for:
5.3.1 Further integrating and prioritising walking, wheeling and cycling into street
design in Edinburgh;
5.3.2 Making Edinburgh an even better city for walking and a more accessible
city, especially for people with mobility and sensory impairments; and
5.3.3 A further expanded joined-up citywide network of safe cycle routes.

5
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5.4

The new ATAP will embed the concept of 20 minute neighbourhoods and will give
an increased emphasis to making the city’s streets safer for children, both for travel
and outdoor play.

5.5

Council officers are also starting work on a citywide plan which will seek to manage
public transport, other vehicular traffic, cycling, walking and wheeling across the
city. This links directly to the Council’s Business Plan outcomes and will help to
inform decisions on future plans and investment, including on active travel.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

The ATInP update to the Transport and Environment Committee in June 2019 set
out a five-year investment programme for active travel infrastructure at a cost of
approximately £87m between 2019/20 and 2023/24.

6.2

Since that time, the funding available for the active travel programme has changed
and other programmes which fit with the priorities outlined within the ATAP have
secured approval and funding.

6.3

The review detailed above has taken account of all of these changes and has
recommended some revisions to the programme to ensure that it can be delivered
within the proposed timescales and within the approved funding.

6.4

Within the context of the review, the period for programme delivery has been
extended to 2025/26.

6.5

The funding available for the revised programme (from 2019/20 until 2025/26) is
shown in the table below:

Funding Source

Value
2019/20 to 2025/26

Sustrans’ Committed Funding1

£57,467,803

Sustrans’ Variable Contributions2

£27,096,229

Council’s Capital Contribution

£20,524,621

Cycling, Walking and Safer Routes Fund

(this funding is

£12,600,861

ring-fenced from Transport Scotland and provided directly to Local
Authorities)

Place-Based Investment Fund

£110,000

Total Funding Availability

£117,799,514

Sustrans’ commitments towards the multi-year funding projects, including previous claims under financial years
2019/20 and 2020/21.
2
Sustrans’ forecast contributions towards the delivery of other Places for Everyone eligible projects within the ATInP
assuming a 100% contribution towards design stages and a 70% contribution for construction subject to match funding
availability.
1

6
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6.6

The programme set out in Appendix 1 has been reviewed and cost of delivery has
been estimated as £118,395,412. This includes risk contingencies of between 20%
and 44% depending on the development stage of each individual project and the
extent of risk quantification carried out.

6.7

Given the scale of the programme, the timeframe for delivery and the allowance for
risk contingencies, the outstanding pressure of £595,898 is considered to be
manageable within the overall funding available and therefore the financial risk
across the programme is considered to be low.

6.8

In addition, following the Scottish Government’s recent announcements, it is
expected that new funding sources may become available and in June 2021, the
Council submitted a bid for £40m under the Central Government’s Levelling Up
Fund (announcements of Levelling Up funding are expected in Autumn this year).

6.9

This report sets out Council capital expenditure of £20,524,621. The loans charges
associated with this over a 20-year period would be a principal amount of
£20,524,621 and interest of £10,230,408, resulting in a total cost of £30,755,029
(based on an assumed loans fund interest rate of 4.0%). This represents an annual
cost of £1,537,751 to be met from the corporate loans charge budget.

6.10

The Council Capital Budget Strategy is included within the balanced Sustainable
Capital Budget Strategy 2022-32 reported to Finance and Resources Committee on
7 October 2021. Borrowing will be carried out in accordance with the Council’s
Treasury Management Strategy.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

Changes in timescale to elements of the programme will require clear
communication with stakeholders and communities that have been consulted on
these schemes to date. Council officers will undertake further engagement with
relevant stakeholders and communities as progress is made through the different
stages of the programme.

7.2

All major active travel schemes have an individual Integrated Impact Assessment
which assesses the impact of delivering these schemes.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

None.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Review Outputs by Scheme

9.2

Appendix 2 – Spend profile

9.3

Appendix 3 – Maps (Note: A comprehensive city-wide active travel network plan will
be published as part of the ATAP in 2022)
7
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Appendix 1 – Review Outputs by Scheme
Table 1 – Review Outputs for Multi-Year Projects
As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes

George Street and First New
Town

The scheme was not included in the
Transport and Environment Committee
report June 2019.

Integration with the Meadows to George
Street programme with planned
investment of £15.07m up to 2025/26.
Construction of the full programme will
commence in 2023/24.

This will allow sequential phasing to
minimise city centre disruption and to
allow any operational changes to take
effect.

City Centre West East Link

Planned investment of £15.99m with
construction starting in November 2019

Planned investment of £19.29m with the
construction starting in November 2021

The paper presented to Transport and
Environment Committee 17 June 2021
provides a detailed overview of how
schedule and costs have evolved since
June 2019, including all the associated
design and value engineering proposals
carried out to de-risk the construction
stage.

West Edinburgh Link

Planned investment of £13.56m with
construction starting in 2021/22

Planned investment of £8.88m with
construction starting 2022/23

The northern section has been
rescheduled for implementation after
2025/26, including the delivery of the
bridge across the railway line at Gyle
Park. Amendments to the design in the
central and southern sections will align
with the emerging masterplan for Wester
Hailes and other proposals in the area.

Meadows to George Street

Planned investment of £14.92m with
construction starting 2021/22

Integration with George Street and First
New Town.

This will allow sequential phasing to
minimise city centre disruption and to
allow any operational changes to take
effect.
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Project

Planned investment of £17.54m with
construction starting 2023/24

The cost estimates at completion have
been revised to incorporate lessons
learned from more advanced projects
and the anticipated impacts of Covid-1919 and Brexit on construction costs.

Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes
Value engineering proposals may
include:
▪ Full removal of the Mound
Greenspace.
▪ Removal of interventions at the
junction with the High Street.

Roseburn Path – Union Canal

Planned investment of £7.92m with
construction starting Q3 2020

Planned investment of £12.94m with
construction starting 2022/23

The cost estimates at completion for the
project have been revised to incorporate
lessons learned from more advanced
projects and the anticipated impacts of
Covid-19 and Brexit on construction
costs.
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Table 2 Outputs for Rest of ATInP
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Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes

Tram Cycle Safety
Improvements Phase 3

Planned investment of £1.26m for Phase
3.

Planned investment of £1.30m for Phase
3 with the construction stage currently
underway at the Cultins Road section.

This scheme is fully funded through the
Council’s own capital programme.

Dropped Kerbs and Raised
Crossings Programme

Planned investment of £83,328 for single
rollout scheduled for delivery in Q1
2020.

Planned investment of £1.82m with
annual rollouts until financial year
2025/26 of over £350,000.

Delivery of this scheme has been
enhanced to reflect the strategic
importance of this rolling programme of
improvements and the high level of
alignment with policy objectives.

City-Wide Public Bike Parking

Planned investment of £37,848 up to
2023/24 for single rollout, implemented
in 2020/21.

Planned investment of £182,518 with
annual rollout allocations until financial
year 2025/26 of £28,934.

Delivery of this scheme has been
enhanced to reflect the strategic
importance of this rolling programme of
improvements and the high level of
alignment with policy objectives.

Meadows to Union Canal

Planned investment of £2.46m with
construction starting during 2020/21.

Planned investment of £3.55m with
construction starting during 2022/23.

RIBA Stage 4 Technical Design to
identify value engineering proposals that
could lead to savings across the entire
scope of the project.

Secure On-Street Cycle
Parking

A total of £566,847 has been invested in
delivering secure on-street cycle parking
between financial year 2019/20 and
2020/21.

A further £91,240 for 2021/22 has been
allocated to design future phases of the
scheme, making a total of £658,086.

Cameron Toll to BioQuarter

Planned investment of £2.70m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £4.23m with
construction starting during 2023/24.
Temporary cycle segregation has been
delivered in Old Dalkeith Road.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is now deliverable within the
current funding available, subject to
successfully bidding for Places for
Everyone funding.

10

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes

North Edinburgh Active Travel
(NEAT) Connections

Planned investment of £5.52m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £6.92m with
construction starting during 2023/24.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is now deliverable within the
current funding available, subject to
successfully bidding for Places for
Everyone funding. The key elements are
Pennywell Road and the junction with
Muirhouse Parkway.

QuietRoute 6 – Grange Road
Crossings

Planned investment of £232,378 with
construction starting Q3 2019.

Planned investment of £747,709 with
construction currently underway.

Leith Connections / Foot of the
Walk to Ocean Terminal

An investment towards this scheme was
not included in the June 2019 papers as
cost estimates were under development
at the time.

Planned investment of £6.30m with
construction starting late 2022/23.
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Project

Temporary cycle segregation has been
delivered in Pennywell.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is now deliverable within the
current funding available, subject to
successfully bidding for Places for
Everyone funding.
The budget allocation includes the
delivery of the Leith Low Traffic
Neighbourhood.

Morrison Street

Planned investment of £2.55m with
construction starting late 2021/22.

Planned investment of £3.66m with
construction starting during 2025/26.

A rescheduling of the construction stage
has been proposed under this review of
the ATInP.
There are stakeholder proposals to
create a connection with City Centre
West East Link through Haymarket.
However, this element is not included in
the current scope of the project and
further consideration will be subject to
identifying additional funds.

11
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Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes

Marchmont to Blackford

Planned investment of £1.30m with
construction starting during 2021/22.

Planned investment of £2.07m with
construction starting during 2022/23.

A significant proportion of the cost of this
project is allocated towards the delivery
of enhanced footways and safety
improvements around schools in the
King’s Buildings area.

QuietRoute 30 – Holyrood Park
to Ratcliffe Terrace

Planned investment of £824,961.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £489,303 with
construction starting during 2022/23.

The scope of this scheme has been
revised to prioritise the crossing of
Craigmillar Park, including the necessary
contraflows for delivery within the period
up to 2025/26.

QuietRoute 61 – Niddry to
Moredun via Bioquarter

Planned investment of £777,275.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £983,129 with
construction currently underway and due
to be completed in Q1 2022.

Balgreen Road to Edinburgh
Park

Phase 1 of QuietRoute 8 delivered in
2019/20 and no further budget
allocations included in the June 2019
papers.

Further investment of £1.34m in the
Balgreen Road to Edinburgh Park
section with construction starting during
2022/23.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is now deliverable within the
current funding available, subject to
successfully bidding for Places for
Everyone funding.

Fountainbridge / Dundee Street

Planned investment of £3.73m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £421,065 with
implementation linked to the ETRO
timescales.

The scope of this scheme has been
revised to prioritise the delivery of the
Telfer Subway connection to Gibson
Terrace, as well as priority
enhancements to the ETRO scheme
currently in place.

Deanhaugh Street and Leslie
Place

Planned investment of £104,500.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £165,000 with
construction starting during 2023/24.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is deliverable within the current
funding constraints.
This scheme is fully funded through the
Council’s own capital programme as it is

12

Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes
not eligible for funding under Sustrans’
Places for Everyone.
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St Leonards – Canongate /
Holyrood Drive

Planned investment of £609,500.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £262,310 with
construction starting during 2023/24.

The scope of this scheme has been
revised to deliver soft interventions that
enable the route to be usable.

QuietRoute 9 – Roseburn to
Gyle

Planned investment of £644,580.
However, only Phase 1 of the scheme
was identified as affordable within the
funding constraints set out in the June
2019 papers.

Planned investment of £879,100 with
construction starting during 2024/25.

The scope of this scheme has been
revised to focus on the western section,
relying on the existing signed on-road
route in the inner (eastern) section.

Low Traffic Neighbourhood Corstorphine

An investment towards this scheme was
not included in the June 2019 papers as
it was not part of the programme.

Planned investment of £669,200 with
permanent delivery scheduled for
2024/25.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is now deliverable within the
current funding available, subject to
successfully bidding for Places for
Everyone funding.

QuietRoute 5 – Holyrood Park

Planned investment of £2.96m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £659,661 with
construction starting during 2022/23.

The scope of this scheme has been
revised to focus on key elements and is
subject to the partial closure of the park
to motorised traffic by Historic
Environment Scotland (HES). The
scheme will seek to deliver:
▪ The connection from Dumbiedykes to
Holyrood Park.
▪ Improved crossing opportunities on
the loop around the Scottish
Parliament building.
▪ Improved cycle and foot path from the
Scottish Parliament building car park,
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Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Notes
across the playing fields to Royal Park
Terrace towards Meadowbank.

A8 Gogarstone to Middlenorton

Planned investment of £1.77m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £463,170 with
delivery late 2021/22.

The majority of the requirements of this
scheme could be delivered under the
Council’s West Edinburgh Transport
Improvements Programme (WETIP).
However, a budget allocation remains in
the ATInP for the delivery of key
elements ahead of WETIP.
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These may include a pedestrian
crossing of the A8 at Middlenorton.
Arboretum Place

Planned investment of £526,449 with
construction starting during 2020/21.

Current budget allocation will enable the
Council to develop an understanding of
future investment requirements.

It is worth noting that significant junction
improvements have been delivered
during 2020/21 as part of Spaces for
People.

QuietRoute 6 – Meadows to
Bread Street

Planned investment of £1.27m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

No investment anticipated prior to
2025/26.

The scheme overlaps with the
Pedestrian Priority Zone (PPZ)
proposals under the Edinburgh City
Centre Transformation strategy.
Therefore, any further design will be
progressed as part of the PPZ.

One-way Street Exemptions

Planned investment of £676,744.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £634,665 with
phased delivery across financial years
2021/22 and 2022/23.

Following this review of the ATInP, this
scheme is deliverable within the current
funding available.

Minor Improvements

Planned investment of £48,384 for a
single rollout of the scheme although no

Planned investment of £215,872 with
annual rollouts of £50,000 until financial
year 2025/26.

Delivery of this scheme has been
enhanced reflecting the strategic
importance of this rolling programme of

14

Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

detailed plans or prioritisation of sites
developed at the time.

Notes
improvements and the high level of
alignment with policy objectives.

Planned investment of £338,845 for both
Phases 1 and 2. Although Phase 1 was
delivered during 2019/20, Phase 2 was
identified as not affordable within the
funding constraints set out in the June
2019 papers.

Further investment of £489,336 for
Phase 2 with construction starting during
2022/23.

It is worth noting that following this
review of the ATInP, Phase 2 is
deliverable within the current funding
constraints.

Powderhall Railway

Planned investment of £1.68m.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £150,772 to
develop designs up to the end of RIBA
Stage 2 Concept Design in 2022/23.

Design development on the scheme will
continue based on the Agreement in
Principle (AIP) with Network Rail that the
line is not in operation. However, the
scheme requires lease and land
negotiations with a freight operator and
Network Rail prior to further design
development and land acquisition by the
Council.

Minor Lighting Schemes

Planned investment of £34,009 on
upgrading the lighting along the Innocent
Tunnel. However, the scheme was
identified as not affordable within the
funding constraints set out in the June
2019 papers.

Lighting upgrades for a value of £21,027
to the Innocent Tunnel delivered during
2020/21. Future interventions are
currently under consideration.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme at Innocent Tunnel has been
delivered successfully.

Cultins Road Shared Footway

Planned investment of £438,895.
However, the scheme was identified as
not affordable within the funding
constraints set out in the June 2019
papers.

Planned investment of £450,576 with
construction starting during 2022/23.

Following this review of the ATInP, the
scheme is deliverable within the current
funding available.
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QuietRoute 60 – Davidon's
Mains Park (Phase 2)

15

Project

As Reported to Transport and
Environment Committee in June 2019

Recommendations of the Review

Fillyside Crossing

An investment towards this scheme was
not included in the June 2019 papers as
it was not part of the programme.

Planned investment of £200,256 with
construction starting during 2022/23.

Lanark Road Crossing

An investment towards this scheme was
not included in the June 2019 papers as
it was not part of the programme.

Planned investment of £200,256 with
construction starting during 2022/23.

Portobello to Musselburgh
Segregated Cycle Route

An investment towards this scheme was
not included in the June 2019 papers as
it was not part of the programme.

Planned investment of £392,168 with
construction starting during 2022/23.
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Other Expenditure Items
Included in the Review

Notes

These include:
▪ An allocation of £2.07m for the
management of the ATInP between
2019/20 and 2025/26.
▪ Actual expenditure against projects
completed during 2019/20 and
2020/21 of £1.58m. This includes,
among others, Lower Granton Road,
phase 1 of the Davidson’s Mains Park
and phase 1 of the QuietRoute 8.
▪ A contribution of £385,693 towards
the continuous footways along Leith
Walk as part of Trams to Newhaven.
▪ Actual expenditure of £58,297 against
the completion of a feasibility study for
the Maybury Road corridor.
▪ Actual expenditure of £78,940 against
the completion of concept designs for
QuietRoute 6 – Meadows to Bread
Street.

16

Appendix 2 - Spend Profile
Financial
Year

Forecast total spend

Places for Everyone Grant Funding Sought

Multi-Year Projects

Rest of AITNP

2019/20

£4,426,973

£2,302,823

£924,066

2020/21

£5,009,863

£1,634,466

£1,098,805

2021/22

£10,901,822

£3,881,599

£2,602,293

2022/23

£30,664,030

£13,332,940

£6,062,689

2023/24

£38,672,331

£19,291,984

£9,488,425

2024/25

£18,596,793

£10,825,868

£4,962,504

2025/26

£10,123,600

£6,198,123

£1,957,447

£118,395,412

£57,467,803

£27,096,229

Total
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*
*Initiating ETRO process for several schemes is
still subject to committee approval
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Agenda Item 7.4
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Short Term Improvements at Portobello High
Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road Junction
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
14 - Craigentinny/Duddingston
17 - Portobello/Craigmillar
16,17

1.

Recommendations

1.

It is recommended that the Committee:
1.1.1.

Notes the work undertaken over the past year to develop and evaluate
options for short term improvements to safety for vulnerable road users at
the junction of Portobello High Street, Inchview Terrace and Sir Harry
Lauder Road;

1.1.2.

Approves the implementation of Option 2a, as described within the report;

1.1.3.

Notes that work has commenced on developing more substantive, medium
term improvements for implementation within 18 months of the short term
changes, subject to the successful conclusion of the statutory process for
any Traffic Orders required; and

1.1.4.

Notes that longer term improvements will be considered as part of the
citywide review of vulnerable road user safety at major junctions that was
instructed by Committee on 12 November 2020.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Daisy Narayanan, Senior Manager – Placemaking and Mobility
E-mail: daisy.narayanan@edinburgh.gov.uk
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Report

Short Term Improvements at Portobello High
Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road Junction
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report updates Committee on work undertaken to develop short term
improvements to safety for vulnerable road users at the junction of Portobello High
Street and Sir Harry Lauder Road and seeks approval to proceed with the preferred
option.

2.2

The report also provides a brief update on proposals for the medium and longerterm improvement of the junction.

3.

Background

3.1

Two collisions occurred at the same location on the Portobello High Street
approach to the major traffic signal controlled junction at Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry
Lauder Road, in March 2019 and November 2020, both of which resulted in the
fatality of a cyclist. Both collisions involved a conflict between a cyclist proceeding
straight ahead towards Inchview Terrace and a Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) turning
left onto Sir Harry Lauder Road, via a slip lane.

3.2

In an average year, there are eight to 10 fatal collisions on the city’s transport
network. To have two separate fatal collisions occur at the same location within a
two-year period under similar circumstances is unprecedented.

3.3

In response, the Council committed to investigate short, medium and longer-term
measures to improve safety for vulnerable road users at the junction. As part of this
work, five potential options for short term changes to the road layout on the
Portobello High Street approach to the junction have been developed and
evaluated, in consultation with Police Scotland, representatives of stakeholder
groups and local elected members.

3.4

Due to the need to implement improvements in a relatively short timescale, there
are limitations on the type of changes that can be made, i.e. it is not possible to
make substantive changes to the junction layout that would require the promotion of
a permanent Traffic Order. However, initial design work has commenced on more
2
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substantive, permanent changes to the junction and it is anticipated that these could
be introduced within 18 months of the short-term changes being implemented,
subject to the successful conclusion of the statutory process for any Traffic Orders
required. Longer term improvements to the whole junction will also be considered
as part of the citywide review of vulnerable road user safety at major junctions that
was instructed by Committee on 12 November 2020.
3.5

For the short-term interim proposals, five options were considered and these are
detailed in Appendix 1, along with a summary of the potential safety impacts of
each. Of these options, three have now been discounted, as explained in Appendix
1, leaving Options 1 and 2a under consideration. It has not proved possible to
reach a consensus amongst stakeholders on which of these options should be
progressed for implementation and a decision is therefore now being sought from
the Committee, which is the purpose of this report.

3.6

As an additional interim mitigation measure, proposals have been developed, and
are in the process of being implemented, for improvements to alternative routes
avoiding the junction, via Portobello Promenade and Fishwives Causeway.

4.

Main report
Existing road layout

4.1

The existing road layout on the Portobello High Street approach to the junction has
a kerbside lead-in cycle lane and two traffic lanes. Lane 1 is designated for traffic
turning left onto Sir Harry Lauder Road and those proceeding straight ahead
towards Inchview Terrace. Lane 2 is for traffic turning right towards Seafield Road
East or King’s Road.

4.2

Cyclists proceeding towards Inchview Terrace can use either the kerbside lead-in
cycle lane or Lane 1. Those turning right towards Seafield Road East or King’s
Road have to merge across into Lane 2. The uphill gradient on the approach to the
junction reduces the speed that cyclists can travel at while making these
manoeuvres.

4.3

A plan showing the existing road layout is provided in Appendix 2.
Option 1

4.4

Under Option 1, the kerbside lead-in cycle lane is removed and the two existing
traffic lanes replaced with a three lane layout. Lane 1 would be only for traffic
turning left into Sir Harry Lauder Road, while Lane 2 would be for those proceeding
straight ahead towards Inchview Terrace. Lane 3 would be for traffic turning right
towards Seafield Road East or King’s Road.

4.5

Under this layout, cyclists proceeding towards Inchview Terrace would be expected
to use Lane 2, thus potentially eliminating any conflict at the slip lane with vehicles
turning left from Lane 1.

4.6

However, cyclists would have to merge across into traffic in Lane 2 on the approach
to the junction, while cyclists turning right towards Seafield Road East or King’s
3
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Road would have to merge across two traffic lanes, into Lane 3. These additional
merge manoeuvres would increase the potential for conflict between vehicles and
cyclists on the junction approach, especially given the impact of the uphill gradient
on cyclists’ speed.
4.7

A seven-day traffic survey, undertaken at the junction from 7 September 2021,
recorded an average of six cyclists per day proceeding towards Inchview Terrace,
whereas an average of 21 turned right towards Seafield Road East or King’s Road.

4.8

Police Scotland support proceeding with delivery of Option 1. However, Spokes,
Portobello Community Council and the majority of local ward Councillors are
opposed. They consider that the increased potential for conflicts between vehicles
and cyclists merging across lanes on the junction approach outweighs the potential
benefit at the left turn slip lane.

4.9

A plan showing the proposed road layout for Option 1 is provided in Appendix 3.
Option 2a

4.10

Under Option 2a, the kerbside lead-in cycle lane and the two existing traffic lanes
are retained. However, the left turn slip lane into Sir Harry Lauder Road is closed to
all traffic and a temporary ban on HGVs turning left onto Sir Harry Lauder Road is
introduced. Non-HGV traffic would still be permitted to turn left by going around the
front of the existing traffic island.

4.11

Under this layout, the lanes used by cyclists to make the various possible
manoeuvres are the same as under the existing road layout.

4.12

This proposal would eliminate any conflict at the junction between cyclists
proceeding straight ahead and HGVs turning left from Lane 1. However, potential
remains for conflict with non-HGV traffic turning left around the front of the existing
traffic island.

4.13

The ban on left turns by HGVs would remain in place for up to 18 months, until
more substantive, permanent changes to the junction layout can be introduced to
mitigate the potential for conflict, at which time the left turn for HGVs at the junction
would be reinstated.

4.14

HGV traffic would be temporarily displaced onto alternative routes during this
period. The signed diversion route for HGVs would be via Inchview Terrace, Moira
Terrace, Northfield Broadway, Willowbrae Road, Milton Road West and
Duddingston Crescent, although some vehicles may instead choose to use other
routes, such as Brighton Place, Southfield Place, Duddingston Park and
Duddingston Crescent.

4
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4.15

A seven-day traffic survey undertaken at the junction from 7 September 2021,
recorded an average of 23 HGVs per day making this left turn. In the periods when
children are generally travelling to and from school, (08:00-09:00 and 14:30 – 16:00
on Mondays to Thursdays and 12:00 -13:00 on Fridays) the average number of
HGVs recorded was one in the morning period and two in the afternoon.

4.16

Seven-day traffic surveys were also undertaken in Northfield Broadway and
Brighton Place from 11 September 2021. The average two-way daily traffic flow
recorded in Northfield Broadway was 4,318 vehicles, including six HGVs. In
Brighton Place, the average flow was 3,548 vehicles, including four HGVs. It should
be noted that some traffic data is missing, due to vehicles being parked on the
detection apparatus, however the data loss is minimal due to the times affected.

4.17

These surveys have provided context against which the potential impact of diverting
traffic can be assessed, as well as base information against which actual numbers
of displaced HGVs can be monitored.

4.18

Spokes, Portobello Community Council and the majority of Portobello/Craigmillar
ward Councillors support proceeding with delivery of Option 2a.

4.19

However, the Police are opposed to option 2a for the following reasons:
4.19.1 The potential impact of displaced HGV traffic on vulnerable road users on
alternative routes, including child pedestrians and cyclists travelling to and
from school;
4.19.2 Displaced HGVs will make more left turns by using alternative routes than
they do at present;
4.19.3 While this option removes the conflict between HGVs and cyclists that was
involved in the two recent fatal collisions, potential remains for conflict with
non-HGV traffic turning left at the junction; and
4.19.4 The potential for non-compliance by some HGVs.

4.20

Craigentinny/Duddingston ward Councillors and Northfield and Willowbrae
Community Council have been briefed on the potential for displacement of HGVs,
should this option be progressed.

4.21

A plan showing the proposed road layout for Option 2a is provided in Appendix 4.
Proposed Way Forward

4.22

The valid concerns raised by stakeholders about both options have been carefully
considered. Both options potentially address the circumstances of the two recent
fatal collisions. However, within the limitations on what type of changes can be
implemented in the short term, no solution has been identified that does not
potentially either increase a different existing risk or give rise to new risks.

4.23

The aim was therefore to identify a solution that achieved the best balance to
reduce the overall risk of a further serious or fatal collision involving a vulnerable
road user and, importantly, how any new potential risks from the options, including
those raised by stakeholders, could be mitigated. In this assessment, it is
5
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considered that Option 2a achieves the best balance in the circumstances and
should therefore proceed to implementation.
4.24

With regards to the concerns raised by Police Scotland (set out in paragraph 4.19):
4.24.1 Impacts of displaced HGVs – any displacement of traffic onto alternative
routes could potentially increase risk on these routes. However, the
numbers of HGVs that will be displaced is relatively low and these may be
distributed across more than one alternative route. Measures will also be
put in place to encourage lower traffic speeds on Northfield Broadway,
which will form part of the signed diversion route, prior to the introduction of
any banned turn. Periodic monitoring of traffic behaviour on the alternative
routes will also be undertaken.
4.24.2 Increased numbers of left turns by HGVs – HGVs would undertake three
left turns while following the signed diversion route, compared to one at
present. However, these turning manoeuvres will be at simpler, less busy
junctions with fairly standard road layouts, whereas the conflict between
HGVs and cyclists at the Portobello High Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry
Lauder Road junction is significantly exacerbated by the relatively
uncommon left turn slip lane.
4.24.3 Remaining risk of conflict with non-HGV traffic turning left – HGVs have a
much larger blind spot than smaller vehicles. The zone where there would
be potential for conflict to occur will also be much reduced, both due to the
reduced length of the turning vehicles and the tighter turn required to
manoeuvre around the front of the traffic island compared to using the slip
lane. Should an incident occur, the risk of a serious injury or fatality
occurring is also reduced if a smaller vehicle is involved.
4.24.4 Potential for non-compliance – advanced signage will be put in place and a
local communications campaign aimed at HGV users will be undertaken,
prior to the banned turn being introduced, to minimise the risk of accidental
non-compliance. Trade organisations such as the Freight Haulage
Association will also be notified.

4.25

In recognition of existing concerns over traffic speeds and the presence of Royal
High Primary School, additional mitigation measures including road humps and
speed limit signs/road markings would be installed on Northfield Broadway, along
with socketed foundations near the school to allow the use of Vehicle Activated
Speed Signs, prior to use of the street as a temporary diversion route. There is also
a school crossing patrol guide operating on Northfield Broadway, at the signalised
pedestrian crossing directly outside the school.

4.26

An update on progress with developing the short term improvements was
considered by the Committee on 22 April 2021, as part of a wider report on delivery
of the Road Safety Improvements Programme. The Committee approved, in
principle, the use of a Temporary Traffic Regulation Order (TTRO) to introduce this
6
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banned turn for HGVs, should a decision subsequently be taken to proceed with
this option. The TTRO cannot remain in force for more than 18 months.
4.27

While it is expected that more substantive, permanent changes to the junction could
be introduced within 18 months of the short term changes, this would be subject to
the successful conclusion of the statutory process for any Traffic Orders required.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

The designs for both options have been subject to Stage 2 Road Safety Audit and
are now ready for final construction drawings to be prepared. Further design work
and a Road Safety Audit are still required for the mitigation measures on Northfield
Broadway; however this is not expected to delay implementation.

5.2

Following the completion of the construction drawings for the preferred option, a
contractor will be procured to undertake the work and the required pre-works
statutory notifications and other processes undertaken.

5.3

It is expected that delivery would then take place in February 2022, subject to
suitable weather conditions.

5.4

It is anticipated that the more substantive, permanent changes to the junction will be
introduced within 18 months of the short-term changes being implemented, subject
to the successful conclusion of the statutory process for any Traffic Orders required.

5.5

In the longer term, a review of the entire junction layout will be included within the
scope of the city-wide review of safety for vulnerable road users at major junctions
that was instructed by Committee on 12 November 2020. The timescale for this is
likely to depend on the scope of the wider review and funding/resource availability.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

The short and medium-term improvements will be funded from the block allocation
for Road Safety within the Council’s Transport Capital Investment Programme.

6.2

Longer term improvements will be considered as part of the wider citywide review of
vulnerable road user safety at major junctions that was instructed by Committee on
12 November 2020. Further work is still required to establish the scope of the work
programme that will arise from the review and how it will be funded and delivered.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

A stakeholder group, involving the Convener and Vice Convener of Transport and
Environment, Portobello/Craigentinny ward members and representatives of the
local MP and MSP, Portobello Community Council, Spokes and Spokes Porty, has

7
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met with officers from the Road Safety and Active Travel teams on four occasions
during the development of the options.
7.2

There have also been three separate meetings with representatives of Spokes
and/or Portobello Community Council.

7.3

Officers have also met with representatives of Police Scotland, who subsequently
attended the most recent meeting of the stakeholder group on 2 September 2021.

7.4

A representative of the Brightons and Rosefield Residents' Association attended
one of the meetings with Spokes and Portobello Community Council, in July 2021,
at which Option 2a and its potential to displace HGV traffic onto other routes was
discussed.

7.5

A briefing on the potential for displacement of HGVs, and measures proposed to
mitigate this has also been provided to Craigentinny/Duddingston ward members
and Northfield & Willowbrae Community Council.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

None.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

9.2

Appendix 2 – Plan showing Existing Road Layout

9.3

Appendix 2 – Plan showing Option 1

9.4

Appendix 3 - Plan showing Option 2a

8
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Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

Option 1

Expected safety impacts:
•
•
•
•

Minimal risk of cyclists proceeding straight ahead positioning themselves
inside left turning traffic, so should largely eliminate the risk of the type of
conflict involved in the two recent fatal collisions.
No diversion of traffic expected onto other routes.
Involves removal of existing kerbside lead-in cycle lane
Introduces additional traffic lane, with increased potential for conflicts
between cyclists and vehicles in lanes 2 and 3.

This option is still under active consideration.
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Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

Option 1a

Expected safety impacts:
•

•
•

Negligible risk of cyclists proceeding straight ahead positioning
themselves inside left turning traffic, so should largely eliminate the risk
of the type of conflict involved in the two recent fatal collisions.
Retains a cycle lead-in lane, between lanes 1 and 2.
A large increase in congestion at the junction would be expected,
resulting in delays to public transport services passing through the
junction and significant traffic displacement to other available routes,
impacting negatively on residents, pedestrians and cyclists. The two
most likely alternative routes (Northfield Broadway/A1 and Brighton
Place/Duddingston Park/A1) both pass a primary school and a
secondary school.

This option has now been discounted following detailed traffic modelling,
which predicted that it would result in severe congestion throughout both
peak traffic periods.
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Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

Option 2

Expected safety impacts:
•
•
•

•
•

Eliminates conflict between cyclists proceeding straight ahead and all left
turning traffic.
Retains an advisory cycle lead-in lane.
Diversion of traffic expected onto other routes, impacting negatively on
residents, pedestrians and cyclists. The two most likely alternative
routes (Northfield Broadway/A1 and Brighton Place/Duddingston
Park/A1) both pass a primary school and a secondary school.
May be some non-compliance, with vehicles illegally turning left around
the front of the existing traffic island.
Potential for conflict between any traffic illegally turning left around the
front of the existing traffic island and cyclists proceeding straight ahead.

Left turns banned for all vehicles (approx. 1,260 vehicles per day).
This option has now been discounted due to the scale of the potential
adverse impact on other routes.
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Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

Option 2a

Expected safety impacts:
• Eliminates conflict between cyclists proceeding straight ahead and
HGVs turning left.
• Potential remains for conflict between non-HGV traffic turning left around
the front of the existing traffic island and cyclists proceeding straight
ahead.
• Diversion of HGV traffic expected onto other routes, impacting negatively
on residents, pedestrians and cyclists. The two most likely alternative
routes (Northfield Broadway/A1 and Brighton Place/Duddingston
Park/A1) both pass a primary school and a secondary school. However,
the volume of displaced traffic is much less than under Option 2.
Left turns banned for HGVs only (average 23 vehicles per day). Other traffic
permitted to turn left around front of current traffic island. TTRO necessary to
implement banned turn can only remain in force for up to 18 months.
This option is still under active consideration.
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Appendix 1 – Options Considered and their Potential Safety Impacts

Option 2b

Expected safety impacts:
• Eliminates conflict between cyclists proceeding straight ahead and
HGVs turning left.
• Potential remains for conflict between non-HGV traffic turning left using
the slip lane and cyclists proceeding straight ahead.
• Diversion of HGV traffic expected onto other routes, impacting negatively
on residents, pedestrians and cyclists. The two most likely alternative
routes (Northfield Broadway/A1 and Brighton Place/Duddingston
Park/A1) both pass a primary school and a secondary school. However,
the volume of displaced traffic is much less than under Option 2.
Left turns banned for HGVs only (average 23 vehicles per day). Other traffic
permitted to turn left using the slip lane. TTRO necessary to implement banned
turn can only remain in force for up to 18 months.
This option has now been discounted as stakeholder groups considered
that the risk of conflict between non-HGV traffic turning left and cyclists
proceeding straight ahead would be significantly greater than under
Option 2a.
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Agenda Item 7.5
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Woodhall Terrace – Proposed Changes to Roads in
Juniper Green
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
2
16 & 17

1.

Recommendations

1.1

Transport and Environment Committee is asked to:
1.1.1

Note the work carried out by Juniper Green and Baberton Mains
Community Council who support these proposals;

1.1.2

Note that the all Ward Councillors are supportive of these proposals;

1.1.3

Note that the current cost estimate for this project is £9,000.00;

1.1.4

Approves the commencement of the Traffic Regulation Order (TRO)
process to introduce ‘No Entry’ restrictions to Eastbound motorised
vehicles;

1.1.5

Approves the additional works to improve crossing for pedestrians at
Woodhall Terrace as detailed in Appendix 1;

1.1.6

Discharge the Motion agreed at the Transport and Environment Committee
on 22 April 2021 regarding Proposed Changes to Roads in Juniper Green.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Gavin Brown, Service Manager – Network Manager and Enforcement
E-mail: gavin.brown@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 3823
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Report

Woodhall Terrace – Proposed Changes to Roads in
Juniper Green
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report seeks approval to introduce ‘No Entry’ restrictions through the TRO
process at the junction of Woodhall Terrace and Baberton Avenue and construct a
continual footway crossing at Woodhall Terrace to help reduce intrusive motorised
traffic and improve pedestrian crossing provision, respectively.

3.

Background

3.1

On the 22 April 2020 Transport and Environment Committee approved the following
motion by Councillor Webber on Proposed Changes to Roads in Juniper Green.
3.1.1 Committee notes:
3.1.1.1

Juniper Green and Baberton Mains Community Council
(JGBMCC) is keen to act in response to their own observations
and those of their community.

3.1.1.2

That JGBMCC have consulted widely and extensively with the
local community both to gather ideas and on a proposed solution,
initially raised by one of the local community police officers after
observing the issues first-hand during a community speed watch
initiative with Cllr Susan Webber.

3.1.1.3

Agrees to introduce no entry (eastbound) to junction of Woodhall
Terrace and Baberton Avenue for motorised vehicles. This
means continued access for cyclists.

3.1.1.4

Runs 24/7, as opposed to being restricted to specific hour.

3.1.1.5

Further agrees to look at the feasibility of widening the pavement
to make crossing easier but it might be best to initially enforce
this through a temporary barrier as this would enable faster
implementation.

3.1.1.6

Accepts these changes will reduce ‘rat runners’ and improve the
safety for local residents by reducing the risk of an accident,
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especially during rush hour. This is also consistent with a number
of Council and Government policies such as Safer Routes to
School.
3.1.1.7

These proposed changes have the support of all local
Councillors and calls for a report by the Director of Place be
brought back in one cycle detailing the actions required to
implement these proposals.

3.2

Motorised traffic has increased on Lanark Road (A70) due, in part, to the new
developments in the West of the city including with the West Lothian Local Authority
area.

3.3

Gillespie Crossroads (Lanark Road junction with Wester Hailes Road and Gillespie
Road) is a four way junction with traffic signal filters which is confined by
established properties on all sides which limits improvements to this junction.

3.4

Over the years the congestion on Lanark Road (A70) has increased with queues
during peak hours at Gillespie Crossroads. This has resulted in some Eastbound
traffic diverting from Lanark Road onto Juniper Avenue, along Belmont Road, over
Baberton Road, along Woodhall Terrace and then re-joining the queuing traffic
further East on Lanark Road.

3.5

This is a well-used route for children attending Juniper Green Primary School and
links Juniper Green to Baberton Mains.

4.

Main report

4.1

The West of the city and West Lothian have seen several developments over the
last few years, including:
4.1.1

Kinleith Mill development;

4.1.2

Christie Road development;

4.1.3

Caulderhame development;

4.1.4

Kingfisher Park development;

4.1.5

Ravelrig Heights development; and

4.1.6

Calderwood development in West Lothian.

4.2

It is expected that traffic patterns will continue to change in the surrounding area as
a result of these new developments and new working patterns.

4.3

The proposed measures would improve the road safety on Juniper Avenue,
Belmont Road, Woodhall Terrace and Baberton Avenue routes by reducing the
number of motorised vehicles.

4.4

This would become a safer route to school, encourage walking, wheeling and
cycling by becoming a quiet route.
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4.5

Based on the above, it is recommended that a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) is
promoted to stop motorised vehicles from entering Woodhall Terrace from Baberton
Avenue and to construct a continuous footway across Woodhall Terrace.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

If the report recommendations are approved, officers would develop a detailed
design.

5.2

Once the design is complete, arrangements would be made for the proposed TRO
to be drafted. The statutory process could then commence.

5.3

The design would be costed through the Transport framework contract to identify a
preferred contractor.

5.4

Depending on the outcome of the statutory process, work would commence on an
agreed date or objections would be considered as part of the TRO process. (Under
Standing Orders up to six objections can be considered by a delegated powers
report. If six or more objections were received the TRO would be considered again
by this Committee).

6.

Financial impact

6.1

The cost of preparing the detailed design, construction of continuous footway,
promoting and making the TRO, dealing with any comments or objections to the
order is likely to be in the region of £9,000.00.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

Engagement and consultation with Ward Councillors and the local Community
Council has been undertaken to determine the level of support.

7.2

Juniper Green and Baberton Mains Community Council have carried out a
consultation exercise on the proposed ‘No Entry’ restriction to Eastbound motorised
traffic at the junction of Woodhall Terrace and Baberton Avenue.

7.3

If recommendations are approved, then formal consultation will take place as part of
the TRO process.

7.4

An integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) for the proposals is still to be undertaken.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

None

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Plan showing proposed road safety improvements.
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Appendix 1 - Woodhall Terrace – Proposed Changes to Roads in Juniper Green
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Agenda Item 7.6

Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 17 June 2021

Proposed Parking Controls –
Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
Ward 12 - Leith Walk
Ward 13 - Leith
18, 19

1.

Recommendations

1.1

The Transport and Environment Committee is asked to approve the
commencement of the legal process required to add all publicly maintained
areas of road within Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield to the N1
area of the Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ) and to approve the setting of
charges as detailed in this report.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Gavin Brown, Network Management and Enforcement Manager
E-mail: gavin.brown@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 3823
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Report

Proposed Parking Controls –
Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield are residential streets located
within the general boundary of Zone N1 of the Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ).
Although located within Zone N1 of the CPZ, only limited sections of
carriageway within Allanfield and Allanfield Place currently have parking
restrictions in place, while no restrictions are currently in operation within
Dicksonfield.

2.2

Uncontrolled streets cause a situation that allows unmanaged parking
opportunities within the CPZ boundary. This report seeks approval to start the
legal Traffic Road Order (TRO) process to include these three streets into
Zone N1 to ensure consistency with the parking controls across all streets
within the broader area.

3.

Background

3.1

Allanfield and Allanfield Place are residential streets which were previously
left out of the original CPZ extension in 2008 as the developments were still
under construction. Dicksonfield is the newest residential development and
construction works on this development had not yet started. Land adoption
processes for all three streets are now complete and, to maintain continuity of
parking provisions within the CPZ, permission is sought to start the legal TRO
process to include these to Zone N1.

3.2

In January 2021 Committee gave permission to start the legal process to
extend the CPZ to incorporate Leith Walk and Easter Road. Parking Zone N1
is positioned between Leith Walk and Easter Road, which are linked together
by Brunswick Road. Brunswick Road and all of its adjacent streets are
incorporated to the Zone N1 restrictions, except for Allanfield, Allanfield Place
and Dicksonfield. In order to provide an area wide solution to tackling the
parking concerns already prevalent in and around Leith and to avoid
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2

unmanaged parking opportunities in Allanfield, Allanfield Place and
Dicksonfield these three streets are proposed for inclusion to controlled
parking Zone N1. Location plans for Zone N1 can be found in Appendix 1 of
this report.

4.

Main report

4.1

Parking controls promote better management of the available kerbside space
by removing commuter parking and enabling/prioritising residents with permits
to access local parking opportunities, whilst also accommodating visitors and
carers and providing opportunities for deliveries.

4.2

Appendix 2 provides maps advising the adopted areas of the streets
mentioned below. The inclusion of Allanfield, Allanfield Place and
Dicksonfield will provide continuity of control for the whole of Parking Zone N1
and ensure that access to parking during the controlled hours is managed by
the permitted lengths of stay or by the requirement to display a valid permit.
Parking Attendants will enable an authority presence within the
abovementioned streets as part of existing patrols within Zone N1, in addition
this will provide the Council with oversight at an on-street level.

4.3

To ensure a consistent approach to implementing and enforcing CPZs, the
inclusion of Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield is in-line with previous
approaches to CPZ implementation, including when Committee approved the
extension of the CPZ into south Morningside. The inclusion of the streets
mentioned above in the CPZ would see a continuation of the normal course of
action taken to include parking restrictions within streets which are within any
parking zones across the city.

4.4

While it might be the case that the Council would seek to introduce parking
permit schemes only where there have been complaints from residents
regarding parking provisions, it must also be considered that such schemes
can also support the Council's Transport policy objectives. As such, it is
necessary to ensure that parking is controlled across the entirety of Zone N1,
by including Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield, to affect the same
management of parking as exists in other streets within the CPZ boundaries.

4.5

On this basis, it is now proposed to commence the legal process to bring
Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield into the CPZ, and to initiate the
TRO consultation process to enable the introduction of a mixture of shared
use and permit holder parking places, along with yellow lines in locations
where it would be unsafe or inappropriate to allow parking.

4.6

Both the permit charges and the public parking charges will be set at the
same levels as those already in place within the wider N1 zone, with a
maximum stay period of four hours for public parking.
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5.

Next Steps

5.1

Should Committee approve the commencement of the TRO process,
proposals will be created, and the formal public consultation process
associated with the TRO shall commence.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

There will be a cost involved in processing the TRO, as well as for the
introduction of signs and road markings associated with any new controls.
These costs will be contained within existing parking budgets.

6.2

The introduction of permit parking to Allanfield, Allanfield Place and
Dicksonfield may result in a small increase in permit income to the Council.
This increase will be used to pay for ongoing enforcement and maintenance
costs associated with the new restrictions.

6.3

The introduction of shared-use parking may also result in an increase in Pay
and Display income to the Council. This income will be allocated towards the
operation of the Council’s parking scheme and allocated to the funding of
Transport improvements, in accordance with the legislative requirements for
income raised from parking charges.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

This proposal strongly supports the broader ambition of the Council, through
the City Mobility Plan, to reduce vehicle dominance, improve air quality and
make the city’s streets more liveable places by reducing commuter parking
opportunities and promoting sustainable travel options. The ultimate goal is to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address climate change in line with
the Council’s commitment to be carbon neutral by 2030.

7.2

There are no implications for visiting drivers who display a blue badge as such
visitors are not required to pay for parking. Disabled residents, who hold a
blue badge, will be able to park free of charge in Pay and Display spaces and
appropriate yellow lines. Residents in possession of a blue badge will also be
entitled to apply for a fee exempt resident parking permit whilst benefitting
from the ability to apply for double their annual allocation of visitors permits at
half the normal price.
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8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Priority Parking in South Morningside, report to Transport and Environment
Committee, 21 March 2017.

8.2

Council’s commitment to become Net Zero by 2030.

8.3

City Mobility Plan.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Location Plans of Zone N1

9.2

Appendix 2 – Road Adoption Plans of Allanfield and Allanfield Place
Dicksonfield
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Appendix 1 - Location Plans for Zone N1
Overview of Zone N1 and it’s boundaries.

Area Location Plan showing Allanfield Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield already
situated within the within the existing Zone N1 Boundary.
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Appendix 2 - Adopted Land Maps

Allanfield Place – upper right of the plan highlighted pink, Allanfield – left side of
plan highlighted pink
All adopted carriageway which is shaded pink that forms part of Allanfield and
Allanfield Place will be subject to parking controls.
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Dicksonfield – centre of plan highlighted pink
All adopted carriageway which is shaded pink that forms part of Dicksonfield will be
subject to parking controls.
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Agenda Item 7.7
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Future Provision of Public Conveniences Update
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Executive
All

1.

Recommendations

1.1

It is recommended that Transport and Environment Committee:
1.1.1 Notes the update provided on the actions agreed by Committee in April 2021;
1.1.2 Notes the investment required to support the creation of new (or refurbished)
facilities;
1.1.3 Notes the update on the removal of temporary toilets.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Andy Williams, Waste and Cleansing Manager
E-mail: andy.williams@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 5660
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Report

Future Provision of Public Conveniences Update
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report provides an update on the actions agreed on 22 April 2021 by Transport
and Environment Committee on the immediate need for toilet facilities and future
permanent provision in Edinburgh.

3.

Background

3.1

On 6 October 2020, the Policy and Sustainability Committee approved the
approach to developing a public convenience strategy and approved
commencement of assessment of possible locations for new/or improved public
convenience facilities.

3.2

On 22 April 2021, the Transport Environment Committee approved the proposed
locations for the future provision of public conveniences in Edinburgh and agreed
the initial focus should be on ensuring public conveniences are in premier parks.

3.3

Committee also agreed to refer a decision to Full Council to approve an additional
£450,000 from COVID funds for temporary public toilets, meeting accessibility
needs, in premier parks that required facilities and other locations where people will
congregate in large numbers over the summer months. Full Council agreed the
additional funding on 29 April 2021.

3.4

Further, Committee approved a range of actions regarding the immediate needs in
relation to the temporary facilities for the summer months, signage and the public
convenience at Colinton; and future provision in relation to locations, consultation
and Haymarket.

4.

Main report
Immediate toilet provision needs

4.1

The additional funding was used to install temporary toilets, with accessible
facilities, at Inverleith Park, Leith Links and the Meadows at the end of June for the
summer months until the end of September. In the Meadows these were located at
the main events area, which is just off Middle Meadow Walk, to ensure they were
placed in a central location within the park.
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4.2

The funding was also used to put the staffing and measures in place to allow the reopening of all the remaining public conveniences (which were closed during the
pandemic) at the end of June (a summary of the measures required is included in
Appendix 1). It was also used to support the re-opening of toilets in parks normally
managed by Facilities Management, such as Lauriston Castle and Saughton Park.
The opening hours of the toilets in high footfall areas such as the Meadows and
Portobello Prom were extended to 8pm to meet the extra demand.

4.3

In the Pentland Hills Regional Park temporary toilets were installed at Harlaw visitor
centre, Bonaly (Upper car park) and Threipmuir (car park). An accessible toilet is
also available at each location. These are funded by NatureScot Green Recovery
Fund until the end of October 2021. Going forward the Council has been successful
in obtaining funding from VisitScotland’s Rural Tourism Infrastructure Fund (RTIF)
to install permanent toilets at these locations. Work is ongoing to ensure the correct
permissions are in place for these toilets.

4.4

Temporary signage has been installed indicating where the temporary toilets are
located. The Council’s website has been updated and indicates where all the toilets
(temporary and permanent) are located, opening hours and which have accessible
facilities.
Colinton Public toilets

4.5

Committee asked officers to engage with the local community in Colinton to
understand if a community asset transfer (CAT) of Colinton’s public toilets could be
used as a vehicle for improving provision and, meanwhile, retain the Colinton Public
Convenience throughout the process of local engagement and the development of
any other alternative plans as part of the ongoing public conveniences strategy.

4.6

Officers met with community representatives and Councillors on 4 June 2021 to
discuss the Colinton public conveniences. The community representatives indicated
there was no local appetite for a CAT of these facilities at this time as they were
already focussing on a CAT in Spylaw Park. On this basis, a further decision will
now need to be made by Committee on whether to maintain the facility (outside of
the plans for future provision) or close it.

4.7

It was acknowledged that more people are visiting the area either on their way to
the Pentlands or to go to Colinton Tunnel, which has recently been highlighted as a
tourist destination by Visit Scotland. To aid the decision making, it was agreed that
the usage of the toilets would be monitored for 12 months and that this data, along
with qualitative data, would be considered to provide a ‘holistic’ view on whether
Colinton toilets fall into the future provision. Meanwhile the toilets would remain
open and additional signage would be installed to promote them further to visitors to
Colinton Tunnel.
Permanent toilets provision

4.8

The City of Edinburgh District order Confirmation Act 1991 Part VI (which is an Act
of Parliament) restricts development of new toilets with a concession to the footprint
of existing buildings in the Meadows, Bruntsfield Links and Leith Links.
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4.9

In the Meadows and Bruntsfield Links there are already public conveniences in the
west on Bruntsfield Links and at the east side next to the large play area. Since the
toilets at Middle Meadow Walk were closed there is now a gap in the middle of the
park. The temporary toilets have been placed at the main events area in the
Meadows but this is not a suitable location in the long term as no concession could
be added to them due to The City of Edinburgh District order Confirmation Act 1991
Part VI.

4.10

It is considered that the best location would be within the cricket pavilion which is
currently leased to Edinburgh Leisure. The Council is currently in the process of
terminating this arrangement and looking at options for its future use. Ensuring
public toilets are included at the location will be a condition of any future use of the
building.

4.11

A CAT request was submitted in April for the cricket pavilion and discussions are
underway with the community group on possible options.

4.12

Leith Links is one of the sites where the Parks and Greenspaces Team are
producing a master plan as part of the Thriving Green Spaces Project. The team
will be working closely with a wide range of stakeholders, including the Community
Council and residents. The future provision of toilets at Leith Links will be
considered as part of this master planning work. In addition, Earth in Common,
(formally known as Leith Community Crops in Pots) are seeking funding to develop
a new café on the Croft and have indicated they would be interested in being part of
the Community Toilet Scheme in due course.

4.13

In April 2021 Committee approved the requirement for toilets in Premier parks
rather than Local Nature Reserves. Placing toilets in other footfall parks or Local
Nature Reserves does not align to the agreed way forward. However, it is
recognised that there are currently toilets at Hermitage of Braid, which have been
closed for repairs. Once the repairs have been completed then the toilets will be reopened and maintained until they reach the end of their life.

4.14

As well as the work being undertaken at Leith Links and the Meadows, exploration
of commercial and community partnerships are also being considered at Inverleith,
which is also subject to a master planning by the Thriving Greenspaces project.
There are also community interest proposals developing opportunities at Portobello
Promenade and Cramond.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

Through the Thriving Green Spaces Project, masterplans will be developed for
Inverleith Park and Leith Links. The importance of public toilets in these parks is
recognised and appropriate locations, model of operation and funding will be
considered as part of the masterplan work. Officers will continue to work with the
local community interested in the cricket pavilion in the Meadows.

5.2

Officers will continue to review the Scottish Government guidance for public
conveniences and will assess the impact of any changes on the existing
arrangements for public conveniences in the city.
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5.3

The additional funding for the temporary toilets has allowed the temporary toilets at
the Meadows, Inverleith and Leith Links to be provided until the end of October
2021. They will then be removed.

5.4

The funding from the NatureScot Green Recovery Fund for the temporary toilets at
the Pentlands ends at the of October. They will be removed at this time.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

The creation of any new (or refurbished) toilet facilities will require capital funding. It
is estimated that around £250,000 would be sufficient to create a toilet facility,
although the exact costs will depend the location, scale and whether there is an
existing building which can be used. A similar sum may be required for refurbished
buildings depending on the scale of changed required. A bid for capital funding will
be made through the Council’s budget setting process in February 2022.

6.2

Where there is local interest in a Community Asset Transfer a condition of ensuring
public toilets provided with be included in the agreement.

6.3

Where new toilet blocks are created in parks, it is proposed to include concessions
within the facility and two models of maintenance could be considered to address
on-going revenue costs – either the concessionaire could be service tenants who
are responsible for the maintenance of the toilets; or the lease costs could off-set
the running costs of the toilet facility.

6.4

Where toilets within Council buildings/hubs are used, the additional revenue costs
will be marginal as they will already be being maintained by Facilities Management.
Any such revenue costs would be considered as part of the business case for each
building.

6.5

The temporary toilets at Leith Links, Inverleith Park and Meadows have been
subject to high levels of vandalism since they were installed, costing around £10k in
repairs to date. Further costs when these are decommissioned are expected but
unknown at this time.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

An interim integrated impact assessment has been undertaken. This has identified
the key topics/subject areas that need to be consulted on when new toilets are
being considered and the facilities at each location determined. A consultation will
be undertaken in line with Scottish Government guidelines at every new/refurbished
toilet facility.

7.2

The Master planning at Leith Links and Inverleith will allow the local community and
stakeholders to input into any future designs, including the installation of public
conveniences.

7.3

Many of the Council’s public conveniences are not compliant with the current DDA
requirements. Any refurbished or new facilities should all be compliant with the
current DDA requirements and there is an opportunity to include Changing Places
at these locations to ensure that they are accessible for all.
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8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Edinburgh’s Public Parks and Gardens Strategy 2006.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Measures Required for Safe Operation of Public Conveniences
through COVID-19 pandemic
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Appendix 1: Measures required to reopen public conveniences during the COVID-19
pandemic
There are currently measures and costs associated with reopening public conveniences
including:
•

Adequate staffing to maintain public health;

•

Legionella flushing (as the facilities have not been used for so long);

•

Assessment on how many people can be in each facility at one time whilst
maintaining the 2m distancing. This is displayed at the entrance of each toilet;

•

Installation of public health signage;

•

Deep cleaning of facilities; and

•

Minor remedial repairs to enable the facility to reopen (e.g. installation of hand
sanitiser dispensers, hand towel boxes, replacing toilet seats); and

•

Internal adjustments (e.g. closing cubicles if more than one to maintain physical
distancing).
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Agenda Item 7.8
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Union Canal Bicentenary
Executive/routine
Wards

Council Commitments

Executive
7 – Sighthill / Gorgie; 9 – Fountainbridge /
Craiglockhart; 10 – Morningside; 11 – City Centre; 2 –
Pentland Hills
46

1.

Recommendations

1.1

It is recommended that Transport and Environment Committee:
1.1.1 Agrees that the Council work with Scottish Canals and other partners to take
forward a programme of items around the bicentenary of the Union Canal.
1.1.2 Agrees that the Council co-fund a fixed-term post with the remit of delivering
the aforementioned programme.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: David Cooper, Commercial Development and Investment Manager
E-mail: david.cooper@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 529 6233
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Report

Union Canal Bicentenary
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

2022 is the bicentenary of the Union Canal. There is an opportunity to utilise the
bicentenary to celebrate the history of the Union Canal, refresh the vision for its
future, and accelerate landmark projects. An indicative programme of projects has
been identified.

2.2

To help progress the, it is proposed that the Council meet 50% of the costs of a
fixed-term post with the remit of progressing the programme, with Scottish Canals to
meet the remaining costs.

3.

Background

3.1

The Union Canal is a canal linking Fountainbridge, Edinburgh with the Falkirk
Wheel in Tamfourhill (where it links to the Forth and Clyde Canal). Around 16
kilometres of the Union Canal runs through southwest Edinburgh, stretching from
Lochrin Basin in Fountainbridge to the Linn’s Mill Aqueduct at the River Almond
near Newbridge; it is a prominent feature of multiple of Edinburgh’s urban, suburban
and rural neighbourhoods.

3.2

The Union Canal originally opened in 1822 as a means of transporting goods; it was
closed in 1965 after being largely supplanted by freight trains and heavy goods
vehicles. It was reopened in 2001 as part of the Millennium Link project and is a
popular leisure destination, as well as serving important roles in terms of drainage
and the natural environment.

3.3

The Union Canal is managed by Scottish Canals, a public corporation of the
Scottish Government established in 2012.

4.

Main report

4.1

As the Union Canal first opened in 1822, the year 2022 is the bicentenary (twohundredth anniversary) of its opening. The Council and Scottish Canals have
identified an opportunity to utilise the bicentenary to celebrate the history of the
Union Canal, refresh the vision for its future, and accelerate landmark projects.
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4.2

An indicative programme in connection with the bicentenary is set out below (it is
noted that some of the items would be led upon by other parties):
4.2.1 Refreshing the existing Edinburgh Union Canal Strategy with a new 10-year
strategy with a sharper focus on a smaller number of priorities. It is
envisaged that the new strategy would be completed by the end of 2022, with
events such as the 2022 Edinburgh Canal Festival used to solicit input from
communities, Canal users, and businesses.
4.2.2 Celebrating and commemorating the history of the Union Canal via projects
such as a static exhibition, a floating exhibition, a special Canal flotilla, and a
special edition of the Edinburgh Canal Festival in June 2022 with events at
Fountainbridge and other hubs such as Meggetland, Bridge8, and Ratho.
4.2.3 Supporting the formation of a canal-based “Blue-Green” community
development trust.
4.2.4 Securing a new future for the Lockharton Bridge Boat House.
4.2.5 Developing Bridge8 as a multi-activity Canal hub.
4.2.6 Maximising the opportunities created by the Wester Hailes Place Plan and
the revamp of Wester Hailes High School to create new focal points for the
Canal.
4.2.7 Launching a “Citizen Science” programme with nearby schools to enhance
Canal biodiversity.
4.2.8 Completing the WaveGarden and associated infrastructure at Ratho.

4.3

It is anticipated that the celebration of the bicentenary may provide an opportunity to
secure added funding for the delivery of some aspects of the above programme.

4.4

To progress the above programme, the Council and Scottish Canals have identified
the potential to create a fixed-term post (18 to 24 months) co-funded by the two
organisations and, provisionally, hosted by the Edinburgh Union Canal Society (a
new organisation established as a successor to the Edinburgh Canal Society that is
currently applying for Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation status).

4.5

The focus of the programme and the post would be upon the Edinburgh section of
the Union Canal, although discussions would be held with other communities along
the route of the Union Canal such as Broxburn, Linlithgow, and Falkirk.

5.

Next steps

5.1

Should the Committee agree to the Council progressing with this, officers would
hold more detailed discussions with Scottish Canals about the scope of the
programme and of the best route for resourcing and creating the co-funded post.
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6.

Financial impact

6.1

The Council would meet 50% of the costs of a fixed-term post lasting 18 to 24
months. This contribution would be matched by Scottish Canals.

6.2

The various items set out within the indicative programme at 4.2 would be
resourced from a range of sources. It is envisaged that the Edinburgh Union Canal
Society would lead on securing funding for some of the items, and that the
bicentenary would potentially create additional opportunities to access funding.

7.

Stakeholder/community impact

7.1

The project is being taken forward in partnership with the Edinburgh Union Canal
Society, a grassroots organisation that promotes the Union Canal.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Edinburgh Union Canal Strategy

9.

Appendices

None.
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Agenda Item 7.9
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Edinburgh’s Sustainable Rainwater Management
Guidance
Executive/routine
Wards All
Council Commitments

Executive
All
1, 2, 15

1.

Recommendations

1.1

It is recommended that Committee approves the ‘Edinburgh’s Sustainable
Rainwater Management Guidance and Factsheets’ that will form part of Edinburgh
Design Guidance.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Julie Waldron, Senior Landscape Planner
E-mail: Julie.Waldron@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel 0131 529 3532
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Report

Edinburgh’s Sustainable Rainwater Management
Guidance
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

Achieving net zero emissions and adapting the city to the impacts of climate change
represents the greatest challenge of a generation. The City of Edinburgh Council
has set an ambitious target for Edinburgh to become a net zero and climate-resilient
city by 2030, as set out in the draft 2030 Climate strategy, which is currently out for
public consultation

2.2

Edinburgh’s Sustainable Rainwater Guidance (ESRG) is proposed to form part of
the Edinburgh Design Guidance and Street Design Guidance. It aims to help
achieve an objective of the Water Vision by providing guidance to developers,
designers and Council officers. The ESRG will also help to explain the proposed
new City Plan 2030 policies on surface water management.

3.

Background

3.1

There is no longer any doubt that transformational change at scale is needed to
manage Scotland’s water environment to respond effectively to climate change,
biodiversity decline and population growth. The climate is changing, and climate
trends predict that we will experience milder and wetter winters. Summers are
expected to become hotter and drier, and occurrences of extreme rainfall events are
expected to increase both in frequency and intensity. Despite the overall trend,
there will still be cold, dry winters, and cool, dry summers, as there is variability in
the summers and winters seen today.

3.2

This has been widely recognised internationally and the United Nations set
Sustainable Development Goals; thirteen out of seventeen of which link to water
issues. The UK Committee on Climate Change also highlights flooding issues as
one of the top risks to the country.

3.3

The Scottish Government recognised the need to take a regional approach to
flooding, drainage, water quality and wider consideration of the water environment
and established the Edinburgh and Lothians Strategic Drainage Partnership
(ELSDP) in October 2018. The Partnership seeks to develop a co-ordinated and
transformative approach across Edinburgh and the Lothians to drainage, water
management and flooding issues. There will be a strong focus on water
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management using above-ground drainage infrastructure (or Sustainable Drainage
Systems; SuDS), increasing biodiversity, creating great places and supporting a
climate-resilient city region.
3.4

In June 2021, the Council launched the draft 2030 Climate Strategy; Delivering a
Net Zero Climate Ready City for consultation. This also embeds the work of the
Water Vision and ESLDP. The aims of the ELSDP, the Water Vision and Climate
Strategy also align with the Edinburgh Climate Change Commission which states
that the city should become resilient to climate change, embed a collaborative
approach to problem solving and be open to all best practice. This also accords with
the Council’s Edinburgh 2050 Vision of a sustainable, green, and safe city.

3.5

The Edinburgh Adapts Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan contains twenty-two
actions that are linked to flooding and water and many others relating to biodiversity
and greenspace actions. Action BE2 in the Action Plan is specifically to update
guidance on sustainable rainwater management.

4.

Main Report

4.1

The Edinburgh Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance and factsheets have
been developed to fulfil the Action BE2 (as set out above) and to provide
developers and Council officers with information on how the guidance will be
implemented in practice.
Summary of the Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance

4.2

The guidance is split into three parts, with supplementary factsheets:
4.2.1 Part One explains how the guidance fits within the suite of documents that
already exist that relate to rainwater and flooding and explains how
Sustainable Drainage systems work and their importance;
4.2.2 Part Two explains the Edinburgh context; looking at geology, soils, flooding
risk and the built environment. There is also an explanation of how the work
fits into the street design guidance; and
4.2.3 Part Three explains principles of good design and can also be applied to all
areas of Scotland. The work includes a look at Scottish Water’s
requirements to disconnect from the sewer network and provides guidance
and advice ranging from the masterplanning scale to the householder
context. Whole life costs, the understanding of a multifunctional business
case and case studies form the last section of the document.

4.2

The factsheets that follow which support the guidance are more technical and will
help to ensure that the Council develops, designs, and approves details which are
cost effective to maintain and create more climate resilient places with a wide range
of social and environmental benefits. Three factsheets have been prepared
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covering ‘SuDS Trees’, ‘Raingardens’ and ‘Swales’ (see Appendix 2). Further
factsheets will follow.

5.

Next Steps
If approved, the next steps will be to communicate the new guidance within the
Council and to all developers and clients, including making this available to other
Local Authorities for information.

5.1

Future work for the guidance includes:
5.1.1 Completing the factsheet ‘Suds in Heritage Areas’ funded by Edinburgh
World Heritage Trust;
5.1.2 Completing consultation for the ‘Maintenance Design’ factsheet; and
5.1.3 Sourcing funding to initiate the remaining factsheets:
5.1.3.1

Designing with Airport restrictions;

5.1.3.2

Detention basin design - hard and soft; and

5.1.3.3

Designing and specifying Green/blue roofs (part funding has been
secured from NatureScot for this factsheet).

6.

Financial impact

6.1

There is no financial impact at present.

6.2

The guidance will provide financial benefit as there will be a greater understanding
of the needs of adaptation for intense rainfall. This increased understanding should
save time and money on negotiation where currently opportunities may be missed
because it is considered too late in the design process.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

SEPA, Nature Scot and Scottish Water and adjacent Local Authorities and officers
in the Council have had a significant role in the preparation through consultation
and workshops.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Climate Change Strategy

8.2

Edinburgh Adapts Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan and Progress reports

8.3

Edinburgh Climate Change Commission

8.4

SUDsnet – understanding Sustainable urban drainage

8.5

Climate change
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8.6

Climate Change Summary for Scotland

8.7

Local Flood Risk Management Plan

8.8

Reducing emissions in Scotland - 2020 Progress Report to Parliament

8.9

Scottish Water Surface Water Policy

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1: Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance

9.2

Appendix 2: Factsheets
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Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance

W1 - SuDS Trees in Streets

W1 - Suds Trees in Streets
Contents
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Factsheet

What are SuDS Street Trees?
All Street trees in Edinburgh are environmental
assets that take up rainwater, improve air quality,
and cool urban heat effects while significantly
contributing to well being and quality of life.
However SuDS trees can attenuate significantly
more rainwater than conventionally planted trees.

SUDS street trees contribute to surface water
management by;
Interception - the canopy intercepts and
absorbs rainfall, slowing and reducing
the amount of surface water.
Transpiration - Water is absorbed by
the roots and evaporated through the
leaves.
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A SuDS street tree will appear visually similar to
a typical street tree but differs below ground in
the design of the planting system which will be
designed to collect, store water and treat surface
water (rainwater) runoff.
SuDS trees can be retrofitted as standalone
features or designed as component in a wider
sustainable drainage system. All SuDS tree
systems should include good infiltration or
underlying drainage to prevent waterlogging and
allow excess water to drain away.

Infiltration – increases the volume and
rate of surface water moving into the
soil
Figure 1. SuDS Dundee Trial Tree Pit | BlueGreen Urban

Technical references:
• Trees and Design Principles in ERWMG
• Edinburgh Design Guide Sections: 1, 2, 3 & 4
• Factsheets: F5 – Street Trees (unpublished)
• Factsheet -xx Utilities

For SuDS trees in public space the type of
construction, function, planting and related
maintenance requirements should be agreed with
the adopting authority as part of the planning and
design process.

• CIRIA The SUDS Manual V6: Part D, Technical
Detail, Chapter: 19 Trees, p360
• CIRIA The benefits of large species trees in urban
landscapes: a costing, design and management
guide (C712D)
• TDAS, Trees and Hard Landscape, 2012
• New trees - BS 8545:2014
• BS 5837:2012 Trees in construction and
Demolition
Figure 2. SuDS Dundee Trial Tree Pit | BlueGreen Urban
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Factsheet

Fitting SuDS Trees into Streets
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The Edinburgh Design Guidance 4.4 sets out a
hierarchy of Design Principles based on street
types and activity levels that identify where SuDS
features might be used. Section B of the Edinburgh
Sustainable Rainwater Guidance explains which
type of feature could be considered in different
contexts (such as for example high streets or
residential areas). Associated street furniture like
tree guards, grills, kerbs, and permeable paving
should be designed with reference to the ESDGF
and the EDG. In areas with heritage designations
‘special ‘ EDG design principles will apply.
Integrating Street trees with street furniture

Street Trees located in the furniture zone

Frontage
Frontage Zone
Zone

Clear Walking Zone
Clear
walking Zone
Preferred min. 2000mm
Absolute maximum 1500mm

Preferred minimum: 2m
Absolute Min: 1.5m

Furniture Zone
Furniture
Kreb to zoneZone
1000 -1600mm
1m-1.6m
SuDS Tree

Kerb
Zone

Clear Kerb
Zone>450
Filter drain

0.45m

Figure 3. Fitting a SuDs Tree Pit into a street | Atkins

Technical references:
• ESRWMG - Section B Design Principles
Figure 4. King’s Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire | DeepRoot

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Footway Zones (P3)
1-1.6 Furniture Zone
1:40

• Edinburgh Design Guidance Section 1,2,3, & 4
Street Furniture (F1)
Street Geometry & Layout (G1)

Figure 5. Hull Town Centre | DeepRoot

Footway Materials & Surfacing (M1)
2
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Factsheet

Fitting SuDS Trees into Streets
SuDS tree with Traffic calming and permeable
paving

Street trees in urban swales or bioretention

Street Trees located in a built out area
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Figure 7. Ruskin Square, Croydon | J & L Gibbons

Figure 6. Street Tree, Fountainbridge Edinburgh | Google Maps

SuDS Tree pits can be incorporated into the design
of parking bays, traffic calming or segregated
cycleways.
Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)

Figure 8. SuDS tree build out | GreenBlue Uran

Footway Zones (P3)
Street Furniture (F1)

Street trees in urban swales or bioretention
areas can be introduced as part of large scale
developments or street improvements.

3
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Swales and Rain gardens for Street Trees
Street trees in urban swales or bioretention areas
in an inner-city urban environment can be a linear
planted feature within a hard landscape.

Trees situated in a damp swale

Comparison of trees in swales and tree pits
Performance
Peak flow
reduction

Swale Paved
Tree Pit Tree Pit
Medium

Volume reduction
Medium (high with
High
infiltration)
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Figure 9. Swale/ rain garden with trees

Trees situated in a rain garden

Figure 11. Damp Swale, Joyce Square, London | Robert Baray Associates

Medium High

High

Water quality
treatment

High

Medium High

Amenity
potential

High

High

Ecology
potential

Medium Medium
high

Trees situated in a shallow dry swale

Site Context
Residential

Swale Paved
Tree Pit Tree Pit
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High Density

No

Yes

Retrofit

Yes

Yes

Contaminated
Sites /
sites above
vulnerable
groundwater
(with liner)

Yes

Yes

Commercial/
residential

Treatment
Swale Paved
Cost
Train
Tree Pit Implications
Tree
Pit
Sustainability

Swale Paved
Tree Pit Tree Pit

source control

Yes

Yes

Land-take

High

Low

conveyance

No

No

Capital Costs

Low

High

Maintenance
Cost

Medium

Medium

Total
suspended
solids

High

Medium

Nutrients

Low

Medium

Heavy Metals

High

Medium

Site Systems

Yes

Yes

Regional System

No

No

Pollutant
Removal

Figure 10. Greener Grangetown, Cardiff | GreenBlue Urban

Figure 12. Dry Swale, Dalmarnock Strain Station | SNH

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)

Footway Zones (P3)
Street Furniture (F1)

Figure 13. Table adapted from Green Blue Urban: Trees and
Water Sensitive Urban Design, p23
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SUDS Systems for Street Trees
Street Trees in SuDS Tree pits and Trenches
The survival of a SuDS street tree is dependent
on the initial establishment of the tree, soil,
appropriate species selection and care throughout
its lifecycle.

Engineered soil
growing medium

“Engineered soils are designed and
manufactured to provide specific drainage and
horticultural properties.”
Tree grille

In sufficiently wide pavements SuDS trees in tree
pits or trenches can be located within the furniture
zone (ESDGF F1, Street Trees) or can be integrated
into street layouts.
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In a SuDS trench system a continuous connected
underground structure provides attenuation and
root training for a row or avenue of trees.

CIRIA: Guidance on the Construction of SUDS p110

Engineered soils for SuDS trees should have:
• Adequate load bearing root volume
Drainage
layer
Figure 15. Tree Pit | Atkins

• Quality engineered soil which can cope with
intermittent water logging without loss of
structure
• Overflow provisions (exceedance)

Street Tree in SuDS pit

Street Trees in SuDS trenches

• Maintainable inlets
• Drainage base
• Aeration to maintain soil health

Figure 16. 5 Broadgate, Sun Street, London | GreenBlueUrban

Figure 14. Fletton Quays | GreenBlue Urban

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Footway Zones (P3)
Street Furniture (F1)
5
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Key Design Considerations:
DO, establish existing drainage and
rainfall volumes to determine the
drainage requirements
DO survey the site to establish ground
levels, street character and context to
inform the design choices
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DO consult the design guidance in the
EDG, ESRWMG and Factsheets to inform
the locations of trees within the street
layout design.
DO ensure enough space to successfully
accommodate long-term root growth
DO establish location of utilities
and services to avoid conflicts and if
required provide root barriers/ root
training.
DO consider whether the location and
future growth of the tree will conflict with
CCTV or lighting.
DO determine water availability and
ensure the appropriate catchment area
for each tree

DO provide an appropriate volume of
fertile, uncontaminated, free draining
engineered soil with an open structure
(as propriety SuDS soils).

DO design associated street furniture
like tree guards, grills, kerbs, and paving
with reference to the ESDG Factsheets
and the EDG. In areas with heritage
designations ‘special ‘ EDG design
principles will apply.

DO include suitable water inlets allowing
were possible multiple inlet points.
DO establish where any excess water
drained from the tree pits/ trenches
will discharge and ensure technical
requirements are met and any necessary
permissions obtained.
DO ensure that during an extreme
weather events if the tree pit/trench
reaches water capacity, excess surface
water can flow away safely
DO specify robust tree specimens
appropriate to on street locations and
tolerant of periodic waterlogging or dry
periods as described in this factsheet

DO ensure a regular maintenance
regime for inlets/ outlets and any filter
mediums.

x
x

DON’T forget to provide establishment
watering during dry weather in the first
2-5 years after planting
DON’T allow construction of new
SuDS features to negatively impact
established mature trees, avoid root
damage or compaction of soil within the
rootzone of existing trees. Mature trees
are important environmental assets
and retaining existing trees should be
a fundamental consideration in every
development.
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Alternative Methods of water inlet for SuDs Tree pits

t / Curb Inlet
There are a range of options for water inlets
ranging from simple weir curbs with gaps where
surface water drains directly from a paved area
onto the surface of a tree pit to more complex
nal Gutter
Traditional Gutter
below ground systems connecting with road
gulleys. Care should be taken that the appropriate
amount of water drains to the tree pit to enable
growth without prolonged waterlogging. All tree
systems need adequate drainage to remove excess
water.
Kerb Inlet / Curb Inlet
Kerb Inlet / Curb Inlet

Traditional Gutter

ArborFlow Surround

Traditional Gutter
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Kerb inlet

meable Paving

Weir Inlet

ArborFlow Surround

Traditional Gutter

Traditional Gutter

Weir Inlet

Permeable surface

Weir Inlet

Figure 17. Methods of water inlet | Adapted from Green Blue Urban

Permeable Paving

Permeable Paving

Slot Drain

Weir Inlet

Slot Drain

Slot Drain
Weir Inlet

Weir Inlet
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Specifying SuDS Trees in Treepits and Trenches
Trees in SuDS treepits or trenches need to be
tolerant of not only harsh dry and very wet
conditions, they need to be able to adapt to
sudden changes from dry to very wet.
Many of the examples should come from areas
where sudden and extreme weather changes
are frequent or are hybrids or cultivars, selected
because of their tolerance for harsh urban
environments.
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SuDS trees planted in streets and paved areas
also need to satisfy the same requirements of
any street tree, to be tough, attractive, pollution
tolerant and with an upright habit and clear stem.
They will need to be robust healthy specimens of
a sufficient size to resist accidental damage or
deliberate vandalism.
While climate change predictions suggest more
frequent hot summers and mild wet winters,
Scotland is likely to continue to experience
periodic cold snaps that will also require a greater
degree of hardiness than trees in the southern UK.
Species which produce large quantities of
pollen likely to increase allergy problems are
not acceptable as street trees in Edinburgh.
Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (ESDG F5)

Latin Name

Common Name

Form

SuDS Tolerance

Examples Suitable for both very dry and wet conditions in hard landscapes (paved areas)
Quercus bicolour ‘Regal
Prince’

White Swamp Oak
(upright cultivar)

Large round
crowned tree,

Very good SuDS tree, tolerant of
everything including wide range of
temperatures

Gleditsia triacanthos
‘Sunburst

Honey Locust (thornless
cultivar)

Medium/ large
tree open
structure

Very good SuDS tree, tolerant of
everything including wide range of
temperatures

Acer x freemanni

Freemans Maple

Large round
crowned tree

Good SuDS tree

Quercus palustrus

Pin Oak

Large round
crowned tree

Good SuDS tree tolerant of pollution
and short periods of waterlogging

Examples Suitable for free draining soils (where waterlogging is rare or brief ) in hard landscapes (paved areas)
Ginkgo biloba

Ginko
‘Maiden Hair Tree’

Large round
crowned tree

SuDS tree tolerant of pollution and
salt

Ulnus ‘New Horizon’

Elm (Hybrid resistant to
Dutch Elm Disease)

Large columellar
tree,

SuDS tree tolerant of pollution and
salt

Acer campestre
‘Streetwise’

Field Maple

Medium Tree

SuDS Tree suitable only in free
draining conditions

Malus
(many cultivars)

Crab Apple

Small Tree

SuDS tree suitable for damp
conditions were waterlogging is rare

The example species list is not exclusive
Other tree or shrub species could be considered if they are sufficiently robust, environmentally and
climatically tolerant of conditions on site. Specification in general should follow the principles set out
in the Edinburgh Design Guide Ch3.
8
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Specifying Shrub and Tree Species for Bioretention Areas
Most rain gardens will be very free draining with
very brief waterlogged periods therefore the
examples listed have some resilience in dry and
drought conditions.
Small trees, shrubs or multi- stemmed specimens
are suitable for bioretention areas and can
include some native and non-native species not
suitable for SuDS tree pits. Raingardens that are
persistently damp could accommodate a range of
different species.
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Trees in raingardens and bioretention areas
should be underplanted with suitable perennial
groundcover.
The selection of species should be site specific
to suit the conditions and context of the
raingarden e.g. is it:
• size and depth
• formal/ informal
• exposed/sheltered
• sunny/shady
• persistently damp or dry
• is there salt or pollution?
Species which produce large quantities of
pollen likely to increase allergy problems are
not acceptable in on street environments in
Edinburgh. This restriction does not apply to
greenspace and garden locations

Latin Name

Common Name

Form

SuDS Tolerance

Examples of small trees and shrubs suitable for free draining raingardens in hard landscapes with brief periods
of waterlogging
Acer rubrum

‘Autumn Flame’

Small to medium Tree.

Dry tolerant

Cratagus x media

Hawthorn ‘Paul’s
Scarlet’

Small tree,

Dry tolerant

Cratagus mo-nogyna

Hawthorn

Medium shrub

Dry and exposure tolerant

Viburnum Opulus
Roseum

Guelder Rose

Small shrub

Reasonably dry tolerant. prefers
semi shade

Fushia mangellica

Hardy Fushia

Small to medium
shrub

Dry, exposure and salt tolerant

Buddlia davidi

‘Nano Purple’

Small to Medium
shrub,

Tolerant of a wide range of
conditions

Sambucus nigra
(and cultivars)

Elder

Small to Medium
shrub,

Tolerant of a wide range of
conditions

The example species list is not exclusive
Other tree or shrub species could be considered if they are sufficiently robust, environmentally and
climatically tolerant of conditions on site. Specification in general should follow the principles set out
in the Edinburgh Design Guide Ch3.
Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (ESDG F5)
Raingardens (ESRWG W3)
9
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Maintenance for SuDS Trees in Tree Pits and Trenches
Once established the level of maintenance needed by SuDS Trees in
paving is similar to any other kind of street tree with the addition of twice
yearly checks on vents and inlets and small amount of annual or bi- annual
maintenance on surface drainage components.

The Maintenance Plan
All SuDS features will require a maintenance plan that should include
detailed specifications, frequency, timing, equipment and annual costs.
SuDS features be regularly inspected and the maintenance monitored by a
competent professional.
For all SuDS elements the contract maintenance period after construction
should be 5 years.
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Indicative Maintenance for SuDS Tree pits and Trenches
Water new trees regularly in dry periods
during establishment period (2-5 years)

Every 2 weeks in summer months as
required

Water established trees in prolonged dry
As required
periods

Figure 18. Birch Street Tree Goldhawk Road, London
| Google Maps 2019

Figure 19. Kings Crescent, London | GreenBlueUrban

Technical references:
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual V6: E: Supporting Guidance, Chapter: 32: Operation
and Maintenance, p690

Check and clear water inlets and soil
aeration vents

6 monthly

Clear leaf debris from water inlet
channels

Annually (late November)

Remove grills (if used ) and clean
accessible water channels

Annually

Inspect, check and clean filter media in
trough systems

Bi- Annually

Manage tree growth

Pruning as required

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Raingardens (W3)
10
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Maintenance For Trees and Shrubs in Bioretention Areas
Once established the level of maintenance needed by SuDS Trees in
bioretention areas is similar to any other kind of new tree or shrub with the
addition of annual checks on inlets and small amount of annual maintenance
on surface drainage components.
SuDS Trees and Shrubs in Raingardens and Bioretention areas
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Water trees in dry periods during
establishment
Water established trees in prolonged
dry periods
Inspect regularly

Every 2 weeks in summer months as
required
as required

Remove litter and leaf debris

3- 12 monthly depending on location
and amount of litter (include late
November for dead leaves)

Replace or top up mulch layer (if
used)
Manage vegetation

Annually or as required

Remove self -seeded invasive
species and woody seedlings such
as sycamore.

6 monthly

Soil spiking and scarifying

As required (depending on sediment
levels and soil type) every 5- 10 years

3- 6 monthly

As required to maintain attractive
healthy planting, allow for pruning
back shrubs in autumn

Figure 20. Trees in bioretention Areas | Arup/Landscape Institute

All SuDS features will require a maintenance plan that should include
detailed specifications, frequency, timing, equipment and annual costs.
SuDS features should be regularly inspected and the maintenance
monitored by a competent professional.
For all SuDS elements the contract maintenance period after construction
should be 5 years.
Technical references:
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual V6: E: Supporting Guidance, Chapter: 32: Operation
and Maintenance, p 690

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Raingardens (W3)
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Frequently Asked Questions and Clarifications
1. What is a SuDS tree?
A SuDS tree is a tree planted as a functioning part
of an engineered drainage system and as a result
has different requirements to conventional urban
tree planting.
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• Street trees in proprietary SuDS tree pits or trenches
will include drainage layers or piped inlets, root
support/ root training, engineered soils, and under
drainage allowing surplus water to discharge.
• Street Trees and shrubs in large raingardens, which
may be lined or unlined and will include engineered
soils, drainage layers and underdrains allowing
surplus water to discharge. (can also include root
support / root training structures).
• SuDS Trees in open greenspace – where land
drains to damp woodland planting within a low
lying area. Very damp sites include appropriate
drainage to allow surplus water to discharge avoiding
waterlogging).

2. What are the benefits of SuDS trees?
SuDs trees can play a significant role in helping to
manage surface water on site.
While all trees provide environmental benefits, SuDS
trees also provide significantly greater levels of rain
water management.

3. Should SuDS trees replace conventional 5. How much extra maintenance do SuDS
tree planting ?
trees require?
No, not all trees are or need to be SuDS trees.
SuDS trees should be planted where they can
make an effective contribution to surface water
management in addition to conventional urban
trees.
Some locations may not need the extra drainage
capacity of a SuDS system or for example in a
conservation area may require locally characteristic tree
planting not suitable for SuDS (such as small leaved
Lime).
However when planting conventional street trees
reduced water benefits can still be gained by including
SuDS elements (such as permeable paving) as part of

4. Do SuDS trees need to be replaced
every 20 years?
No, there is no need to remove established trees
for maintenance.
If planted in tree pits constructed to an appropriate
standard SuDS trees in engineered systems should
have a natural lifespan. The tree pit should be of
sufficient size to allow the tree to reach maturity
(concrete sewer rings are not acceptable).

Maintenance for SuDS trees is largely the same
as a conventional urban tree with the addition of
occasional inspections of water inlets and any
surface drainage mediums.

6. Why does the example specification not
include more native species?
In some locations or type of SuDS feature it will
be possible to include native species, in others
hybrids or trees from harsher climates may be
more suitable. This factsheets deals specifically
with urban trees in hard landscapes:
• Street trees in proprietary SuDS tree pits or trenches
need to be to adapt to sudden changes from very
wet to very dry. Few native tree species (adapted to
our mild damp climate and gradual seasonal shifts)
have that capability. Of those few (such as Alder)
most need to be excluded from Edinburgh on street
environments due to their high allergenic pollen
production.
• Street trees and shrubs in large raingardens can
include native and non-native small trees, shrubs
or multi- stemmed specimens if appropriate to site
conditions.
• SuDS Trees in open greenspace can include a range
of native and non-native shrubs and trees that
tolerate damp and occasionally waterlogged ground.
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What are Swales?
a swale allowing water to slowly seep through the
barrier into the next section. Steeply sloping sites
check pools can be incorporated to create a form
of terraced swale.

Advantages of Swales

Some swales will retain some water all year round
while others may contain water at times of high
rainfall. A swale can be used to gather and slow
surface water allowing it to infiltrate the ground or
may be lined and convey water to the next stage
of the SuDS management train. The vegetation in
the swale acts to slow water allowing sediment to
settle out and reducing pollutants.

Biodiverse swales can be attractive landscape
features providing wildlife habitat while carrying
out practical drainage functions. Check dams can
help to create a variety of damp or wet habitats
supporting a range of native wetland plants and
grasses.

Swales are particularly useful for draining linear
features like paths and roads

The type of construction, function, planting and
related maintenance requirements should be
agreed with the adopting authority as part of the
planning and design process.

Disadvantages of Swales
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A swale is a grassed or vegetated shallow
linear feature similar to a ditch that can gather,
attenuate, and/ or convey surface water within a
site.

Small check dams in the form of earth mounds,
rocks or kerbs can increase the storage capacity of

Swales are versatile features that can be tailored
to carry out several SuDS functions in a variety of
contexts

A well designed swale can be integrated into overall
landscape design as an attractive feature
With appropriate design swales can provide valuable
wildlife habitat
Although low maintenance they do require regular
maintenance including vegetation management.
As a shallow surface feature, a swale requires
sufficient space so retrofit opportunities can be
limited in narrow urban streets.
Biodiverse swales with established wetland planting
(such as sedges and Iris) are less suitable for areas
with frequent high flows.

Technical references:
• Edinburgh Design Guidance 4.
• Edinburgh’s Sustainable Rainwater Management
Guidance
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual section
• SUDS for Roads 4
• CIRIA Guidance on the Construction of SUDS
Figure 1. Dry Swale, Queen Margaret University | Raeburn Farquhar
Bowen

Figure 2. Wet Swale, Heriot Watt University | Raeburn Farquhar Bowen
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Typical Locations where Swales are used
Swale in a residential setting

Swales can form part of a SuDS network within
the greenspace of a new development or provide
drainage for linear features like roads or paths.
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Swales in an inner-city urban environment may
also be a linear green feature within a hard
landscape with permeable paving or perforated
kerb inlets. Guidance on fitting swales into
urban streets can found in the Edinburgh Design
Guidance section 4 and Edinburgh’s Sustainable
Rainwater Management Guidance section B.
Examples:
• Residential Developments
• Commercial/industrial Developments

Figure 3. Upton, Northamptonshire | Susdrain, CIRIA

Swale situated in a car park

Swales in educational setting

• Roads and surfaced paths
• High density (dependent on design and
available space)
• Retrofit (dependent on design and available
space)
• Contaminated sites (with liner)
• Sites above vulnerable groundwater (with liner)

Figure 4. Swale in a car park | CIRIA

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Footway Zones (P3)

Figure 5. Bridget Joyce Square | Robert Bray Associates

Street Furniture (F1)
Street Geometry & Layout (G1)
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Alternative Types of Swale Construction
A swale is designed to collect sheet flow (rainwater moving over the ground
surface) rather then as an “end of pipe” feature.

Dry Swale

A dry grassy swale remains dry for
most of the year and are used to
manage surface water during high
rainfall. Water is attenuated and
soaks away into the soil.

Wet Swale

A wet swale is a, linear shallow
biofiltration or linear wetland
treatment system used to attenuate
surface water. The wetland planting
helps to filter sediment and
nutrients, reduce water quantity and
slows water flow. Useful in areas
where soil is poor draining and flat
areas.

Lined Swale

A lined swale would be used where
infiltration is not possible either due
to the nature of the soil or the surface
water run off or where there is danger
of ground water contamination. A
lined swale can attenuate and convey
water while using planting acts to
filter and reduce water flows

Biodiverse Swale

A biodiverse swale may have lined
and unlined sections to maximise
habitat diversity. Large shallow
biodiverse swales can include trees
and shrubs.

Water can enter a swale through inlets or ‘over the edge’ along the length
of the swale. The type of swale construction will depend on its primary
function (e.g.. infiltration, conveyance etc.), context and site conditions.
Rain water collects
in the swale.

The flow of water
is slowed by check
dams.
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Highway water

Drought tolerant
planting

Footway water
Water held in swale
slowly percolates into
ground

Engineered
topsoil

Technical references:
• Edinburgh’s Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753), Chapter 17: Swales, p312
• Guidance on the construction of SuDS C768, Chapter 30: Swales, p195
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Methods of Water Inlet
The simplest and most effective way for water to enter a swale is over the
edge along its length. Water can also enter through a filter strips along a
swale edge filtering sediment and pollutants. In hard surface areas ‘over
the edge’ inlets be achieved by using perforated or flush chamfered kerbs.
Water can also enter through a piped inlet (for example from a filter drain)
if the depth of the pipe is sufficiently shallow.
Simple ‘Over the edge ‘ water inlet

Water inlets using kerb openings

water inlet via a piped connection

Using a filter strip to reduce pollutants
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Water inlets using disconnected
down pipes
Technical references:
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753),
Chapter 28: Inlets, Outlets & Flow
Control, p605
• Guidance on the construction of
SuDS C768, Chapter 30: Swales,
p179
• Susdrain.org
Figure 6. ‘Over the edge’ inlet | SNH

Figure 7. Swale with filter strip | RaeburnFarquharBowen

Figure 8. Queen Caroline Estate, London | Susdrain
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Key Design Considerations
Designing a swale

Designing a Biodiverse Swale
Do ensure planting is appropriate to the
habitat, soil type, moisture or water level
(the base of a swale may require different
planting to the drier banks).

Do consider SuDS design at from the outset
of a project to maximise benefits and
efficient land use.
Do integrate the swale into the landscape
design making it an attractive feature.
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Do allow for a minimum 1 in 30 year rainfall
event in the swale design.
Do ensure that depths and gradients work
for ‘over the edge ‘surface water flows from
surrounding areas.

Do provide a variety of wet, damp and dry
habitat.

Do ensure inlet, outlet and weir designs
are integrated into the landscape design
as they may otherwise detract from the
appearance of the scheme and be more
vulnerable to damage.

Do make sure that levels and gradients
allow water to move gently through the
system avoiding ponding or rapid flows. The
maximum flow velocity should be less than
2m/s, and less that 1m/s where possible.
Do consider the Manning’s roughness value
of the type vegetation for the purpose of
hydraulic design. (Typically, a Manning’s
roughness value of 0.250 should be use for
treatment flows to 150mm depth, reducing
to 0.100 for flow at the design depth of
say 600mm (full capacity). For biodiverse
swales with reeds and sedges this value will
be higher).

Do use soft naturalistic slopes and linear
curves fitting the swale into the contours of
the landscape.

Do provide some planted areas along
banks away from paths and disturbance to
encourage wildlife
Do ensure water quality that will allow
plants and wildlife to thrive by providing
some pre-treatment (filtering) of potential
contaminants in the SuDS management
train.

Do ensure that the swale base width is
between 900mm and 2m.
Do create consider silt and sediment traps
at inlet and outlet points.

Do use appropriate native planting of
Scottish provenance

Don’t design a swale with a linear gradient
steeper than 1/40.

x
x

Don’t make the sides steeper than 1/4 for a
planted swale or 1/6 for a grassed swale as
they will be difficult to maintain, reduce the
water storage and may be a safety hazard.
Don’t create a swale with a maximum
flow velocity of more than 2m per second,
wherever possible this maximum figure
should be less than 1m per second.

x

Do consider mixing native and appropriate
non native planting to increase biodiversity
and improve climate resistance
Don’t plant invasive species such as
Bulrush (Typha)
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Construction Considerations
Construction checklist
Do use good quality topsoil of the right
depth and specification to allow vegetation
to grow
Do construct the swale near the end of a
building project to reduce the likelihood of
damage or contamination
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Do ensure the swale, inlets and outlets
are at the correct depth to the to avoid
unintentional ponding
Do ensure the right geotextiles and pipes
are installed

x
x
x

Do allow vegetation to establish before
connecting drainage into a swale to allow
it to resist water flows, alternately use turf
or seeded mats to prevent erosion during
establishment.

Figure 9. Swale during Construction | Sheffield City Council

Figure 10. Swale during Construction with erosion prevention | ARUP

Technical references:

Establishing Vegetation

• ESRWMG Section B

Avoid exposing newly seeded or planted areas
to rapid water flows that may wash away soil
and seeds (allow one year for establishment).

Don’t allow the build-up of sediment during
construction

• EDG Chapter: 1,2,3 & 4

Don’t compact soil during construction

• RSPB guide

Don’t construct a swale within the rooting
zone of established trees, if the swale is
within 5m of established trees consider if a
root protection barrier is required

• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753), Chapter 17:
Swales, p312

• Edinburgh’s Biodiversity Action Plan

• Guidance on the construction of SuDS C768,
Chapter 30: Swales, p195

Where there is an unavoidable danger of erosion
before vegetation can be established banks can
be turfed or covered in pre-seeded jute, coir or
hessian mats to provide short term protection
and aid soil stability while the plants establish.
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Principles of Planting Specification
General Principals of Planting
Specification

Use an appropriate professional to design and
specify planting or seeding.

Suitable planting will depend on the type of
swale, the context and the amount of ground
moisture or retained water levels.

Shrubs and Trees

Amenity, visual appearance and biodiversity
value may also be considerations. Swales next
to busy roads may also need planting that has
some tolerance to salt.
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For all types of swale it is important to protect
planting from erosion during establishment.
(see Construction Considerations p6).
Various types of planting may be acceptable as
an integral part of a wider landscape design if
they satisfy the requirements of a SuDS system
and are appropriate to the local context (see
EDG3).

Large unlined biodiverse swales can include
shrubs or trees that can tolerate a range of
dry to damp conditions with short periods of
waterlogging. Trees and shrubs are unsuitable
in or in close proximity to lined swales due to
potential for root damage to the liner. Trees and
shrubs can also be planted along the banks of
unlined swales to create a riparian corridor.
Tree species with potential to cause pollen allergy
problems such as Birch should not be used in on
street locations.

Technical references:

Planting: Dry Swales
A dry swale can be planted with suitable low
growing groundcover. In Edinburgh all grassed
swales must have slopes no greater than 1/6 to
allow future maintenance.
Grassy swales that are dry for most of the year
need regular mowing or can be seeded with a
slow growing low maintenance grass or native
wildflower meadow that will need twice yearly or
yearly mowing. All wildflower seed should be of
Scottish provenance.
Planting: Wet Swales
In damp or wet swales marginal and emergent
planting like sedges, iris and other wetland plants
can be planted along the base with a dry meadow
wildflower grass mix along the banks. Consider
using plug planting (or a mix of seeding and plug
planting) in boggy or wet sections of swale for
faster establishment.

• ESRWMG Section B
• EDG Chapter: 1,2,3 & 4
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753), Chapter 17:
Swales, p312
• Guidance on the construction of SuDS C768,
Chapter 30: Swales, p195
Figure 12. Vegetated swale at Queen Margaret University, | Raeburn
Farquhar Bowen

Figure 11. Dry Grassy Swale | Scotia Seeds
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Maintenance
Routine maintenance will include removal of
debris, clearing inlets and outlets, vegetation or
grass management and periodic removal of silt.
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In grounds under single ownership the
maintenance of a swale is usually the
responsibility of the landowner and may be
managed by a factor or specialist contractor.
For swales in public space or in association
with roads or buildings in multiple ownership
early consultation with the adopting authority is
advisable.

The Maintenance Plan
All SuDS features will require a maintenance plan that should include detailed specifications,
frequency, timing, equipment and annual costs. SuDS features be regularly inspected and the
maintenance monitored by a competent professional.
For all SuDS elements the contract maintenance period after construction should be 5 years.
Typical Maintenance Requirements for a Swale
Action

Frequency

Remove debris and litter

Monthly for first year then 3 times a year

Inspection and clearance of inlets, outlets, overflows

Monthly in first year then three times a year

Grass cutting

In grassy swales cut monthly between spring and
autumn – maintain at 100mm height.
(Alternately plant low a maintenance SuDS mix or
meadow grass and cut twice a year).

Figure 13. Wet swale populated with invasive bull rush, Heriot Watt
Campus | SNH

Technical references:
• CIRIA Guidance on the Construction of SUDS
Section F chapter 30

Removal of invasive species such as Bulrush (Typha)

Monthly in first year then three times a year

Vegetation management including replacement or
reseeding of dead or damaged vegetation

Annually

Repair erosion or other damage, reinstate design levels
and re-turf or replant

Every 5 years

Scarify and spike topsoil to improve infiltration and
break up silt deposits

As required

Removal of silt build up to restore capacity (and if
necessary, replant and reseed)

As required
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Figure 7. Swale with filter strip
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What are Rain Gardens?
Rain gardens are bio retention systems that are
used to treat and manage frequent rainfall events
by collecting water on the surface and filtering
it through planting and drainage layers into the
underlying soil. Alternately if infiltration is not
possible or undesirable, then the rain garden can
be lined and connected to an underlying drainage
system.

Can be attractive features within the urban realm

Cons
Usually small in size and may have a limited
individual impact on volume reduction
Not suitable for sites with steep slopes

Can reduce runoff rates

must be regularly maintained to work effectively

Open to creative design options
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A small rain garden can be used by a single
property or integrated into public realm as
part of new developments or improvements to
existing streets. Larger examples can include
small trees and shrubs. Rain gardens are usually
less engineered than other bioretention systems
and serve a small catchment from a road,
pavement or roof. Rain gardens vary in scale and
design, although they all follow the same design
principles. The design and maintenance of rain
gardens in public streets and spaces should be
discussed with Edinburgh Council at an early
design stage.

Pros
Can be easily retro fitted

Figure 1. Alma Road Rain Garden, London | Susdrain

Figure 2. Nicoll Circus, Millbrook Park | Google Maps 2019

Technical references:

Although individually rain gardens may provide
attenuation for relatively small quantities of
surface water run off, wide implementation
can cumulatively reduce water quantity while
improving water quality. Rain gardens can also
provide other amenity and health benefits turning
urban rainwater management from a problem to a
potential asset.

• Edinburgh Design Guidance: Section 1, 2 & 3
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual V6: Part D, Technical
Detail, Chapter 18 p386
• CIRIA Guidance on the Construction of SUDS C768

Figure 3. Ruskin Square, Croydon | J & L Gibbons
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Fitting Rain Gardens into Streets and Urban Spaces
The design of a rain garden is flexible and can be
scaled to the space available. This means that
they are simple to retrofit into inner city streets
revitalising small underused spaces, as part of
street improvements or within the street furniture
zone of wider pavements.

Rain gardens can form part of traffic calming,
parking bay or cycle lane separation designs. To
comply with the clear curb zone set out in the
EDSDGF planting in rain gardens adjacent to or
within the road edge should not exceed 300mm
in height.

Rain gardens can also be community assets as
part of a school, housing or play area or built in
private gardens to manage roof run off.
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Guidance on fitting SuDS (including rain gardens)
into urban streets can found in the Edinburgh
Design Guidance section 4 and Edinburgh’s
Sustainable Rainwater Management Guidance
Section B.

Figure 5. Before - July 2012 Bridge Street, Sheffield | Google Earth
Frontage
Zone

Figure 4. Basic, Levels of intervention | City of Edinburgh Council

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
Footway Zones (P3)

Frontage
Zone

Clear walking Zone
Preferred minimum: 2m
Absolute Min: 1.5m

Clear walking Zone
Preferred minimum: 2m
Absolute Min: 1.5m

Street Furniture (F1)

Furniture Zone
1m+

Furniture Zone
& kerb zone
1m+

Kerb
Zone

0.45m

Figure 6. Before - May 2019 Bridge Street, Sheffield | Google Earth

Street Geometry & Layout (G1)
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Construction Methods for Rain Gardens in Hard Landscape
Soil for Rain Gardens
water flows across
the adjacent hard
surface

All rain Gardens should use a proprietary engineered SuDS soil that
provides an appropriate balance of particle size, nutrients and organic
matter. Ensure there is sufficient soil depth to support the type of
vegetation planted.
“Engineered soils are designed and manufactured to provide specific
drainage and horticultural properties.”
CIRIA Guidance on the Construction of SUDS p210

engineered soil
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Gravel Layer
Engineered Soil

Outlet

exceedance outlet to
drainage system

Examples of Inlets
A)

B)

C)

D)

Geotextile or transition
layer
Drainage layer and
outflow pipe
Figure 7. Modular rain garden | GreenBlueUrban

Technical references:
E)

F)

Figure 8. Examples of kerb inlets - see reference list

G)

H)

• CIRIA The SUDS Manual V6: Part
E, Supporting guidance. Chapter
28: Inlets, Outlets and flow control
systems p605

Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)

• CIRIA Guidance on the Construction
of SUDS C768. Chapter 12
Bioretention System, p187

Footway Zones (P3)

SuDS Trees (W1)
Street Furniture (F1)
Street Geometry & Layout (G1)
3
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Construction Methods for Rain Gardens with Disconnected Downpipes
Disconnected down pipe
running into a channel
Disconnected down pipe
running into a channel

Engineered soil
Engineered soil

over flow outlet
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outlet

Rain garden with a disconnected
down pipe with infiltration into the
surrounding ground

Rain garden with a disconnected
down pipe where infiltration is not
possible.

Infiltration close to roads and
buildings
• Check soil type and check that
infiltration will not adversely
affect any adjacent foundations
of buildings roads or structures
• If suitable take a cautionary
approach and half line the
rain garden to drain away from
foundations of buildings or
structures
• ESRWMG Section B
• S.Wilson, Using SuDS close to
buildings, Susdrain Fact sheet,
September 2012

Figure 9. Rain garden | sudsnet, Abertay University

Figure 10. Ashby Grove, London | CIRIA

Figure 11. Queen Caroline Estate, London | susdrain
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Design Considerations
Designing a rain garden

Construction checklist
Do insure that inlets are placed
appropriately in relation to the camber of
the road or pavement.

Do design edge protection, typically, a rain
garden is set below surface level and can
hold standing water. Potential trip hazards
or traffic hazards should be avoided.

Do consider the need for routine
maintenance from the outset of design to
prevent blockage and over sedimentation.

Do consider suitable entry and exit points
for the water.
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Do consider erosion, control surface water
runoff to through the rain garden. E.g. check
dams, erosion matting and planting.

x

Don’t specify light organic mulches as they
may cause blockages, gravels are more
suitable.

Do consider site conditions in plant
selection, including the need for pollution
or salt tolerance (for example in road run
off).

Do ensure geotextiles have the right level of
porosity, if the membrane is too fine it may
clog causing waterlogging which will kill the
planting.
Do insure that soil type for the rain garden
is a suitable engineered SuDS soil that
meets specifications.
Do ensure the base of the rain garden
is free draining before construction and
backfilling.
Do ensure that any under drainage is laid to
the correct depth and gradient and meets
relevant standards.
Technical references:

Do test soil infiltration on site and ensure it
is effective.

• ESRWMG Section B

Do consider where water can flow away
safely if the rain garden is overwhelmed
during heavy storms (exceedance).

• ESDGF

• EDG Chapter: 1, 2, 3 & 4
• Edinburgh’s Biodiversity Action Plan

Do establish where water entering an underdrainage system will outfall and ensure you
meet with appropriate standards and obtain
permissions where necessary.

• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753), Chapter 18:
Bioretention Areas, p332
• Guidance on the construction of SuDS C768,
Chapter 31: Bioretention , p186
Figure 12. Engineered soil used in rain gardens for Sheffield Grey to
Green Scheme | Sheffield City Council
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Planting Rain Gardens
Engineered soil for rain gardens and bioretention
areas are free draining therefore planting needs
to be robust, tolerant of dry conditions and
occasional short periods of waterlogging.
Planting schemes should consist of hardy
low maintenance plants tolerant of prolonged
damp and dry periods.

•

Planting along very busy streets watered by
road run off may need to have some resistance
to pollution, road salt and exposure.
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•

Depending on the context the planting in a rain
garden may have a formal, informal or decorative
character. Appropriate planting will also depend
on the scale, depth of the rain garden and
available light.
• Simple informal schemes might use low
maintenance groundcover planting to provide
interest and biodiversity value,
• larger schemes may include shrubs and trees,
and
• more formal urban schemes may include
decorative non-native planting.

Planting for Wildlife Benefits
Where appropriate to location native plants, trees
and meadow grasses in rain gardens can provide
important natural resources. Ensure the selection
of plants is suitable to the levels of light, moisture
and exposure available.
Formal or decorative planting schemes can also
provide biodiversity benefits by using cultivars
of native species and non-native planting that
provides flowers and berries.
Native wildflower seed or plug plants should be of
Scottish provenance.
Planting Specifications
A wide range of plants could be considered
acceptable as part of a wider landscape design
if they satisfy the requirements of a rain garden
and are appropriate to scale and local context.
Plant Specification should follow the principles
set out in EDG 3.

Use an appropriate professional to design and
specify planting or seeding.
Relevant Factsheets:
Street Trees (F5)
SuDS Trees (W1)
Figure 14. Greener Grange Town Rain Garden Planting | Arup

Figure 13. Rain garden planting, Sheffield | Sheffield City Council
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Maintenance
Routine maintenance of raingardens will include
vegetation or grass management, annual removal
of debris, clearing of inlets and the periodic
removal of silt (if required).
Rain gardens on private property or within the
grounds of institutions should be cared for as
part of part of grounds or garden maintenance. No
maintenance plan would be required for a single
small domestic raingarden in private gardens.
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The Maintenance Plan
All SuDS features will require a maintenance
plan that should include detailed specifications,
frequency, timing, equipment and annual costs.
SuDS features to be regularly inspected and
the maintenance monitored by a competent
professional.
For all SuDS elements the contract maintenance
period after construction should be 5 years.
Technical references:
• CIRIA The SUDS Manual (C753), Chapter 18:
Bioretention Areas, p332
• Guidance on the construction of SuDS C768,
Chapter 31: Bioretention , p186

Typical Maintenance Requirements for Rain Gardens
Water new planting regularly in dry periods
during establishment

Weekly or as required between spring and Autumn

• 1 year for meadow grasses and short-lived
perennials
• 2 years for perennials and small shrubs
• 3- 5 years for trees and large shrubs
Inspect regularly

3-6 months

Water established vegetation during prolonged
dry periods

As required

Clear litter and leaf debris from water inlet
channels and mulch

Annually (late November) or as required depending
on location and amount of litter

Replace or top up mulch layer (if used)

Annually or as required

Manage vegetation including replacement or
reseeding of dead or damaged plants

As required to maintain attractive healthy planting,
allow for pruning back shrubs in autumn if required

Remove self -seeded invasive species and woody Every 3- 6 months
seedlings
Scarify and spike topsoil to improve infiltration
and break up silt deposits

5 yearly or as required

Removal of silt build up to restore capacity (and
if necessary, replant or reseed)

5 yearly or as required

7
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Image References
Figure 1. Alma Road Rain Garden, London | Susdrain

Susdrain, 2018. Figure:9. p7 [online]
Available at: https://www.susdrain.org/case-studies/pdfs/suds_awards/alma_road_rain_gardens_
london_v2.pdf [Accessed: 1 November 2019]

Figure 11. Queen Caroline Estate, London | susdrain

Susdrain, (2016), Queen Caroline Estate Image 18 [ONLINE]. Available at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/139555361@N08/39260445824/in/album-72157689917356882/ [Accessed 1 December 2019]

Figure 12. Queen Caroline Estate, London

Google Maps 2019. Available here: https://www.google.co.uk/maps [Accessed: 1 November 2019]

Susdrain, (2016), Queen Caroline Estate Image 18 [ONLINE]. Available at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/139555361@N08/39260445824/in/album-72157689917356882/ [Accessed 1 December 2019]

Figure 3. Ruskin Square, Croydon | J & L Gibbons

Figure 13. Rain garden planting, Sheffield | Sheffield City Council

Figure 2. Nicoll Circus, Millbrook Park | Google Maps 2019

Image courtesy of J.L Gibbons / Sarah Blee [taken: n.d]
Available at: https://www.susdrain.org/case-studies/pdfs/suds_awards/031_18_04_24_susdrain_suds_
awards_ruskin_square_croyden.pdf. [Accessed 1 September 2029].

Figure 4. Basic, Levels of intervention

Image courtesy of Sheffield City Council.[taken. n.d.]

Figure 14. Greener Gangetown Rain Garden Planting | Arup

Arup. 2020. Available online: https://my.landscapeinstitute.org/case-study/greenergrangetown/6ebfbcae-c8e5-e911-a812-00224801c242

Diagram courtesy of Sheffield City Council [taken. n.d.]
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Figure 5. Before - July 2012 Bridge Street, Sheffield | Google Earth

Google Maps, July 2012. Google Street View 2020. Available here: https://www.google.co.uk/maps
[Accessed: 10 January 2020]

Figure 6. Before - May 2019 Bridge Street, Sheffield | Google Earth

Google Maps, May 2019. Google Street View 2020. Available here: https://www.google.co.uk/maps
[Accessed: 10 January 2020]

Figure 7. Modular Raingarden | GreenBlueUrban
Image courtesy of GreenBlue Urban. [taken n.d.]

Figure 8. Examples of kerb inlets - see reference list
A) Alma Road
B) Ciria
C) Ciria
D) Unknown
E) Grey to Green, Sheffield
F) Queens Promenade | Atkins https://atkinsbookoflandscapes.com/posts/kingston.html
G) rue Garibaldi, Lyon | http://www.tdag.org.uk/uploads/4/2/8/0/4280686/garibaldi.pdf
H) Grey to Green, Sheffield

Figure 9. Rain garden | sudsnet, Abertay University

Image courtesy of Sudsnet, Abertay University
Alison Duffy, (2016), Rain Garden in Malmö, Sweden [ONLINE]. Available at: https://www.abertay.ac.uk/
business/services/sudsnet/sudsnet-photos/rain-gardens/ [Accessed 1 December 2019].

Figure 10. Ashby Grove, London | CIRIA
Image courtesy of Susdrain, CIRIA
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Agenda Item 8.1
Transport and Environment Committee

10am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance
Indicators as at 11 August 2021 – referral from the
Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

1.

For Decision/Action

1.1

The Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee has referred the attached report
to the Transport and Environment Committee for information.

Stephen S. Moir
Executive Director of Corporate Services
Contact: Emily Traynor, Assistant Committee Officer
Legal and Assurance Division, Corporate Services
E-mail: emily.traynror@edinburgh.gov.uk
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Referral Report

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance
Indicators as at 11 August 2021 – referral from the
Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee
2.

Terms of Referral

2.1

On 21 September 2021, the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee
considered a report on the outcome of the Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key
Performance Indicators as at 11 August 2021.

2.2

The Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee agreed:
2.2.1 To note the status of the overdue Internal Audit (IA) findings as at 11 August
2021;
2.2.2 To approve that a further three-month extension date is applied to all open IA
findings, recognising the ongoing impacts of Covid-19 and other priorities
and challenges currently faced by the Council;
2.2.3 To note management commitment to implementation of the governance and
assurance model and ensuring appropriate ongoing focus on closure of all
high rated findings, and all findings that are more than one year overdue;
and,
2.2.4 To refer the report to the relevant Council executive committees and the
Edinburgh Integration Joint Board Audit and Assurance Committee for
information in relation to the current Health and Social Care Partnership
position.

3.

Background Reading/ External References

3.1

Minute of the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee – 21 September 2021

4.

Appendices

Appendix 1 – report by the Head of Audit and Risk / Chief Internal Auditor

248
Transport and Environment Committee – 14 Page
October 2021
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Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee

10:00am, Tuesday, 21 September 2021

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance
Indicators as at 11 August 2021
Item number
Executive/routine

Executive

Wards
Council Commitments

1.

Recommendations

1.1

It is recommended that the Committee:
1.1.1 notes the status of the overdue Internal Audit (IA) findings as at 11 August
2021;
1.1.2 approves the recommendation that a further six-month extension date is
applied to all open IA findings, recognising the ongoing impacts of Covid-19
and other priorities and challenges currently faced by the Council;
1.1.3 notes management commitment to implementation of the governance and
assurance model and ensuring appropriate ongoing focus on closure of all
high rated findings, and all findings that are more than one year overdue;
and,
1.1.4 refers this paper to the relevant Council Executive committees and the
Edinburgh Integration Joint Board Audit and Assurance Committee for
information in relation to the current Health and Social Care Partnership
position.

Lesley Newdall
Head of Audit and Risk / Chief Internal Auditor
Legal and Assurance Division, Corporate Services Directorate
E-mail: lesley.newdall@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 3216
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Report

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance
Indicators as at 11 August 2021
2.

Executive Summary
Progress with Closure of Open and overdue Internal Audit findings

2.1

The overall progress status for closure of overdue IA findings remains amber
(stable with limited change).

2.2

This is supported by closure of an increased number of IA findings and
management actions in the current period, with 24 findings (3 open and 21 overdue)
and 95 management actions closed following review by IA in comparison to 18
findings (5 open and 13 overdue) and 68 management actions closed in the
previous quarter (10 February to 27 April 2021).

2.3

This is further supported by a decreasing trend in the proportion of open IA findings
that are overdue (KPI 3 in Appendix 1); improvement in the proportion of findings
between three and six months overdue (KPI 9); and a decrease in the proportion of
overdue management actions (KPI 14).

2.4

This progress is offset by a decrease in the proportion of findings and management
actions submitted to IA by management for review and closure (KPIs 4 and 15); an
increasing trend in findings less that are less than three months and more than six
months overdue; and an increase in the number of management actions where the
latest implementation date has been missed.

2.5

This confirms that ongoing focus is required on closure of findings that are more
than one year overdue, and ensuring that open findings and supporting
management actions do not miss their agreed implementation dates.

2.6

Further detail on the monthly trends in open and overdue findings is included at
Appendix 1.
Current position as at 11 August 2021

2.7

A total of 96 open IA findings remain to be addressed across the Council as at 11
August 2021. This excludes open and overdue Internal Audit findings for the
Edinburgh Integration Joint Board and the Lothian Pension Fund.

2.8

Of the 96 currently open IA findings:

Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee – 21 September 2021
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2.8.1 a total of 45 (47%) are open, but not yet overdue;
2.8.2 51 (53%) are currently reported as overdue as they have missed the final
agreed implementation dates. This reflects an increase of 4% in comparison
to the April 2021 position (63%).
2.8.3 78% of the overdue findings are more than six months overdue, reflecting an
increase of 8% in comparison to April 2021 (70%) with 25% aged between
six months and one year and 53% more than one year overdue.
2.8.4 evidence in relation to 3 of the 51 overdue findings is currently being
reviewed by IA to confirm that it is sufficient to support closure; and,
2.8.5 48 overdue findings still require to be addressed.
2.9

The number of overdue management actions associated with open and overdue
findings where completion dates have been revised more than once since July 2018
is 48, reflecting a decrease of 16 when compared to the April 2021 position. This
excludes the four-month date extension that was applied to reflect the impact of
Covid-19.
Proposed Solutions

2.10

Whilst a four month extension date was applied to all open IA findings and
supporting management actions reflecting the initial impacts of Covid-19,
management has subsequently confirmed that this was not sufficient to fully reflect
the ongoing impacts of the pandemic.

2.11

It is therefore proposed that a further six month extension is applied to all open IA
findings and actions, reflecting the ongoing impacts of the Covid-19 and current
Council priorities and challenges as services resume; new ways of working are
defined and implemented; and senior leadership review outcomes are implemented.

2.12

The impact of the six-month extension is that completion dates for all 45 open
findings that are not currently overdue will be extended by six months, and the
eleven findings that are currently less than six months overdue will revert to open
with completion dates extended by six months.

2.13

In the interim, management has committed to ensuring appropriate ongoing focus
on closure of all high rated findings, and all findings that are more than six months
overdue.

2.14

This approach should also provide sufficient time for effective implementation of the
new governance and assurance model that was discussed at the August
Committee in response to the 2020/21 IA annual opinion.
Key Performance Indicators

2.15

The IA key performance indicator (KPI) dashboard was not applied during the
2020/21 plan year as the Council continued to focus on its Covid-19 resilience
response.

Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee – 21 September 2021
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2.16

As advised in the June 2021 Committee paper, ongoing monitoring of IA key
performance indicators (KPIs) supported by monthly reporting to the Corporate
Leadership Team (CLT) and quarterly reporting has been reinstated to support
delivery of the 2021/22 IA annual plan.

2.17

Reintroduction of ongoing monitoring of KPIs should also address the Committee
request to ensure that audits are carried out in line with the timescales set out in the
agreed audit plan.

2.18

Reintroduction of KPIs has confirmed that action is required to ensure that services
are aware of the KPIs that apply to the audit process and engage proactively with IA
to ensure that any potential impacts that could cause delays are identified and
effectively managed.

3.

Background
Overdue IA Findings and Management Actions

3.1

Overdue findings arising from IA reports are reported monthly to the Corporate
Leadership Team (CLT) and quarterly to the GRBV Committee.

3.2

This report specifically excludes open and overdue findings that relate to the
Edinburgh Integration Joint Board (EIJB) and the Lothian Pension Fund (LPF).
These are reported separately to the EIJB Audit and Assurance Committee and the
Pensions Audit Sub-Committee respectively.

3.3

Findings raised by IA in audit reports typically include more than one agreed
management action to address the risks identified. IA methodology requires all
agreed management actions to be closed in order to close the finding.

3.4

The IA definition of an overdue finding is any finding where all agreed management
actions have not been evidenced as implemented by management and validated as
closed by IA by the date agreed by management and IA and recorded in relevant IA
reports.

3.5

The IA definition of an overdue management action is any agreed management
action supporting an open IA finding that is either open or overdue, where the
individual action has not been evidenced as implemented by management and
validated as closed by IA by the agreed date.

3.6

Where management considers that actions are complete and sufficient evidence is
available to support IA review and confirm closure, the action is marked as
‘implemented’ by management on the IA follow-up system. When IA has reviewed
the evidence provided, the management action will either be ‘closed’ or will remain
open and returned to the relevant owner with supporting rationale provided to
explain what further evidence is required to enable closure.

3.7

A ‘started’ status recorded by management confirms that the agreed management
action remains open and that implementation progress ongoing.
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3.8

A ‘pending’ status recorded by management confirms that the agreed management
action remains open with no implementation progress evident to date.
IA Key Performance Indicators

3.9

An operational dashboard has been designed to track progress against the key
performance indicators included in the IA Journey Map and Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) document that was designed to monitor progress of both
management and Internal Audit with delivery of the Internal Audit annual plan.

3.10

A motion and addendum agreed at Committee in August 2021 requested that audits
should be carried out in line with the timescales set out in the agreed audit plan.

4.

Main report

4.1

As at 11 August 2021, there are a total of 96 open IA findings across the Council
with 51 findings (53%) now overdue.

4.2

The movement in open and overdue IA findings during the period 27 April (reported
to GRBV in June 2021) to 11 August 2021 is as follows:
Analysis of changes between 27/04/2021 and 11/08/2021
Position at
27/04/21

Added

Closed

Position at
11/08/21

Open

100

20

24

96

Overdue

63

9

21

51

Overdue Findings
4.3

The 51 overdue findings comprise 17 High; 28 Medium; and 6 Low rated findings.

4.4

However, IA is currently reviewing evidence to support closure of 3 of these findings
(1 High and 2 Medium), leaving a balance of 48 overdue findings (16 High; 26
Medium; and 6 Low) still to be addressed.
Overdue findings ageing analysis

4.5

Figure 1 illustrates the ageing profile of all 51 overdue findings by rating across
directorates as at 11 August 2021:
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4.6

This analysis of the ageing of the 51 overdue findings outlined below highlights that
Directorates made good progress in the last quarter with resolving findings overdue
between three and six months, as the proportion of those findings has significantly
decreased. However, this is offset by an increase in the proportion of findings
overdue for less than three months; overdue between six months and one year; and
findings overdue for more than one year.
•

9 (18%) are less than 3 months (90 days) overdue, in comparison to 10% as at
April 2021;

•

2 (4%) are between 3 and 6 months (90 and 180 days) overdue, in comparison
to 20% as at April 2021;

•

13 (25%) are between 6 months and one year (180 and 365 days) overdue, in
comparison to 19% as at April 2021; and,

•

27 (53%) are more than one year overdue, in comparison to 51% as at April
2021.
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Management Actions Closed Based on Management’s Risk Acceptance
4.7

During the period 27 April 2021 to 11 August 2021 eight management actions have
been closed on the basis that management has retrospectively accepted either the
full or residual elements of the risks highlighted by IA in original audit reports.
These are:
4.7.1 Corporate Services - Communications - Controls over access to Social Media
Accounts (Medium) - Management has explored the feasibility of allocating
unique user ID and profiles to operate social media accounts and discounted
it as it was cost prohibitive. Management has therefore accepted the risks
associated with the use of generic shared user IDs, making it difficult to trace
any potentially adverse social media content or activity to a particular
employee.
4.7.2 Health and Social Care - Emergency Prioritisation & Complaints (Medium) Management has accepted the residual risk of potential manual errors when
recording response times. The process is semi-automated via the Jontek
application which records the time of the call and the responder’s call from
the citizen’s home and is supported by paper-based records completed by
responders.
4.7.3 Corporate Services - Customer and Digital Services - Digital Services
Change Initiation (Medium) - Management has accepted the risks associated
with not implementing bespoke service levels for complex change requests,
as this is not possible within the terms of the CGI partnership agreement.
4.7.4 Corporate Services - Customer and Digital Services - CGI Partnership
Management and Governance (Medium) - Management has accepted the
risks associated with the limited change and security key performance
indicators included in the CGI partnership agreement as it is not possible to
change these under the terms of the existing contract.
4.7.5 Corporate Services - Customer and Digital Services - Council oversight of
CGI subcontract management (Medium) - Management has accepted the
residual risk that sub-contractors providing critical high value services for the
Council are not identified and reclassified by CGI; that no formal supplier
management arrangements are applied by CGI across these subcontractors; and that poor supplier performance in relation to critical services
is not proactively managed. A quarterly report will be sourced from CGI
detailing any changes to sub-contractor services that will inform any category
change required to key sub-contractors.
4.7.6 Corporate Services - Customer and Digital Services - Ongoing Dacoll
supplier management (Low) - Management has accepted this risk until April
2023 which is when the next discussion regarding a contract extension is
due. Additionally, there are no guarantees that Dacoll (a key sub-contractor
responsible for the Council's local area networks and end user infrastructure)
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supplier performance arrangements will be enhanced as part of these
discussions. Current supplier performance issues with Dacoll have been
escalated by Digital Services to CGI.
4.7.7 Corporate Services - Customer and Digital Services - Out of Support
Technology and Public Sector Network Accreditation: Public Services
Network governance arrangements (Low) - Management has accepted the
residual risk associated with this finding that security risks (that could
potentially impact both PSN and Cyber Essentials plus accreditation)
identified, recorded, and managed by CGI on behalf of the Council are not
currently flowing through into the Council’s risk management process. Digital
Services has confirmed that this will be addressed in future through the
Council’s Cyber and Information Security Steering Group risk register. The
risk has been closed on the basis the residual risk is low; is within appetite;
and that PSN and Cyber Essentials plus accreditation has been received,
although this will need to be addressed in future to support implementation of
the refreshed operational risk management framework.
4.7.8 Place - Waste and Cleansing Services - Performance Management
Framework (Low) - Management has accepted the residual risk of not
providing a clear link to the Scottish Government’s Code of Practice on Litter
and Refuse guidance on all customer street cleansing communications. The
link has been made available via the Council’s website; however
management has advised that no direct street cleansing communications
issued to customers.
Agreed Management Actions Analysis
4.8

The 96 open IA findings are supported by a total of 233 agreed management
actions. Of these, 130 (56%) are overdue as the completion timeframe agreed with
management when the report was finalised has not been achieved. This reflects a
3% decrease from the April 2021 position (59%).

4.9

Of the 130 overdue management actions, 17 have a status of ‘implemented’ and
are currently with IA for review to confirm whether they can be closed, leaving a
balance of 113 to be addressed.

4.10

Appendix 2 provides an analysis of the 130 overdue management actions
highlighting:
•

their current status as at 11 August 2021 with:
 17 implemented actions where management believe the action has been
completed and it is now with IA for validation;
 108 started where the action is open, and implementation is ongoing; and
 5 pending where the action is open with no implementation progress evident
to date.

•

70 instances (54%) where the latest implementation date has been missed; and
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•
4.11

48 instances (37%) where the implementation date has been revised more than
once.

Figure 2 illustrates the allocation of the 130 overdue management actions across
Directorates, and the 17 that have been passed to IA for review to confirm whether
they can be closed.

Figure 2: Overdue and Implemented Management
Actions by Directorate

Axis Title

50
40
30
20
10
0

Overdue
Implemented
Place

Corporate
Services

Implemented

1

8

Education and
Children's
Services
2

Overdue

41

38

26

Health &
Social Care

25

6

Revised Implementation Dates
4.12

Figure 3 illustrates that there are currently 48 open management actions (including
those that are overdue) across directorates where completion dates have been
revised between one and five times since July 2018. This number excludes the
automatic extension applied by IA to reflect the impact of Covid-19.

4.13

This reflects a decrease of 16 in comparison to the position reported in April
2021(64).

4.14

Of these 48 management actions, 22 are associated with High rated findings; 23
Medium; and 3 Low, with the majority of date revisions in the Place Directorate.
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Figure 3 - management actions with more than
one revised completion date since July 2018
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Place

Corporate Services
High

Education and Children's
Services
Medium

Health & Social Care

Low

Key Performance Themes Identified from the IA Dashboard
4.15

The IA key performance indicator dashboard was not applied during the 2020/21
plan year as the Council continued to focus on its Covid-19 resilience response.

4.16

The dashboard has now been reinstated for 2021/22 as advised in the June report
presented to Committee, to support smooth delivery of the 2021/22 IA annual plan
and prevent delayed completion of audits and finalisation of reports shortly before
finalisation of the IA annual opinion.

4.17

Reintroduction of the KPIs supported by monthly reporting to the Corporate
Leadership Team and quarterly to the Committee will highlight any significant
delays that could potentially impact on delivery of the annual plan, and is aligned
with the requirements of both the motion and addendum agreed at Committee in
August 2021 requesting that audits will be carried out in line with the timescales set
out in the agreed audit plan.

4.18

For the 10 audits currently in progress across the Council where a terms of
reference has been issued the dashboard at Appendix 3 highlights that:
4.18.1

8 service responses have been received within agreed KPI timeframes;

4.18.2

Executive Director responses are generally within agreed timeframes;

4.18.3

Agreement on the Digital and Smart City terms of reference with Digital
Services involved extensive engagement and was impacted by annual
leave;
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4.18.4

Service responses on the terms of reference for the Fraud and Serious
Organised Crime audit have not yet been received from all services
included in the scope of the review;

4.18.5

Finalisation of the report and workshop with management for the Planning
and Performance Framework review was significantly impacted by the
timing of annual leave; and,

4.18.6

The Elections in the Covid-19 environment audit was completed effectively
with management and IA working closely to provide assurance in advance
of the May 2021 Scottish parliament elections.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

IA will continue to monitor the open and overdues findings position and delivery
against key performance indicators, providing monthly updates to the CLT and
quarterly updates to the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

There are no direct financial impacts arising from this report, although failure to
close findings and address the associated risks in a timely manner may have some
inherent financial impact.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

If agreed management actions supporting closure of Internal Audit findings are not
implemented, the Council will be exposed to the service delivery risks set out in the
relevant Internal Audit reports. Internal Audit findings are raised as a result of
control gaps or deficiencies identified during reviews therefore overdue items
inherently impact upon effective risk management, compliance and governance.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance Indicators at 27 April 2021 –
Paper 8.2

8.2

First Line Governance and Assurance Model – Paper 8.3

8.3

Internal Audit Journey Map and Key Performance Indicators - Paper 7.6 Appendix 3

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Monthly Trend Analysis of IA Overdue Findings and Management
Actions
Appendix 2 – Internal Audit Overdue Management Actions as at 11 August 2021
Appendix 3 – Internal Audit Key Performance Indicators as at 11 August 2021

9.2
9.3
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Appendix 1 - Monthly Analysis of IA Overdue Findings and Management Actions
Stable with limited change
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22/03/2021

27/04/2021

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

107
43
64
18
17
38
9
11
10
16
27

100%
40%
60%
28%
27%
59%
14%
17%
16%
25%
42%

100
37
63
13
18
37
8
6
13
12
32

100%
37%
63%
21%
29%
59%
13%
10%
21%
19%
51%

89
34
55
12
18
30
7
7
8
10
30

100%
38%
62%
22%
33%
55%
13%
13%
15%
18%
55%

85
32
53
8
18
29
6
9
3
15
26

100%
38%
62%
15%
34%
55%
11%
17%
6%
28%
49%

96
45
51
3
17
28
6
9
2
13
27

100% Not applicable
47% Not applicable
53%
6%
33%
55%
12%
18%
4%
25%
53%

12
13
14
15
16
17

Management Actions
Open actions
Not yet due
Overdue actions
Overdue - IA reviewing
Latest date missed
Date revised > once

296
120
176
61
95
71

100%
41%
59%
35%
54%
40%

269
109
160
51
82
64

100%
41%
59%
32%
51%
40%

236
96
140
40
77
60

100%
41%
59%
29%
55%
43%

218
83
135
28
43
51

100%
38%
62%
21%
32%
38%

233
103
130
17
70
48

100% Not applicable
44% Not applicable
56%
13%
54%
37%

Trend Analysis - key

11/06/2021

07/07/2021

Adverse trend - action required
Stable with limited change
Positive trend with progress evident

No trend analysis is performed on open findings and findings not yet due as these numbers will naturally increase when new
IA reports are finalised

11/08/2021

Trend

Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
IA Findings
Open findings
Not yet due
Overdue findings
Overdue - IA reviewing
High Overdue
Medium Overdue
Low Overdue
<90 days overdue
90-180 days overdue
180-365 days overdue
>365 days overdue

Appendix 2 - Internal Audit Overdue Management Actions as at 11 August 2021
Glossary of terms
1. Project – This is the name of the audit report.
2. Owner – The Executive Director responsible for implementation of the action.
3. Issue Type – This is the priority of the audit finding, categorised as Critical; High; Medium; or Low
4. Issue – This is the name of the finding.
5. Status – This is the current status of the management action. These are categorised as:
•

Pending (the action is open and there has been no progress towards implementation),

•

Started (the action is open, and work is ongoing to implement the management action), and

•

Implemented (the service area believes the action has been Implemented and this is with Internal Audit for validation).

6. Agreed Management action – This is the action agreed between Internal Audit and Management to address the finding.
7. Estimated date – the original agreed implementation date.
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8. Revised date – the current revised date. Red formatting in the dates field indicates the last revised date is overdue.
9. Number of revisions – the number of times the date has been revised since July 2018.
10. Amber formatting in the dates field indicates the date has been revised more than once.
11. Contributor – Officers involved in implementation of an agreed management action.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Asset Management
Strategy
1

Issue 1: Visibility and
Security of Shared Council
Property

Medium

Review of existing
shared property
Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
2

Asset Management
Strategy and CAFM
system 18/19

High

3.1 Ensuring Data
Completeness,
Accuracy, and

Agreed Management Action

A review of the office estate is underway by the
Operational Estates team to identify third party
users and approach them to seek appropriate
leases or licences to allow them to occupy the
premises and ensure the Council is appropriately
reimbursed.

Current CAFM users have access to the operational
data they need in the system to perform their roles
and are also updating the CAFM system with new

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/10/2018
Revised Date:
01/03/2026
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
Gohar Khan
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Peter Watton

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2016

Alan Chim
Alison Coburn
Andrew Field

Ref

Project/Owner
RES1813 Asset
Management Strategy and
CAFM: Issue 3 - Property
and Facilities
Management Data
Completeness; Accuracy;
and Quality
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Issue
Type

Issue/Status
Quality
Started

Agreed Management Action
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data. Whilst the vision is to have all property data in
CAFM, the volume of property data that could be
captured and recorded is near infinite, therefore
property data that will retained in CAFM has to be
focused on the effort and cost to collect versus the
value it provides. The CAFM Business Case
includes requirement for a Data Quality Manager,
who will be the responsible data steward for
Property and Facilities Management (P&FM) data.
Their role is not necessarily to collect the data but to
ensure rigor and control over it. This will involve
ensuring regular reviews of data within the system
and ensuring that data is managed and maintained
in line with the established CAFM data hierarchy
and agreed Council information management
policies and procedures. Sharing data steward
responsibilities across services is problematic, as
they hold responsibility and accountability for the
data under their remit. It would be highly unlikely
that a data steward from another service would
want to take on the additional accountability of data
from P&FM. We recommend that P&FM establish
their own data steward. The CAFM Business Case
includes the delivery of a Data Quality Strategy for
P&FM. The objective of the data quality strategy is
to attribute risk and value to the data maintained in
the system. Additionally: data change processes
and procedures that capture data processing and
management in CAFM will be designed and
implemented. processes for reviewing data quality,
for example, review of condition survey data run in
tandem with review of property data every five
years, will be designed and implemented. data
validation controls within CAFM will be applied; and
data quality audit controls for individual data fields
available in CAFM will be applied, and audit reports

Dates

Contributor

Revised Date:
01/08/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Audrey Dutton
Brendan Tate
Gohar Khan
Peter Watton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2016
Revised Date:
01/08/2022
No of
Revisions
2

Alan Chim
Alison Coburn
Andrew Field
Audrey Dutton
Brendan Tate
Gohar Khan
Graeme
McGartland
Peter Watton

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Chris Peggie
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Laura Callender
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mirka
Vybiralova
Nick Smith

run at an appropriate frequency to identify any
significant changes to key data.
Asset Management
Strategy and CAFM
system 18/19

3

RES1813 Asset
Management Strategy and
CAFM: Issue 3 - Property
and Facilities
Management Data
Completeness; Accuracy;
and Quality

High

Started
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Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Assurance Actions and
Annual Governance
Statements
4

3.2 Resolution of
known data quality
issues

CW1903 Issue 1:
Assurance Management
Framework
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

High

CW1903 Issue
1.1c: Develop and
implement an
assurance
management
framework
Started

A reconciliation of the two lists has been performed
and there are no obvious discrepancies other than
properties which are out with the scope of the
survey team. The viability of establishing a
referencing system for concessionary lets in the
CAFM system will be explored. The volume and
value of known concessionary lets across the
Council Estate will form part of the Annual
Investment Portfolio update which is reported to the
Finance and Resources committee. There is an
ongoing work stream looking at vacant and
disposed properties and the systems updates
required.
An assurance management framework will be
developed and implemented that covers the points
raised by Internal Audit and includes: liaison with
directorates to assess current and best practice;
clearly defined roles and responsibilities for first line
directorates and the second line Corporate
Governance team; process flow; monitoring /
reporting / closure requirements; an assessment of
existing automated tools to determine whether they
can support the process; issue guidance; The
framework will be implemented and rolled out
across Council divisions and directorates to support
completion of the 2021/22 annual governance
statement for inclusion in the Council’s 31 March
2022 annual financial statements.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Brexit impacts - supply
chain management

5

CW1905 Issue 1:
Divisional and Directorate
Brexit supply chain
management risks

Medium

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families
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6

CW1905 Rec.
1.1c: Education
and Children's
Services Divisional and
directorate supply
chain management
Started

Budget Setting and
Management
RES 1903 Issue 2: Budget
setting and management
processes

Issue/Status

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

RES 1903 Issue
2.1: Budget setting
and management
processes and
timetable

7

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Dates

Contributor

As discussed and agreed at the Corporate
Leadership Team (CLT) on 29th July 2020, these
findings will be implemented as recommended by
Internal Audit and in line with an earlier CLT
decision (8 July 2020) that the most significant
corporate concurrent risks (including Brexit supply
chain risks) that could potentially impact the Council
will be identified by October 2020. It is
acknowledged that divisional and directorate supply
chain risks will need to be identified to support this
process.

Estimated
Date:
30/10/2020
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Andy Gray
Crawford
McGhie
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Guidance will be developed for budget setting and
management as described in the recommendation
above and issued to support the 2021/22 budget
setting process.

Estimated
Date:31/12/202
0 Revised
Date:01/05/202
1 No of
Revisions0

Alison
HenryAnnette
SmithEmma
BakerHugh
DunnJohn
ConnartyLayla
SmithMichelle
Vanhegan

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Henry
Annette Smith
Emma Baker
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan

Started

Budget Setting and
Management
RES 1903 Issue 2: Budget
setting and management
processes

Agreed Management Action

Medium

RES 1903 Issue
2.2: Clarity of roles
and responsibilities
Started

The respective roles and responsibilities for first line
budget managers and second line Finance and
Change Strategy teams in relation to the annual
budget setting and ongoing budget management
process will be clearly defined in a procedure
document, and communicated with documentation
reflecting guidance on this matter issued by CIPFA.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Budget Setting and
Management

8

RES 1903 Issue 3:
Continuous improvement:
Lessons learned and
customer feedback.

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue/Status

RES 1903 Issue
3.1: Annual budget
setting lessons
learned
methodology
Started

Budget Setting and
Management
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9

RES 1903 Issue 3:
Continuous improvement:
Lessons learned and
customer feedback.
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Medium

RES 1903 Issue
3.2: Finance
customer and staff
feedback surveys
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

A methodology for the lessons learned process will
be developed and stated in a procedure document.
This work will be performed through liaison between
the Change Strategy Team and Finance. The
methodology will include the requirements stated
above.

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2020
Revised Date:
31/05/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Henry
Annette Smith
Donna Rodger
Emma Baker
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan

Finance will conduct customer and staff feedback
exercises every two years. A feedback process will
be developed and implemented that is aligned with
the lessons learned methodology as described in
recommendation 3.1. In addition, feedback from
each exercise will be consolidated and used to
generate improvement actions. The survey results
and improvement actions will be reported to service
managers and staff.

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Henry
Annette Smith
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Budget Setting and
Management

10

RES 1903 Issue 4:
Training for budget
managers

Medium
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Started

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

CGI Partnership
Management and
Governance

11

RE1904 Issue 1 - CGI
Governance and
performance management
framework
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

RES 1903 Issue
4.1: Training for
budget managers

Medium

Agreed Management Action
Finance is not currently responsible for providing
training for budget managers as this was
centralised into, Learning and Development in
2016. However, following discussions earlier this
year, it has been agreed that responsibility for
budget managers training will transfer back from
Learning and Development to Finance. Once these
responsibilities have been transferred, Finance will
establish a process to ensure that all first line
budget managers have completed the two training
modules with supporting checks performed to
ensure that the training has been completed.
Please note that the ‘Evidence required to close’
listed above is for indicative purposes only. During
Internal Audit's review of any evidence submitted,
further supporting evidence may be required to
close the action. Evidence should be uploaded to
TeamCentral as actions progress and no later than
10 working days before agreed implementation
date. This will allow Internal Audit sufficient time to
review the evidence.

The governance framework has changed reflecting
the Council’s evolving technology needs and
ongoing continuous feedback and improvement in
delivery of CGI services, and some aspects of the
RES1904 - Rec 1.2 governance framework detailed in the contract have
CGI governance
become outdated. A governance document has
framework
been designed and agreed with CGI that includes
all established partnership meetings and details
Implemented
their purpose; attendees; documents and
information to be provided in advance of the
meetings; and meeting agendas. The design of the
current governance framework will be further
considered as part of the next CGI contract refresh.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/09/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Henry
Annette Smith
David Camilleri
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Layla Smith
Lesley Tait
Michelle
Vanhegan

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2021
Revised Date:
31/05/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Heather Robb
Jackie
Galloway
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nicola Harvey

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Cyber Security - Public
Sector Action Plan

12

RES1808: Issue 1: Critical
Operational Cyber
Security Controls

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue/Status

RES1808: Issue 1:
Recommendation
1.2 - Cyber
Essentials
Accreditation
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/09/2019
Revised Date:
31/12/2022
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Roarty
Heather Robb
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mike Brown
Nicola Harvey

Agreed – updates will be provided into the problem
management records that feed into the Problem
Review Board.

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Heather Robb
Jackie
Galloway
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nicola Harvey
Richard
Burgess

Agreed – the Client Service reports and Partnership
Board documents will be amended in relation to
problem records to make reference to updates of
the problem records being recorded in the Problem
Review Board input.

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Heather Robb
Jackie
Galloway
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nicola Harvey
Richard
Burgess

CGI completed a complete manual vulnerability
scan of the estate in November 2018 Vulnerabilities
identified from this scan are being resolved as part
of the Public Services Network remediation action
plan. CGI have been formally requested to
implement automated vulnerability scanning as a
service. To ensure this is in place in time for Cyber
Essentials Plus accreditation this automated
vulnerability scanning is targeted to be implemented
by end of June 2019.

Digital Services Incident
and Problem Management
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13

RES1907 Incident and
Problem Management:
Issue 1 - Next steps for
incident resolution

Low

Started

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services
Digital Services Incident
and Problem Management

14

RES1907 Incident and
Problem Management:
Issue 1 - Next steps for
incident resolution
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

RES1907
Recommendation
1.1.1 - Incident
Reports

Low

RES1907
Recommendation
1.1.2 - Partnership
Board and Client
Service Reports
Started

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Drivers
15

Management and use of
Driver Permits and fuel
FOB cards

Medium

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
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16

Medium

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

17

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Recording and
addressing driving
incidents Rec 2
Started

Drivers
Recording and addressing
driving incidents

Management and
use of Driver
Permits and Fuel
FOB cards Rec 4
Started

Drivers
Recording and addressing
driving incidents

Issue/Status

Medium

Recording and
addressing driving
incidents Rec 3
Started

Agreed Management Action

Fleet Services will perform an exercise to remove
all historic leavers from their database and advise
the external third party who performs the annual
licence checks to ensure that no subsequent
checks are performed on former employees;

A monthly reconciliation between the incidents
reported to Fleet Services and those recorded on
SHE will be performed, with line managers advised
re any gaps on the SHE system that need to be
addressed;

Quarterly analysis of driving incidents will be
performed and provided to Service Areas with a
request that any recurring themes or root causes
are incorporated into ongoing driver training;

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:01/02/201
9 Revised
Date:31/08/202
1 No of
Revisions: 4

Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Katy Miller
Martin Young
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar
Steven Wright

Estimated
Date:
01/04/2019
Revised Date:
30/06/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Adam Fergie
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Katy Miller
Martin Young
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar
Steven Wright

Estimated
Date:
01/02/2019
Revised Date:
31/10/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Adam Fergie
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Katy Miller
Martin Young
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar
Steven Wright

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Drivers
18

Recording and addressing
driving incidents

Medium

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Issue/Status

Recording and
addressing driving
incidents
Started
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Drivers - findings only
report
19

1: Completion of Driver
Licence checks
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

High

1.2 - Agreed
Management
Action – Establish
an accurate
population of
Council drivers
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Six monthly reporting will be provided to the
Corporate Leadership Team together with details of
relevant actions taken.

Estimated
Date:
01/10/2019
Revised Date:
31/07/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Adam Fergie
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Katy Miller
Martin Young
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar
Steven Wright

1. An e mail will be prepared and issued by the
Executive Director of Place. This will include an
explanation of the requirement for Council
vocational and grey fleet drivers to complete ad
return the DVLA driver licence check permissions
forms to Fleet Services and include a date for
completion. The e mail will also reinforce the
escalation process to be applied where that driving
permission forms are not received and will confirm
that driver permits will be revoked where completed
forms are not returned on time. 2. Fleet services will
engage with the Business Hub team within Strategy
and Communications and to determine what
support can be provided to enable effective
resolution of the current position and the nature of
ongoing support required. 3. This action is already
in progress as a number of leavers have now been
removed from the Fleet Services Tranman driver
database. Once all permission forms have been
received, a full reconciliation will be performed.
Subsequent reconciliations will then be performed
monthly and will be moved to quarterly if no
significant issues are experienced. 4. Reports are
currently received monthly from the Business Hub
(Strategy and Communications) and Per Temps for

Estimated
Date:
01/11/2020
Revised Date:
01/03/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action
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agency workers, but these include all leavers and
do not specifically highlight those who are drivers.
As part of our engagement with the Strategy and
Communications Business Hub, we will determine
whether leaver reports can be provided that include
details of vocational and grey fleet drivers. If this is
not possible, we will engage with Continuous
Improvement to determine whether it is possible to
design and implement an electronic process that
compares the employee data in the leavers reports
with the data retained in the Fleet Services
Tranman driver database to identify those leavers
who are drivers. If this is not possible, a manual
comparison will continue to be performed and
leavers who are drivers will be removed from the
Tranman database and advised to Davis 5 and 6 Once the data cleanse and reconciliation has been
performed, the Council will have an accurate record
of all known vocational, grey fleet, and agency
drivers that details where checks have been
performed and permits issued. The ongoing
reconciliation to be performed at 2 above will
ensure that this remains complete and accurate 7.
E Davis will perform the licence checks as soon as
permission forms are received by them. Davis also
provides management information in relation to
permissions that are due to expire. MI re
permissions that are due to expire.

Dates

Contributor

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Drivers - findings only
report
20

1: Completion of Driver
Licence checks

High
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Edinburgh Alcohol and
Drug Partnership (EADP)
– Contract Management
Key Person Dependency
and Process
Documentation

1.3 - Driver permit
revocation
Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

21

Issue/Status

Medium

Rec 5 - Records
Management
Policy
Started

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
Emergency Prioritisation &
Complaints
22

CW1806 Issue 1: ATEC
24 Operational Framework
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Medium

CW1806 Issue
1.2(3): ATEC 24
Service Level
Agreements Partnership
Protocol
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

1. A standard reminder e mail will be prepared by
the Head of Place Development and issued to
employees and their line managers where
permission forms have not been received 10 days
prior to their expiry. 2. The e mail will highlight that
driver permits will be revoked if they are not
received by the required date, and employees and
line managers will be made aware that they are no
longer eligible to drive for the Council and 9for
vocational and agency drivers) that they are no
longer covered by Council insurance. 3. and 4
Permits will be revoked where permission forms are
not received on time and e mail confirmation
provided to employees and line managers
reminding them that they can no longer drive on
behalf of the Council.

Estimated
Date:
04/05/2020
Revised Date:
29/01/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Graeme Hume
Nicole Fraser
Scott Millar

Records retention policy: Direction will be requested
from the Information Governance team in relation to
Records Management Policy requirements and how
they should be applied to retention, archiving and
destruction of contract management information.
Any lessons learned will be shared with the Health
and Social Care contracts management team.

Estimated
Date:
30/03/2018
Revised Date:
01/02/2021
No of
Revisions
5

Angela Ritchie
David Williams
Tony Duncan

3. A partnership protocol will be approved and
implemented for the Fallen Uninjured Person
Service to reflect the current operations, funding
arrangements and any planned process
improvements.

Estimated
Date:
29/11/2019
Revised Date:
01/03/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Andy Jones
Angela Ritchie
Tom Cowan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Emergency Prioritisation &
Complaints
23

CW1806 Issue 1: ATEC
24 Operational Framework

Medium

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
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24

Emergency Prioritisation &
ComplaintsCW1806: Issue
2: Third Party Service
Provision - Health & Social
Care PartnershipJudith
Proctor, Chief Officer HSCP

25

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

CW1806 Issue
1.4(3): ATEC 24
Quality Assurance
- Outcomes,
supervision and
key
themes/improveme
nts
Started

Medium

CW1806: Issue
2(1): SLAs - Third
Party Service
Provision
Started

Emergency Prioritisation &
Complaints
CW1806: Issue 2: Third
Party Service Provision Health & Social Care
Partnership

Issue/Status

Medium

CW1806: Issue
2(2): Partnership
Protocol
HSCP/Contact
Centre
Started

Agreed Management Action
1) Quality assurance outcomes will be linked to
supervision and training and performance
objectives, with regular one to ones scheduled to
ensure action is taken to address any competence
issues or gaps identified.2)Where systemic themes
or trends are identified from quality assurance
reviews, management will consider whether existing
operational processes should be revisited.
A review of the SLA for the ESCS is underway. It is
likely the detail of the arrangements will differ
considerably from what is currently included within
the SLA. The review will, however, take into
consideration the points noted above. The review of
the SLA will include contributions from City of
Edinburgh Council, Midlothian Council and East
Lothian Council, and will be presented to the
Edinburgh Health and Social Care Partnership
Executive Management Team for review and
approval.

Agreed, once the SLA is finalised, a Partnership
Protocol will be developed in conjunction with
Customer Contact Centre colleagues.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/04/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Andy Jones
Angela Ritchie
Tom Cowan

Estimated
Date:30/11/201
9 Revised
Date:31/08/202
1
No of
Revisions

Angela
RitchieBrian
HendersonColi
n BeckTony
Duncan

4

Estimated
Date:
28/02/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Brian
Henderson
Colin Beck
Lisa Hastie
Tom Cowan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

First Line Project
Governance

26

MP1902 First line project
governance: Issue 1
Directorate portfolio
governance

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services
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First Line Project
Governance
MP1902 First line project
governance: Issue 1
Directorate portfolio
governance
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

High

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Project governance, management, and
methodology is currently being reviewed holistically
across the Council as part of the design of the
Council’s Adaptation and Renewal Programme.
This process will involve ensuring that there is
MP1902 - Rec. 1.1:
sufficient capacity and capability to support any
Project definition,
projects that will continue to be delivered by first line
identification, and
directorates and divisions, and will also involve
methodology
development and implementation of a first line
programme management framework that will
Started
ensure effective ongoing identification, governance,
resourcing, and oversight of first line projects. The
first line programme management framework will
address all of the recommendations raised by
Internal Audit in this report.
Project governance, management, and
methodology is currently being reviewed holistically
across the Council as part of the design of the
Council’s Adaptation and Renewal Programme.
This process will involve ensuring that there is
MP1902 - Rec. 1.2:
sufficient capacity and capability to support any
Directorate project
projects that will continue to be delivered by first line
portfolio
directorates and divisions, and will also involve
governance
development and implementation of a first line
programme management framework that will
Started
ensure effective ongoing identification, governance,
resourcing, and oversight of first line projects. The
first line programme management framework will
address all of the recommendations raised by
Internal Audit in this report.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

Emma Baker
Gillie Severin
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Simone Hislop

Emma Baker
Gillie Severin
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith
Simone Hislop

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

First Line Project
Governance

28
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MP1902 First line project
governance: Issue 1
Directorate portfolio
governance

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

First Line Project
Governance
MP1902 First line project
governance: Issue 2
Project management
skills, experience, and
training
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

High

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Project governance, management, and
methodology is currently being reviewed holistically
across the Council as part of the design of the
Council’s Adaptation and Renewal Programme.
This process will involve ensuring that there is
MP1902 - Rec. 1.3:
sufficient capacity and capability to support any
Project risk
projects that will continue to be delivered by first line
identification and
directorates and divisions, and will also involve
management
development and implementation of a first line
programme management framework that will
Started
ensure effective ongoing identification, governance,
resourcing, and oversight of first line projects. The
first line programme management framework will
address all of the recommendations raised by
Internal Audit in this report.
Project governance, management, and
methodology is currently being reviewed holistically
across the Council as part of the design of the
Council’s Adaptation and Renewal Programme.
This process will involve ensuring that there is
MP1902 - Rec. 2.1:
sufficient capacity and capability to support any
Project
projects that will continue to be delivered by first line
management
directorates and divisions, and will also involve
training
development and implementation of a first line
programme management framework that will
Started
ensure effective ongoing identification, governance,
resourcing, and oversight of first line projects. The
first line programme management framework will
address all of the recommendations raised by
Internal Audit in this report.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

Emma Baker
Gillie Severin
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith
Simone Hislop

Emma Baker
Gillie Severin
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith
Simone Hislop

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

First Line Project
Governance

30

MP1902 First line project
governance: Issue 2
Project management
skills, experience, and
training

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services
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H&SC Care Homes Corporate Report
A3.5: Adequacy of
Resources

Medium

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

A3.1: Training
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Project governance, management, and
methodology is currently being reviewed holistically
across the Council as part of the design of the
Council’s Adaptation and Renewal Programme.
MP1902 - Rec. 2.2: This process will involve ensuring that there is
sufficient capacity and capability to support any
Project
management skills projects that will continue to be delivered by first line
directorates and divisions, and will also involve
matrix – all
development and implementation of a first line
directorates
programme management framework that will
Started
ensure effective ongoing identification, governance,
resourcing, and oversight of first line projects. The
first line programme management framework will
address all of the recommendations raised by
Internal Audit in this report.

Estimated
Date:31/05/202
1 Revised
Date: No of
Revisions0

Emma Baker
Gillie Severin
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan Nick
Smith Simone
Hislop

Intervals of need dependency tool and Issac and
Neville reporting are used on a monthly basis or as
needs change (admission; or deterioration) to
establish resource requirements for safe staffing
levels by the Unit Manager. Monthly reports are
provided to the Senior Care Home Manager, with
escalation to Chief Nurse as required.

Estimated
Date:
31/01/2019
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
5

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae
Jane Brown

As per audit recommendation: ·
Care home managers
should perform a six-monthly review to confirm that
all employees have
completed mandatory, induction and refresher
training and that completion has
been recorded on the iTrent human resources
system. Where training has not been
completed, this should be discussed with
employees and reflected (where

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2019
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae
Jane Brown

A3.5(1) Intervals of
need dependency
tool - resource
allocation and
budgets
Implemented

H&SC Care Homes Corporate Report
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Issue/Status

Medium

A3.1(1) Manager
review of training
Started

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

This is the responsibility of the Unit manager for
their direct reports. The Business Support Officer
will ensure that the Unit Manager is aware on a
monthly basis for Domestics and Handymen
reporting to them The Business Support Officer is
required to monitor and report through the
Customer process on a monthly basis. The staff
nurse / charge nurse to be appointed at Gylemuir
will ensure that this is performed for all NHS staff.
(No longer relevant as Gylemuir is now closed).

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2018
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae

The BSO will assist the UM (See A2.1). A paper is
being presented to the Health and Social Care
Senior Management Team week commencing 15th
January 2018 that proposes a solution where
information will be provided to Locality Managers
who will prepare reports for Care Homes. If this
solution is agreed, it will be implemented
immediately.

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2018
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
4

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae

The Place Directorate has previously reported on
operational performance issues to the Regulatory
Committee in 2018. The Place Directorate will
include a full assessment of system issues with
APP within a wider performance report due to be
submitted to Regulatory Committee in the last
quarter of 2019/20. This report will include an
update on proposed project plan for APP Cx

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Andrew Mitchell
David Givan
George Gaunt
Grace McCabe
Isla Burton

It should be noted that measures are in place to
ensure that no application is progressed without the
required fee being reconciled. This reflects the
statutory process and the need to ensure that the
Council treats applications for a renewal lawfully
unless the reconciliation process can evidence a

Estimated
Date:
30/03/2020
Revised Date:
05/10/2020
No of

Alison Coburn
Andrew Mitchell
David Givan
George Gaunt

appropriate) in their annual performance
discussions.
H&SC Care Homes Corporate Report
33

A3.3: Performance &
Attendance Management

Medium

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
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Started

H&SC Care Homes Corporate Report
A3.4: Agency Staffing

A3.3(4) Health &
Social Care Teams
- quarterly review
of absence and
performance
management

Medium

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

A3.4(2) Analysis of
the agency staff
and hours worked
charges
Started

HMO Licensing

35

PL1803 Issue 1 Licensing
system - Data Integrity
and Performance Issues

High

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
HMO Licensing
36

PL1803 Issue 2 Collection and processing
of HMO licence fees

PL1803 Issue 1.2
Escalation of
system issues

High

PL1803 Issue 2.1
BACs payment
reference
Started

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

payment has not been made. There is no evidence
from directorate monitoring the level of income from
HMOs licence applications which would
demonstrate that fees are not being collected. Any
unmatched fee not identified will in effect contribute
to the Council’s general revenue account and
therefore there is no financial loss to the Council.
The Internal Audit recommendation outlined above
is not accepted as it not believed to be achievable.
Therefore Licencing; Customer; and Finance will
investigate potential solutions re the BACS issue,
(including any potential scope for a technology
solution) to address this risk. These options will be
reviewed with Internal Audit and a longer-term
solution identified and implemented. It has been
agreed with Internal Audit that (once the solution
has been identified) another audit finding will be
raised that will monitor implementation of the
solution to confirm that it is operating effectively. In
the meantime, a statement will be added to the
Licencing pages on the Council’s external website
and application forms advising customers of what
reference must be used to successfully make a
BACs payment.
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HMO LicensingPL1803
Issue 3 - Operational
Performance and
ReportingPaul Lawrence,
Executive Director of
Place and SRO

Agreed Management Action

Medium

PL1803 Issue 3.6
HMO Key
Performance
Indicators and
Performance
Reporting
Started

The Regulatory Committee were previously advised
that HMO performance data would be excluded
whilst the Licencing introduced the significant
change of moving towards a three-year licensing
system. Performance reports therefore only
included Civic and Taxi data in the period 20152018. Licencing will be reporting to Regulatory
Committee on the first cycle of three-year licencing
for HMO’s prior to the setting of Licensing Fees for
2020/21 in early 2020. The Directorate will include
within that report relevant performance data and

Dates

Contributor

Revisions
1

Grace McCabe
Isla Burton

Estimated
Date:31/01/202
0 Revised
Date:01/06/202
0 No of
Revisions0

Alison
CoburnAndrew
MitchellDavid
GivanGeorge
GauntGrace
McCabeIsla
Burton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/04/2020
Revised Date:
29/07/2021
No of
Revisions
4

Debbie
Herbertson
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Nichola Dadds

make recommendations for approval for
performance targets ongoing performance targets.

Homelessness Services
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38

CW1808 Issue 3:
Provision of
homelessness advice and
information
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Medium

CW1801
Recommendation
3.1.2: Updating
homelessness
information on
website
Started

3.1.2 - Following the engagement events with key
stakeholders, the Council’s website will be updated
to include the information set out within the
recommendation, and any other information
relevant to key stakeholders. Webpages will be
subject to regular review to ensure the information
remains up to date and in line with policies and
legislation.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Life Safety

39

CW1910 - Life safety:
Issue 1 Life safety
systems and reporting

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue/Status

CW1910 Rec 1.3
Life safety incident
identification,
escalation, and
reporting
Implemented
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Life Safety

40

CW1910 - Life safety:
Issue 5 Corporate Health
and Safety
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Low

CW1910 Rec. 5.1
Review of life
safety policies and
procedures
Implemented

Agreed Management Action
Corporate Health and Safety will: 1. Issue guidance
to establish relevant criteria to determine the
significance of life safety incidents, for approval by
the Council Health and Safety Group.2. Send out a
communication to all Council employees about the
importance of reporting all incident types on the
SHE system and the statutory nature of RIDDOR.
This will be highlighted when opening SHE and the
forthcoming HS policy review and will include a
procedure for reporting incidents through
management in addition to SHE.3. Send out a
communication to all staff about the importance of
reporting and the statutory nature of RIDDOR. This
will be highlighted when opening SHE and the
forthcoming HS policy review.4. Consider whether
incidents and near misses are being consistently
recorded and escalated in line with policy as part of
the ongoing health and safety assurance
programme.
Corporate Health and Safety will consider the need
for additional policies (including any requirement for
recommendations in relation to competence and
assurance re gas and electricity compliance)
covering Gas and Electricity or whether this should
continue to reside as procedures within the
appropriate directorate. CHS will ensure that H&S
audits cover these areas.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

Chris Lawson
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith

Chris Lawson
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Life Safety

41

CW1910 - Life safety:
Issue 5 Corporate Health
and Safety

Low

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue/Status

1. The preparation of the skills matrix is currently
underway and will be finalised. 2. The issue of
capacity will be considered as recruitment increases
CW1910 Rec. 5.2
the size of the team and, recognising that capacity
Technical guidance
will change from time to time within the team, will
and support
plan in capacity for providing technical advice to
services. 3. CHS will endeavour to provide support
Implemented
where requested by services. 4. Where this is not
possible, CHS will advise teams to engage external
consultants.
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Life Safety

42

CW1910 - Life safety:
Issue 4 Housing Property
Services – fire and water
safety processes
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Low

Agreed Management Action

CW1910 Rec.
4.1.1 Housing
Property Services
– water risk
assessments
Started

1. The Scientific Services team have reviewed the
comment above against current legislation and will
implement the following refreshed approach: Rather
than a rolling programme covering all 20,000
Housing Property Services (HPS) properties
equally, different types of property are classed in
different priority risk categories. The Council has
responsibility for 44 multi storey blocks and 33
Sheltered Housing complexes. These properties are
all classed as high risk and assessments will be
carried out within the stated two-year period
currently specified in the Council’s water policy, and
then every two years going forward. The remaining
properties on the Housing estate are considered
low level priority and legislation states that these
surveys should be undertaken over a five-year
period. Risk assessments will be carried out on
sample properties for these low risk properties. For
example, in a street of 100 homes with 20 different
house types, only 20 surveys would be required. 2.
Providing that Housing Property Services as the risk
owner allocate sufficient budget resource, Scientific
Services are comfortable that this work will not put a
strain on their current resources and as the
approach adopted is in line with the Council’s Water
Safety Policy and applicable regulations, there is no

Dates
Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

Chris Lawson
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith

Alison Coburn
Gareth Barwell
Jemma
Tennant
Robbie Beattie

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

need to record completion in relevant divisional and
directorate risk registers.
Life Safety

43

CW1910 - Life safety:
Issue 4 Housing Property
Services – fire and water
safety processes

Low

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

CW1910 Rec.
4.1.2 Housing
Property Services
– fire safety
inspections in low
rise properties
Started
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1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

High

1.1 Recommendati
on - Localities
Operating
Model Post
Implementation
Review
Started

Housing Property Services will investigate the
feasibility of implementing a technology solution to
enable recording of the outcomes of fire inspections
in low rise buildings where the Council has
responsibility with Digital Services. If a solution is
feasible, a change request for implementation of the
new system will be prepared and submitted to CGI,
the Council’s technology partner.
Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit

Estimated
Date:
18/12/2020
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of
Revisions 2

Alison Coburn
Alistair Latona
Patricia Blore
Willie Gilhooly

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Evelyn Kilmurry
George Gaunt
Sarah Burns

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Coburn
Alison Henry
David Givan
Evelyn Kilmurry
George Gaunt
Michele
Mulvaney
Paula McLeay
Sarah Burns

Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of

Alison Coburn
Evelyn Kilmurry
Michele
Mulvaney
Paula McLeay
Sarah Burns

that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.
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Localities Operating Model
1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model

High

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Started

Localities Operating Model
46

1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model

1.2
Recommendation
– Development
and Delivery of
Council Locality
Improvement Plan
Actions

High

1.3
Recommendation Locality Service
Delivery
Performance
Measures

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Issue/Status
Started
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1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

High

1.4
Recommendation Engagement with
Council centralised
divisions
Started

Agreed Management Action
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.
Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across

Dates

Contributor

Revisions
2

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Evelyn Kilmurry
George Gaunt
Sarah Burns

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:

Alison Coburn
Annette Smith
Evelyn Kilmurry
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Michelle
Vanhegan
Sarah Burns
Susan Hamilton

the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.
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1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

High

PL1801 1.5
Recommendation Locality budget
planning and
financial
management
Started

Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.

31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2020
No of
Revisions 2

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Localities Operating Model
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1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model

Page 285

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

High

Issue/Status

1.6
Recommendation Risk Management
Started

Agreed Management Action
Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Evelyn Kilmurry
George Gaunt
Sarah Burns

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Localities Operating Model
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50

1. Localities Governance
and Operating Model

High

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

51

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

1.7
Recommendation Succession
Planning
Started

Payments and Charges
CW1803 Payments and
Charges Issue 4:
Processing and recording
Licensing Fees

Issue/Status

Medium

CW1803 Rec. 4.1 Procedures
supporting
processing and
recording licencing
fees
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Management response from the Place Directorate
and Strategy and Communications It is recognised
the Council’s localities operating model has not
been fully effective and that oversight of locality
performance and delivery of locality improvement
plan actions could be improved. This is mainly
attributable to the ambitious and complex design of
the original localities operating model. The
Localities operating model is in the process of being
redesigned following dissolution of the Localities
Committees as in February 2019, and the Internal
Audit recommendations included in the first finding
below will be considered and implemented (where
appropriate) in the design of the new model and
incorporated within reporting provided to
established Council executive committees that are
responsible for oversight of service delivery across
the localities and monitoring progress with delivery
of LIP actions. Once the new locality model has
been designed, details of the new design and
implementation plan will be shared with Internal
Audit by 31 March 2020 to demonstrate how their
recommendations will be addressed and
implemented. It has been agreed with Internal Audit
that new management actions will be raised at that
time to track implementation progress.

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2023
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Coburn
David Givan
Evelyn Kilmurry
George Gaunt
Sarah Burns

The Licensing Service processes approximately
21,000 applications per annum and the Internal
Audit sample reviewed represents approximately
1% of the overall number of applications. Internal
procedures will be reviewed to ensure that that they
adequately cover the issues raised and all staff will
receive refresher training to reinforce the
importance of consistent application of the
procedures. Longer term upgrades to the APP
Civica Licensing system should also offer enhanced

Estimated
Date:
20/12/2019
Revised Date:
01/05/2020
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Coburn
Andrew Mitchell
David Givan
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Michael Thain
Sandra
Harrison

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
28/02/2020
Revised Date:
30/06/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Annette Smith
Dougie Linton
Gavin Graham
Hugh Dunn
John Connarty
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Susan Hamilton

Estimated
Date:31/07/202
1 Revised
Date:31/10/202
1 No of
Revisions1

Angela Ritchie
Moira Pringle
Tom Cowan
Tony Duncan

capability with mandatory sections for each licence
type processed.
Payments and Charges

52

CW1803 Payments and
Charges Issue 5:
Processing and recording
of Parking Permit fees

Medium

Started

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 287
53

Policy Management
Framework
CE1902 Policy
Management Framework
Issue 1: Completeness
and accuracy of Council
policies and the online
policy register
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

CW1803 Rec. 5.4 NSL income
reconciliation

High

CE1902 - 1.2d
Policy Register
review: Full Policy
review – Edinburgh
Health & Social
Care Partnership
Pending

The recommendation is accepted. Financial
reconciliations between the systems have
commenced reinstatement. Work is underway to
build a management information suite which will
augment the control attributes of the reconciliation
as a standalone mechanism.

Following Corporate Leadership Team approval of
revised definitions of policies; procedures; guidance
and templates (as per recommendations at 3.1), all
Directorates will review their existing policies,
procedures and guidance and reclassify as
appropriate. A risk-based approach will be adopted
across Directorates to determine how regularly
individual policies will be reviewed, based on the
expected frequency of changes in applicable
legislation, regulations and statutory requirements.
The agreed frequency for review will be recorded on
the policy template and included in the published
policy register. All policies will be then be reviewed
regularly in line with the agreed frequency. Policy
documents on individual Orb pages for Divisions will
be removed and links included to the Council’s
published policy register which will be the single
source of truth for all Council policies.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Policy Management
Framework

54

CE1902 Policy
Management Framework
Issue 2: Completion of
Integrated Impact
Assessments (IIAs)

High

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Page 288
55

High

Policy Management
Framework

56

CE1902 - 1.2e
Policy Register
review: Review of
Health & Social
Care directories
within the Orb
Implemented

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

CE1902 Policy
Management Framework
Issue 1: Completeness
and accuracy of Council
policies and the online
policy register

CE1902 - 2.2
Completion and
publication of
Integrated Impact
Assessments Edinburgh Health
& Social Care
Partnership
Pending

Policy Management
Framework
CE1902 Policy
Management Framework
Issue 1: Completeness
and accuracy of Council
policies and the online
policy register

Issue/Status

High

CE1902 - 1.2b
Policy Register
review: Initial
review of online
policy register –
Place
Started

Agreed Management Action
Directorates will review all new and revised policies
prior to submission for approval by Committee to
confirm that all IIA requirements outlined in the
recommendation above have been completed, with
evidence of review and approval by the Head of
Division retained. Responsibility for monitoring
progress with implementation of IIA action plans will
be allocated to an appropriate senior responsible
officer within each division to confirm that known
gaps are being effectively addressed.

The Communities and Families and Health and
Social Care policy and procedures directories on
the Orb will be reviewed and linked to policies within
the approved policy register. All other policies will
be reclassified in line with the definitions provided at
recommendation 3.1a.

Following receipt of the Directorate policy register
extract provided by Strategy and Communications,
each Directorate will perform an initial review of
their section of the policy register to identify out of
date and draft documents. A status update will be
provided to Strategy and Communications for each
document currently published online, to confirm
whether the published version is: the most up to
date approved version and no immediate action is
required. is out of date but has been recently
reviewed and reported to Committee in the annual
policy assurance statement – a copy of the most

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/07/2021
Revised Date:
31/10/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Angela Ritchie
Moira Pringle
Tom Cowan
Tony Duncan

Estimated
Date:
31/07/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
31/01/2021
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Angela Ritchie
Moira Pringle
Tom Cowan
Tony Duncan

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Peter Watton
Veronica
Wishart

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
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57

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
31/12/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Crawford
McGhie
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

recent version held by the Directorate or Division
will then be sent to by Strategy and
Communications for publication on the current
online register. is out of date or in draft with no
recently approved version available. Strategy and
Communications will then remove the current online
version from the online policy register and note that
the document is being reviewed. Strategy and
Communications will update the current online
policy register on the basis of returns and
Directorates will commence their wider policy
review set out at 1.2d.

Policy Management
Framework
CE1902 Policy
Management Framework
Issue 1: Completeness
and accuracy of Council
policies and the online
policy register
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

High

CE1902 - 1.2e
Policy Register
review: Review of
Communities and
Families directories
within the Orb
Started

The Communities and Families and Health and
Social Care policy and procedures directories on
the Orb will be reviewed and linked to policies within
the approved policy register. All other policies will
be reclassified in line with the definitions provided at
recommendation 3.1a.

Ref
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58

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Records Management LAAC
CW1705 Issue 1: Project
file review process
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Medium

Issue/Status

CW1705 Issue 1.3:
Quality assurance
checks
Started

Agreed Management Action
Project management information will be monitored
weekly to identify the volume of files that have been
reviewed by the project team and an independent
risk based quality assurance approach developed
and implemented that focuses on files that have not
been ‘split’ by the project team, to confirm that they
have been accurately classified as files that have
not been merged prior to their return to Iron
Mountain for archiving. Quality assurance sample
sizes will be selected at the start of each week and
will depend on the volumes of files reviewed by the
project team and the relevant proportion of nonmerged and merged files. Where merged files have
been identified and split by the project team, a
lighter touch approach involving peer reviews will be
adopted to ensure that the project file review
process has been consistently applied and
appropriate actions implemented. Quality assurance
outcomes will be recorded and all significant errors
(for example failure to identify merged files), areas
of good practices, and areas for improvement will
be shared with the project team. Availability of
quality resource will be monitored throughout the
project to ensure that it remains adequate to
complete an appropriate number of QA reviews
based on file outcomes. A retrospective sample of
cases already reviewed by the project team will also
be selected for retrospective review based on the
approach outlined above. The project team will work
to an end of February date for implementation of
quality assurance within the project team with an
end of March date for Internal Audit to review the
process applied.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions
4

Alison Roarty
Ani Barclay
Freeha Ahmed
Jackie Irvine
John Arthur
Liz Harrison
Louise McRae
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Stephen Moir

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Records Management LAAC
59

CW1705 Issue 3: Pre
destruction business as
usual file review process

Medium

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Page 291
60

Medium

Records Management LAAC

61

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

CW1705 Issue
3.2b (H&SCP):
Communication
and training
Started

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

CW1705 Issue 3: Pre
destruction business as
usual file review process

CW1705 Issue
3.2a (ECS):
Communication
and training
Started

Records Management LAAC
CW1705 Issue 3: Pre
destruction business as
usual file review process

Issue/Status

Medium

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Children’s Practice team managers have already
been briefed regarding the outcomes of the audit
and a refreshed process will soon be implemented.
The process will be co-produced with Business
Support Team Managers, communicated and
uploaded to the Orb. Given the scale of training to
be provided, a CECiL based approach will be
applied with support provided by Business Support
and requested from Learning and Organisational
Development (Human Resources), with divisions
requested to track completion of the CECiL module.
Locality Management teams will also receive face to
face training on the new process.

Revised Date:

Health and Social Care will adopt a similar
approach to Communities and Families with the
new process communicated and uploaded to the
Orb. A CECiL based approach will also be applied
with support provided by Business Support and
requested from Learning and Organisational
Development (Human Resources), with completion
of the CECiL module by the relevant teams tracked.
Locality Management teams will also receive face to
face training on the new process.

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Louise McRae

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Ani Barclay
Freeha Ahmed
Jackie Irvine
John Arthur
Liz Harrison
Louise McRae
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Stephen Moir

A joint risk-based quality assurance process will be
established between Business Support and Team
CW1705 Issue
Managers in Localities. Quality assurance
3.3a (ECS): Quality
outcomes will be recorded, and learnings shared
assurance process
with team managers at Children’s Practice Team
meetings, enabling city wide service improvement
Started
actions to be identified and implemented where
appropriate.

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions 3

Alison Roarty
Ani Barclay
Freeha Ahmed
Jackie Irvine
John Arthur
Liz Harrison
Louise McRae
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Stephen Moir

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Records Management LAAC
62

CW1705 Issue 3: Pre
destruction business as
usual file review process

Medium

Resilience BC
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63

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

64

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

CW1702 Rec 1.c Review and
communication of
revised resilience
templates and
approach
Implemented

Resilience BC
Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

CW1705 Issue
3.3b (H&SCP):
Quality Assurance
Process
Started

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Review of resilience
templates and approach

Issue/Status

High

Rec 3.1 a) Place Development of
resilience protocols
for statutory and
critical services
Started

Agreed Management Action
A joint quality assurance process will be established
between Business Support and Team Managers in
Localities. The new Health and Social Care
Partnership Chief Nurse and Head of Quality will be
responsible for managerial oversight of the quality
assurance processes, ensuring that lessons learned
are fed back to the Localities and outcomes
reported to the Clinical and Care Governance
Committee for scrutiny and oversight.
Resilience will review Business Impact Assessment
(BIA) templates and Business Area Resilience Plan
/ Protocol templates and approach, incorporating
concurrent risk planning. These will be
communicated to Directorates who will then be
required to complete refreshed BIAs, followed by
resilience plans/protocols.

In line with the approach agreed by the Council's
Policy and Sustainability Committee in October
2020, the Council has shifted from a plan-based
resilience approach to a protocol-based approach.
Resilience protocols will be developed for high risk
services as required, with support from Corporate
Resilience. All Directorates will aim to have this
complete by 31 December 2022.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Louise McRae

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
19/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Gavin King
Mary-Ellen
Lang

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin King
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Mary-Ellen
Lang
Peter Watton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Resilience BC

65

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 293
66

High

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

67

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Rec 3.1c H&SC Development of
Resilience
Plans/protocols for
statutory and
critical services
Started

Resilience BC
Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

Rec 3.1b
Corporate Services
- Development of
Resilience
Plans/protocols for
statutory and
critical services
Started

Resilience BC
Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

Issue/Status

High

Rec 3.1d
Education and
Children's Services
- Development of
Resilience
Plans/protocols for
statutory and
critical services
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Rebased action October 2020Following a refresh of
Business Impact Assessments and the new
organisational structure, resilience plans/protocols
will be developed, with support and training from
Resilience, for high-risk essential services. A list of
these services is to be provided by Resilience for
approval by CLT. Date revised to 31 December
2022.

Estimated
Date:
19/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Annette Smith
Gavin King
Hugh Dunn
Katy Miller
Layla Smith
Mary-Ellen
Lang
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith
Nicola Harvey

Rebased action October 2020Following a refresh of
Business Impact Assessments and the new
organisational structure, resilience plans/protocols
will be developed, with support and training from
Resilience, for high-risk essential services. A list of
these services is to be provided by Resilience for
approval by CLT. Date revised to 31 December
2022.

Estimated
Date:
19/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae

Estimated
Date:
19/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Gavin King
Jackie Irvine
Laura Zanotti
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Mary-Ellen
Lang
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Rebased action October 2020Following a refresh of
Business Impact Assessments and the new
organisational structure, resilience plans/protocols
will be developed, with support and training from
Resilience, for high-risk essential services. A list of
these services is to be provided by Resilience for
approval by CLT. Date revised to 31 December
2022.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Resilience BC

68

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

High

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Page 294
Resilience BC

69

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

High

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Existing third-party contracts supporting critical
services should be reviewed by Directorates in
consultation with contract managers / owners to
confirm that they include appropriate resilience
Rec 6.1a Place arrangements. Where gaps are identified,
Review of thirdProcurement Services should be engaged to
party contracts to support discussions with suppliers regarding
confirm appropriate inclusion of appropriate resilience clauses requiring
resilience
third parties to establish adequate resilience
arrangements
arrangements for both services and systems that
are tested (at least annually) with the outcomes
Started
shared with / provided to the Council. Where these
changes cannot be incorporated into existing
contracts, they should be included when the
contracts are re tendered.
Existing third-party contracts supporting critical
services should be reviewed by Directorates in
consultation with contract managers / owners to
confirm that they include appropriate resilience
Rec 6.1c H&SC arrangements. Where gaps are identified,
Review of thirdProcurement Services should be engaged to
party contracts to
support discussions with suppliers regarding
confirm appropriate
inclusion of appropriate resilience clauses requiring
resilience
third parties to establish adequate resilience
arrangements
arrangements for both services and systems that
are tested (at least annually) with the outcomes
Started
shared with / provided to the Council. Where these
changes cannot be incorporated into existing
contracts, they should be included when the
contracts are re tendered.

Dates

Estimated
Date:20/12/201
9 Revised
Date:31/10/202
1
No of
Revisions 4

Estimated
Date:
20/12/2019
Revised Date:
30/11/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Contributor
Alison Coburn
Annette Smith
Audrey Dutton
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Hugh Dunn
Iain Strachan
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Mary-Ellen
Lang Mollie
Kerr
Peter
Watton

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Resilience BC

70

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

High

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Page 295
Resilience BC

71

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Rec 6.2a Place Annual assurance
from Third Party
Providers

High

Agreed Management Action
Following receipt of initial assurance from all thirdparty providers for statutory and critical services (as
per rec 6.1), annual assurance that provider
resilience plans remain adequate and effective
should be obtained. This should include
confirmation from the provider that they have tested
these plans and recovery time objectives for
systems and recovery time and point objectives for
technology systems agreed with the Council were
achieved. It is recommended that contract
managers include this requirement as part on
ongoing contract management arrangements.
Where this assurance cannot be provided, this
should be recorded in Service Area and Directorate
risk registers. Date revised to reflect that following
receipt of initial assurance by 31 March 2021,
annual assurance should be obtained by 31 March
2022.

Following receipt of initial assurance from all thirdparty providers for statutory and critical services (as
per rec 6.1), annual assurance that provider
resilience plans remain adequate and effective
should be
Rec 6.2b
obtained. This should include
Corporate Services
confirmation from the provider that they have tested
- Annual assurance
these plans and recovery time objectives for
from Third Party
systems and recovery time and point objectives for
Providers
technology systems agreed with the Council were
achieved. It is recommended that contract
Started
managers include this
requirement as part on ongoing contract
management arrangements.
Where this assurance cannot be provided, this

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
28/06/2019
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Mary-Ellen
Lang
Peter Watton

Estimated
Date:
28/06/2019
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions
2

Annette Smith
Hugh Dunn
Iain Strachan
Katy Miller
Layla Smith
Mary-Ellen
Lang
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mollie Kerr
Nick Smith
Nicola Harvey
Peter Watton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
21/06/2019
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions
2

Angela Ritchie
Jacqui Macrae

should be recorded in Service Area and Directorate
risk registers.
Date revised to reflect that following receipt of initial
assurance by 31 March 2021, annual assurance
should be obtained by 31 March 2022.
Resilience BC

72
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Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements

High

Started

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Resilience BC

73

Completion and adequacy
of service area business
impact assessments and
resilience arrangements
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Rec 6.2c H&SC Annual assurance
from Third Party
Providers

High

Assurance will be obtained annually for statutory
and critical services from third party service
providers that their resilience plans remain
adequate and effective; and have been tested to
confirm that the recovery time objectives for
systems and recovery time and point objectives for
technology systems agreed with the Council were
achieved. Where this assurance cannot be
provided, this will be recorded in Service Area and
Directorate risk registers.

Following receipt of initial assurance from all third
partyproviders for statutory and critical services (as
per rec 6.1), annualassurance that provider
resilience plans remain adequate and effective
should beobtained. This should includeconfirmation
Rec 6.2d
from the provider that they have tested these plans
Education and
and recoverytime objectives for systems and
Children's Services recovery time and point objectives fortechnology
- Annual assurance systems agreed with the Council were achieved. It
from Third Party
is recommended that contract managers include
Providers
thisrequirement as part on ongoing contract
management arrangements. Where this assurance
Started
cannot be provided, this should berecorded in
Service Area and Directorate risk registers. Date
revised to reflect that following receipt of
initialassurance by 31 March 2021, annual
assurance should be obtained by 31 March 2022.

Estimated
Date:
28/06/2019
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions 2

Anna Gray
Jackie Irvine
Laura Zanotti
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Mary-Ellen
Lang Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Resilience BC

74

Adequacy, maintenance
and approval of Council
wide resilience plans

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue/Status
Rec 4) Update of
Council Business
Continuity Plan to
include key
elements from
resilience protocols
Started

Risk Management

Page 297

75

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 6
Completion of risk
registers

Medium

RES1910 Rec 6.1
Completion of Risk
registers within
Directorates
Implemented

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Agreed Management Action

The Council Business Continuity Plan (BCP) was
developed and signed off the Chief Executive in
May 2019.Following Directorate review and update
of resilience protocols, the Council BCP will be
updated to include key elements of Directorate
plans.

The Council’s Directors will ensure that directorate
and the Corporate Leadership Team risk registers
are updated on an ongoing basis to reflect all
relevant and new and emerging risks escalated
from divisions and directorates and more widely
across the Council, and in line with refreshed
operational risk management processes, with the
most recent versions used as the basis for
discussion at both directorate and CLT risk and
assurance committees.

Risk Management

76

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 7 Risk
appetite
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Medium

RES1910: Rec 7.3
Directorate
application of risk
appetite
Implemented

Directors and heads of divisions will ensure that
target risk is consistently identified, considered and
assessed as part of ongoing first line risk
management responsibilities.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
18/12/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2024
No of
Revisions
1

Gavin King
Mary-Ellen
Lang

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0
Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Lesley Newdall
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith

Angela Ritchie
Judith Proctor
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Risk Management

77

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 3 First
line management of risk

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 298
78

Medium

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

79

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

An agenda item will be included in risk management
group meetings to agree which new and emerging
significant risks should be communicated across
divisions and directorates and by which attendees,
and which risks will be escalated for consideration
at/to divisional and directorate risk committees.

RES1910 Rec 3.1b
Directorate
identification and
recording of new or
emerging
significant risks
(Place)

An agenda item will be included in risk management
group meetings to agree which new and emerging
significant risks should be communicated across
divisions and directorates and by which attendees,
and which risks will be escalated for consideration
at/to divisional and directorate risk committees.

Implemented

Risk Management
RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 3 First
line management of risk

RES1910 Rec 3.1a
Directorate
identification and
recording of new or
emerging
significant risks
(Corporate
Services)

Agreed Management Action

Implemented

Risk Management
RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 3 First
line management of risk

Issue/Status

Medium

RES1910 Rec 3.1c
Directorate
identification and
recording of new or
emerging
significant risks
(Education and
Children's
Services)
Implemented

An agenda item will be included in risk management
group meetings to agree which new and emerging
significant risks should be communicated across
divisions and directorates and by which attendees,
and which risks will be escalated for consideration
at/to divisional and directorate risk committees.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor
Annette Smith
Hugh Dunn
Layla Smith
Lesley Newdall
Michelle
Vanhegan
Nick Smith
Nicola Harvey
Peter Watton
Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lesley Newdall
Lindsay
Robertson
Peter Watton
Andy Gray
Jackie Irvine
Lesley Newdall
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Risk Management

80

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 3 First
line management of risk

Medium

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
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81

RES1910 Rec 3.1d
Directorate
identification and
recording of new or
emerging
significant risks
(Health and Social
Care)

High

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

RES1910 Rec 9.1
HSCP Chief officer
representation at
CLT risk
committees
Started

Risk Management

82

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 9
Identification of Health and
Social Care & ALEO risks
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Agreed Management Action

An agenda item will be included in risk management
group meetings to agree which new and emerging
significant risks should be communicated across
divisions and directorates and by which attendees,
and which risks will be escalated for consideration
at/to divisional and directorate risk committees.

Pending

Risk Management
RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 9
Identification of Health and
Social Care & ALEO risks

Issue/Status

High

RES1910 Rec 9.3
Ongoing risk
assurance
activities for HSCP
and ALEOs
Started

The Chief Officer of the HSCP will be requested to
attend all CLT risk Committees or send an
appropriate delegate to ensure that all significant
HSCP risks are discussed and included in the CLT
risk register (where relevant).

The Health and Social Care Partnership will be
included in the scope of ongoing sample-based
assurance activities to be performed by corporate
risk management (refer 6.1 above) to confirm that
all relevant adult social care risks are being
considered, assessed, and recorded in relevant risk
registers. This process will also confirm that all
relevant arm’s length external organisation (ALEO)
risks have been considered and included in
directorate risk registers (where appropriate.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:

Contributor

Angela Ritchie

No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/05/2021
Revised Date:

Angela Ritchie

No of
Revisions
0
Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Angela Ritchie
Judith Proctor
Lesley Newdall
Michelle
Vanhegan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Risk Management

83

RES1910 Risk
Management: Issue 9
Identification of Health and
Social Care & ALEO risks

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 300
84

High

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

85

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

PL1808 - 1.1
Roads Service
Improvement Plan
review (including
financial operating
model)
Started

Road Services
Improvement Plan
PL1808 Issue 1. Roads
Improvement Plan
financial operating model
and project governance

RES1910 Rec 9.2
Corporate Risk
Team
representation at
HSCP Risk
committees
Started

Road Services
Improvement Plan
PL1808 Issue 1. Roads
Improvement Plan
financial operating model
and project governance

Issue/Status

High

PL1808 - 1.3
Roads Service
Improvement Plan
project governance
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

The Council’s corporate risk team will also be
invited to attend Health and Social Care Partnership
Risk Committees to confirm that all relevant adult
social care risks are being identified; assessed;
recorded; managed and escalated (where
appropriate) for discussion at the Corporate
Leadership Team risk and assurance committee
with relevant risks recorded in the Council’s
corporate risk register.

Estimated
Date:30/05/202
1 Revised
Date:31/03/202
2 No of
Revisions 1

Angela Ritchie
Judith Proctor
Michelle
Vanhegan

Accepted. The Roads Service Improvement Plan
(the Plan) will be reviewed following completion of
the organisational restructure and will consider the
points noted in the recommendation. A review of the
financial operating model will also be undertaken
with the aim of embedding a new budget structure
for the service. Once completed the Plan business
case will be refreshed to reflect any significant
changes.

Estimated
Date:
30/04/2020
Revised Date:
01/06/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

Accepted. The re-based plan will be managed in
line with the Project Management Toolkit for Major
Projects. The plan will be managed by the Roads
service Performance Coordinator once appointed in
the revised structure.

Estimated
Date:
20/12/2020
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Road Services
Improvement Plan

86

PL1808 Issue 1. Roads
Improvement Plan
financial operating model
and project governance

High

PL1808 - 1.4 Post
implementation
reviews
Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Page 301
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Road Services
Improvement Plan
PL1808 Issue 2. Roads
services performance
monitoring and quality
assurance

High

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Road Services
Improvement Plan

88

PL1808 Issue 2. Roads
services performance
monitoring and quality
assurance
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

PL1808 - 2.1
Service Delivery
Performance
Monitoring

High

PL1808 - 2.2
Roads services
quality assurance
framework
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2021
Revised Date:
01/08/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

One of the roles included in the new Roads
structure is a Roads Service Performance
Coordinator. The team member appointed to this
role will be responsible for designing; implementing;
and maintaining a performance and quality
assurance framework that will incorporate the
recommendations made to support ongoing
monitoring and management of the Roads service.
This will involve ensuring that all Roads teams
develop team plans that include key performance
measures; outline their respective roles and
responsibilities for delivery; and are aligned with
overall Council’s commitments that are relevant to
Roads.

Estimated
Date:
31/07/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

1. The existing Transport Design and Delivery
quality framework will be revised to reflect the new
Roads and Transport Infrastructure Service and
rolled out across the service. As part of this review,
the recommendations highlighted above will be
considered and incorporated where appropriate.
The Design, Structures and Flood Prevention
Manager will be responsible for refreshing the
quality framework once appointed. 2. A sampling
regime will be designed and embedded for safety
inspections to ensure that defects are being

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/03/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

A post implementation review of both the new
organisational structure (31 March 2020) and
completed Roads Service Improvement Plan (the
Plan) actions (March 2021) will take place to assess
the effectiveness of the new service and any
requirements for change, and the impact of the
changes delivered through the Plan.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Page 302
PL1808 Issue 3. Roads
inspection, defect
categorisation, and repairs

Low

Contributor

2. Ensure all relevant Inspectors are accredited by
an appropriately accredited professional body.

Estimated
Date:
31/08/2020
Revised Date:
01/01/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

Road Services
Improvement Plan
PL1808 Issue 3. Roads
inspection, defect
categorisation, and repairs

PL1808 - 3.2b)
Inspector
accreditation

On appointment, the new Service Performance
Coordinator and Team Leader – Safety Inspections
will work with Pitney Bowes (the supplier of the
Confirm system) to develop a new process to plan
and monitor safety inspection performance

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
30/06/2021
No of

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

90

Dates

categorised properly. This process will be designed
and implemented by the Team Leader for Safety
Inspections to be appointed as part of the ongoing
restructure. 3. A sampling regime will be designed
and embedded for road defect repairs to ensure
that repairs are fit for purpose and effective. 4. Key
performance indicators for each team will be
included in the target setting for each 4th tier
manager and their direct reports to ensure focus on
these measures. Emerging themes from Team
Plans and quality assurance reviews will also be
shared with Roads teams, and individual and team
training needs will be considered based on the
themes identified. This process will be designed
and implemented by the Service Performance
Coordinator to be appointed as part of the ongoing
restructure.
Road Services
Improvement Plan

89

Agreed Management Action

Low

PL1808 - 3.3
Management
information for
planned
inspections
Started

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
Road Services
Improvement Plan
91

PL1808 Issue 4. Roads Management of public
liability claims

Low

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Page 303
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School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

PL1808 - 4.1
Management of
public liability
claims

High

CF1901: Issue
1.1(b) - Review of
Admissions
Operational
Procedures
Implemented

A new process will be developed within the Confirm
system which requires reconciliation between
accident claim enquiries and those logged on the
Local Authority Claims Handling System (LACHS)
system.

A working group led by the Communities and
Families Senior Education Officer with
representation from all service areas involved in
school admissions, appeals and capacity planning,
will be established to undertake a review of all
procedural documents. This will include
consideration of amalgamation of existing
procedures where appropriate and implementation
of a review schedule and version control.

Dates

Contributor

Revisions
4

Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

Estimated
Date:
28/05/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2020
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Jamie Watson
Jordan Walker
Nicole Fraser
Sean Gilchrist

Estimated
Date:31/08/202
0 Revised
Date:22/02/202
1 No of
Revisions1

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan Neil
Jamieson Nick
Smith Nickey
Boyle Nicola
Harvey Sheila
Haig Stephen
Moir

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
31/10/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

Started

As part of the working group led by the
Communities and Families Senior Education
Officer, appeals procedures which detail end to end
processes to be applied across all areas involved in
placing requests will be established and this will
include clear roles and responsibilities.

Estimated
Date:
31/08/2020
Revised Date:
22/02/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nick Smith
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

CF1901: Issue
1.1(d)/(e) Communicating
Guidance on
Website & Orb

Following review and completion of working group
actions, all policies and procedures will be
published on the Council’s website and Orb, and
communicated to all relevant officers, with changes
highlighted.

Estimated
Date:
30/09/2020
Revised Date:
31/10/2021
No of

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

93

Page 304
94

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
2: Operational Processes Admissions & Appeals

High

CF1901 Issue 2.4:
Managing Conflicts
of Interest
Pending

Guidance will be developed for use in all schools to
ensure any conflicts of interest are recorded and
managed appropriately. This will include Business
Manager review and Head Teacher sign off where
necessary.

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance

High

CF1901: Issue
1.1(c) - Placing
Appeals
Procedures

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

95

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and

High

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Started

Dates

Contributor

Revisions
1

Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nick Smith
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
01/05/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
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CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance

High

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families
School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
97

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance
Julien Kramer, Interim

High

A communication will be issued to all schools to
request a review of their school website to ensure:
CF1901: Issue 1.2
current academic year handbooks are published;
- Review & Update
links to relevant content on the Council website
of School Websites
remain current; only standard approved Council
forms are published; and all privacy notices
Started
published on School websites are directly linked to
the Council’s statement.

CF1901: Issue
1.3(a) - Review of
Operational Forms
Started

The remit of the working group led by the
Communities and Families Senior Education Officer
will include a review of all admissions forms
published on the Council website and Orb to ensure
that they remain fit for purpose and include all
necessary accessibility and privacy statements.

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Director of Communities
and Families

Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

98
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CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
1: Policies, Procedures &
Guidance

High

CF1901: Issue
1.3(d) - Issuing
Standard Letters &
Forms
Started

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families
School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

99

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
2: Operational Processes Admissions & Appeals
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Contributor

High

CF1901 Issue 2.2:
Waiting List
Management
Started

A communication will be issued by Schools and Life
Long Learning management to all schools
reminding them to comply with placing request
processes as outlined on the Orb, including the
requirement to: issue a standard request refusal
letter for all application refusals which includes all
required paragraphs and is supported by a copy of
the frequently asked questions document; and use
standard Council forms only. The communication
will advise schools to provide feedback where
standard forms are not considered to meet the
needs of the school, for example, if an additional
section for course subjects studied at secondary
school is required. Feedback from schools will be
considered as part of the working group’s review of
operational forms.

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
31/10/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

The remit of the working group led by the
Communities and Families Senior Education
Officer, will include a review of waiting list
management. The working group will consider the
risks outlined in this report and should the creation
of a centralised system not be feasible, alternative
arrangements will be developed to improve
customer experience, and the effectiveness and
efficiency of waiting list management. The review
will consider if the new SEEMIS schools system
currently under development will improve current
processes.

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
01/11/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

100

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
2: Operational Processes Admissions & Appeals

High

CF1901 Issue
2.3(b): Quality
Assurance Checks
in Schools
Started

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Page 307
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School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
2: Operational Processes Admissions & Appeals
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

High

CF1901 Issue 2.5:
Placing Request
Appeals - key
resource
dependencies
Started

Agreed Management Action

Schools business managers will be instructed to
undertake sample quality assurance checks of
evidence obtained from parents to support
applications to ensure compliance with procedures.
This will include completion of checks prior to
completion of enrolment processes. Checking of
completion will form part of the Communities and
Families Self-Assurance Framework from 2021
onwards.

The working group led by the Communities and
Families Senior Education Officer, will establish key
dependencies and resource planning requirements.
This will include interdependencies and resources
required to support preparation of key reports.
Changes will be trialled in the current year and the
updated process implemented for 2021.

Dates
Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
22/02/2021
No of
Revisions

Contributor

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson Liz
Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

1

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2021
Revised Date:
01/08/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nick Smith
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

102

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
3: Process Documentation
& Delivery Responsibilities

Medium

Started

Page 308

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

103

CF1901 Issue
3.1(b): Internal
Partnership
Protocols

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
3: Process Documentation
& Delivery Responsibilities
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Medium

CF1901 Issue
3.1(d): Roles &
Responsibilities
Out with Annual
Process
Started

Agreed Management Action
Internal partnership protocols will be prepared and
implemented for services delivered by other
divisions on behalf of Schools and Lifelong
Learning, incorporating the scope of services and
roles and responsibilities defined in the new end to
end process documentation. Where relevant,
current internal charging arrangements will be
reviewed to ensure that it accurately reflect the
levels of support provided. Partnership protocols
and associated key performance measures /
indicators will be reviewed at least every two years
to ensure they remain aligned with service delivery,
operational processes and relevant regulatory and
professional standards. Governance arrangements
to support ongoing performance monitoring will be
designed and implemented to ensure that both
Schools and Lifelong Learning and the service
areas that support them are satisfied with the
quality of services provided.

The working group will review the roles and
responsibilities for any tasks performed out with the
annual P1/S1 admissions, appeals and capacity
planning process. These will be documented and
communicated to all teams involved in the process.
The review will include identifying key contacts for
common non-annual admissions queries, for
example, home schooling; private schooling;
dealing with refugees; and requests for current or
future capacity information, to ensure that they can
be appropriately redirected and resolved.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/08/2020
Revised Date:
22/02/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nick Smith
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

Estimated
Date:
31/08/2020
Revised Date:
22/02/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Matthew Clarke
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nick Smith
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning

104

CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
4: Data Access, Security &
Retention

Medium

CF1901: Issue
4.4(a): Document
Retention &
Disposal; All
Services
Started

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

Page 309
105

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

The Information Governance Unit will be engaged
to confirm data retention and disposal requirements.
Where necessary the data retention schedule will
be updated. Document retention and disposal
requirements will be reinforced across all services
processing admissions and appeals including
schools. All appeals information currently retained
out with the relevant period will be destroyed in line
with the Council’s disposal guidelines and a
retention schedule and destruction log maintained.

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Roarty
Arran Finlay
Gavin King
Hayley Barnett
Layla Smith
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
Vanhegan
Neil Jamieson
Nickey Boyle
Nicola Harvey
Sheila Haig
Stephen Moir

A communication will be issued to schools to
request that retention schedules and destruction
logs are established to ensure records are
managed and disposed of in line with the Council’s
retention schedule.

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Arran Finlay
Claire
Thompson
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nickey Boyle

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2021
Revised Date:

Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

School admissions,
appeals and capacity
planning
CF1901: School
admissions, appeals and
capacity planning - Issue
4: Data Access, Security &
Retention

Medium

CF1901: Issue
4.4(b): Document
Retention &
Disposal; Schools
Started

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families
Social Media - Access
Controls
106

1. Social media
operational framework
Stephen Moir, Executive

High

CE1901 Rec1.1
Social media
operational
framework
Started

1. A social media operational framework will be
developed to be used and followed be service areas
across the Council. The content of the framework
will cover all of the points noted at 1 above with the
following exceptions: whilst an enterprise social
media tool would be the optimal solution to manage
and report on ongoing use of social media across
the council, implementation of Sprout Social for

No of

Ref

Project/Owner
Director, Corporate
Services

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Page 310

every social media account across the council
would be prohibitive from a cost perspective.
Instead, an appropriate risk-based threshold will be
applied to determine the Council’s most significant
social media accounts (for example, number of
followers and / or usage volumes), and account
owners will be requested to manage these accounts
through the Sprout Social platform. it is not always
possible to obtain validation from platform
providers; however social media account owners
will be encouraged to achieve this where possible.2.
Second line ownership of the framework together
with any cross Council support requirements (for
example support required from Digital Services and
/ or Human Resources) will be defined and agreed,
and first line divisions and directorates will be
requested to confirm their ongoing compliance with
framework requirements within their annual
governance statement responses.3. Once
designed, the framework will be reviewed and
approved by the Corporate Leadership Team (CLT)
to ensure that all directorates are aware of and
agree with the framework content.4. Once approved
by the CLT, the framework will be communicated
across all Council divisions and directorates and
published on the Orb.

Dates
Revisions
0

Contributor

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Social Media - Access
Controls
107

1. Social media
operational framework

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 311

108

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

CE1901 Rec1.2
Social Media
Guidance
Started

Social Media - Access
Controls
2. Social media
operational security and
privacy issues

Issue/Status

Medium

CE1901 Rec 2.1
Operational
framework -Social
media guidance on
operational
security and
privacy issues
Started

Agreed Management Action
1. The operational framework will include a section
on social media guidance and will seek to cover all
the issues set out above. Further detailed guidance
will be produced and circulated if required 2. The
guidance will include details of the recommended
management oversight to confirm that the guidance
is being consistently applied. 3. The operational
framework and guidance will be shared across
divisions and directorates with a request that any
existing local procedures should no longer be
applied. The guidance will also be published on the
Orb and linked to the social media operational
framework.

To prevent potential recurrence, these points will
also be included in the operational framework and
supporting guidance to be developed (refer finding
1).

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:31/05/202
1 Revised
Date: No of
Revisions 0

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

Estimated
Date:
28/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Social Media - Access
Controls

109

Page 312
110

2. Social media
operational security and
privacy issues

Medium

Issue/Status

CE1901 Rec 2.2b
Corporate DPIAs
for social media
channels

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Started

Social Media - Access
Controls

CE1901 Rec 2.2a
Communicating
initial requirements
to social media
account users operational
security and
privacy issues

2. Social media
operational security and
privacy issues
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Medium

Started

Agreed Management Action
Corporate DPIAs will be prepared to support the
Council’s use of social media, with one DPIA
completed for each social media channel used. The
corporate DPIA will be prepared by
Communications with support from Information
Governance and will define the requirements to
support ongoing compliance with data protection
regulations for ongoing social media use across the
Council. The corporate DPIAs will be shared with all
social media account owners with a request that
they confirm that their social media accounts will be
managed in line with the framework set out in the
DPIA. Where account owners confirm that this is
not possible, they will be requested to engage with
Information Governance to complete separate
DPIAs for the relevant social media accounts.
The outcomes detailed in this finding will be shared
with all social media account users across the
Council with a request that they action points 4; 6;
and 8 immediately (where possible) and advising
that these areas will be a future ongoing
requirement of the social media operational
framework that is currently being designed.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
28/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
28/05/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Social Media - Access
Controls
111

3. Social media training

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Page 313

112

Medium

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Corporate Appointee
Client Fund Management
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Rec 3.2 - Refresh
of social media
training materials
Started

Social Work Centre Bank
Account Reconciliations
113

Rec 3.1 - Social
media training
needs assessment
Started

Social Media - Access
Controls
3. Social media training

Issue/Status

High

2.2. Updating
procedures to
include an annual
review of
Corporate
Appointee
contracts
Implemented

Agreed Management Action
1. A training needs assessment for social media
account owners and users will be developed as part
of the social media operational framework and
supporting guidance with support (where required)
from Human Resources. The training needs
assessment will be provided to all Council
directorates and divisions with a request that it is
completed for all new social media account owners
and users. 2. Directorates and divisions will be
requested to ensure that social media training is
classified as an essential learning activity within
their essential learning programmes for those roles
that include a social media remit / responsibility.
1. Existing training materials and the e learning
module content will be reviewed and refreshed with
support from Human Resources (where required) to
ensure that it is aligned with applicable legislation
and regulations. 2. The e learning module will be
updated to ensure that sufficient information is
provided prior to testing and that correct answers
are provided to incorrect responses. 3. Ownership
of the content of the social media e learning model
will be agreed between Strategy and
Communications and Human Resources.
2. New guidelines will be written to ensure clarity of
responsibilities. Sections will be included detailing
Social Work; Business Support; and Transactions
team responsibilities. The objective is to create and
implement an end to end process that includes
eligibility criteria, DWP processes and a full
administrative process that will be applied centrally
and across Locality offices; clusters; and hubs.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/06/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/04/2018
Revised Date:
01/08/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Contributor

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

David Ure
Layla Smith
Michael
Pinkerton
Michelle
Vanhegan

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Colin Beck
Louise McRae
Tony Duncan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Social Work Centre Bank
Account Reconciliations
114

Corporate Appointee
Client Fund Management

High

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
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115

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Rec. 8 Business
Support and Senior
Social Worker refresher training
closing and
reallocation of
client fund
accounts

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

8. Refresher training will be offered as part of the
implementation of the new guidelines to all staff
involved in the process, and recorded on staff
training records. The training will also be
incorporated into the new staff induction process.

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2018
Revised Date:
01/08/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Colin Beck
Louise McRae
Tony Duncan

1. Business Support: Business Support will enable
the review of current processes and guidelines in
conjunction with Hub and Cluster Managers with
sign off at the Locality Managers Forum. Business
support will review all Corporate Appointee
accounts and contact the relevant social worker,
support worker or hub where the funds are over
£16K for immediate review. Business support will
advise social work when the funds exceed £16K
where there is not a valid reason (for example,
client deceased and social worker discussing estate
with solicitor). Clarity on contact with DWP is being
progressed and will be written into the new
guidelines. Regular reporting will be introduced from
the revised systems being implemented. This will be
provided monthly at Senior Social Work level and
annually for H&SC management

Estimated
Date:
31/05/2018
Revised Date:
01/08/2021
No of
Revisions
2

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Colin Beck
Louise McRae
Tony Duncan

Implemented

Social Work Centre Bank
Account Reconciliations
Corporate Appointee
Client Fund Management

Issue/Status

High

Rec 1b - Business
Support - review of
Corporate
Appointee
processes
Implemented

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Social Work Centre Bank
Account Reconciliations
116

Corporate Appointee
Client Fund Management
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Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

High

Issue/Status

Recommendation
1a - Health &
Social Care
Started

Agreed Management Action
1. Health and Social Care: Given the considerable
business support and social worker resources
implications, the above recommendations will take
time to design, implement and maintain. Business
Support is resolving problem appointee
arrangements as we go along, however, the
backlog of reviews will need a programme
management approach to rectify errors and support
the governance required. In the meantime,
associated risks will be added to the Partnership’s
risk register to monitor controls and progress on a
monthly basis, given its high finding rating.
Following the Care Home Assurance Review, the
Partnership is developing a self-assurance control
framework. Locality Managers have agreed for
corporate appointee arrangements to be included in
the assurance framework – which if found to be
successful and useful, can be mirrored by the other
applicable services in this report. Business Support
is working on new guidelines for the administration
of Corporate Appointeeship (e.g. new procedures,
monthly checklists, etc.), which will support the
effective delivery of the framework.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
28/06/2019
Revised Date:
01/11/2021
No of
Revisions
3

Alison Roarty
Angela Ritchie
Colin Beck
Louise McRae
Tony Duncan

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Street Lighting and Traffic
Signals
117

Street Lighting - Inventory
and Maintenance

Medium
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Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Issue/Status

PL1810 Issue 2:
Rec 1 - Street
lighting inventory
completeness and
electrical testing
results
Started

Street Lighting and Traffic
Signals

118

Street Lighting and Traffic
Signals: Process and
quality assurance
documentation and
training
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Low

PL1810 Issue 3 Rec 1 Operation
and maintenance
procedures
Started

Agreed Management Action
Rebased as at 30/03/2021Clear processes will be
designed, recorded (in the Street Lighting
Operational guide), and implemented to ensure that
following completion of wards in the EESLP:progress with electrical testing is monitored and
actioned; and- checks are performed over the
completeness and accuracy of all inventory data
held on Confirm (e.g. routine sample testing across
the wards).Following the completion of further
wards in the EESLP, Internal Audit will perform
sample testing to ensure the data held on Confirm
is accurate and complete, and that electrical testing
outcomes are being recorded. IA will also confirm
that the inventory checks have been designed and
implemented. It is expected that the EESLP will
complete in late 2021, and therefore an
implementation date of 31/03/2022 has been
agreed with IA.

Street Lighting and Traffic Signals Operational
Guides will be developed, implemented, and
reviewed to ensure that processes align with current
regulatory requirements. Operational Guides will be
implemented within six months of implementation of
the Roads Improvement Plan, or by 30 September
2019, whichever comes first.

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
20/12/2019
Revised Date:
31/03/2022
No of
Revisions
4

Alan Simpson
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Lindsey
McPhillips
Nicole Fraser
Robert Mansell
Tony Booth

Estimated
Date:
30/09/2019
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
6

Alan Simpson
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Lindsey
McPhillips
Mark Love
Nicole Fraser
Robert Mansell
Tony Booth

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Street Lighting and Traffic
Signals
119

Traffic Signals: Evidence
of pre installation design
and acceptance testing

Low

Issue/Status

PL1810 Issue4:
Rec 3 - Checklist
retention
procedures
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Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments
RES1809 Issue 1:
Contract Management by
Directorates and Service
Areas
Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP

Dates

Contributor

Processes for the completion and retention of the
checklist to be included in appropriate Operational
Guide.

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2020
Revised Date:
31/08/2021
No of
Revisions
6

Alan Simpson
Alison Coburn
Claire Duchart
Cliff Hutt
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
Gavin Brown
George Gaunt
Lindsey
McPhillips
Mark Love
Nicole Fraser
Robert Mansell
Tony Booth

Health and Social Care Partnership Quality
assurance monitoring is performed over the two
Partnership contracts included in the Internal Audit
sample, through the Multi Agency Quality
Assurance meetings held every two months – one
for care at home/care and support, and another one
for care homes and adult residential. The terms of
reference of this enhanced monitoring arrangement
include care inspectorate grades and care service
feedback complaints. There are also areas of
excellent practice with some weekly supplier
meetings and ongoing monitoring, and some
suppliers have payment terms that are linked to
quarterly performance (for example the Sustainable
Community Support Programme). These
recommendations are accepted and will be
implemented following implementation of the
refreshed Contracts management framework (that
includes an enhanced contract risk assessment
matrix for the Partnership), and refresh of the
Partnership contracts register.

Estimated
Date:
29/06/2021
Revised Date:
01/11/2021
No of
Revisions
0

Angela Ritchie
Moira Pringle
Tony Duncan

Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

120

Agreed Management Action

High

RES1809 Issue
1.2(1): Supplier
management
quality assurance H&SCP
Pending

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments

121

RES1809 Issue 1:
Contract Management by
Directorates and Service
Areas

High
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122

Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments
High

Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments
RES1809 Issue 1:
Contract Management by
Directorates and Service
Areas

RES1809 Issue
1.2(3): Supplier
management
quality assurance Place
Started

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

123

RES1809 Issue
1.2(2): Supplier
management
quality assurance Education and
Children's Services
Started

Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

RES1809 Issue 1:
Contract Management by
Directorates and Service
Areas

Issue/Status

High

RES1809 Issue
1.3(3): Contract
manager support
and guidance Place
Started

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Education and Children's Services
Recommendations are accepted and will be
implemented. A quality assurance process will be
put in place taking into account the contract
management toolkit and the council contract
standing orders. We will continue to have regular
supplier meetings as are already in place. This has
been strengthened in recent months in relation to
the commissioning of out of council residential
placements and suppliers are being held to account
in relation to the achievement of agreed outcomes
for children and young people.

Estimated
Date:
29/06/2021
Revised Date:
01/11/2021
No of
Revisions
0

David Hoy
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Place This will be incorporated into the Place
regular monitoring reports on procurement to
provide assurance that risk assessments are
happening, especially for tier 1 and 2 contracts and
that appropriate action is taken. This will be
undertaken in conjunction with the Contracts and
Grants Management and Commercial Partner team
in procurement to ensure consistency of approach
and shared learning.

Estimated
Date:
31/03/2021
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Peter Watton

Place This recommendation is accepted, and this
will be added as appropriate to the Place mandatory
training matrix at the next review.

Estimated
Date:
31/08/2020
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
David Givan
Gareth Barwell
George Gaunt
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Peter Watton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
27/03/2020
Revised Date:
01/11/2020
No of
Revisions
1

Anna Gray
Claire
Thompson
Crawford
McGhie
David Hoy
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO
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124

Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments
RES1809 Issue 1:
Contract Management by
Directorates and Service
Areas
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

High

RES1809 Issue
1.4(3): Review of
contract waivers Education and
Children's Services
Started

Education and Children's Services
Recommendations accepted. We have reduced the
need for waivers through the development of
framework arrangements and contracts that are in
place. However, we will review the waivers currently
in place and report this to Communities and
Families Directorate Senior Management Team
meeting with the Corporate and Procurement
Services commercial partner.

Ref
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125

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Supplier Management
Framework and CIS
Payments
RES1809 Issue 2:
Contracts and Grants
Management Strategic
Direction
Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

High

Issue/Status

RES1809 Issue
2.3: Project
Governance
supporting
implementation of
the Public
Contracts Scotland
Tendering
technology system
Started

Agreed Management Action
This system is already well-established in other
public sector partners, and supported by the
Scottish Government, and has been identified by
Scotland Excel as an appropriate e-solutions
system to support contract and supplier
management. Training sessions have already been
held, including a day session focussed entirely on
contract management functionality. All members of
the team have had access to the system for a
suitable period of time, to allow for learning on a
test system and have built up a thorough knowledge
of the system’s capability to upload contract
documentation. The mass upload of contract
documentation is a key factor in the successful roll
out of the system, and the team continues to get
support from contemporary teams in Scottish
Government and other public sector partners who
have carried this out. Training sessions have been
held with a number of contract managers across 4
directorates, focussing on 6 Tier 1 contracts, some
with cross-directorate delivery. 40 suppliers have
also been involved in the trial to date. The team are
continuing to monitor the trial, with regular updates
from contract managers and will use all lessons
learned to prepare the project plan for full roll out of
the system. The C&GM team will design and apply
a suitable project management and governance
framework to support PCS-T implementation. This
will include additional suitable system testing, and
training for service area contract managers who
would be using the system to store and access
contract documentation. As stated above, the team
is already also working with public sector partners,
to identify best practice to assist the successful roll
out the contract management module. Commercial
and Procurement Services are already considering

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
31/12/2020
Revised Date:
31/12/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Annette Smith
Gavin Brown
Hugh Dunn
Iain Strachan
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mollie Kerr

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Issue/Status

Agreed Management Action

Dates

Contributor

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
28/02/2022
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Roarty
Heather Robb
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mike Brown
Nicola Harvey

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
31/05/2022
No of

Alison Roarty
Annette Smith
Hugh Dunn
Katy Miller
Layla Smith
Michelle
Vanhegan
Mike Bell

the possible adoption of PCS-T as the Council’s
eProcurement system, bringing an end to end
approach to procurement and management of
contracts. This work is continuing, and the PCS-T
Working Group which has been established within
Commercial and Procurement Services will take
forward both aspects. If it is decided to adopt PCST for the Council’s actual procurement processes,
and not just contract management, then it is noted
that the actual implementation of that would take
longer, as there would be a greater direct impact
upon other Council services.
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126

Unsupported Technology
(Shadow IT) and End User
Computing
CW1914 Issue 2: Ongoing
shadow IT and end user
computing management

High

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services

Started

Unsupported Technology
(Shadow IT) and End User
Computing
127

CW1914 Issue 2: Ongoing
shadow IT and end user
computing management

CW1914 Rec 2.1 Shadow IT and
end user
computing system
owner
responsibilities

High

CW1914 Rec 2.1a
- Second line
assurance and
oversight
(Corporate
Services)

1. A detailed cloud based / shadow IT framework
will also be designed and implemented across the
Council. This will consolidate and include links to
procurement requirements; the new user access
management framework; and the existing externally
hosted ICT services protocol, ensuring that all
existing requirements that apply to ongoing use of
Shadow IT systems are consolidated and reflected
in one place. 2. Where the points above are not
included in the existing frameworks or protocols,
they will be reflected in the new shadow IT
framework document. 3. The new framework will be
communicated across all divisions and directorates
and published on the Orb.
The following actions were discussed and agreed
by the Council’s Corporate Leadership Team and
will be applied by all first line divisions and
directorates. 1. divisions and directorates will
confirm whether they are consistently applying
shadow IT framework and meet the requirements of
the Council’s externally hosted ICT services
protocol in their annual assurance statements, and

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Stephen Moir, Executive
Director, Corporate
Services
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128

Started

Unsupported Technology
(Shadow IT) and End User
Computing
CW1914 Issue 2: Ongoing
shadow IT and end user
computing management
Paul Lawrence, Executive
Director of Place and SRO

Issue/Status

High

CW1914 Rec 2.1b
- Second line
assurance and
oversight (Place)
Started

Agreed Management Action
with any gaps or instances of non-compliance
disclosed; 2. reliance will be placed on third line
oversight by Internal Audit (IA), acknowledging that
the assurance provided in relation to the ongoing
management of shadow IT technology applications
across the Council will be considered as part of IA’s
ongoing risk based assurance proposals, with
assurance unlikely to be provided on an ongoing
basis.
The following actions were discussed and agreed
by the Council’s Corporate Leadership Team and
will be applied by all first line divisions and
directorates. 1. divisions and directorates will
confirm whether they are consistently applying
shadow IT framework and meet the requirements of
the Council’s externally hosted ICT services
protocol in their annual assurance statements, and
with any gaps or instances of non-compliance
disclosed; 2. reliance will be placed on third line
oversight by Internal Audit (IA), acknowledging that
the assurance provided in relation to the ongoing
management of shadow IT technology applications
across the Council will be considered as part of IA’s
ongoing risk based assurance proposals, with
assurance unlikely to be provided on an ongoing
basis.

Dates

Contributor

Revisions
1

Nick Smith
Nicola Harvey
Peter Watton

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
30/09/2021
No of
Revisions
1

Alison Coburn
Audrey Dutton
Gareth Barwell
Karl Chapman
Lindsay
Robertson
Peter Watton

Ref

Project/Owner

Issue
Type

Unsupported Technology
(Shadow IT) and End User
Computing
129

CW1914 Issue 2: Ongoing
shadow IT and end user
computing management

High

Issue/Status

CW1914 Rec 2.1d
- Second line
assurance and
oversight (Health
and Social Care)
Implemented

Judith Proctor, Chief
Officer - HSCP
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Unsupported Technology
(Shadow IT) and End User
Computing
130

CW1914 Issue 2: Ongoing
shadow IT and end user
computing management
Julien Kramer, Interim
Director of Communities
and Families

High

CW1914 Rec 2.1c
- Second line
assurance and
oversight
(Education and
Children's
Services)
Started

Agreed Management Action
The following actions were discussed and agreed
by the Council’s Corporate Leadership Team and
will be applied by all first line divisions and
directorates. 1. divisions and directorates will
confirm whether they are consistently applying
shadow IT framework and meet the requirements of
the Council’s externally hosted ICT services
protocol in their annual assurance statements, and
with any gaps or instances of non-compliance
disclosed; 2. reliance will be placed on third line
oversight by Internal Audit (IA), acknowledging that
the assurance provided in relation to the ongoing
management of shadow IT technology applications
across the Council will be considered as part of IA’s
ongoing risk based assurance proposals, with
assurance unlikely to be provided on an ongoing
basis.
The following actions were discussed and agreed
by the Council’s Corporate Leadership Team and
will be applied by all first line divisions and
directorates. 1. divisions and directorates will
confirm whether they are consistently applying
shadow IT framework and meet the requirements of
the Council’s externally hosted ICT services
protocol in their annual assurance statements, and
with any gaps or instances of non-compliance
disclosed; 2. reliance will be placed on third line
oversight by Internal Audit (IA), acknowledging that
the assurance provided in relation to the ongoing
management of shadow IT technology applications
across the Council will be considered as part of IA’s
ongoing risk based assurance proposals, with
assurance unlikely to be provided on an ongoing
basis.

Dates

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Estimated
Date:
30/07/2021
Revised Date:
No of
Revisions
0

Contributor

Angela Ritchie
Moira Pringle
Tom Cowan
Tony Duncan

Crawford
McGhie
Jackie Irvine
Liz Harrison
Lorna French
Michelle
McMillan
Nichola Dadds
Nickey Boyle

Appendix 3 - Internal Audit Key Performance Indicators as at 11 August 2021
Audit
Status

Terms of ref Terms of Ref Close out meetReport Issued by IA W/Shop Mgt Resps Final Draft to Director Final report Team Central
Service Resps Director Resps <=5 days after
<= 10 days
<= 5 days
Agreed
to Directors Approval issued by IA Updated by IA
<= 5 days post <= 5 days post fieldwork
post close out
after
<= 5 days
<= 5 days
<= 3 days
<= 5 days
<=5 days of Comments
issue
issue2
completed2
meeting
report post w/shop
post
from
post
final report
issued
Mgt Resps
receipt
director

Service

Review

Corporate Services

Human Resources

Design of the Scottish Local
Government Living Wage
Requirements

Fieldwork

17

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Corporate Services

Human Resources

Employee Lifecycle Data and
Compensation and Benefits Processes

Fieldwork

13

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Corporate Services

Legal and Assurance

Planning and Performance
Framework design review

Reporting

26

2

3

35

15

0

0

0

0

0

Corporate Services

Legal and Assurance

Elections in Covid Environment - design
review

Complete

3

2

1

10

N/A

N/A

2

1

1

7

Challenges with annual leave in service and IA for
report and workshop timeframes
No workshops held - report agreed via e mail
with management.

Council Wide

CHS; P&FM; HPS

Health and Safety - Implementation
of asbestos recommendations

Fieldwork

6

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

No response from Exec Director of Place - only
Executive Director of Resources

Council Wide

Council Wide

Fraud and Serious Organised Crime

Planning

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Terms of reference to services 15/07/21 - awaiting
responses from Procurement; Planning and
Building Standards; Housing Property Services.

Reporting

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Planning

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Place
Place
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Directorate

Place Mgt, Transport Parking and Traffic Regulations
Place Mgt, Transport Active Travel

Corporate Services

Digital Services

Digital and Smart City Strategy

Planning

46

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Corporate Services

Customer

Council Tax and Business Rates

Fieldwork

7

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Draft Tor to Director 26/07/21. Place has
requested postponement as team members new
in
roles.
Agreement
on Tor involved a number of
meetings and was impacted by annual leave.

Agenda Item 8.2
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Place Services Internal Audit – Actions Update
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Routine
All

1.

Recommendations

1.1

Transport and Environment Committee is asked to:
1.1.1 Note the progress made on recommendations made on Internal Audit actions
relating to the services within the remit of this Committee;
1.1.2 Recognise the complexities and issues which have delayed progress and
have led to revised implementation dates for some management actions; and
1.1.3 Note that there are audit actions which have been agreed corporately, which
services which sit within the remit of this Committee are working on.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Gareth Barwell, Head of Place Management
E-mail: gareth.barwell@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 529 5844
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Report

Place Services Internal Audit – Actions Update
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report sits alongside the referral report from the Governance, Risk and Best
Value Committee on 21 September 2021 on Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and
Key Performance Indicators. The report provides an update on progress on
management actions arising from Internal Audits which specifically relate to
services which fall within the remit of this Committee.

2.2

The Place Senior Management team are committed to ensuring appropriate action
is taken to progress open internal audit actions to conclusion, with appropriate focus
on closure of all high rated findings and all findings that are over one year overdue.

3.

Background

3.1

On 21 September 2021, the Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee
considered a report on overdue findings and key performance indicators presented
by Internal Audit. The report was based on information prepared 11 August 2021.

3.2

The Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee approved a three-month
extension to all open Internal Audit findings, recognising the ongoing impacts of
COVID-19 and other priorities and challenges faced by the Council. This is not
currently reflected in the information presented.

3.3

This report was referred to Transport and Environment Committee for information.

3.4

An update on overdue Internal Audit actions was included within the Business
Bulletin for Transport and Environment Committee on 17 June 2021.

4.

Main report

4.1

Appendix 1 provides an updated summary of the overdue Internal Audit actions
which fall within the remit of the Transport and Environment Committee.

4.2

Since the report to Transport and Environment Committee in June 2021 seven
overdue internal audit actions have been closed (one – Waste and Cleansing, three
– Payments and Charges for Parking, one – Street Lighting and Traffic Signals, and
two Roads Service Improvement Plan).
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4.3

In addition, two further audit actions on PL1810 have been closed since the report
for Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee was prepared.

4.4

There are currently eight Internal Audit management actions which are overdue on
their original implementation date which relate to the remit of this Committee.
These actions sit within audit areas:
4.4.1 Road Services Improvement Plan – PL1808 (seven); and
4.4.2 Street Lighting and Traffic Signals – PL1810 (one).

4.5

There are a small number of overdue management actions which relate to Internal
Audits on Council processes which are being implemented across all Council
Services. These include services within the remit of this Committee. All of the
actions are in progress, have revised implementation dates or have been
implemented:
•

RES1809 – Suppler Management Framework and CIS Payments (two actions)

•

CE1902 – Policy Management Framework (one action – 56)

•

CW1702 - Resilience BC (all three actions (64, 68, 70) now have revised
implementation dates to recognise that the Council will prepare new Business
Impact Assessments once service resumption post COVID-19 is completed and
a new Senior Management Structure for the Council has been implemented);

•

RES1910 - Risk Management (one action - one action (78) has been
implemented and is awaiting feedback from Internal Audit; and

•

CW1914 – Unsupported Technology and End User Computing (one action –
128).

4.7

Since the report for Governance, Risk and Best Value Committee was prepared the
Place Senior Management Team have reviewed all overdue internal audit actions
and have agreed implementation plans for each action. In some cases, an
extension to the implementation date will be required to ensure that all of the
necessary actions are completed and in some cases the service may prepare to
accept the balance of risk if the action can no longer be implemented or if further
action requested by Internal Audit cannot be delivered.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

Officers will continue to progress with implementation of management actions
arising from Internal Audits and will aim to conclude these within the agreed
timescales.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

There are no financial impacts arising from this report.
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7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

None.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

None.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1 – Transport and Environment Committee Extract Summary of Internal
Audit: Overdue Findings as at 11 August 2021
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Appendix 1 – Transport and Environment Committee Extract Summary of Internal Audit: Overdue Findings and Key Performance Indicators as at 11
August 2021
Audit Title: Road Services Improvement Plan
Responsible Manager: Cliff Hutt
Agreed Management
Original
Revised
Current Status Status Update
Action
Implementation Implementation
Date
Date

1.1

High

The Roads Service
Improvement Plan (the
Plan) will be reviewed
following completion of
the organisational
restructure and will
consider the points noted
in the recommendation. A
review of the financial
operating model will also
be undertaken with the
aim of embedding a new
budget structure for the
service. Once completed
the Plan business case will
be refreshed to reflect
any significant changes.

30/04/2020

01/06/2021

Implemented

This action has been
implemented and
evidence submitted
to Internal Audit for
consideration.

1.3

High

The re-based plan will be
managed in line with the
Project Management
Toolkit for Major Projects.
The plan will be managed
by the Roads service
Performance Coordinator

20/12/2020

01/05/2021

In Progress

This action is
currently being
reviewed by the
service.
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Audit Reference: PL1808
Finding
Issue Type
Reference (Finding
Rating)

Reference in
Appendix 1 of
IA Report of 21
September
2021
84

85

once appointed in the
revised structure.
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1.4

High

A post implementation
review of both the new
organisational structure
(31 March 2020) and
completed Roads Service
Improvement Plan (the
Plan) actions (March
2021) will take place to
assess the effectiveness of
the new service and any
requirements for change,
and the impact of the
changes delivered
through the Plan

31/03/2021

01/08/2022

In Progress

The implementation
86
date for this action
was revised to
recognise the delay in
implementing the
new service structure
as a result of COVID19. This review will
now be completed by
01/08/2022.

2.1

High

One of the roles included
in the new Roads
structure is a Roads
Service Performance
Coordinator. The team
member appointed to this
role will be responsible
for designing;
implementing; and
maintaining a
performance and quality
assurance framework that
will incorporate the
recommendations made
to support ongoing
monitoring and

31/07/2021

30/09/2021

In Progress

Following discussion
between the service
and Internal Audit,
the implementation
date for this has been
revised.
The evidence
required to close has
been agreed.

87

management of the Roads
service.
This will involve ensuring
that all Roads teams
develop team plans that
include key performance
measures; outline their
respective roles and
responsibilities for
delivery; and are aligned
with overall Council’s
commitments that are
relevant to Roads.
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2.2

High

1. The existing Transport
Design and Delivery
quality framework will be
revised to reflect the new
Roads and Transport
Infrastructure Service and
rolled out across the
service. As part of this
review, the
recommendations
highlighted above will be
considered and
incorporated where
appropriate. The Design,
Structures and Flood
Prevention Manager will
be responsible for
refreshing the quality

30/06/2021

31/03/2021

In progress

Evidence of
implementation
submitted to Internal
Audit on 01/04/2021,
14/04/2021 and
16/04/2021.
Internal audit have
requested additional
information in order
to close this action.

88

framework once
appointed.
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2. A sampling regime will
be designed and
embedded for safety
inspections to ensure that
defects are being
categorised properly. This
process will be designed
and implemented by the
Team Leader for Safety
Inspections to be
appointed as part of the
ongoing restructure.
3. A sampling regime will
be designed and
embedded for road defect
repairs to ensure that
repairs are fit for purpose
and effective.
4. Key performance
indicators for each team
will be included in the
target setting for each 4th
tier manager and their
direct reports to ensure
focus on these measures.
Emerging themes from
Team Plans and quality

assurance reviews will
also be shared with Roads
teams, and individual and
team training needs will
be considered based on
the themes identified.
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3.2b

Low

3.3

Low

This process will be
designed and
implemented by the
Service Performance
Coordinator to be
appointed as part of the
ongoing restructure.
Design and implement a
training framework for all
relevant Inspectors in line
with the newly adopted
‘Road Safety Inspection
and Defect Categorisation
Procedure’
On appointment, the new
Service Performance
Coordinator and Team
Leader – Safety
Inspections will work with
Pitney Bowes (the
supplier of the Confirm
system) to develop a new
process to plan and

31/01/2020

01/01/2021

In Progress

31/03/2020

30/06/2021

In Progress

This action was
previously
implemented,
however, following
discussion with
Internal Audit, the
action has been
revised.
Following discussion
between the service
and Internal Audit,
the implementation
date for this has been
revised.
The evidence
required to close has
been agreed.

89

90

monitor safety inspection
performance
4.1

Low

A new process will be
developed within the
Confirm system which
requires reconciliation
between accident claim
enquiries and those
logged on the Local
Authority Claims Handling
System (LACHS) system.

28/05/2020

31/12/2020

In Progress

This action was
implemented and
evidence provided to
Internal Audit on
10/02/2021.
Additional
information has been
requested by Internal
Audit.

91
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Audit Reference: PL1810

Audit Title: Street Lighting and Traffic Signals

Finding
Issue Type
Reference (Finding
Rating)

Agreed Management Action

Issue 2,
Rec 1

Street Lighting
Clear processes will be
designed, recorded (in the
Street Lighting Operational
guide), and implemented to
ensure that following
completion of wards in the
EESLP:
• progress with
electrical testing is
monitored and
actioned; and
• checks are
performed over the
completeness and
accuracy of all
inventory data held
on Confirm (e.g.
routine sample
testing across the
wards

Medium

Responsible Manager:
Cliff Hutt/Gavin Brown
Original
Revised
Current
Status Update
Implementation Implementation Status
Date
Date

20/12/2019

31/03/2022

In Progress

This action was
revised at
30/03/2021.
Following the
completion of further
wards in the EESLP,
Internal Audit will
perform sample
testing to ensure the
data held on Confirm
is accurate and
complete, and that
electrical testing
outcomes are being
recorded. IA will also
confirm that the
inventory checks have
been designed and
implemented. It is
expected that the
EESLP will complete in
late 2021, and
therefore an
implementation date
of 31/03/2022 has

Reference in
Appendix 1 of
IA Report of
21 September
2021
117
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Issue 3,
Rec 1

Low

Street Lighting and Traffic
Signals
Operational Guides will be
developed, implemented,
and reviewed to ensure that
processes align with current
regulatory requirements.

30/09/2019

30/06/2021

Now Closed
(20/09/2021)

Issue 4,
Rec 3

Low

Traffic Signals
Processes for the completion
and retention of the
checklist to be included in
appropriate Operational
Guide

31/03/2020

31/06/2021

Now closed
(25/08/2021)

been agreed with
Internal Audit.
Operational Guide for
Street Lighting was
submitted on
07/12/2020. The
Traffic Signals
Operational Guide will
be completed by
31/06/2021.
This has been include
in the operational
guide and will be
submitted when the
guide is complete.

118

119

Agenda Item 8.3
Transport and Environment Committee

10.00am, Thursday, 14 October 2021

Revenue Monitoring Update - 2021/22 Month five
position
Executive/routine
Wards
Council Commitments

Routine
All

1.

Recommendations

1.1

Transport and Environment Committee are asked to note that:
1.1.1 The overall Place revenue budget month five position for 2021/22 is a
projected £1.592m overspend (excluding Covid-19 impact). Services within
the remit of the Committee are forecasting an overspend of £0.404m;
1.1.2 General Fund Covid-19 costs of circa £12.57m, in addition to the pressure
set out at 1.1.1, have been forecast for the overall Place Directorate at month
five with circa £8.630m relating to services within the remit of the Committee;
1.1.3 The Executive Director of Place is taking measures to address budget
pressures and risks. Progress will be reported to Committee.

Paul Lawrence
Executive Director of Place
Contact: Susan Hamilton, Principal Accountant
E-mail: susan.hamilton@edinburgh.gov.uk | Tel: 0131 469 3718
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Report

Revenue Monitoring Update –2021/22 Month five
position
2.

Executive Summary

2.1

This report provides an update on the 2021/22 revenue budget forecast at month
five for the services within the remit of this Committee.

2.2

The forecast position, excluding Covid-19 impact is unchanged from that reported to
Committee at month three and is a projected overspend of £1.592m for Place
Directorate, of which £0.404m relates to services within the remit of this Committee.
A more detailed half-year review exercise is in progress and will be reported in the
next Committee cycle.

2.3

The forecast position in respect of Covid-19 impact is a cost of £12.57m for Place
Directorate, of which £8.630m relates to services within the remit of the Committee.
This is an improvement on the month three position and primarily reflects some
recovery in parking income.

3.

Background

3.1

The total 2021/22 approved net General Fund (GF) revenue budget for the Place
Directorate is £52.667m, after adjusting for income from other parts of the Council,
external grants and other income. This budget is net of £4.346m of savings
approved by Council in February and May 2021 and includes residual pressure
funding of £5.800m and service investment funding.

3.2

This report provides an update on the 2021/22 revenue budget forecast at month
five for the services within the remit of this Committee. A separate report to the
Council’s Finance and Resources Committee on 7 October 2021 set out the
projected position on the Capital Investment Programme.

3.3

Covid-19 identified net costs have been separated from ‘business as usual’ net
expenditure in order to facilitate understanding of the drivers of risks, cost pressures
and mitigating actions where applicable.
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4.

Main report
Place Directorate – 2021/22 Month Five Forecast

4.1

A suite of assumptions has been applied to the 2021/22 forecast in terms of service
adaptation in response to current public health guidance. These will continue to be
monitored and reported at regular intervals as part of on-going financial risk
analysis.

4.2

As stated in paragraph 3.1, residual pressure funding was awarded to services to
address specific legacy pressures. The impact of this on services within the remit
of this Committee is £3.023m of investment to reset the operating budget. This is
summarised within Appendix 1. At this juncture, the combination of this investment
and management plans are considered to be adequate to manage the associated
legacy budget risk.

4.3

At month five, there has been no movement in respect of the ‘business as usual’
position from that reported at month three. Emergent pressures have been
identified which, when combined with approved savings assessed as ‘red’, total
£1.592m across Place Directorate. The elements which are pertinent to this
Committee total £0.404m and in the main relate to Waste and Cleansing services
and include the impact of keeping public conveniences open until the end of the
calendar year. Plans are still being developed to bring this budget back into
balance.

4.4

At month five, Covid-19 costs across Place Directorate have been forecast at
£12.570m with £8.630m relating to services within the remit of this Committee (see
Appendix 2). The largest component of this relates to lost parking income, although
at month five there are signs of recovery which will be closely monitored.

4.5

There are financial risks not included in the forecast which are regularly monitored
by the Place Senior Management Team ((SMT). One such risk which falls within
the remit of this Committee is the £0.400m 2020/21 approved saving in respect of
the Council’s contribution to Transport for Edinburgh operating costs. This was
achieved in 2020/21 and it is assumed this will continue.

4.6

The positions set out in this report are incorporated into the overall balanced budget
position projected for the Council, as reported to Finance and Resources
Committee on 7 October 2021.
2021/22 Budget – Approved Savings Delivery

4.7

The approved budget savings for Place Directorate in 2021/22 total £4.346m, of
which £2.509m relates to services within the remit of this Committee. A BRAG
assessment has been undertaken of the savings delivery risk by Place SMT and a
summary of the savings relevant to this Committee is shown in Appendix 3. As can
be seen, there are no savings at ‘black’ or ‘red’ with 22% at ‘amber’ and 78% at
‘green’.
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2021/23 Budget – Approved Service Investment
4.8

As part of the decisions made by the Council on 27 May 2021, Elected Members
approved service investments totalling £12.8m in respect of Place Directorate
services. Of this, £9.671m relates to services within the remit of this Committee
and a further £1.559m of investment which in part relates to services within the
remit of this Committee. The investments, RAG analysis and status narrative is
shown within Appendix 4. Of the £9.671m, 25% has been assessed as ‘red’, 70%
at ‘amber’ and 5% at ‘green’ as at month five. It is expected that this assessment
will materially improve over the coming months as implementation develops and
proceeds.

5.

Next Steps

5.1

Place Directorate is committed to delivering mitigating management action to
address identified emergent budget pressures and risks on an ongoing basis and
will continue to report on progress towards the delivery of a balanced budget.

5.2

In addition to the introduction of realigned budgets and half-year reviews, a more
strategic approach is being implemented in terms of budget management. Place
SMT is looking to the 2022/23 budget management strategy as part of a rolling
process not confined to the current financial year.

5.3

The forecast costs in relation to Covid-19 can currently be contained within existing
Council budgets, however Place SMT will continue to monitor changes in public
health guidance and budgetary impacts and report impacts as appropriate.

6.

Financial impact

6.1

The Council’s Financial Regulations set out Executive Directors’ responsibilities in
respect of financial management, including regular consideration of their service
budgets. The position set out in the report indicates pressures emerging within the
Place Directorate which require to be addressed.

7.

Stakeholder/Community Impact

7.1

Consultation was undertaken as part of the budget setting process.

8.

Background reading/external references

8.1

None.

9.

Appendices

9.1
9.2
9.3

Appendix 1 - Place Directorate: 2021/22 Budget – Residual Pressures Funding
Appendix 2 - Covid-19 – 2021/22 Related Increases in costs and loss of income
Appendix 3 - Place Directorate: 2021/22 Month Five - Approved Savings
Assessment
Appendix 4 – Place Directorate: 2021/22 Month Five – Approved Investment
Assessment

9.4
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Appendix 1 – Place Directorate: 2021/22 Budget – Residual Pressures Funding –
Services within the remit of Transport and Environment Committee.
2021/22 Budget
Approved Residual Pressure Service Funding – Transport and
Environment Committee
Waste and Cleansing
Scientific, Bereavement and Registration
Strategic Transport
Fleet
Estimated underspends in service areas – netted off
Net Total

£m

2.380
0.320
0.790
0.250
(0.717)
3.023

Appendix 2 – Covid-19 – 2021/22 Related Increases in costs and losses of income.
Area

Description

Actual Cost
£m

Parking

Reductions in parking income

5.200

Roads

Provision for reduction in salaries chargeable to capital

0.500

Waste and
Cleansing

Provision for additional costs / greater than normal waste
tonnages

1.200

Other

Reductions in income; cruise liner berthing, tables and chairs
permits, Bus Station, scientific services.

1.730
8.630

Appendix 3 – Place Directorate: 2021/22 Month Five - Approved Savings
Assessment - Services within the remit of Transport and Environment Committee.
2021/22 Budget
Approved Saving
Transport and Environment
Committee

Green
£m

Amber
£m

Red
£m

Black
£m

Delivered

In Progress

Difficult

At Risk

Depots and Yards

0.210

-

-

-

0.210

Parking Action Plan Ph2

0.520

-

-

-

0.520

Cashless Parking

0.075

0.075

-

-

0.150

Garden Waste Uplift

0.160

-

-

-

0.160

Fees & Charges

-

0.379

-

-

0.379

Scientific & Bereavement

-

0.090

-

-

0.090

1.000

-

-

-

1.000

1.965
78%

0.544
22%

-

-

2.509
100%

Asset life reprofiling (roads,
infrastructure; 2021/22 only)
Total
% of Total Savings
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Total
£m

Appendix 4 – Place Directorate: 2021/22 Month Five – Approved Investment
Assessment – Services within the remit of the Transport and Environment
Committee.
£m/
RAG
Status

Investment and Status Narrative
Approved Investments within Transport and Environment Remit
Communal Bins. No contractual commitment to be made until outcome of
Zero Waste Scotland funding application is known in October 2021. Revised
business case may be required depending on funding outcome.
Tram concessions – Free under-19 travel. Scottish Government policy is
now for under-22 free travel on buses. If this were applied to trams, the cost
would exceed the approved annual level of investment funding by at least
£1m, with this sum likely to increase significantly upon opening of the tram
extension.
Edinburgh Bike Scheme. Following the failure of contract extension
negotiations, the current scheme will end on 17 September and alternative
options are therefore being investigated.
All Ability Bikes. Grant award to the Thistle Foundation to support the
delivery of a service to allow adaptive cycles to be available for disabled
people across the city was approved by Transport and Environment
Committee at continuation of its meeting originally held on 19 August 2021.
Roads, Pavements & Carriageways. A Delivery programme has been
developed and associated phasing is being tested and agreed with Finance
colleagues.
Increased foot and carriageway gritting and cleaning. Procurement of
the additional vehicles is underway. Pavement gritting routes have been
designed and are being tested and risk-assessed by staff.
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure. Relates to installation of charging points
for Council fleet.
Energy and Waste Actions – Net Zero Strategy. Implementation planning
underway, project management support required given tight timescales.
Public Conveniences. Additional temporary toilets in premier parks and
other key locations – approval to incur costs to 30 September 2021.
Sub-total
Approved Investments partially within Transport and Environment
Remit
Smart Cities. The related commercial terms are currently being finalised
and the programme will seek to join the Council’s Change Portfolio for indepth monitoring from September 2021.
20 Minute Neighbourhood Strategy – Enabling Works. 18-month funding
agreed at CLT on 28 July and now into secondments and/or recruitment for
resource.
Fees and Charges pressure reduction. Some fees and charges were
assessed as being at tipping point in terms of commerciality or affordability if
full uplift applied. Funding applied against income shortfall as agreed.
Sub-total
Total Investments fully/partially within the remit of Transport and
Environment Committee.
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1.100

0.500

0.800

0.071

6.000

0.300

0.250
0.200
0.450
9.671

0.500

0.500

0.559

1.559
11.230

Agenda Annex
CITY OF EDINBURGH COUNCIL
TRANSPORT AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

Item No 3

14 October 2021
DEPUTATION REQUESTS

Subject

Deputation

3.1

SW20 (written and verbal)

In relation to Item 7.1 on the
agenda – Active Travel Measures
– Travelling Safely Update–
Report by the Executive Director
of Place

Living Streets Edinburgh (written and verbal)
New Town and Broughton Community Council
(verbal)
South West Edinburgh in Motion (written and
verbal)
Edinburgh City Private Hire and Capital Cars
(written and verbal)

3.2

In relation to Item 7.4 on the
Spokes Porty (written and verbal)
agenda – Short Term
Portobello Community Council (written and
Improvements at Portobello High
Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry verbal)
Lauder Road Junction – Report by
Brightons and Rosefield Residents’ Association
the Executive Director of Place
(written)
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TravellingSafely:LanarkRoadandLongstone 
COVID-19andtheglobalclimatecrisiscontinuetoimpactsignificantlyonlocal
neighbourhoods.  
Asustainableandintegratedtransportsystemwhichsupportsactivetravelhasbeen
highlightedbypublichealthleadersandpoliticiansasapriorityinvestmentarea.National
andlocalpolicyinrelationtoclimatechange,transport,airquality,placemakingandhealth
increasinglypromotesactivetravelandtheneedtomaketheshifttomoresustainable
transport. 
Citiesandcommunitiesaroundtheworldarerebalancingstreetstosupportwellbeing,
emissions-reductionandhealthycommunities.Berlin,Birmingham,Glasgow,Parisareall
facingthesamechallengeswiththesameintent:seekingtopromoteinnovative,
place-basedsolutionsandinvestingintheirneighbourhoods-toreduceemissionsand
improvecitizen’shealth. 

Policycontext: 
EverylevelofgovernmentacrosspoliticalpartiesiscommittedtodeliverNetZero:local,
ScottishandU
 Kgovernmentsareinagreementchangeneedstohappen. 
TheS
 cottishGovernment'splanningpositionstatementhighlightstheimportanceofcreating
resilientsustainablecommunities,pointingto20minuteneighbourhoodsasakeytoolinthe
battleagainstclimatechangeandhealthinequalities.Edinburgh’s2
 030CityPlanrequiresus
tobeboldandreimagineourstreetscapes.  
COVID-19thrivesonourmostvulnerableandwidensexistinginequalities.Theimpactof
climatechangeaffectsthemostvulnerable. 
Bysupportingourcommunitiestobehealthierandourlocalbusinessesmoreresilientwe
canhelppreparethemforclimatechange.Butthelongerwewait,thelessequitablechange
willbe.However,therearegoodexamplesinScotlandwherepositivechangestostreets
havebeenmade.Theyalignwiththisvision: 
●
●

Accessible,inclusiveandsafecommunitieswhereallcitizens,irrespectiveofageor
ability,haveaccesstoservices,shops,greenspaceandcommunityspaces;and 
Creatinglong-termenvironmentallyandeconomicallysustainablecommunities
whereresidentscanthrive.  


Livebetterlocally 
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Example:Glasgow 
Glasgow,likeEdinburgh,haschallengingtargetstoreducecarbonemissionsaspartofa
biggerglobaleffort.Ithasrecognised thatasustainableandintegratedtransportsystem
whichsupportsactivetravelisapriorityforthecity,it’sbusinessesandresidents. 
SW20visitedG
 lasgowtoseetheinclusiveandaccessibledesignsthathelpitsresidents
movearoundsafely,regardlessofageandmobility.MilesdriveninScotlandinthedecade
priortoCOVID-19increasedby10%.Glasgow’sliveableneighbourhoodsr educecar
dependencymakingwalking,cyclingandpublictransportthebestchoices.Theywerebuilt
aspartofconversationswiththelocalcommunity,butwithwellbeingandtheclimate
emergencyinmind.  
Cyclingisu
 p400%andthepublicissupportive.Glasgowisnowproposing1
 60milesof
activetravelroutesandn
 ewsustainabletransportavenues.Imagesfromtheseschemesare
below.ThisispossibleinSWEdinburgh: 
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LanarkRoadandLongstone:  
AsyouconsidertheschemesinSWEdinburghandothersacrossEdinburgh,becomforted
thatothercitieshaveimplementedthesewithinthesamepolicycontext.An‘improvenot
remove’approachisessentialtocreatingbetteroptionsforourcommunity.Local
improvementsmightinclude:  
EnsuringAccessibility: 
● Permanent,well-designedschemestobedeveloped,inlinewiththesuccessesof
Glasgowschemes. 
● Mored
 roppedkerbsortactilepaving,particularlyatroutestobusstops,inlinewith
theC
 ouncil’sEqualPavement’sPledge 
● Inclusionofbluebadgespacesaroundschoolsandparks(e.g.DovecotGrove) 
● 144medicsacrosstheLothians’swroteanopenlettertoimproveandextendcurrent
activemeasurestoreducehealthinequalities 
● Pedestrianprioritisation:itispositivetoseecrossingsplannedforLanarkRoad,
wheretherearecurrentlynonebetweenGillespieCrossroadsandLongstone
(despitebeing8betweentheBypassandBalerno).  
● AccelerationoftheWestEdinburghLinkcrossingatHailesGardens. 



Localresidentsfieldwork& oursurveyresponses(c300)suggest: 
● LowlevelsofparkingonLanarkRoad:e.g.only33carstotalon3.2milesofkerb
(Sundayeveningwhenresidentswerein).ThisalignswithCouncilofficerfindings.  
● Usingtimedparkingmaysupportnurseryandotherbusinesses,whereshortparking
windows(c15mins)wouldallowdropoffs/pick-ups.  
● CouncilOfficersreportthespeedofcarsalongLanarkRoadcreatesariskofharm,
withmanycarsstilltravellinginexcessofthecurrentlimits.Oursurveyssuggest
potentialsupportfor20mph-akeyenablerforactivetravel. 



SouthWestEdinburgh-Planningforthefuture: 
● Publictransporthesitancypersistsandmorep
 eoplearechoosingtheircars.Thisis
likelytocontinuewhilstCovid-19guidanceencouragesworkingfromhomewhere
possibleandsocialdistancingmeasures.Commutinghasnotyetreturned.  
● TheschemesonLanarkRoadandinLongstonecanbeconnectedaspartof
Edinburghactivetravelplans-toJuniperGreen,WesterHailes&Slateford.A
 
coherentnetworkdrivesdemandandincreasesinclusivity,e
 ncouragingmore
women,ethnicminoritiesandinexperiencedcyclists.Thisalsobenefitspublic
transportusersanddrivers. 
● 2022-2025willseeasignificantin
 creaselocalhousingparticularlyinBalerno,
Longstone,Craiglockhart&Colinton. 



Considerthealternative:removingschemesLanarkRoadandinLongstonecouldmean:  
● Trafficwillhavemorespaceandspeedswillincrease 
● Carswillbep
 arkedacrosstrafficislandsands ightlinesatjunctionswillbepoor,as
wasthecasepriortothisscheme 
● TheWaterofLeithandUnionCanalareoftencongested,muddyandmostlyunlit–
theyarenotviablealternativeroutesthatmakepeoplefeelsafe.  
Resultsfromoursurveys: 
●

85%areconcernedorveryconcernedaboutcrossingwideside-streetjunction 
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●
●
●
●

77.5%agreethatiflanescyclelanesaremadepermanent,pedestriansshouldhave
prioritycrossingjunctions. 
75%ofrespondentssupportretainingdoubleyellowlinestoimprovesightlinesnear
junctions 
Commonbarrierstowalking,wheelingorcycling:infrastructurenotjoinedup,speed
ofcars,safety. 
75%wantthe30mphlimitretainedorloweredto20mph. 

Quotes: 
“I'velivedintheareaallmylifeandvolumeofcarsinourcommunityhasincreasedtoa
pointwheresomethinghastochange.Therearejusttoomanycars.Crossingtheroadsand
junctionsalongLanarkRoadoftenfeelsveryunsafewithdriversprovingunwillingtoobserve
thespeedlimitslocally.It'stimethatpeoplewereputfirstinourcommunityagainandif
drivershavetobethatlittlebitmorepatient,thensobeit.It'slongoverdue” 
“Beforethesechangesitwasimpossibletousemostofthelittleislandcrossingpointsas
carswereusuallyparkedoneitherbothsidesoratleastoneside.Itmadeitimpossiblefor
metopushmyfatherswheelchairbetweentheparkedcarstousetheisland…thecrossing
pointsuselessanywaywemostlyhadtotrytocrossallfourlanesinonego.That'squite
frighteningwhencarsarewhizzingtowardsyouat40mph+.Atleastnowwecanusethe
islandsbuttheydonotoffermuchprotectionsowe'dlovetoseebettercrossingsandpriority
atjunctionswouldbewelcometoo.Thelackofdroppedkerbsisdisgracefulbutraisingthe
pavementupwouldbeevenmorewelcome” 
“PutLanarkroadbacktonormal.Itisadisasternow.Whyarewechangingtheroadsfora
smallnumberofidiotsthatdon’tknowhowtocrossroads.OrforthetotallystupidcyclistS
thatdon’tknowhowtousetheroadorknowtherulesoftheroad.” 

Didyouknow:  

●

SW20wasformedinJune2021bylocalresidents,groupsandbusinessestoamplify
apositivevisionina
 nopenlettertoCouncilLeadersaboutLanarkRoad? 


●

70%ofkidswalkedorcycledtoschoolinthe1970;safewaystojourneytoschools
areabarriertochoosingactivetravel? 

●

Therewasanincreaseinwomencyclingin2020by56%(comparedtoa12%
increaseofmen?.ThisincreasewasdirectlyattributedtotheintroductionofCovid-19
activetravelmeasuresandsignificantreductionofcartraffic.  

ActivetravelinterventionsinLondon2020r educedtrafficcasualtiesbyhalf? 

Creatingsegregatedinfrastructureimprovessafetyforallroadusers?Usinga
 dvisory
lanes(paint),makeitworse-createsmoreharm. 

SW20surveysindicatestheremaybebroadsupportforpedestriancrossings,
keeping(andpotentialfurthering)speedlimitreductionandforwell-designed

●
●

●

infrastructure?
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WeleaveyouwiththreeimagesofwhatmightbepossibleinSouthWestEdinburgh: 


Image1:pedestriancrossingatDovecotPark 
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Image2:continuouspavement,givingprioritytopedestriansatjunctions 
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Image3:floatingparkingwithsustainabledrainage,accessiblekerbsandclearerparkingspaces




END 
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LSEG deputation to CEC - pedestrian crossings

(Item 7.1)

Thanks for the opportunity for us to speak about the part of the report dealing with
pedestrian crossings and traffic signals. (Appendix 4 of the ‘Travelling Safely’ Update.)
***
My name is Hilda Sim. I walk and cycle in Edinburgh and use public transport; but I also
drive, therefore understand driver behaviour.
The Living Streets Edinburgh Group has spent a lot of time looking at Edinburgh road
junctions and pedestrian crossings over the past year and documenting just how poor they
are for pedestrians. I have personally observed over 20.
General impression - junctions and signal timings are designed around convenience of
motor vehicle, not pedestrian.
Result - long waiting times, danger, noise, and unpleasant conditions discourage walking.
Key observations:
1.
Pedestrians have to wait too long between Green Mans.
Result - frustration makes people cross during red man - Green Wait (GW), risking
accident. eg. Lothian Road / Morrison Street - had to wait 2 minutes and 20 seconds for
Green Man.
On Wednesday 29 September, a bus hit pedestrian at corner of Leith Street and Princes
Street near St James Quarter where there is a typically excessive wait for Green Man.
2.
Green Man illumination time too short.
eg. Jock's Lodge (Restalrig Road) near Morrisons supermarket - Green Man only 6-7
seconds (after GW more than 2 minutes).
Result - people feel pressurised and run across (unsafe and unfair).
3.
Large junctions with multiple unconnected pedestrian crossings result in
excessive crossing times due to aggregated wait times.
eg. Took over 5 minutes to cross from Portobello Road to Portobello High Street via the
crossings unless ignored red man and risked jaywalking.
4.
Drivers do not always stop at their amber.
Result - amber gamblers reduce available time for pedestrians to cross, or may even drive
through pedestrians on Green Man phase. eg. Holy Corner. Why not put cameras on
traffic lights to enforce obedience to red & amber lights?
5.
Motorists sometimes end up driving through the Green Man phase at another
part of the junction, sometimes when turning right, or if traffic is backed up ahead.
Result - obvious risk of collision with pedestrians on the crossing. eg. Entrance to
Craigleith shopping centre off Queensferry Road.
Examine signal timings to reduce chance of motor vehicles driving through Green Man
phase at other side of junction.
6.
Junction design prioritises convenience of motor vehicles over pedestrians.
eg. Charlotte Sq / west end Princes St / Lothian Rd - race track, unsafe for pedestrians.
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LSEG deputation to CEC - pedestrian crossings

(Item 7.1)

Could replace dual lanes of traffic with single lane.
7.
Two pedestrian phases per cycle are an excellent idea.
eg. already operating at High Street junctions with GIV Bridge & Bridges; also Nicolson
Street / W Richmond Street.
Making it easier for people to walk across junctions is a good way to shift people out of
cars and encourage them to go by foot or public transport.
Main conclusion - pedestrians have to wait too long to cross the road.
**
David Hunter, Convenor LSEG
Although walking (including wheeling) is top of everyone’s movement hierarchy, it is
virtually invisible in so many ways - the number of pedestrians is rarely monitored in
transport schemes and models- for example, it is not mentioned in the Lanark Road
section of this report - nor is the time it takes to walk for one place to another. Probably
the single most important way to make walking quicker in a city is to reduce delays when
crossing the road.
So it is fantastic to see the improvements to pedestrian crossings described in this report:
the time that people have to wait to cross the road is in some cases reduced by 50%. If
this was rolled out across the city, the overall impact of these measures would be
enormous - I’d say potentially the biggest single improvement for walking in Edinburgh for
years - certainly since introducing the 20mph speed limits. The plan to ensure that school
leaving times benefit from the more pedestrian-friendly phases is especially welcome. Also
welcome is noting how many faults there are (8 out of 63) and that the default setting will
no longer be the worst for pedestrians.
This has been funded by the £100,000 budget agreed by T&E in January which has also
paid for the upgrade of several pelican crossings. This amounts to 2% of the Spaces for
People budget - fantastic value for money. I’d like to thank in particular Andy Edwards for
his patience in liaising with us over recent months.
However, I hope that this is only the start: there is so much more scope for further
improvements.
So far, the project has only focussed on a few corridors - it must be extended to the whole
city so that every signalised junction and pedestrian crossing is assessed for improvement.
Signals along the tram route have been excluded - these need to be looked at too.
The project has excluded peak periods and weekends - these also need to be looked at especially because we may no longer return to the same ‘peaks’ that we had before the
pandemic.
Most fundamentally, Appendix 4 is based on a consultant’s observations which gives the
traditional priority to motor traffic. For example, the statement that “there is little scope to
amend timings for pedestrian improvements without having a significant impact on the
overall junction operation” really just means that traffic flow comes first. This is at odds with
current policy.
Page354
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(Item 7.1)

Another example: in his report, the consultant recommended that there should be no
change at Balgreen Road because the signals (quote) “provide a reasonable balance for
all users, as it allows traffic to keep moving, and keeps waiting time for pedestrians
relatively low”.
Let’s turn that around and adopt a mind set which “allows pedestrians to keep moving, and
keeps waiting time for traffic relatively low”!
It’s also assumed that pedestrians cross the road at 1.2m per second, and yet there is a
pile of evidence that this is too fast for many particularly older people. Many crossings
should be configured for pedestrians who move more slowly.
The report shows that signal timings have been unnecessarily weighted in favour of motor
traffic for years - or almost certainly, decades. This despite all the policy documents and
guidance talking of the need to put walking first. So we shouldn’t accept city streets as just
the way they are, but we should actively query and challenge the conventions over how
streets are designed and managed, which so often still put traffic first.
So, we’d like to ask that Committee:
• agrees for a further report taking in all these points and
• agrees a budget as a key part of the Active Travel programme.
Living Streets Edinburgh Group
October 2021
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South West Edinburgh in Motion Deputation:
Agenda Item 7.1 Options for Lanark Road
1. About South West Edinburgh in Motion
South West Edinburgh in Motion was formed to call for genuine community consultation on the
Spaces for People measures installed on Lanark, Longstone and Inglis Green Roads.
Our Facebook group has over 800 members made up of residents and local business owners
impacted by the council’s Spaces for People schemes on Lanark, Inglis Green and Longstone
Roads.
We organised two local surveys, one conducted in December 2020 by an independent market
research company and completed by over 1000 respondents, and another informal survey in June
2021 with over 400 replies, from residents and businesses in the Longstone Community Council
catchment.
Based on the findings of these surveys and the many hundreds of comments made by
respondents since the initial introduction of SfP in the area, SWEM has been able to collect more
local opinion on the Spaces for People schemes than local community councils, and
therefore has a clear mandate to represent these views to the council.
2. What we now know about the Lanark Road scheme
Previous council data and the report before councillors today allow a more complete picture of the
scheme on Lanark Road.
At a cost of up to £200,000, the scheme on Lanark Road:
•
•
•
•
•

3.

Has not increased cycling by a statistically significant amount
Has a negative impact on people with disabilities (council’s own scheme assessment
reported to full council in June 2021), including removing parking previously accessible to
blue-badge holders
Has introduced a more complex layout in which 1 in 6 cars now exceeds the speed limit by
7 mph or more.
Has received no majority support from the community in any public engagement exercise
Has prioritised pedestrians below cyclists contrary to the transport hierarchy
A flawed consultation exercise

The recommendations before the Transport & Environment Committee today are based on a
flawed consultation exercise.
Councillors will be aware of the legal implications here, and SWEM has received legal advice that
a decision based on a flawed or misleading consultation would be challengeable.
On 6 September 2021, residents of Lanark Road and the neighbouring streets were presented with
the council’s “local engagement” survey, which asked about two specific elements of the Lanark
Road scheme.
SWEM noted that, if respondents wished to submit the survey, they must agree with one of the
options presented by the council concerning parking opposite Dovecot Park, namely "Relocate
Parking" or "Remove Parking".
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We considered that this was unacceptable, and on 7 September SWEM wrote to the council with a
formal complaint, which was UPHELD with the following response:
“...we recognise that people should have been able to choose neither of the options
presented. As such the survey has been updated and an answer to this question is no
longer required.
“We will contact participants (where we are able to) who provided responses prior to the
update to ask them if they would like to change their response.
The changes to the survey only came into effect after 223 people had submitted responses. Of
these, the council only managed to make confirmed contact with 33, of which 23 (70%!) then said
they wanted to remove their response to this question.
Furthermore, the survey still failed to include a “Do not agree” option, or indeed to state that a
mandatory response was no longer needed.
Also, the survey preamble refers to the support from the community councils for retaining the cycle
lanes outside Cranley Nursery, an unusually ‘leading’ statement in a survey which is simply bad
practice.
All of these are examples of an engagement exercise that breached the council’s own quality
criteria.
More disturbingly, the decision to ignore a clear 75% rejection from residents of the cycleway
layout at Spylaw Park raises the question of just how authentic this “engagement exercise” was,
again failing to meet the council’s own criteria.
Finally, we view the change of scope of the survey from the leafleted area of directly affected
residents of Lanark Road to a wider, self-selecting group to be a direct over-reach of the brief to
engage with residents and community council. As a reminder, the brief from full council was
unambiguous:
Item 7.13 – Potential Retention of Spaces for People
“Asks officers to engage with Lanark Road local residents and the Community
Council…”
Targeted leafleting to specific addresses was adopted as means of doing this, but then mission
creep occurred, and the engagement exercise became meaningless, with responses from outside
the area being submitted.
4.

Questionable Data

The recommendations before the Transport & Environment Committee today ignore some databased evidence and are based on questionable interpretation of data.
Councillors will note that the speed calculations in Table 2 of the report chose to avoid a year-onyear comparison in order to include post-implementation data from July 2021 where speeds are
much lower. (It is likely that this date coincided with roadworks on Slateford Road, which had an
effect on the traffic near Redhall Bank Road).
Since year-on-year (in fact, week for week—highlighted below) data exist, choosing to mix and
match the data from different weeks, some including school holiday periods, guarantees a poor
comparison.
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In fact, the most recent picture (August 2021) is one where most traffic is exceeding the speed
limit (mean speeds August 2021, 31.7mph) and where 1 in 6 drivers is exceeding the speed
limit by 7 mph (85th percentile of 36.9mph).
Handling of the cycle volume data is selective since, unlike the speed data, figures for July 2021
are disregarded without any reason being given.
The comparison is still not year-on-year, choosing to compare October 2020 (dates where new
COVID restrictions had just been introduced to limit unnecessary travel) with August 2021 (a
vaccinated population with all social settings reopened and many businesses working as normal).
Furthermore, cycling is a seasonal activity, and Cycling UK’s own figures show that urban cycling
is 15% higher in August than in October. With this in mind, the increase of 8 cycle journeys per day
(3.3%) is not a success story for the scheme, and is a real-terms decrease.
Still, even putting the COVID restrictions and seasonality aside, the 8 cycle journeys per day
increase is not statistically significant, when the standard deviation (the “uncertainty”) of the daily
numbers is between 8 and 9.
5. What this means for proposals for an ETRO
Specific proposed amendments to the scheme
The report recommends the relocation of parking to the opposite side of the road from Dovecot
Flats.
If councillors approve this then the impact on some residents will be severe because:
• Access from the parking at back of the flat involves stairs, which makes loading / unloading
from a car difficult for those with mobility problems
• There is no buzzer access from the back of the property, so delivery drivers and visitors
cannot gain access from here
• Residents with mobility issues will therefore have to cross the road from parking if they
need front access
The proposals for timed parking at Spylaw are not supported by residents. It is notable that 75% of
respondents chose the option to remove the cycle lane, but that this has been ignored.
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In particular, the proposal to introduce timed parking is only necessary because of the restrictions
on parking created by the scheme itself. Previously there was not a parking problem on Lanark
Road.
Wider implications
When the Lanark Road scheme was put in place, you told us that its purpose was to reduce the
risk of transmission of COVID on the Water of Leith and canal paths. Cllr Macinnes insisted the
move to make some schemes permanent was "by no means a done deal".
But voting to approve these recommendations for Lanark Road and to progress them as part of an
ETRO is doing exactly this.
Any ETRO you seek to progress for Lanark Road will:
• Be progressed in the face of clear majority public opposition
• Be discriminatory to people with disabilities, as evidenced by your own integrated impact
assessment
• Be investing in a scheme benefiting only cyclists but for which no demand can be
evidenced, even with the most preferential handling of the data
• Be prioritising cyclists over pedestrians in the transport hierarchy (see below)
Failure to consider transport hierarchy
Given—
•
•
•

the failure of the installed cycling infrastructure to attract more cyclists; and,
the lack of benefits to pedestrians; and,
the negative impacts on those who use wheelchairs to move along and
across Lanark Road,

we consider that the transport hierarchy — which should place pedestrians at the top — has been
ignored:

The difference in the treatment of cyclists and pedestrians in this scheme, in the consultation and
subsequent proposals is plain to see:
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Lanark Road Spaces
Pedestrians including disabled Cyclists including disabled
for People adherence people
cyclists
to transport hierarchy
in Sustrans-designed
scheme.
Volume of users in
one section of the
street
Source: Council VMC
Analysis 003682
Lanark Road and
003683 Lanark Road

Pedestrians are double the
number of cyclists (however
could be proportionately much
more than this as survey has
been done for short stretches
over half a mile apart. Most
pedestrians will not walk the
whole length of Lanark
Road. So the pedestrians in
both places (over half a mile
apart) are more likely to be
different people)
Hailes
Average week day 248
Average weekend 218
Redhall
Average weekday 236
Average weekend 262

Official council
scheme assessment
of impact for Spaces
for People
Source p47 Potential
Retention of Spaces
for People measures
– referral from the
Transport and
Environment
Committee - 24 June
2021
Improvements made
in last calendar year

Minor negative impact for
disabled people. (Contested by
disability representatives who
believe it is significantly
negative.)
Neutral impact for pedestrians

Traffic island upgrades agreed 4
years ago in 2017 for
consultation then implementation
by 2019/2020 have not
happened.

Cyclists are around half the
number of pedestrians, however
could be proportionately much less
than that as survey has been done
for short stretches over half a mile
apart. More cyclists than
pedestrians are likely to travel the
whole length of Lanark Road. So
the cyclists in both places (over
half a mile apart) are more likely to
be the same people.
Hailes
Average weekday 117
Average weekend 110
Redhall
Average weekday 126
Average weekend 162

Significant positive for cycling. (Not
all cyclists agree that it is.)
No criteria included for grading for
disabled cyclists. Some resident
feedback that the scheme is not
properly designed to be of real
benefit to some disabled cyclists
requiring adapted bikes, and
previous travel on the road by
adapted tricycle is no longer
possible when it was previously.
Sudden installation of 4km of cycle
lanes giving directly impacted
residents only 2 working days’
notice (in spite of design being
done by Sustrans over six months
earlier).

Source: Transport and
Environment Committee
Pedestrian Crossing Report in
2018.
Funding decisions for P10 Appendix 2 of report for
future improvements today’s TEC meeting states “the
introduction of standalone
Source: Transport
pedestrian crossings as a Road
and Environment
Safety intervention is subject to
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Data on p4 on Appendix 2 of report
for today’s TEC meeting shows a
very low level of cycling with no
statistically significant increase in
cycling between pre and post

Committee,
Thursday, 14 October
2021 Active Travel
Measures – Traveling
Safely Update

strict criteria to ensure that
funding is focussed on the areas
of greatest need. These criteria
were applied to several sites on
Lanark Road with only one site…
meeting the criteria for uncontrolled crossing
improvements and none meeting
the criteria for controlled
(signalised) improvements”

scheme implementation (Oct
2020/August 2021). A seasonal
uplift of 15% would be expected
without any scheme
implementation (Source: Cycling
UK).

Crash map data show a low level
of accidents involving cyclists, with
most common accidents caused by
poor road surface. There are no
A request for a pedestrian
council and police
crossing was declined in 2019 as recommendations on road changes
the road was not dangerous
following any accident. The police
enough.
and council recommended
switching off the speed cameras as
compliance was so good (not
supported by residents).
Yet, on p11 of Appendix 2 of
today;s report: “Following the
monitoring and engagement
carried out, it remains the officers
recommendation that this scheme
be retained, subject to further
revisions..”

6. Moving forward
There are aspects we welcome in the detail of the recommendations.
The proposals for crossings, already requested (and promised) for some years by our community,
are positive, and rightly prioritise the pedestrian in a way that the Spaces for People scheme does
not.
We need a commitment to get control of speed on Lanark Road. Council officers told us that the
new layout would naturally limit the speed, and so enforcement would not be necessary. However,
the report shows the need to reinstate the safety cameras on Lanark Road, ideally combined
with positive reinforcement of driver behaviour using a radar speed sign, as is deployed on
Redford Road.
The intention to review the sightlines around floating parking is welcomed, but we note that this is a
problem created by the “floating parking” feature scheme in the first place.
Before you vote through a scheme with no evidenced demand, no public support and which is
disadvantageous to the most vulnerable people living on Lanark Road, please consider the
alternatives.
We have actively consulted the local community, road engineers, disability representatives and
have concrete proposals for how the street could work for everyone. Our proposals were
presented to the Longstone Community Council in detail at a meeting convened by them on 2
August 2021 and at which broad support was voiced by those attending. We would be happy to
meet with council officers to work with them constructively on these.
7. Summary
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The instructions on 24 June to council officers were clear:
“[Council] Asks officers to engage with Lanark Road local residents and the Community
Council to achieve cycle speed mitigation measures as well as to reconsider parking
provision where parking spaces sit outside protected cycle lanes, with a view to
mitigating potential conflict and safety concerns as soon as practicable on the ground – and
that these measures are reported to Transport and Environment Committee in September.”
This instruction from the council was not followed. The scope of the engagement exercise went
beyond the extent of local residents. Council officers have over-reached councillors by
including responses from outside the area and using these to contribute to the decision-making
process.
Officers could have also reasonably included an option for a cycle lane going around parked cars,
which was in the report recommendations that went to full council on 24 June:
4.101.3 In some circumstances, replacing floating parking with a new layout which places
the cycle lane between parked cars and the running carriageway.
This would be within remit and consistent with an option presented to councillors in the previous
report, but this option was not offered.
More concerningly, the engagement exercise has failed to apply insights from data on speed,
vehicle and cycle volumes in the options for inclusion in the survey (which had been gathered prior
to the survey). Nor are these data being used as a basis for decision making.
Finally, where engagement opinion has diverged from the “right answer” it has been ignored, and
actions like relocating parking at Dovecot Flats will only exacerbate the negatives of this scheme
for people with mobility problems.
We call on members of the committee to listen to the community opinion.
•
•
•

The narrow scope of the “engagement exercise” shows an absence of common sense
creativity.
The inability to accept community opinion that differs from that of councillors shows the
absence of a constructive approach.
And the recommendation to consolidate the impact on vulnerable residents by further
parking changes shows an absence of compassion.

There are good alternatives to the current Lanark Road scheme that will be broadly acceptable to
the people who live here.
Please work with our community on the future shape of our neighbourhood, rather than against us.
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Appendices
The Transport & Environment Committee cannot justify voting to accept the recommendations in
this report for several reasons. Further detail around these is provided in the following appendices.
Appendix 1: Flawed local engagement exercise. The local engagement exercise breached
basic quality standards to a significant extent, and was not adequately checked before it went live
requiring “mid-flight” changes which did not fully address the issues.
Appendix 2: Report with missing and misleading information. Misleading statements and
missing information in the report mean that any committee vote can not be properly informed.
Appendix 3: Maladministration extended to managing the complaint process. All
correspondence is provided for reference.
Appendix 4: Maladministration as public survey issued without proper basic checks being
made. Response to Cllr Johnston’s question to full council.
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Appendix 1 Flawed local engagement exercise
(back to appendices)
Structure, timings and related issues
Community councils
• A meeting was held with local community councils on Tuesday 3 August. Balerno, Currie,
Juniper Green & Baberton Mains, Colinton, Longstone and Craiglockhart were invited.
• Only Longstone and Colinton Community Councils represent residents directly impacted by
the schemes
o Colinton CC were unable to attend the meeting
o Longstone CC did attend. Publicly, they have stated within the community that they
were taking a balanced and neutral approach on the issue (but had not undertaken
any of their own activity to justify that position). Then, the minutes published from
the council meeting do not record that a neutral position was presented, and
indicate that a preference was stated for solutions proposed by the council,
including for the area outside their ward.
o Therefore half the impacted community were not represented at all by Colinton and
the other half do not seem to have been neutrally represented in line with the public
stance.
Residents
• Dates. The local engagement survey for directly impacted residents and businesses
launched on Monday 6 September and closed on Monday 27 September.
• Volume. 590 addresses apparently received written invitations to complete the survey. This
was apparently the only public official council communication which shared the URL to
access the survey.
• No proper quality control. The response to Cllr Johnston’s question to full council on 23
September highlights that once again, a public survey has been issued without proper
checks being made (see Appendix 4)
• Lack of clarity of scope . No council communication suggested it was acceptable for
people who did not receive an invite to participate, but no clear statement was made either
way. However, the implication, through use of invitations, requiring postcodes to submit a
response, and no communication otherwise, suggested it was not acceptable for those not
receiving an invitation to then participate.
• Odd choice of addresses. The choice of which addresses would receive an invite was not
checked with local councillors first. Prior to issuing the survey, the communication the
council issued to councillors, illustrating which households will be invited to respond was a
poor quality map which was impossible to decipher. (A better quality map was
subsequently provided, not long before the survey closed, in response to Cllr Johnston’s
question to full council - see Appendix 4.) It meant that councillors and community councils
could not adequately query, in advance, the rationale for the choice of households for
responding. It is not clear why the natural and logical boundaries of the Water of Leith and
the railway line were not used to define the local area in Spylaw and Kingsknowe. This led
to some strange decisions, of why some parts of streets were included and not others. A
particularly baffling choice was to exclude addresses alongside the official “quiet routes”
which are, in theory, linked to and part of the scheme.
• Personal data and validation. Rather than use a standard survey mechanism to validate
responses without requiring the council officers to have access to personal data,
respondents were asked for their personal email address and postcode so the council
could validate them as local. Worryingly, and in breach of best practice, the council officers
would be able to view this data alongside participants’ responses about whether or not they
support the council on this issue. Now the council officers have ignored those objecting,
they have disclosed their personal data for no purpose.
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•
•
•

•

Trust breach. This approach has also led to lack of trust in the outcome from those on
both sides of the debate with other concerns that people could have chosen local
postcodes to appear valid.
Delivery issues. Some addresses did not seem to receive the letters. In some instances
this was resolved. It is not clear if it was resolved in all cases.
Confusion. In the final few days of the Lanark Road survey, a survey with the same
methodology was launched for another area - Braids and Comiston Road. A local councillor
shared on Facebook that council officers would in fact include responses from outside the
area of invitation within the final report. This created confusion in Lanark Road with those
outside the “official area” unclear as to whether they could or should respond or not, as
they did not want to be accused of spamming it.
Inclusion of invalid sample. It turns out, in the Lanark Road report, that council officers
have indeed included responses from outside the area without communicating up front that
they would do this.

Survey content

•

•

•

Inaccessible diagrams. Although this time a key was added, once again, the diagrams
communicating information about proposals were hard to follow on a screen, and house
numbers were not added. Previous complaints have been made about inaccessible
technical drawings. One had been upheld and a commitment was made previously to
improve this. We do not think this has gone far enough. (See screengrab below)
Inadequate information. In question 5, a statement is made that relocating the parking will
result in a “net increase in spaces”. This was not quantified. In the end, after the survey
closed, a local councillor managed to find out that the net increase was 3 spaces, however
due to the delay in providing that response, and extra time needed to check it, it seemed
that this information had not been worked out prior to creating the survey and making the
statement about net increase.
Leading statements. Question 4 provided three options for cycle lanes outside Cranley
Nursery.
• Retain existing layout
• Option 1 – remove the parking
• Option 2 – remove the cycle way
However right before the question, it referred to Community Council feedback to lead
respondents to reject the option to remove the scheme.
“These options have been discussed with community councillors in the surrounding area
and their comments have helped to inform the proposals. At the workshop with community
councillors, there was no support for removing the cycle lanes at this location, with the
preference being for retention.”

•

Leading statements are very bad practice in any survey. This repeated the error of the
leading statements being used in the main public consultation in an apparent attempt to
elicit a positive response – these statements then had to be removed. This statement did
not include feedback on this matter from Colinton Community Council which is the
community council representing residents on the section of Lanark Road outside Cranley
Nursery.
Respondents forced to agree with the council. The council presented a Hobson’s
Choice at Question 5, where respondents were forced to agree with one of the options
presented by the council (remove parking entirely, or relocate it) or be unable to submit
their responses to any other question. (see screen grab below)
The council has already ignored overwhelming public objection to this scheme in the last
consultation which had 17,600 responses. But to attempt to manipulate public support in
this way to create a result along the lines of “85% of people support this option” was
unacceptable.
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A survey hosted on the council’s consultation hub where residents could not communicate their
opinion without agreeing with the council creates further public distrust in council consultations. In
November 2020, Audit Scotland reported that CEC needed to do more around community
engagement, empowerment and reducing inequality. This survey appears to move even further
away from achieving that.
Screen grab showing inaccessible diagram and Hobson’s choice question 5

Strangely, the council responded quickly (and without telling SWEM - the original complainant)
allegedly changing the functionality on the survey on 9th September at 9.23am, meaning an
individual could then technically miss out the question.
However no wording within the survey was ever changed to let individuals know that that was
possible. The council then took until Wednesday 22 September to email those who’d submitted
responses prior to the change, to invite them to resubmit. This was done from the Spaces for
People email address.
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Some key numbers illustrating the impact of this:
• 574 survey responses were received overall.
• 223 people had responded prior to the technical change, so they were not able to miss out
the question at time of submission.
• The council only had permission to email 143 out of these 223 respondents (64%). 80
people did not consent to being contacted - 21 from leafleted areas and 80 from EH13
EH14 area.
• The council successfully made contact with 33 people of the 143 who then indicated what
they wished to happen:
o 23 of those they had confirmed contact with, wanted to miss out the question now
(70%!)
o 8 did not want to change
o 1 said they had no preference
o 1 changed from “remove parking” to “relocate parking”
In spite of this, the graph is presented in the report in a way that, at a glance, shows support for
“Relocating Parking” and this is the recommendation made by the council for vote on Thursday.
At a minimum, we believe people should have been clearly offered an option to miss out the
question and that this is serious maladministration breaking all basic survey quality standards.
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Appendix 2: Report with missing and misleading information
(back to appendices)
Missing information
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Water of Leith: Extensive comment is made in the report about the Water of Leith walkway
with judgement made relating to its suitability as a route. Yet no data on cycle counts has
been included in comparison with the cycling data provided for Lanark Road. There are (or
should be) cycle counters on the relevant stretch of the Water of Leith, especially as this
information is critical to future local decisions, and the scheme was justified due to an
alleged public health risk on the Water of Leith due to alleged over-crowding so this should
have been monitored closely.
Parking data: In the statement on p3 Appendix 2: “this shows levels of use are
consistently below 50% of the available space”, this is an inappropriate use of the word
“consistently” as it is clear in the report that the parking sampling was done on a single day
in the holidays - Tuesday 27 July 2021. No data has been included covering weekends
during term time, when children’s activities cause real pressure and when recent accidents
have occurred.
Cycle speeds: p3 Appendix 2 it states that at least 85% of cyclists are travelling below
20mph at all locations/directions, but even although there are very few cyclists, it is
surprising the report does not seem to provide the maximum speed they travel between
pavement and floating parking, as the report is supposed to be responding to this specific
safety issue.
Residents v businesses: The report provides no insight on how many businesses
responded.
Comments: Question 6 enabled people to leave comments. The report included no
analysis of these which is unacceptable.
Times and dates of change to survey and updating previous respondents. The report
does not include that the technical change was made to the survey on 9th September so
respondents could, in theory, miss out the question. It does not mention that it took until 22
September (3 working days before survey closing) to then contact 143 people who had
granted permission for contact (out of 223 who had submitted responses prior to the survey
change), that the survey had been changed.
No data on pedestrians has been included. However recommendations are made on
pedestrian crossings (or not installing pedestrian crossings) and how no sites meet the
criteria for un-controlled crossing improvements.

Misleading information
•

•

•

•

Speed data: p4 Appendix 2. It may appear that there have been some improvements in
speed - with lower speeds on average. However it is not made clear in the report that the
speed limit has been reduced to 30mph and the road design is now much more dangerous
at higher speeds (in an apparent attempt to calm speeds). Therefore the speed reductions
are inadequate in this context, and the speed levels are now arguably more dangerous.
Survey completion: p6 Appendix 2 - for reasons already highlighted it is misleading to say
“Notification of the survey was sent to all 590 addresses shown on the map below, though
anyone was free to complete the survey.” While this may technically be true, no council
communication stated that, or promoted it elsewhere to create a valid sample.
Community councils: p7 Appendix 2 in relation to Spylaw Park cycleway: “At the
workshop with Community Councillors there was no support for removing the cycleway at
this location, with a preference noted for retention.” It does not clarify that the Community
Council representing this area was not present and did not submit a preference. This is the
same on p11 Appendix 2 where it says “Community Council representatives were generally
positive in terms of retention and revisions to the parking arrangements.”
Inclusion of responses from outside the area: P7, 8, and 9 Appendix 2, include
responses from EH13, EH14 and outside the area. These should not have been included
as no valid attempt was made to capture a valid sample.
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•

•

•

•

•

Inclusion of survey results for Kingsknowe Park. As highlighted above in relation to the
Hobson’s choice question, and the fact 70% of people who were successfully contacted
wanted to change their response, this data for support of relocating parking is very
misleading and cannot be used for decision making.
Reference to Water of Leith p9 Appendix 2. A statement is made that “In order to head
into town this route still leads to the Slateford Aqueduct which remains a dramatic pinch
point… and is completely inaccessible to numerous types of people cycling”. The
inaccessibility at that point is correct, however it is incorrect to imply that it is the only route
into town from there. Cyclists can continue along the Water of Leith pathways to come out
at the Water of Leith Visitor centre and continue on the Water of Leith to take alternative
routes into town, or join the road at that point. An alternative proposal that officers may
have been justified to make would have been to keep segregation for a short way for those
wishing to switch to the road from the Water of Leith to avoid the pinch point. It is also
worth pointing out the existing cycle lanes have not been designed for full accessibility with
at least one resident no longer cycling on Lanark Road with their relative who requires a
non-standard bike, which they did do prior to scheme installation.
Statement saying useability and potential impact on journeys of the Water of Leith is
limited. P 10 Appendix 2. This statement cannot be accepted in the absence of data
comparing use of Water of Leith for cyclists over the Lanark Road, and change over time
(which may of course support the statement).
Reference to Spaces for People Consultation, Market Research and scheme
assessment criteria: p11 Appendix 2 it states: “In June 2021, officers recommended to
the Transport and Environment committee that the Lanark Road Spaces for People
scheme to be retained throughout an experimental period of up to 18 months. This
recommendation was made on the basis of the Spaces for People scheme assessment
criteria, results from the Spaces for People Consultation and Market Research in
cognisance of the scheme’s potential to contribute to strategic aims…” A reader may
therefore assume these outcomes were positive however:
o The consultation and market research both showed opposition
o The council’s own scheme assessment showed negative impacts for people with
mobility issues and disabled people and parking for residents and businesses
Island crossing upgrade p11, Appendix 2 - this is being presented as positive and
proactive in content about an upgrade to island crossing p11 Appendix 2. However,
upgrades to a traffic island in this area were already in the pipeline since approval by the
August 2017 committee (over 4 years ago) and referred to in the Transport and
Environment Committee Pedestrian Crossing Report in 2018, to be implemented in
2019/2020 following design and consultation that did not happen, and seems to have been
delayed by Spaces for People cycle lanes.
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Appendix 3: Maladministration extends to complaint process
(back to appendices)
The following outlines the timings of SWEM’s prompt complaint and significant delay by the council
in providing an incomplete and inadequate Stage 1 response, or implementation of improvements
on the back of information provided in the complaint. All communications have been included for
reference.
•

Tuesday 8 September. Formal complaint and commitment for 5 working day
response. SWEM submitted a detailed formal complaint about the survey content and
approach on Tuesday 8 September at 9.25pm, to Paul Lawrence (Executive Director of
Place) and Andy Edwards (Senior council officer seconded to Spaces for People). All
relevant local councillors and Transport and Environment Committee members were
cc’d. On Wednesday 8 September. A response receipt email was received from Senior
Council Officer on Wednesday 8 September promising a response within 5 working days.
See section 3.1

•

Friday 17 September. Council notification of delayed response, 2 working days after
committed response time. After the end of the working day at 6.09pm, Senior Council
Officer emailed apologising for delay in responding. This was 2 days after a proper
response should have been received. SWEM responded with acknowledgement on
Saturday 18 September. See section 3.2

•

Tuesday 21 September. SWEM chasing response and finally receiving response after
10 working days. At 8.59pm after still receiving no response, SWEM chased a response
and this was then received the following morning on Wed 22 September before 8am. This
was 10 full working days after the original complaint relating to a time limited survey, and
now only 4 working days before the survey closed on 27 September. This response did not
deal with all the issues raised in the complaint. See section 3.3. On 8 October, long after
the survey closed, Senior Council Officer notified a councillor that the amendment to the
survey meaning the question was no longer mandatory had been made on Thursday 9th
September at 9.23am. It is unclear why this information was not provided as an interim
update prior to 21 September.

•

Thursday 24th September. SWEM highlight response was incomplete, and follow up
response received after survey closed. After 9pm, SWEM responded highlighting only
one of the missed issues relating to data protection which had not been addressed. On
29th September at 11.20am, after the survey had closed, Senior Council Officer
responded. See section 3.4

•

Thursday 7th October, SWEM updated Community Councils and councillors prior to the
council’s evening meeting with community councils. See section 3.5

3.1: Formal complaint and commitment for 5 working day response
From: South West Edinburgh In Motion <southwestedinburghinmotion@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 7, 2021 9:25 pm
To: Executive Director of Place; Senior Council Officer; Customer Care
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Cc: MP, MSP, Local Councillors, TEC Councillors, Governance, Risk & Best Value Councillors,
Community Councils, FSB, Edinburgh Access Panel
Subject: “Hobson’s Choice” survey for Lanark Road Spaces for People scheme - formal complaint
I’m writing on behalf of South West Edinburgh in Motion, a residents’ group with over 800
Facebook members, which was set up to campaign for robust and fair consultation on Spaces for
People schemes for residents and businesses in Lanark Road and Longstone.
Once again, we must express serious concerns about how the council is conducting consultations,
this time, in relation to the most recent survey on the council’s consultation hub: “Lanark Road
Proposals - Local Engagement” accessed via www.edinburgh.gov.uk/lanarkroad
We wish to log this as a formal complaint.
In the last year, Edinburgh residents and businesses have experienced consultations from the
Place directorate where, for example:
• residents have been asked for their opinion on schemes which don’t exist and where the
council has refused to publish plans
• complex information has been presented in an inaccessible way
• leading and biased statements introducing a consultation have had to be removed
• It was implied that schemes were created as a response to local feedback when that
feedback did not exist
• untrue statements have been made about results being statistically conclusive
• surveys have been run by organisations that stand to gain financially if the project is
approved
• majority opposition has been ignored
• consultations have not met the council’s own quality standards
But no lessons have been learned.
1. “Hobson’s Choice” question
1.1 Respondents forced to agree with the council.
This latest survey has sunk to a new level by presenting a Hobson’s Choice at Question 5, where
respondents are forced to agree with one of the options presented by the council (remove parking
entirely, or relocate it) or be unable to submit their responses to any other question.
The council has already ignored overwhelming public objection to this scheme in the last
consultation which had 17,600 responses. But to attempt to manipulate public support in this way
to create a result along the lines of “85% of people support this option” is unacceptable.
A survey hosted on the council’s consultation hub where residents cannot communicate their
opinion without agreeing with the council creates further public distrust in council consultations. In
November 2020, Audit Scotland reported that CEC needed to do more around community
engagement, empowerment and reducing inequality. This survey appears to move even further
away from achieving that.
2. Inadequate options presented for consideration
2.1 Disability issues have not been addressed
The council itself graded the Lanark Road scheme as having a minor negative impact for disabled
people. We disagree with this grading as we believe it has a significant negative impact. We
believe that organisations representing the disability sector, such as Edinburgh Access Panel,
would also grade the scheme as having a significant negative impact, given the lack of any
kerbside parking and the transfer of risk across the scheme from cyclists to pedestrians who are
higher up the transport hierarchy than cyclists.
Regardless, it is surprising that the council did not take the opportunity to do anything with the
design to reduce the negative impact they themselves identified.
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Both the Integrated Impact Assessment for the retention of Spaces for People and the main report
stated that consideration would be given to replacing floating parking with a layout with the cycle
lane between parked cars and the running carriageway. No explanation has been provided why
this option has not been included for consideration in the survey.
2.2 Speed cameras
FOI responses showed that the police supported making the speed cameras dormant stating that if
there were any issues, then they could easily be reactivated.
However the scheme design has rendered them inoperable because the marker lines were
removed to accommodate the new road design, therefore they cannot be reactivated in the
proposed road designs. A recent police mobile unit spot-check (for a few hours) identified an
individual travelling at 68mph in the “slalom layout”, this layout is even more dangerous than the
previous layout for speeds like this.
Residents would be much happier if any road design enabled the reactivation of the speed
cameras but the council has failed to suggest any options to achieve this. This is hard to
comprehend in a scheme now branded “Travelling Safely” where speed is the main element of
danger.
3. Flawed methodology
3.1 Leading statements.
Question 4, provides three options for cycle lanes outside Cranley Nursery.
• Retain existing layout
• Option 1 – remove the parking
• Option 2 – remove the cycle way
However right before the question, it refers to Community Council feedback to lead respondents to
reject the option to remove the scheme.
“These options have been discussed with community councillors in the surrounding area and their
comments have helped to inform the proposals. At the workshop with community councillors, there
was no support for removing the cycle lanes at this location, with the preference being for
retention.”
Leading statements are very bad practice in any survey. This repeats the error of the leading
statements being used in the main public consultation in an apparent attempt to elicit a positive
response – these statements then had to be removed.
It should also be noted that the minutes of the workshop referred to in this statement did not
include feedback on this matter from Colinton Community Council which is the community council
representing residents on the section of Lanark Road outside Cranley Nursery.
3.2 Inadequate information
In question 5, a statement is made that relocating the parking will result in a “net increase in
spaces”. This is not quantified.
3.3 Inaccessible diagrams
Although this time a key has been added, once again, the diagrams are hard to follow on a screen,
and house numbers have not been added. Previous complaints have been made about
inaccessible technical drawings. One had been upheld and a commitment was made previously to
improve this. We do not think this has gone far enough.
3.4 Failure to communicate which households will be invited to respond
Prior to issuing the survey, the communication the council has issued to illustrate which
households will be invited to respond is this map below. This is impossible to decipher and the
quality of this is indicative of the poor quality standards throughout the consultation. It meant that
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councillors and community councils could not adequately query in advance the rationale for the
choice of households for responding. It is not clear why the natural and logical boundaries of the
Water of Leith and the railway line have not been used to define the local area in Spylaw and
Kingsknowe
4. Data protection
4.1 Concern over the council’s ability to handle personal data.
There was a data protection breach in the last public consultation where the personal data of
around 1,200 people, including characteristics such as age, gender, long-term health status, use of
wheelchair, and opinion of Spaces for People was published with their postcodes in a way they
could be personally identified. This was live for around 8 days until SWEM highlighted the breach.
However, in this survey, the council is insisting on gathering even more personal data with
mandatory name and email address fields now combined with postcodes, without which residents
cannot submit a response. We welcome the attempt to ensure the local engagement remains local,
but there are better ways to validate that respondents are local without forcing people to submit
their personal details in this way. Some residents have no confidence that the council can safely
handle their data.
4.2 Concern over close activist relationships with the council.
There is a complex network of relationships and funding arrangements between the council and
the campaign groups Sustrans, Spokes, and BEST. Sustrans and Spokes have both had council
stakeholder status for years and BEST, formed in April this year, appears to have had feedback
logged as a stakeholder too.
A recent internal audit graded Spaces for People ‘red’ meaning: “Significant and / or numerous
control weaknesses were identified, in the design and / or effectiveness of the control environment
and / or governance and risk management frameworks. Consequently, only limited assurance can
be provided that risks are being managed and that the Council’s objectives should be achieved.”
The report highlights that “initial SfP initiatives considered for prioritisation were based on
suggestions from a relatively small group of officers and external local community
stakeholders.”
We note that in the Spaces for People team (which appears to be leading this “engagement”
process) there is a policy of secondments and recruitment between the council and Sustrans - an
environmental and cycling pressure group and council stakeholder, which, under its charity
structure, cannot be subject to FOI requests.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustrans designed the Lanark Road scheme in London and staff members were named on
the scheme’s Integrated Impact Assessment, which stated, inaccurately, that the scheme
provided positive benefits for disabled people and those with visual impairments.
We understand it is taxpayer money controlled by Sustrans and provided via their
confusingly named “Places for Everyone” which will continue the Lanark Road scheme
through the ETRO.
Sustrans seems to collaborate closely with Spokes on stakeholder consultations and sells
the Spokes branded cycle map from the Sustrans online shop.
Sustrans also works in close collaboration, and has provided funding or support, for one or
more of the 16 organisations making up the activist group BEST - Better Edinburgh for
Sustainable Travel.
The council also works in close collaboration and provides funding to one or more
organisations within BEST.
The council quoted two or more people who are involved with BEST and Sustrans in
leading statements promoting the main Spaces for People public consultation. These
statements then had to be removed.
The council has closely collaborated with Spokes for many years, with Spokes playing a
proactive role in defining Spaces for People as a pandemic response. Local residents and
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•
•

•

•

•

businesses who are directly impacted by the schemes have not enjoyed any equivalent
level of collaboration or, indeed, any collaboration at all.
In the last 12 months, four councillors out of 11 (36%) on the Transport & Environment
committee were members of Spokes and currently we understand there are three Spokes
members.
Cllr Lesley Macinnes and the Active Travel Team Lead, council officer, took the time during
the public consultation to attend a lengthy Spokes meeting to present and contribute, in an
open discussion, but did not seem to do the same for local resident groups or Community
Councils.
Two Spokes subgroups are members of BEST, and Spokes, with BEST, has delivered a
joint written and verbal deputation to the Transport & Environment Committee on 19
August, in relation agenda item 7.1 Active Travel Measures – Travelling Safely (formerly
known as Spaces for People) – Report by the Executive Director of Place.
BEST coordinated an open letter and hosted a cycle protest to retain the Lanark Road
cycle lanes where evidence showed that of around 165 cyclists attending the protest, only
around 20 used the Lanark Road cycle lanes to get to and from the protest. The open letter
is available here:
“https://betteredinburghsustainabletravel.wordpress.com/2021/06/22/lanark-road-an-openletter-to-city-of-edinburgh-council-coalition-leaders/”. Evidence that BEST hosted the cycle
protest event can be seen on facebook.com/BESTEdinburgh.
The council drafted an amendment after the protest had been announced and publicly Uturned within an hour of that protest, from a recommendation to remove the scheme
(informed by the public consultation) to retaining the scheme. They published this
amendment to a council report and submitted unusually late, immediately prior to the full
council meeting.

Some local residents found BEST’s evidenced “rent-a-mob” protest approach intimidating, and
were dismayed by the apparent support from the council for that behaviour from an organisation so
closely linked to official council stakeholders.
It is understandable that, especially given the previous data protection breach, some have no wish
to submit their personal data and opinions to council officers (and councillors) who collaborate and
may have links directly or indirectly with activist organisations and pressure groups who behave in
this way.
5. Next steps
5.1 Pause and consult properly.
We urge you as council officers and all cc’d elected representatives to pause this flawed survey
and review the entire approach to Lanark Road.
We have produced a constructive vision of how Lanark Road could genuinely embrace “Travelling
Safely” - something that all residents and businesses want for all road users. This was shaped by
an independent survey of over 1,000 responses and an informal survey of 440 responses. It was
shared with Longstone Community Council at a meeting held on 2 August 2021, who commented,
“there is much we can be supportive of.”
We request that a local meeting is urgently organised where we can present this vision and
collaborate alongside Longstone and Colinton Community Councils representing the directly
impacted residents, whose voice and contribution to shaping the scheme has so far been drowned
out by activists from outside the area.
Doing so will create a solid platform for a robust, credible and accountable community consultation.
Yours,
Chair, South West Edinburgh in Motion
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Wed, Sep 8, 5:06 PM
Senior council officer

to Executive Director of Place, Customer Care, SWEM

Thank you for your correspondence regarding the Lanark Road Spaces for People measures.
This email is to acknowledge your complaint and a response will be provided within 5 working
days.
A service request number will be forthcoming so your complaint can be tracked.
Regards
Senior Council Officer

3.2: Notification of delayed response, 2 days after committed response time
Fri, Sep 17, 6:09 PM
Senior Council Officer

to SWEM, Executive Director of Place

I am writing to apologise that I have not been able to provide a response to your complaint this
week. I required to take some time off work at the start of the week which set my plans back. I will
get a response out to you early next week.
Regards
Senior Council Officer
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South West Edinburgh In Motion
<southwestedinburghinmotion@gmail.com>

Sat, Sep 18,
5:36 AM

to Senior Council Officer

Thank you for letting me know about the delay. I look forward to a formal response soon.
Kind regards,
SWEM

3.3: SWEM chasing response and finally receiving response after 10 working days

Tue, Sep 21,
8:56 PM
South West Edinburgh In Motion
<southwestedinburghinmotion@gmail.com>

to Executive Director of Place, Senior Council Officer

I appreciate you are busy, but this is now 10 working days since our complaint was submitted, so
well beyond the agreed timescale for a reply to our complaint.
As the deadline for survey submissions is now less than 1 week away it’s clearly urgent for
residents to have sight of a response from the council.
Could you please advise when we can expect a reply?
Many thanks.
SWEM
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Sep 22, 2021, 7:44 AM
Senior Council Officer

to SWEM, Executive Director of Place

Please find response attached and I can only apologise for it being late.
Regards
Senior Council Officer
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3.4: SWEM highlight response was incomplete, and follow up response received after survey
closed

Thu, Sep 23,
9:04 PM
South West Edinburgh In Motion
<southwestedinburghinmotion@gmail.com>
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to Senior Council Officer

Thank you for the detailed response you provided yesterday.
I would welcome an opportunity for local residents to meet with council officers to discuss directly
our vision, which is a development of what we presented in our deputation to full council on 24
June. I provided this in writing to LCC but have no information on whether they represented this to
officers in the meeting held on 3 August.
One element of our complaint remains unanswered. I note that there has been no change to the
survey in terms of the personal data that it will collect (this was point 4 in our complaint). The data
breach that occurred during the main Edinburgh SfP consultation released the postcode field of
respondents. The requirement to submit a full postcode, allowing identification to as few as three
homes is of real concern, given the track record of the council here. Could you please advise: is
this element of our complaint not upheld, and if not why?
Kind regards,
SWEM

Sep 29, 2021, 11:20 AM
Senior Council Officer

to SWEM

Thank you for your email.
I refer to the previous response regarding the Urgent Local Meeting in which it is mentioned that a
follow up meeting is going to be arranged with the Community Councils who represent the
surrounding communities. I would encourage you to share the vision with the Community Councils
so that they can consider this work and raise it with Council officers. This can also be shared with
ourselves so it can be considered as part of the engagement if the Community Councils do not
raise this at the meeting. As mentioned, the motion has set out what Council officers are instructed
to do and it would not be fair to arrange meeting with one group and not others.
Due to the scale of the fraudulent responses to the previous online survey the Council was
required to introduce measures to reduce the possibility of this occurring again as set out in the
Committee report. As no GDPR breach has occurred then this complaint has not been upheld.
Regards
Senior Council Officer
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3.5: SWEM update Community Councils and councillors

South West Edinburgh In Motion
<southwestedinburghinmotion@gmail.com>

Thu, Oct 7,
1:27 PM

to MP, MSP, Local Councillors, TEC Councillors, Governance, Risk & Best Value
Councillors, Community Councils

Dear community councils,
Noting the meeting happening today with the city council, South West Edinburgh in Motion
(SWEM) would like to bring to your attention a number of issues concerning the local engagement
survey conducted in September with residents of Lanark Road.
SWEM is a Facebook group with over 800 members made up of residents and local business
owners impacted by the council’s Spaces for People schemes on Lanark, Inglis Green and
Longstone Roads.
We organised two local surveys, one conducted in December 2020 by an independent market
research company and completed by over 1000 respondents, and another informal survey in June
2021 with over 400 replies, from residents and businesses in the Longstone Community Council
catchment.
Based on the numerical findings of these surveys and the many hundreds of comments made by
respondents since the initial introduction of SfP in the area, SWEM has been able to collect more
local opinion on the Spaces for People schemes than local community councils, and therefore has
a clear mandate to represent these views to the council.
On 6 September 2021, residents of Lanark Road and the neighbouring streets were presented with
the council’s “local engagement” survey, which asked about two specific elements of the Lanark
Road scheme.
SWEM noted that, if respondents wished to submit the survey, they must agree with one of the
options presented by the council concerning parking opposite Dovecot Park, namely "Relocate
Parking" or "Remove Parking".
We considered that this was unacceptable, and on 7 September SWEM wrote to the council with a
formal complaint, which was UPHELD with the following response (attached):
“...we recognise that people should have been able to choose neither of the options
presented. As such the survey has been updated and an answer to this question is no
longer required.
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“We will contact participants (where we are able to) who provided responses prior to the
update to ask them if they would like to change their response.
We feel that this will address the issue and as such there are no grounds for the survey to
be paused as this will only delay any changes to the current measures or a decision on the
retention or removal. We therefore uphold your complaint in relation to Question 5 of the
survey but confirm that we have taken steps to address the issue raised and therefore we
do not propose to pause the consultation.”
This response by the council remains unsatisfactory for a number of reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

The confirmation the council had taken this step was not communicated until much later
on in the survey period – reducing the time people had to respond (the council took 10
days to respond to the complaint, not the 5 days expected for a Stage 1 complaint)
It is not clear what day the council took this step, how many people had submitted
responses before this change and how many the council were able to contact.
Very disappointingly, there was no effort to change the survey, beyond allowing
respondents to submit without completing Question 5.
No indication was provided that it was possible to omit the question, and no explicit
“disagree” option was possible.
There was (and still is) considerable confusion over who could or should complete the
survey:
o Some residents who are impacted were excluded from receiving a survey
invitation, with the selection of some properties on some streets and not others
appearing illogical. Even properties along the supposed quiet route from
Gillespie Road through Spylaw Avenue to Spylaw Bank Road (which is
supposed to be part of the scheme) were excluded.
o Some residents within the chosen area did not seem to receive letter invites
(and some have complained to the council and local councillors).
o The assumption was made that if people were outside the invitation area that
they should not submit a response. However, close to the deadline, the council
said that in the parallel consultation in Braids/Comiston Road area that they
would accept responses from outside the area but would just segment them as
such in the final report. If responses from outside the invited area in Lanark
Road are being included in the report, then this should have been made clear at
the outset, and advertised accordingly or it can have no value.
o Residents with opinions on both sides of the debate have no confidence that the
method of identifying valid responses via postcode is valid and not open to
spamming. The capturing of personal data also feels inappropriate. There are
more robust and confidential ways to ensure valid participation. The end result is
that no one will trust the output of this consultation, so failing to use more robust
methodology has been a false economy.

Not only does this survey fall short of best practice in its design, and implementation but the scope
was extremely narrow.
In its report of 24 June, the Council's report committed to reviewing floating parking arrangements,
specifically stating that:
4.101.3 In some circumstances, replacing floating parking with a new layout which places
the cycle lane between parked cars and the running carriageway.
We ask why this was not offered in the community survey when it was a commitment in the report?
The road is now officially 30mph, so this should be perfectly possible and reasonable if speed
enforcement was in place as it was previously. The volume of traffic at this point will be the same
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as, if not less than the volume of traffic in the run up to and beyond the Inglis Road junction where
there is no segregation, and then on through Slateford where there are bus lanes only operational
for part of the day. Or, turning left over Chesser where similar advisory lanes are in place with
kerbside parking.
In addition, this scheme has been officially scored as having a negative impact on disabled people.
Yet the council did not take this opportunity to consider any improvements for this in the Dovecot
area and their suggested options increase the negative impact.
Finally, why has this survey concentrated so exclusively on the speed of bikes?
While SWEM has indeed done much to bring to the attention of the council the new safety hazards
to cyclists and pedestrians that the scheme design has created, we should not overlook the other
obvious issue now caused by the lack of speed enforcement for cars, buses and lorries, which has
been created by the scheme design. Surely this must also be addressed?
While we recognise that community councillors hold differing personal views on the changes to
Lanark Road, we hope that you can agree that the “local engagement” which took place in
September fell far short of what should reasonably be expected.
We ask that you reflect this to the council in your discussions, and also represent to them the
comments submitted to SWEM from a large number of local residents.
South West Edinburgh in Motion
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Appendix 4: Maladministration as public survey issued without proper basic checks being
made.
(back to appendices)
Cllr Johnston question to full council - quality checking process for Lanark Road survey (23
September full council
meeting)
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Deputation 14-10-2021 TEC Item 7.1

Thank you Convenor and the Committee for once again giving me the time today.

Once again, I find myself here speaking to your regarding an issue that has been discussed previously,
but unfortunately remains an unresolved issue at this point in time. That is the treatment of Private Hire
Taxis in comparison to black cabs. Committee members are already aware that there is ongoing
litigation on this topic but it is our hope that a new issue I am going to describe can be resolved at this
stage to avoid any more Legal wrangling, and quite substantial costs that are in nobody’s interests here.
Item 7.1 is a very large item. I would just like to focus primarily on page 118 of the Report and specifically
in relation to the bus gates at the east end of Princes Street and at South St David Street. As I am sure
the Convenor and the rest of the Committee is aware, the South Bridge TTRO with the bus gate that
was proposed there, was abandoned after we had various legal interventions into that particular
process. As part of that, we produced factual evidence from an independent transport survey company
which was initiated actually at the junction of the North Bridge and Princes Street. The survey was
conducted over a 2 week period in the run-up to Christmas. We obtained factual evidence at that point
that the number of private hire taxis as a percentage of all vehicles in the area was very small.
Somewhere between 3% and 4% depending on which day that you looked at and, obviously, slightly
lower on average than the percentage of hackneys that were also using the same route.
We also clarified during those legal interventions that the proposed bus gate at the South Bridge had
not been justified for pedestrian or cycle safety, and we believe that the Council is today about to take
a further decision on whether to continue with the operation of the bus gates at Princes Street and
South St David Street and given that the Report will move to engage the ETRO process going forward,
we are asking today if the officers have considered any evidence of impact on these 2 bus gates in
order to arrive at the conclusion that things should stay as they are and private hire taxis be excluded,
something which we have been asking for since these Bus Gates were installed at the start of the
Pandemic, and has never been undertaken.
For this ETRO process in relation to these Bus Gates to be undertaken with no evidence to exclude
Private Hire Taxis is a dereliction of duty as far as we are concerned and is nothing short of historical
bias in relation to the Licensed Private Hire Taxi sector which contributes to the overall Public Transport
needs of our city, and we as a Trade also contribute substantially to the financial input received by this
Council on an Annual basis.
There will be those listening today wondering what I mean by historical bias, suffice to say without going
over old ground, we as a Trade have been subjected to these types of unfounded and unmerited
decisions by this Committee for years, with no basis for doing so other than the historical “that’s the
way it’s always been “, well I am afraid that is no longer acceptable.
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At the Deputation we put forward in April of this year to this Committee there were certain assertions
made by Officers which included reasons given as to why Private Hire Taxi’s have been excluded up
till this point, these assertions went from identification of the vehicles, to not being hailed in the street
and finally that the Road Traffic Act was to blame. All of those issues were debunked at that meeting
and The Road Traffic Act is the same Act used across the entire country which allows for Private Hire
Taxi’s to use Bus Gates etc in other areas of the country. We have received legal advice that there is
nothing in the road traffic legislation to prevent the Council from allowing Private Hire Cars to access
bus gates. Clearly many other Scottish Local Authorities (e.g. Glasgow) agree. If there is no legal
impediment to allowing Private Hire Cars to use the bus gates on an experimental basis at this stage,
the question that must be asked is what is the justification?
We see today as the ideal opportunity to use the ETRO process and allow for the use of Bus Gates by
all licensed vehicles in Edinburgh. A simple and straightforward change to the signage would reflect
this, “Buses and Edinburgh Licensed Vehicles Only”, and would allow the Council to collect evidence
on actual impact, to determine what traffic regulation is appropriate at this location on a longer term
basis.

Excluding Private Hire Taxis from an experimental order with no evidence to justify it is

unreasonable and irrational. At this point we would also draw the Committee’s attention to the decision
taken on the ETRO process for the A90 Queensferry Road Bus Lane and the A1 corridor bus lane at
pages 120 and 121 respectively. It is our assertion that the same reasoning applies to these 2 ETRO
processes, and that this represents the ideal opportunity to allow for Private Hire Taxi usage in these 2
areas and collect the relevant data on actual impact and determine what traffic regulation is appropriate
on a longer term basis.
We have since our last Deputation had some very constructive dialogue with Officers including Gareth
Barwell on this subject, and we feel that today gives the Committee the perfect opportunity to once and
for all see the merits of our assertions and allow Private Hire Taxi’s to use these Bus Gates going
forward, anything else would be a decision without any factual foundation to back it up. It would also
have an additional impact on the travelling public at a point where service levels have been dramatically
affected across all sectors of the trade with a shortage of drivers and vehicles, something which is being
seen regularly, particularly on weekend nights, and impacts on the safety of individuals just trying to get
home, these Bus Gate measures mean Private Hire Taxi’s having to re-negotiate routes adding further
to delays.
So, we respectfully ask this Committee once again to allow for Private Hire Taxi’s to be given the same
rights as other Licensed Vehicles to use these Bus Gates under the new ETRO process, and the A90
and A1 Bus lanes ETRO process to enable the relevant data to be captured within the processes.

Thank you, and I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Edinburgh Transport and Environment Committee Meeting – October 14th – Spokes Porty
Spokes Porty Deputation for Agenda Item 7.4.
Short term improvements at Portobello High Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road
Junction
1. Thank you for allowing Spokes Porty to make this deputation in relation to the
Portobello High St Sir Harry Lauder Road Junction.
2. We want to start by saying that every member of this Committee should be conscious
of the impacts of every decision you make on those who walk, wheel and cycle in this
city. Will your decisions improve the safety and comfort of those in the priority levels
of the sustainable travel hierarchy? Or will they make life more difficult, or, worse,
more dangerous? Vision Zero must not only be an ambition, it must be followed
through in practice.
3. We are fortunate that there is now plenty of evidence and technical guidance to draw
on in regards to cycle safety and the type of infrastructure and conditions we need in
order to ensure people feel comfortable and safe when riding their cycles. That
evidence needs to be at the forefront of your minds.
4. As you know, two people have recently lost their lives simply for riding their bikes on
a road in Portobello, Heather Stronach and Stuart Elliott. And, when the junction was
previously a roundabout, a woman was also killed on her bike by an HGV.
5. This is an appalling record, and one that has shaken not only the local community but
also people from across the city who just want to get around safely by bike. I have
been run over by a lorry myself on Seafield Road, almost exactly twelve years ago.
To see other people still losing their lives from HGVs is devastating.
6. We welcome the fact that short term proposals are now finally being considered but
we are frustrated and saddened that it has taken almost a year after Heather’s death to
get to this point. We are also disappointed to see that the short-term improvements
will not be in place until February 2022. This means cyclists will continue to face real
dangers through what can be the most difficult months of the year. Action must be
taken to bring this date forward where possible, and to mitigate against further delays.
7. In Spokes Porty, we are not qualified engineers. We can comment on proposals,
drawing on our experience and local knowledge, and we can analyse data that the
Council provides, but it is not up to us to design interventions in detail. We are reliant
on the Council to come up with designs, and we need the Council to reassure us that
these designs are optimal in terms of cycle safety. Unfortunately, when the Council
proposed Option 1, we were not reassured. We have made our concerns clear from the
start of this process that we could not and cannot accept Option 1.
8. We recognise Option 2a, which temporarily closes the left slip lane, is not perfect and
there are risks associated with it, both locally and on the wider network, for example
around Northfield. We have been clear that these risks must be mitigated wherever
possible, particularly around schools, and we are pleased to see that the actions we
previously suggested are mentioned in the paper.
9. No short-term intervention can be perfect in a junction of this complexity. This is why
we are calling on the Council now to move urgently on both the medium-term
improvements (which must also improve conditions for pedestrians) and the longterm improvements to further mitigate any risks associated with Option 2a.
10. We do not understand why work on the medium-term improvements is not well
underway given that discussions have been ongoing for almost a year. We hope that
the eighteen-month period mentioned in the paper is from now, rather than February
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2022. It must be possible, for the most dangerous junction in the city for cyclists, to
prioritise resources, and run the three workstreams in parallel.
11. Detailed work on a permanent redesign must start now and must not be predicated on
the junctions review which could be subject to delays and slippage. The redesign must
implement the sustainable travel hierarchy, including decreasing the crossing times
for pedestrians. It must also take account of the Scottish Government’s traffic
reduction targets and other relevant policy commitments, as well as proposed
residential developments in the area.
12. We welcome the work that has been done to date on alternative routes to the junction
but, for those councillors not familiar with the area, it is important to understand that
they are not ideal. Fishwives Causeway is isolated at night and many people,
particularly women, may be uncomfortable using it. In addition, if coming from
Portobello Road, it is difficult to see the signage, and cyclists who are unfamiliar with
the area are unlikely to be aware of its existence. Please can we have improved
signage!
13. In summary, we are asking you to do everything you can to speed up the process of
the medium-term interventions, and the final permanent scheme. We are also asking
again for regular updates on the Council’s website to reassure the local community
and cyclists across Edinburgh that progress is being made, and that the Council
remains committed to taking rapid practical action on cycle safety.
14. We appreciate that this process has been difficult for everyone involved, particularly
Council officers, and we’d like to thank them for engaging with us to discuss our
concerns over the last year. Spokes Porty has engaged in this process to date in good
faith, and we will continue to do so. We owe it to those that who have lost their lives
just for riding bicycles.
Photograph of Junction
This photograph was taken on a site visit (looking down towards Portobello High St). The
drivers are stopped at the lights. This is just one example of what cyclists have to deal with
when negotiating the junction.

Spokes Porty is a local Spokes Lothian group. We are working to make walking, wheeling and cycling safe,
easy and fun for everyone in and around Edinburgh East. Contact us at Spokesporty@gmail.com
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City of Edinburgh Council
Transport & Environment Committee, 14 Oct 2021
Item 7.4 – Short Term Improvements at Portobello High Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder
Road Junction – Report by the Executive Director of Place
Dear Councillors,
Portobello Community Council normally seeks to learn the view of the community and reflect those
to the local authority. However, the circumstances at hand forced a more direct form of engagement
with Council officers and councillors following two fatal incidents at this junction. As co-chair of the
community council I have taken part in a series of stakeholder meetings, sharing local knowledge of
the junction as a pedestrian, cyclist, and motorist while also reflecting on discussions by the
community council and within the community. It has been a very emotional process.
It was shocking to see Option 1 taken forward as a serious proposal for a short-term remedy –
replacing an ill-advised advisory cycle lane with a third lane for general traffic. This proposal shows
little understanding of the gradient at the location, the speed of traffic – either fast & accelerating to
get through traffic lights, or stationary – and the additional risk this would force onto cyclists moving
slowly across a lane of traffic to head toward Inchview Terrace or two lanes for Seafeld and Kings
Road. You cannot improve the safety of a junction by introducing additional risky manoeuvres for
the most vulnerable users. Design should not be made to account for poor adherence by HGV
drivers – professional drivers – while simultaneously expecting cyclists to behave in exactly the way
designed for, or simply implying that by cycling across the junction they themselves are at fault
[Police Scotland].
It is good to see Option 2 being recommended for implementation. At times it felt like Spokes Porty,
the ward councillors and community council were championing Option 2a – but let’s be clear: it is
the least worst option. It is a short-term sticking plaster only. Preventing left turns by HGV drivers
reduces the likelihood of further deaths, however it does force a small number of HGVs to other
roads – if there is a best road for HGVs in the general area then it is clearly the Harry Lauder Road –
it’s not Northfield Broadway, it’s not Brighton Place.
As such the medium-term solution must be implemented as soon as possible. Its implementation is
not tied to the short-term one – there are no dependencies. Putting its deadline as short-term
completion + 18 months sets an unambitious target. Pull it in, complete it much faster. Until it is
completed, ensure mitigation strategies are in place on at-risk roads (speed cushions on Northfield
Broadway – good; mitigations for Brighton and Southfield Place too?), with repeat traffic monitoring
and improved on-road signage for cyclists of alternative routes.
It is encouraging to see the Council’s road safety plan, Vision Zero – but there is a need for all
involved to be sufficiently trained and familiar: councillors, council officers, stakeholders, and other
professionals. This could have realised a “short-term” proposal was implemented in a short
timescale.
Yours,
Lee Kindness
Co-chair, Portobello Community Council
secretary@portobellocc.org
12 Oct 2021
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Brightons and Rosefield Residents’ Association
Est 1978

DEPUTATION TO THE TRANSPORT AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE MEETING ON
14 OCTOBER 2021 ON BEHALF OF BRIGHTONS AND ROSEFIELD RESIDENTS’
ASSOCIATION
This deputation is made on behalf of Brightons and Rosefield Residents’ Association
(which encompasses Brighton Place and the surrounding streets) about item 7.4 on the
agenda, the proposal for alterations to the junction at Sir Harry Lauder/Seafield/Portobello
Road.
Option 2a, the banning of left hand turns for HGVs from Portobello High Street onto Sir
Harry Lauder Road is highlighted as the preferred option. We of course support any
improvements to this junction for cyclists and indeed pedestrians as it is not an easy
junction to negotiate. It is worth noting however that there are safe and traffic-free
alternatives for cyclists travelling both towards the city centre and towards Leith that
enable them to avoid this junction altogether, although they could be better signposted.
However, we fear that the unintended consequences of this move to improve safety here
could result in Brighton and Southfield Place becoming less safe due to the increase in the
number of HGVs travelling up Brighton Place and Duddingston Park to access Milton
Road.
Brighton Place is a residential street and a safe route to school for many children and their
parents who travel up and down on foot, by bike or scooter twice a day, five days a week,
to access various schools and nurseries, e.g. Portobello High School, Holy Rood High
School, St John’s RC primary school, Duddingston primary school, Cherrytrees nursery,
Rocking Horse nursery, Highland Fling nursery, Blossom Day nursery, Brightons nursery.
There are already concerns about vehicle speeds, volume of traffic and road safety on this
stretch of road to the extent that parents at Duddingston school have set up a road safety
group to look at the whole route to school in order to try and tackle them.
In addition, Brighton Place is set to see a substantial increase in traffic that will be
displaced onto this route by the Experimental Traffic Regulation Order to permanently
close Brunstane Road (the only other north/south axis in and out of Portobello) that is due
to be put in place soon. If additional HGVs are added to that mix then there will be
additional hazards for pedestrians, cyclists and school children using this route.
We ask that measures are put in place to discourage or prevent HGVs using this route and
for signage to be installed to this effect so that this already busy route does not become
more busy and more dangerous for the people using it.
Attached below are images showing three 20 mph speed limit signs on Brighton Place
approaching Portobello: one is hidden by foliage, another has a sticker through it and the
third (on the opposite side of the road) is easily hidden by a high sided vehicle.
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On the other side, for drivers going towards Southfield Place, there are two: one (on the
right hand side) has had stickers on it, the other is hidden by trees. This signage needs to
be improved and the installation of flashing 20 mph reminder signs would be beneficial at
appropriate points in Brighton Place.
We ask that committee members look at this situation holistically to ensure that introducing
safety measures in one place does not just displace the risk elsewhere.
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Agenda Annex
Addendum by the Coalition
Transport and Environment Committee
14 October 2021
Item 7.1 - Active Travel Measures - Travelling Safely

Adds new 1.1.4 and then renumbers following paragraphs:
1.1.4 Notes local community councils including Juniper Green / Baberton
Mains, Currie and Balerno are seeking to bring forward active travel proposals
in the Water of Leith Villages
1.1.5

Request that Council Officers ensure any issues of safe access or
connectivity to the Lanark Road infrastructure are progressed across
existing work streams.

1.1.6 Recognise that the renewed proposals include significant additions such as
a new signalised crossing at Kingsknowe Park.
1.1.7 Note the importance of ensuring that schemes reflect the strategic approach
to active travel as defined in the City Mobility Plan, as well as reflecting the
agreed transport hierarchy.
1.1.8 Note the options considered for Silverknowes Road (south section) (as set
out in Appendix 3) and agree to retain the scheme as currently installed.
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Moved by

Cllr L Macinnes

Seconded by Cllr K Doran
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.1 - Active Travel Measures - Travelling Safely
Update
Committee:
1 Notes with concern the lack of progress to ETROs with none advertised to date despite these
largely being continuations of existing TTRO schemes and having been agreed for progress by
an act of Council on 24 June 2021;
2 Considers it is no longer legitimate to use TTROs promoted as an emergency response to
Lockdown as a means to maintain or extend temporary emergency measures when the
measures bringing their necessity has passed; that this leaves the Council open to legal
challenge; and therefore agrees to remove all such TTROs as soon as possible; Any necessary
full TROs for schemes that have general public support from the Council consultation to be
prioritised so that these could be undertaken swiftly to allow a permanent introduction as
additions to the permanent Active Travel Programme with proper public consultation and
scrutiny through a full TRO process;
3 Agrees to remove the TTRO scheme on Lanark Road in line with the public consultation and
residents’ wishes while progressing a full TRO for the introduction of permanent pedestrian
crossings as necessary;
4 Agrees to remove the TTRO scheme on Silverknowes Road and consult residents to
determine whether there is a solution that gains local support and can then be progressed
through a full TRO process if necessary;
5 Agrees to receive a further urgent report on resourcing levels within the Department for
implementation of Active Travel Schemes and how these could be applied to get the permanent
and agreed Active Travel Programme back on track both in terms of timelines and budget from
this point forward.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Stephanie Smith
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Amendment by the Liberal Democrat Group
Transport & Environment Committee
14 October, 2021
Report. 7.1
Report Title: Active Travel Measures - Travelling Safely Update
Delete 1.1.2 and insert;

“1.1.2 notes that, under standing order 30.1, the committee remains bound by the 24 June
2021 decision of the Council and therefore notes the updates provided in appendix 1.”
Delete 1.1.3 and insert;

“1.1.3 notes the content of the report relating to the Lanark Road scheme; expresses
significant concern over the issues which arose during the recent consultation and risk
exposing any decision to proceed with an ETRO to challenge; therefore agrees not to
proceed with an ETRO at this stage; instead agrees that officers should engage with relevant
community groups with respect to the alternative proposals which were presented to the
Longstone Community Council in August 2021; and agrees that the outcomes of these
discussions be reported back to the November 2021 committee meeting.”
In 1.1.4, delete “retain the scheme as currently installed” and insert, “remove the current
scheme and instructs officers to return to committee with options to upgrade the path
running between Silverknowes Road and Cramond Road South into a full cycleway,
recognising this as a more pressing priority for improving cycle safety in Silverknowes.”

Moved by

Cllr Kevin Lang

Seconded by
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.2 - Petition for Consideration: Resurfacing
particularly noisy cobbled streets - Learmonth
Terrace, Dean Park Crescent and Comely Bank
Avenue
Committee agrees to request a report on the issues raised by the petitioners and to instruct that
a traffic survey to determine average traffic speed on Comely Bank Avenue and to include the
results in the report.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Stephanie Smith
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Amendment by the Liberal Democrat Group
Transport & Environment Committee
14 October, 2021
Report. 7.2
Report Title: Petition for Consideration: Resurfacing for Particularly Noisy Cobbled
Streets - Learmonth Terrace, Dean Park Crescent and Comely Bank Avenue

Committee thanks residents for their petition and the additional photographs provided.
Committee agrees:
that officers should undertake new inspections of all three streets listed in the petition to
determine what repairs are required.
that separate traffic speed surveys should be undertaken on each street, with the petitioners
consulted on the positioning of the speed monitoring equipment in each case.
that the results of the inspection and monitoring be reported back to the 11 November
2021 meeting of the committee.

Moved by

Cllr Kevin Lang

Seconded by
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.3 - Active Travel Investment Programme
Update
Replace recommendations with:
Committee:
1.1 Notes with concern the considerable delays to the Active Travel programme and the
consequent rising costs;
1.2 Notes that the vast majority of the proposed programme is cycling based schemes
and that very little is proposed to specifically assist pedestrians – the top of the Active
Travel Hierarchy;
1.3 Notes with concern that, despite officer and Administration promises of early action
following the removal of Spaces for People measures on George IV Bridge, the Meadows
to George St proposals are not now set to even begin construction until sometime in
2023/24 with no completion date indicated;
1.4 Agrees to:
a. Investigate whether further pedestrian friendly measures could be added to the
programme to assist safety and mobility – especially at areas of high footfall and
recorded pedestrian injury accidents such as the Foot of the Walk.
b. Reprioritise work and funding to deliver a full solution at Arboretum Place within early
course and certainly by the end of 2022/23 financial year.
c. Discontinue the Leith Connections work until after tram construction completion and
reconsider a proper network of connections to existing cycle routes in the area rather
than a duplicative route that fails to meet desire lines.
d. Bring forward plans for Meadows to George St to begin construction as soon as possible.
1.5 Further agrees that a revised Active Travel Investment programme taking account of
these issues is presented to Committee before the end of 2021 calendar year.

Moved by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
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Seconded by:

Councillor Stephanie Smith

Transport & Environment Committee
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Addendum by the Green Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14 October 2021
Item 7.3 – Active Travel Investment Programme
Inserts additional recommendation:
“Thanks council officers for the detailed assessment and programming work, and welcomes
delivery of wide-ranging active travel projects across Edinburgh, utilising significant external
funding alongside capital investment from this council”
Adds additional text to the end of recommendation 1.1.1 and inserts sub points below 1.1.1 as
follows:
“subject to the following adjustments:
a) Notes the map in appendix 3 shows some remaining active travel network gaps, and
asks that the refreshed Active Travel Action Plan (ATAP) report describes how the
network could be joined up and any remaining gaps eliminated
b) Notes that the Active Travel Forum last met in 2019 and requests the restart of these
meetings in order to facilitate engagement on the delivery of this investment programme
and the refresh of the ATAP
c) Notes with regret the re-programmed later construction dates for some of the key
projects, seeks clarification on whether these projects can be delivered earlier, and calls
for short term changes where possible in these locations (potentially exploring the use of
experimental traffic orders) for example the junction at the King’s Theatre in advance of
the final Meadows to Union Canal project
d) Welcomes the “QuietRoute 5 – Holyrood Park” project, notes that provision of through
routes to motorised vehicles via the private roads within Holyrood Park does not align
with Edinburgh’s transport strategies, and seeks to continue working collaboratively with
the park authorities to end motorised vehicle journeys through the park
e) Add the “the Rutland spur” as a project and assess its priority within the programme

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Claire Miller
Councillor Gavin Corbett
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.4 - Short Term Improvements at Portobello
High Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road
Junction
Committee
Replaces 1.1.2 with
“approves the implementation of Option 1, as described in the report.”

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor John McLellan
Councillor Iain Whyte
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Amendment by the Green Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14 October 2021
Item 7.4 – Short Term Improvements at Portobello
High Street/Inchview Terrace/Sir Harry Lauder Road
Junction
Insert additional recommendation at 1.1 and renumber the subsequent recommendations
accordingly:
“1.1 Notes with sadness that almost one year has passed since Heather Stronach was
killed at this location on 3 November 2020, and over two years since Stuart Elliott was
killed at this location on 13 March 2019”
Add additional text at the end of report recommendation 1.2:
“and calls for urgent implementation of this short term solution”
Changes report recommendation 1.3 to read:
“Notes that work has commenced on developing more substantive, medium term
improvements for implementation within 18 months of this committee meeting, subject
to the successful conclusion of the statutory process for any Traffic Orders required”
Inserts additional recommendations:
“1.6 Requires that short, medium and long term improvements should be designed in line
with the sustainable transport hierarchy
1.7 Agrees to receive regular business bulletin updates on works associated with
improving cycle safety (in the context of the sustainable transport hierarchy) with
reference to the short, medium, and long term plans at the junction”

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Claire Miller
Councillor Gavin Corbett
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.6 - Proposed Parking Controls - Allanfield,
Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield
Committee
Replace recommendations with:
1.

Committee agrees to consult the residents of Allanfield, Allanfield Place and Dicksonfield
on the proposal and not to commence the legal process to add the publicly maintained
areas of road within these streets to the N1 area of the Controlled Parking Zone and
approve the setting of charges unless the residents are in favour of the proposal.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Stephanie Smith
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Addendum by the Liberal Democrat Group
Transport & Environment Committee
14 October, 2021
Report. 7.7
Report Title: Future Provision of Public Conveniences Update
At end of 1.1.3, add “and agrees to receive a report in the first quarter of 2022 covering a) the
costs of reproviding these facilities next summer and b) the options to secure the necessary
funding to cover these costs.”

Moved by

Cllr Kevin Lang

Seconded by
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Addendum by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.8 - Union Canal Bicentenary
Committee
Adds to the recommendations.
1.1.3 Agrees that the views of canal-side residents should be reflected in any refreshing of the
vision for the canal’s future.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor John McLellan
Councillor Iain Whyte
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 7.9 - Edinburgh's Sustainable Rainwater
Management Guidance
Committee
Delete recommendations and replace with:
Committee agrees to refer the report to the Planning Committee for scrutiny and consideration
with a final decision to be taken thereafter at the earliest Council meeting to allow the crosscutting policy issues to be considered by all councillors.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Stephanie Smith
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Amendment by the Conservative Group
Transport and Environment Committee
14th October 2021
Item 9.1 - Motion by the Green Group
Committee
Agree Para 1 and 2
Replace para 3 and 4 with:
3. Notes and is concerned that the Communal Bin Enhancement plan appears to produce a
significant increase in capacity for waste and recycling disposal but that it was impossible to
assess the impact of proposed changes and therefore their impact on the World Heritage Site at
the time the decision was made because no plans showing the number and location of bins
were available, and that whether residents use gull proof sacks or communal bins there is
overwhelming concern about adding more bins into the World Heritage Site;
4. Notes that paragraph 3.10 of the Report on the purchasing of the corrals for the Communal
Bins hubs to the Finance and Resources Committee it was stated that “ The approach to be
taken in the World Heritage Site (part of phase four) will be subject to a further options
appraisal, which will include consultation with Edinburgh World Heritage and engagement with
residents.”
5. Notes that the Scottish Government is due to make an announcement on a date for the
introduction of the Deposit Return Scheme, but given that no TROs have been advertised for
the World Heritage Site it is unlikely that bins could be placed much ahead of the introduction of
the scheme which could significantly reduce the requirement for bins on the streets especially if
the introduction of the DRS was accompanied by clear messaging about changes in waste
collection and therefore to take into account the great significance of the World Heritage Site
agrees:
(i). to recognise that without having details of what is going to be put on the street the
Council and Councillors cannot fully consider the impacts on the World Heritage Site;
(ii). to pause work on the introduction of bin hubs in the World Heritage Site until such
time as there is an announcement on the start date for a DRS;
(iii). once the start date for DRS is announced review the bin capacity to determine
whether there is still a requirement for additional bins in the World Heritage Site and bring
a costed report back to Committee for determination – such costs to include the relative
costs of collecting gull proof sacks and communal bins which the response to FOI 33356
is clear cannot currently be compared as the implementation plan for the communal bins
has yet to be agreed;
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(iv). and a plan to demonstrate how the any changes will improve the environment in the
World Heritage Site; and
(v). the outcome of the further options appraisal and the engagement with residents.

Moved by:
Seconded by:

Councillor Iain Whyte
Councillor Stephanie Smith

Transport & Environment Committee
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